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INTRODUCTORY

THE COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION is not only a commemoration of the paramount event of modern times—the discovery of America four hundred years ago by Christopher Columbus—but among the grand events of its character it stands pre-eminent in the world's history. It is the culmination of all the progress made by the nations of the earth in the centuries that have passed, and the gathering together of all that science, art, and ingenuity has produced for the benefit of mankind, not only for the present day, but for generations yet unborn, who will learn of this "festival of all nations" through history's portrayal by pen and picture. IT IS A COMPREHENSIVE PICTURE OF THE CIVILIZATION OF TO-DAY.

The design of this work is to present, in the most attractive form possible, authentic general information, compiled from official sources, relative to this great exposition; its inception and progress; as well as of the great metropolitan city in which it is held.

The Opening Chapter of the work presents to the reader beautiful half-tone illustrations of the World's Fair buildings which stand forth as the marvel of the present century, accompanying which are appropriately illustrated descriptions of the buildings, giving their location, cost, and dimensions.

In the Second Chapter the reader finds himself both charmed and amazed, as from page to page is unfolded a panoramic view of many of Chicago's most attractive sights and places of interest, such as her sky-piercing structures, street-scenes, park and stock-yard views, monuments, etc., together with many other objects of universal and unceasing interest.

Portraits of the World's Fair officials form the introduction to the Third Chapter, which is devoted to miscellaneous information relative to the Columbian Exposition; including the President's proclamation to all nations.

A complete history of the Dedication of the World's Fair Palaces is given in the Fourth Chapter, giving a minute and glowing description of the civic and military parades, the order in which they marched, and a report in full of the addresses delivered on the occasion.

The Fifth Chapter is composed of a series of interesting discourses on the Life of Columbus by prominent Chicago divines. The lessons taught by these discourses and the conclusions drawn therefrom, viewed from so many standpoints, makes this an especially valuable chapter of the work.

A brief historical review of all the States and foreign countries that will exhibit, together with tinted maps of the same, constitutes the Sixth Chapter, and in view of their participation in bringing together at the World's Fair the greatest and grandest exhibition of their products known to man, reference to the same in the manner indicated cannot fail to be of more than usual interest.

The Eighth Chapter, containing a brief history of Previous World's Fairs, beginning with the first held in London in 1851, down to the latest held in Paris in 1889, will enable the reader to intelligently institute a comparison between former World's Fairs and the great Columbian Exposition of 1893.

A highly fascinating subject in connection with the history of the Columbian Exposition is a brief history of the manners, customs and religion of the wonderful race that inhabited the North American Continent when discovered by Columbus. The subject is given added interest by the half-tone engravings of Indian villages, Indian chiefs, and individual members of their tribes, all of which are given in the Ninth Chapter of this work.

Chicago of 1892 and 1893 is the attraction of the world. Going back a few brief years we find a small village, forming the nucleus from which has grown, like magic, a mighty city. The early history of this city, which is, during the Columbian Exposition the host of all nations, is given in the Tenth Chapter, accompanied by illustrations of buildings and local events of that time.

On October 8th, 1871, the world was electrified by the news that the rapidly growing City of Chicago was laid in ashes. The Eleventh Chapter gives a thrilling account of this, the saddest event of Chicago's history. The illustrations taken at the time shown in this connection vividly portray the city in flames as well as her square miles of devastated ruins.

The last Chapter is entitled "Chicago of To-Day," and gives in brief a description of all the points of interest in this great city—an Exposition in itself—and just the information desired by visitors and strangers in Chicago.
POPULAR verdict pronounces the Administration Building gem and crown of the Exposition palaces. It is located at the west end of the great court in the southern part of the site, looking eastward, and at its rear are the transportation facilities and depots. This imposing edifice cost $450,000. The architect is Richard M. Hunt, of New York, President of the American Institute of Architects, to whose established reputation it is a notable contribution. It covers an area of 260 feet square and consists of four pavilions 84 feet square, one at each of the four angles of the square and connected by a great central dome 120 feet in diameter and 220 feet in height, leaving at the center of each facade a recess 82 feet wide, within which are the grand entrances to the building.

The general design is in the style of the French renaissance. The first story is in the Doric order, of heroic proportions, surrounded by a lofty balustrade and having the tiers of the angle of each pavilion crowned with neat artistic sculpture. The second story, with its lofty and spacious colonnade, is of the Ionic order. The four great entrances, one on each side of the building, are 50 feet wide and 90 feet high, and covered by semi-circular arched vaults, richly coffered. In the rear of these arches are the entrance doors, and above, great screens of glass, furnishing abundant light to the central rotunda.
HAVING been delightfully located, the Government Building is set off to great advantage, being placed near the lake shore, south of the main lagoon and of the area reserved for foreign Nations and States, and east of the Woman's Building. The buildings of England, Germany, and Mexico are near by to the northward. The Government Building was designed by Architect Windrim, now succeeded by W. J. Edbrooke. It is classic in style, and bears a strong resemblance to the National Museum and other government buildings at Washington. It covers an area of 350 by 420 feet, is constructed of iron, brick, and glass, and cost $400,000. Its leading architectural feature is a central octagonal dome 120 feet in diameter and 150 feet high, the floor of which will be kept free from exhibits. The building fronts to the west, and connects on the north by a bridge over the lagoon, with the building of the Fisheries exhibit. The south half is devoted to the Post Office Department, Treasury Department, War Department, and Department of Agriculture exhibits; the north half to the exhibits of the Fisheries Commission, Smithsonian Institute, and Interior Department. The allotment for the several department exhibits is: War Department, 23,000 square feet; Treasury, 10,500 square feet; Agriculture, 18,250 square feet; Interior, 24,000 square feet; Post Office, 9,000 square feet; Fishery, 20,000 square feet.
Encompassed by luxuriant shrubs and beds of fragrant flowers, like a white silhouette against a background of old and stately oaks, is seen the Woman's Building, situated in the northwestern part of the Park, with a generous distance on either side from the Horticultural Building and the Illinois State Building, and facing the great lagoon with the Flowery Island as a vista. A more beautiful site could not have been selected for this daintily designed building. The president of the Board of Lady Managers quickly discovered in the sketch submitted by Miss Sophia G. Hayden, of Boston, that harmony of grouping and gracefulness of details which indicate the architectural scholar, and to her was awarded the first prize of $1,000, and also execution of design. The principal facade has an extreme length of 400 feet, the depth of the building half the distance. Italian renaissance is the style selected. A wide stair case leads to the center pavilions, with an open colonnade, where are located the Hanging Gardens. The whole floor of the south pavilion is devoted to the retrospective exhibit; the one on the north to reform work and charity organization. In the second story are located the ladies' parlors, committee rooms, etc. The building is encased in staff, and as it stands, with its mellow decorated walls, bathed in the bright sunshine, grace and harmony are depicted from all standpoints.
Beautiful architecture, which has its inspiration in early Italian renaissance, is strikingly displayed in the Hall of Mines and Mining, and with which sufficient liberty is taken to invest it with the animation that should characterize a great general Exposition. It is located at the southern extremity of the western lagoon or lake, and between the Electricity and Transportation Buildings. The architect is S. S. Beman, of Chicago. There is a decided French spirit pervading the exterior design, but it is kept well subordinated. In plan it is simple and straightforward, embracing on the ground floor spacious vestibules, restaurants, toilet rooms, etc. On each of the four sides of the building are placed the entrances, those of the north and south fronts being the most spacious and prominent. To the right and left of each entrance, inside, start broad flights of easy stairs leading to the galleries. The galleries are 60 feet wide and 25 feet high from the ground floor. The main front looks southward on the Central Court, and northward on the middle lakes, and an island gorgeous with flowers. Between the main entrances and the pavilions are richly decorated arcades, forming an open loggia on the ground floor, and on the gallery floor level a deeply recessed promenade, which commands a fine view of the lakes and islands to the northward, and the great Central Court on the south. These covered promenades are each 25 feet wide, and 230 feet in length.
THE MACHINERY HALL, of which Peabody & Stearns, of Boston, are the architects, has been pronounced by many architects second only to the Administration Building in the magnificence of its appearance. This building measures 850 by 500 feet, and with the large Machinery Annex and Power House, cost about $1,200,000. It is located at the extreme south end of the Park, midway between the shore of Lake Michigan and the west line of the Park. It is just south of the Administration Building, and across a lagoon from the Agricultural Building. The building is spanned by massive arched trusses, and the interior has the appearance of three railroad train-houses side by side, surrounded on all four sides by a gallery 50 feet wide. The trusses are built separately, so that they can be taken down and sold for use as railroad train houses. All of the buildings on the grand plaza are designed with a view to making a grand background for display, and, in order to conform to the general richness of the court and add to the striking appearance, the two facades of the machinery hall on the court are rich with colonnades and other features. The design follows classical models throughout, the detail being followed from the renaissance of Seville and other Spanish towns, as being appropriate to a Columbian celebration. An arcade on the first story admits passage around the building. The exterior of the building is in staff, colored.
THE FISHERIES BUILDING is one of the largest and most artistic of the Exposition palaces, and embraces a large central structure with two smaller polygonal buildings connected with it on either end by arcades. The extreme length is 1,100 feet and the width 200 feet. It is located to the northward of the U. S. Government Building. In the central portion is the general Fisheries exhibit. In one of the polygonal buildings is the Angling exhibit and in the other the large Aquaria. To the close observer the exterior of the building cannot fail to be exceedingly interesting, for the architect, Henry Ives Cobb, of Chicago, exerted all his ingenuity in arranging innumerable forms of capitals, modillions, brackets, cornices and other ornamental details, using only fish and other sea forms for its motif of design. The roof of the building is of old Spanish tile, and the side walls of pleasing color. The cost is about $200,000. In the center of the polygonal building is a rotunda 60 feet in diameter, in the middle of which is a basin or pool 26 feet wide, from which rises a towering mass of rocks, covered with moss and lichens. From clefts and crevices in the rocks crystal streams of water gush and drop to the masses of reeds, rushes, and ornamental semi-aquatic plants in the basin below. In this pool gorgeous gold fishes, golden ides, golden tench, and other fishes disport. From the rotunda, one side of the large series of Aquaria may be viewed.
The Manufactures and Liberal Arts Building stands at the head in size and symmetrical proportions. It measures 1,687 by 787 feet, and covers nearly thirty-one acres, being the largest exposition building ever constructed. Within the building a gallery 50 feet wide extends around four sides, and projecting from this are 86 small galleries, 12 feet wide, from which visitors may survey the vast array of exhibits and the busy scene below. The main roof is of iron and glass, and arches an area of 385 by 1,400 feet, and has its ridge 150 feet from the ground. The building, including its galleries, has about 40 acres of floor space. The long array of columns and arches, with its facades, etc., are very elaborately ornamented with female figures, symbolical of the various arts and sciences. The exterior of the building is covered with staff, which is treated to represent marble. The huge fluted columns and the immense arches are apparently of this beautiful material. The building occupies the most conspicuous place on the grounds. It faces the lake, with only lawns and promenades between. North of it is the United States Government Building, south the harbor and in-jutting lagoon, and west the Electrical Building and the lagoon, separating it from the great island, which in part is wooded and in part resplendent with acres of bright flowers of varied hues. The whole combine to make a grand and picturesque scene.
OUNTEOUS decorations form but a minor part in one of the most magnificent structures raised for the Exposition, such is the Agricultural Building. The style of architecture is classic renaissance. This building is put up very near the shore of Lake Michigan, and is almost surrounded by the lagoons that lead into the Park from the lake. It is 500 by 800 feet; its north line is almost on a line with the pier extending into the lake, on which heroic columns, emblematic of the Thirteen Original States, are raised. The east front looks out into a harbor which affords refuge for numerous pleasure craft; the west, faces a branch of the lagoon that extends along the north side. With these picturesque surroundings as an inspiration, the architects have brought out designs that have been pronounced all but faultless. The main entrance leads through an opening 64 feet wide into a vestibule, from which entrance is had to the rotunda, 100 feet in diameter. This is surmounted by a mammoth glass dome, 130 feet high. All through the main vestibule statuary has been designed, illustrative of the agricultural industry. There are also similar designs grouped about all of the grand entrances in the most elaborate manner. The corner pavilions are surmounted by domes 96 feet high, and above these tower groups of statuary. The design for these domes is that of three women, of herculean proportions, supporting a mammoth globe, emblematic of the world's gathering.
ROM the Grecian-Ionic in style, and a pure type of the most refined classic architecture, is the Art Palace. The building is oblong, and is 500 by 320 feet, intersected north, east, south, and west by a great nave and transept, 100 feet wide and 70 feet high, at the intersection of which is a great dome, 60 feet in diameter; it is 125 feet to the top of the dome, which is surmounted by a colossal statue of the type of the famous figure of Winged Victory. On either side are galleries 20 feet wide and 24 feet above the floor. The collections of sculpture are displayed on the main floor of the nave and transept, and on the walls of the ground and galleries are ample areas for displaying paintings and sculptured panels in relief. The corners made by the crossing of the nave and transept are filled with small picture galleries. Around the entire structure are galleries, 40 feet wide, forming a continuous promenade. Between this promenade and the naves are the smaller rooms devoted to private collections of paintings and the collections of the various art schools. On either side of the main building, and connected with it by handsome corridors, are very large annexes, which are also utilized by various art exhibits. The building is located in the northern portion of the Park, facing the lagoon. The immediate neighborhood is ornamented with groups of statues, replica ornaments of classic art, Grecian art, etc.
EVERY effort will be put forth to make the Electrical Building the seat of the most novel and brilliant exhibit in the whole Exposition. The building is 345 feet wide and 700 feet long, the major axis running north and south. The south front is on the great Quadrangle or Court; the north front faces the lagoon; the east front is opposite the Manufactures Building, and the west faces the Mines Building. The general scheme of the plan is based upon a longitudinal nave, 115 feet wide and 114 feet high, crossed in the middle by a transept of the same width and height. The second story is composed of a series of galleries connected across the nave by two bridges, with access by four grand staircases. The area of the galleries in the second story is 118,546 square feet. At each of the four corners of the building there is a pavilion, above which rises a light open spire or tower 169 feet high. There is an open portico extending along the whole of the south facade. The appearance of the building is that of marble, but the walls of the hemicycle and of the various porticoes and loggia are highly enriched with color, the pilasters in these places being enriched with scagliola, and the capitals with metallic effects in bronze. Van Brunt & Howe, of Kansas City, are the architects. The cost of the building is about $375,000. The east and west pavilions are composed of two towers 168 feet high.
From every point of view the Horticultural Building presents an imposing appearance. It is situated immediately south of the entrance to Jackson Park from the Midway Plaisance, and faces east on the lagoon. In front is a flower terrace for outside exhibits, including tanks for Nymphaea and the Victoria Regia. The building is 1,000 feet long, with an extreme width of 250 feet. The plan is a central pavilion with two end pavilions each connected with the central one by front and rear curtains, forming two interior courts each 88 by 270 feet. The courts are beautifully decorated in color and planted with ornamental shrubs and flowers. The center pavilion is roofed by a crystal dome 187 feet in diameter and 113 feet high, under which are exhibited the tallest palms, bamboos, and tree ferns that can be procured. There are galleries in each of the pavilions. The galleries of the end pavilions are designed for cafes, the situation and the surroundings being particularly adapted to recreation and refreshment. These cafes are surrounded by an arcade on three sides, from which charming views of the grounds can be obtained. The front of the flower terrace, with its low parapet between large handsome vases, which borders the water, forms a boat landing at its center; this makes a highly convenient and attractive feature, and, with its fleet of pleasure boats, reminds one of Venice.
An exceedingly important part of the northern architectural court of the Exposition is the Transportation Building. It is situated at the southern end of the west flank, between the Horticultural and Mines Buildings. Facing eastward, it commands a view of the floral island and an extensive branch of the lagoon. It is exquisitely refined and simple in architectural treatment, although it is very rich and elaborate in detail. In style it savors much of the Romanesque. Viewed from the lagoon, the cupola forms the effective southwest accent of the quadrangle, while from the cupola itself, reached by eight elevators, the Northern Court, the most beautiful effect of the entire Exposition, may be seen in all its glory. The main entrance to Transportation Building consists of an immense single arch highly enriched by carvings, bas-reliefs and mural paintings, the entire feature forming a rich and beautiful, yet quiet, color climax, for it is treated in leaf and is called the golden door. Numerous minor entrances are from time to time pierced in the walls, and with them are grouped terraces, seats, drinking fountains, and statues. Although its architecture savors of the Romanesque, to the initiated the manner in which it is designed on axial lines and the solicitude shown for fine proportions, with the subtle relation of parts to each other, will at once suggest the methods of composition followed at the ECOLE DES BEAUX ARTS in a manner to elicit the highest admiration.
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Being so advantageously located it is not surprising that Chicago was selected as the location for the World's Fair in 1893. It fully indicates the strong impression made upon representatives from all sections of the United States as to its fitness for this vast undertaking. There is no other city in the Union which for position alone can compare with Chicago; centrally located, with thousands of miles of direct railroad connections, it is equidistant to Spain and Japan, London, Canton, Buenos Ayres and St. Petersburg. Mexico and Montreal are brought to its gates. Still further, Chicago is entitled to the World's Fair from its rank as a cosmopolitan city, being the second city on this continent in population, and seventh in the world. Outside of London it is doubtful if any city in the world can show as large and as varied a population as this city.

The site adopted for the great Exposition is that portion of the celebrated South Park system of Chicago known as Jackson Park and Midway Plaisance. Having in view the comfort and convenience of the hundreds of thousands of our citizens and those from abroad, this site affords advantages which upon reflection must be appreciated and clearly understood by the practical mind. This beautiful location is within easy distance of the center of the business portion of Chicago, and is accessible by means of the most complete transportation facilities. Jackson Park has a frontage on Lake Michigan of one and one-half miles, and contains nearly 553 acres of ground. The Midway Plaisance, which forms the connecting link between Jackson and Washington Parks, is one mile long and 600 feet wide, making an additional area of about 80 acres.

The illustrations of buildings shown in this volume give a very complete idea of the plans contemplated in this stupendous work. The fine architectural groupings and grandeur of ornamental design will, collectively, excel all previous attempts at any Exposition. The plan of arrangements for the grounds present features in landscape effects, statuary, fountains, inland lakes, ornamental bridges, avenues and floral designs so artistic in their beauty as to command the admiration of the world. The frontage of the grounds on Lake Michigan affords grand opportunities for marine displays of the most magnificent character, and which will be taken full advantage of by the management to furnish beautiful attractions which otherwise could not be attempted.

It may be said to be assured that the exhibits at the Exposition will cover a wider range and be far more numerous than were ever before gathered together. The whole world is interested and all the nations of the earth will participate with the grandest and most creditable characteristic exhibits of their arts, sciences, natural resources, customs, condition and progress of their people. From far-away India, Burmah, Siam, China, Japan, Persia, islands of the Pacific, Australia, Tasmania, Egypt, Turkey and the strange lands of the mysterious and almost unknown Africa will come attractions of interesting character. All the European nations display great interest in the Exposition, and all give assurance of their unqualified support and co-operation. Their finest collections of art will be gathered here, and each country promises to display in the most conspicuous manner its varied resources. All of the countries of South and Central America with Mexico are making the most elaborate preparation for an extensive exhibit of their splendid resources and products. Millions of money will be expended by these foreign countries, and the beauty of the Exposition will be enhanced thereby to a greater degree. Many of the foreign countries construct buildings of the finest character and design in which to make their separate exhibits.

Foreign Participation.

In the table given below will be found a list of all foreign nations and colonies, and where they have determined to participate in the Exposition, the amounts of their appropriations made or officially proposed, as far as information concerning them has been received at the World's Fair head-quarters. It is safe to say that foreign representation will be larger and more general than at any previous World's Exposition:
### Argentine Republic
- $100,000

### Austria
- 102,300

### Belgium
- 57,900

### Bolivia
- 30,700

### Brazil
- 600,000

### Bulgaria
- 500,000

### China
- 67,000

### Colombia
- 100,000

### Costa Rica
- 150,000

### Denmark
- 1,200

### Danish West Indies
- 788,400

### Egypt (Informal)
- 62,500

### France
- 500,000

### Germany
- 600,200

### Greece
- 400,000

### Guatemala
- 15,000

### Hawaii
- 5,000

### Hayti
- 25,000

### Honduras
- 20,000

### Hungary (Informal)
- 630,765

### Italy
- 7,500

### Japan
- 50,000

### Liberia
- 30,000

### Madagascar
- 20,000

### Mexico
- 547,000

### Morocco
- 150,000

### Netherlands
- 10,000

### Dutch Guiana
- 20,000

### Dutch West Indies
- 5,000

### Nicaragua
- 100,000

### Norway
- 56,280

### Orange Free State
- 7,500

### Paraguay
- 100,000

### Persia
- 140,000

### Portugal (Informal)
- 63,600

### Madeira
- 63,600

### Roumania
- 46,320

### Russia
- 12,500

### Salvador
- 25,000

### San Domingo
- 25,000

### Servia
- 14,000

### Siam
- 25,000

### Spain
- 25,000

### Cuba
- 14,000

### Victoria
- 97,330

### West Australia
- 97,330

### Argentina
- 346,000

### Great Britain
- 291,990

### Bahamas
- 5,840

### Barbadoes
- 2,920

### Bermuda
- 25,000

### British Guiana
- 7,500

### British Honduras
- 100,000

### Canada
- 50,000

### Cape Colony
- 50,000

### Ceylon
- 63,600

### Fiji
- 24,333

### India
- 6,000

### Jamaica
- 24,333

### Leeward Islands
- 6,000

### Malta
- 50,000

### Mashonaland
- 6,000

### Mauritius
- 6,000

### Newfoundland
- 6,000

### New South Wales
- 243,325

### New Zealand
- 6,000

### Queensland
- 6,000

### South Australia
- 6,000

### Straits Settlements
- 6,000

### Tasmania
- 10,000

### Trinidad
- 15,000

### Total
- $5,930,063

### Total
- $3,446,000

---

**Great interest is being taken by foreign countries in the World's Fair, and they are emulated on a broad scale by the United States Government, and the States and Territories of the Union. The United States Government has erected a grand structure, in and around which to display such articles and materials as illustrate the functions and administrative faculty of the government in time of peace, and its resources as a war power, tending to demonstrate the nature of our institutions and their adaptation to the wants of the people. For this purpose and for other necessary expenses, Congress has appropriated $1,500,000. Besides this princely sum, it has donated $2,500,000 in silver half-dollar souvenirs, which the Fair authorities will sell at a premium, and from which they expect to realize at least $5,000,000. The government has also appropriated $500,000 for diplomas and awards, to be given meritorious exhibits. The subjoined table shows the States and Territories that will participate, and the amounts which each has set aside for its exhibit:**

- **Arizona**: $30,000
- **Montana**: $50,000
- **California**: $300,000
- **Nebraska**: $50,000
- **Colorado**: $100,000
- **New Hampshire**: $25,000
- **Delaware**: $10,000
- **New Jersey**: $70,000
- **Idaho**: $20,000
- **New Mexico**: $25,000
- **Illinois**: $800,000
- **New York**: $300,000
- **Indiana**: $75,000
- **North Carolina**: $25,000
- **Iowa**: $130,000
- **North Dakota**: $25,000
- **Kentucky**: $100,000
- **Ohio**: $125,000
- **Louisiana**: $36,000
- **Pennsylvania**: $300,000
- **Maine**: $40,000
- **Rhode Island**: $50,000
- **Maryland**: $60,000
- **Vermont**: $15,000
- **Massachusetts**: $150,000
- **Washington**: $100,000
- **Michigan**: $100,000
- **West Virginia**: $40,000
- **Minnesota**: $50,000
- **Wisconsin**: $65,000
- **Missouri**: $150,000
- **Wyoming**: $30,000

---

In several States the appropriations made are only preliminary, and will be largely increased. A number of States, which, owing to constitutional or other prohibitive reason, made no World's Fair appropriations, have held State conventions and formed organizations of the stock subscription sort for raising the amounts deemed necessary for creditable representation.
Combined with the enterprising work and encouraging promises of all the countries of the earth, there is also positive assurances from thousands of individual interests in all parts of the world that encourages the management to expect such a display of the resources and products of the human race as to outshine anything of the kind ever attempted. Thirteen departments have been organized, in which all material things known to man have been carefully and respectively classified, and every facility will be provided to enable exhibitors to display their special products to the best advantage.

Large as is the area for the forthcoming Exposition, it will require the greatest circumspection on the part of those entrusted with the allotment of space to make it adequate for the large mass of exhibitors who are preparing to display their varied resources. This condition gives assurance of a larger number of exhibits than at any previous World's Fair. The number of applications is increasing daily, and by the time of the allotment of space, there is no doubt but that every foot of space will be more than covered by the demand from exhibitors. This fact alone assures the success of the Fair.

**EXPOSITION FINANCES.**

The inception of the enterprise Chicago provided $10,000,000, of which $5,000,000 was in subscriptions to the capital stock of the World's Columbian Exposition, and $5,000,000 was in bonds, voted by the City Council of the City of Chicago. Subscriptions to the capital stock are continually being made, and now aggregate nearly six millions. The subscriptions to the capital stock are paid on the call of the Directory, as the money is needed in the prosecution of the work. Under the supervision of the National Commission, the Exposition has assumed a broader scope than was at first contemplated. The enlargement involved a great additional expense, which the government promptly provided for, in part at least, by the appropriation of $2,500,000 in silver half-dollar souvenirs.

**BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS.**

By comparison a person can form an idea of the size of the great Fair buildings. The area under roof will equal that of the Paris, in 1889, the Philadelphia, in 1876, and the Vienna, in 1873, combined. In all there will be over 150 acres under roof, not including the space covered by the buildings devoted to foreign States' and Governments' buildings lining each side of the Midway Plaisance. The dimensions of the various buildings are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BUILDINGS</th>
<th>DIMENSION IN FEET</th>
<th>AREA ACRES</th>
<th>COST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mines and Mining,</td>
<td>350 x 700</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>$260,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufactures and Liberal Arts,</td>
<td>787 x1087</td>
<td>30.5</td>
<td>1,100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horticulture,</td>
<td>250 x1000</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>300,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity,</td>
<td>345 x 700</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>375,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woman's,</td>
<td>200 x 400</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>120,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation,</td>
<td>250 x 900</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>280,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration,</td>
<td>260 x 260</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>450,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fish and Fisheries,</td>
<td>163 x 363</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two Annexes,</td>
<td>135 diam.</td>
<td>.8</td>
<td>200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture,</td>
<td>500 x 800</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>540,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annex,</td>
<td>328 x 500</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assembly Hall, etc.,</td>
<td>450 x 500</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machinery,</td>
<td>500 x 850</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>1,200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annex,</td>
<td>490 x 551</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>1,200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power House,</td>
<td>80 x 600</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine Arts,</td>
<td>320 x 500</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two Annexes,</td>
<td>120 x 200</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>300,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forestry,</td>
<td>200 x 500</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saw Mill,</td>
<td>125 x 300</td>
<td>.9</td>
<td>35,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dairy,</td>
<td>95 x 200</td>
<td>.5</td>
<td>30,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Live Stock (three),</td>
<td>65 x 200</td>
<td>.9</td>
<td>150,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Live Stock Sheds,</td>
<td>175 x 300</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>150,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casino,</td>
<td></td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals,</td>
<td></td>
<td>144.4</td>
<td>$5,990,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Government,</td>
<td>350 x 420</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>400,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battle Ship,</td>
<td>348 x 69</td>
<td>.3</td>
<td>100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois State,</td>
<td>160 x 450</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>250,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two Annexes,</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Totals,</td>
<td></td>
<td>150.1</td>
<td>$6,740,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Exposition buildings, not including those of the Government and Illinois, have also a total gallery area of 45,9 acres, thus making their total floor space 186 acres. The Fine Arts Building has 7,885 lineal feet, or 145,852 square feet of wall space.

The annexes are scarcely less beautiful than the main buildings. The live-stock sheds, which will cover an immense area as indicated, are to be constructed as inexpensively as possible without marring the general architectural effect. The power house, pumping works, etc., are to be exhibits in themselves, and so constructed as to be readily inspected by visitors. The total cost of the Exposition structures is about $8,000,000. There will be a reproduction of the famous Spanish convent La Rabida.
GENERAL INFORMATION.

BOARD OF LADY DIRECTORS.

One notable particular wherein the World's Columbian Exposition differs from any previous World's Fair is the prominence of women in its management. The act of Congress authorizing the holding of the Exposition also created a Board of Lady Managers, consisting of two members, with alternates, from every State and Territory, eight members and alternates at-large, and nine from the City of Chicago. Recognizing as its first duty the promotion of the general interests of the Exposition, the Board has rendered valuable assistance to the National Commissioners in influencing favorable State legislation, in arousing enthusiasm, and in formulating plans for the development of local resources. In addition, it holds and exercises a dual function, the guardianship of women's special interests. There will be no separate exhibit of women's work, the Board having decided that to be inexpedient: but in the Woman's Building, which is designed for administrative and other purposes, will be a showing of such things as women are particularly and vitally interested in, and which do not properly belong to the general competitive classification. Every department of the entire exposition is as open to women as to men, and the act of Congress gives the Board the right to representation on all juries of award where women's work is concerned. So great, indeed, has the importance of the Board become, that it has long since been recognized as an all-pervading and influential factor of the entire international enterprise. The Lady Managers have invited the women of all countries to participate in the Exposition. Numerous foreign committees, composed of women, have already been formed, and are now busy successful cooperation with the official Board. This Board has instituted, in connection with the Model Hospital of the Woman's Building, a Department of Public Comfort, which promises to become a novel and excellent feature of the Exposition. This is intended to be supplementary to the Hospital, and to provide for such cases of slight illness or accident as do not require medical attendance. The main room will be in the Woman's Building, but branches will be established in every division of the Exposition, and all of them will be under the supervision of the Lady Managers.

WORLD'S CONGRESS AUXILIARY.

This constitutes the intellectual and moral branch of the Exposition. Its motto is: "Not Things, but Men," and is organized to provide for the presentation, by papers, addresses and discussions, of the mental and moral status and achievements of the human race. Under its auspices, a series of Congresses will be held in Chicago, during the progress of the Exposition, in which it is already assured, will participate a great many of the ablest living representatives in the various fields of intellectual effort and mental endeavor. The Auxiliary embraces fifteen and twenty main departments, such as Literature, Government, Music, Education, Science, Art, Engineering, etc., in each of which are subdivisions. A program is being arranged for congresses in each of these departments and divisions, in which specialists and advanced thinkers may participate in discussing the vital and important questions, and presenting the latest and best achievements of the human mind in each. During the Exposition the Auxiliary will have the use of the magnificent permanent Art Palace, which the Chicago Art Institute, aided by the Exposition Directory, is erecting on the lake front. This will have two large audience rooms, each of 8,500 capacity, and from twenty to thirty smaller rooms, of capacity ranging from 300 to 750. The great Auditory will also be utilized for the larger congresses, and numerous other halls are available when required. Each congress will be supervised by a committee of persons actively interested in its particular field, acceptance of such responsibility having already been given. It is the intention to publish their proceedings in enduring form.

THE MIDWAY PLAISANCE.

Connecting Jackson Park with Washington Park, will be occupied throughout its entire length by Exposition features, largely of a foreign character, such as the Bazaar of all Nations; Streets in Cairo; Street in Constantinople; Moorish Palace; Maori Village; etc., to which concessions have been granted, and which, in their production, will represent the expenditure of hundreds of thousands of dollars. Panoramas, cycloramas, the sliding railway, etc., will also be located there. A single entrance fee of probably 50 cents, will entitle visitors to see the entire Exposition proper; the special attractions on Midway Plaisance will make a moderate additional charge.

MEDICAL BUREAU.

This Bureau will be in charge of an eminent physician, with an ample corps of assistants and trained nurses. Hospitals will be located at several points on the grounds. In case of sickness or accident the ambulance corps will be called to convey the sick or injured to the nearest hospital, where everything necessary for their immediate comfort and relief will be provided. This service is intended for emergencies requiring immediate attention.
RESTAURANTS.

According to present plans, fully 150 restaurants and cafes will be in operation in the various buildings and about the grounds. These will be conveniently distributed and will have an estimated seating capacity of from 60,000 to 80,000 people.

TRANSPORTATION.

The exposition is located within easy distance of the center of the business portion of Chicago, and accessible by means of the most complete transportation facilities.

All public passenger railways, whether steam, cable, electric or horse, as well as the great number of steamboats on Lake Michigan, will deliver passengers conveniently near the numerous entrances to the grounds. With these unlimited facilities it is estimated that more than 100,000 people per hour can be carried to and from the grounds. An intramural elevated railroad will convey visitors to all parts of the grounds, making it easy to go from one point to another without walking. The distances on the grounds are so great that visitors will find this arrangement to be a great source of convenience and comfort. Other means of transit will also be provided inside the grounds. One of these, and in fact the most attractive of all, will be the means of water transit through the lagoons, canal and basin; the waterways inside the grounds cover an area of about eighty-five acres. Here will be provided launches and small craft of all kinds. One can board these boats and travel a distance of nearly three miles, passing on the route all of the principal buildings and points of attraction. It will be one of the grandest sights of the world and one to leave an everlasting impression on the minds of those who view it. No visitor at the Fair should fail to take this short voyage. It will be a panorama of beautiful architecture, landscape effects, floral designs, statuary, fountains, etc., such as has never before been witnessed by human eye.

POLICE AND FIRE PROTECTION.

The Exposition management fully appreciates the necessity for protecting the interests of the visitor and the exhibitor. A large, well organized and disciplined force of police will be constantly on duty to attend to everything pertaining to the welfare and protection of the enormous crowds which will daily be present. The average daily attendance will probably reach not less than 150,000 people, and on many days this number will be more than doubled.

The buildings and valuable property of exhibitors will be protected by a fire department of the highest standard of efficiency. Battalions of firemen, with every modern appliance of machinery, will be located in various parts of the grounds. This force will be on duty day and night.

A perfect system of electric signals for use in case of fire will be employed.

MUSIC AT THE FAIR.

Among the most entertaining features of the Exposition will be the great Music Hall and its attractions. On the shore of Lake Michigan, at the end of the basin, is being erected a beautiful building to be used exclusively for musical entertainments, taking the form of concerts and festivals, and producing the grandest works of the greatest composers. The musical programs will be of the highest standard, and in their production will certainly take rank with the greatest musical occasions in the history of the divine art. The celebrated artists of the world will be gathered together to make these entertainments complete. Great choirs are now being drilled and instructed in the works that will be produced. This work of preparation will continue assiduously until the opening of the Fair. The orchestra is to be chosen from the list of the finest artists in America. In addition to these arrangements there will also be an opportunity to listen to the most famous military bands of the world. Many of the foreign governments propose to send their greatest band organizations; these, with the noted bands of the United States, will furnish such a quality of military music as has never been heard before. These arrangements for the pleasure of the visitors will be a source of enjoyment and do much to make the World's Columbian Exposition even greater as the historical event of the nineteenth century.

THE PRESIDENT'S PROCLAMATION.

HEREAS, Satisfactory proof has been presented to me that provision has been made for adequate grounds and buildings for the use of the World's Columbian Exposition, and that a sum not less than $10,000,000, to be used and expended for the purposes of said Exposition, has been provided in accordance with the conditions and requirements of Section 10 of an Act entitled "An Act to provide for celebrating the four hundredth anniversary of the discovery of America by Christopher Columbus by holding an International Exhibition of arts, industries, manufactures and the products of the soil, mine and sea, in the City of Chicago, in the State of Illinois," approved April 23, 1890.

NOW, THEREFORE, I, Benjamin Harrison, President of the United States, by virtue of the authority vested in me by said Act, do hereby declare and proclaim that such International Exhibition will be opened on the first day of May, in the year eighteen hundred and ninety-three, in the City of Chicago, in the State of Illinois, and will not be closed before the last Thursday in October of the same year. And in the name
of the Government and of the People of the United States, I do hereby
invite all the nations of the earth to take part in the commemoration of
an event that is pre-eminent in human history and of lasting interest to
mankind by appointing representatives thereto, and sending such exhi-
bits to the World's Columbian Exposition as will most fittingly and fully
illustrate their resources, industries and their progress in civilization.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and caused
the seal of the United States to be affixed.

Done at the City of Washington this twenty-fourth day of December, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety, and in
the independence of the United States the one hundred and fifteenth.

By the President:

JAMES G. BLAINE, Secretary of State.        BENJ. HARRISON.

WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION.

ACT OF CONGRESS.

The following is the Act of Congress creating the World's Columb-
ian Commission:

An Act to provide for celebrating the four hundredth anniversary of the
discovery of America by Christopher Columbus by holding an Interna-
tional Exhibition of arts, industries, manufactures and the prod-
uct of the soil, mine and sea, in the City of Chicago, in the State of
Illinois:

WHEREAS, It is fit and appropriate that the four hundredth anni-
versary of the discovery of America be commemorated by an exhibition
of the resources of the United States of America, their development, and
of the progress of civilization in the New World; and

WHEREAS, Such an exhibition should be of a national and interna-
tional character, so that not only the people of our Union and this con-
inent, but those of all nations as well, can participate, and should there-
fore have the sanction of the Congress of the United States; therefore,

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America, in Congress assembled, that an Exhibition of
arts, industries, manufactures and products of the soil, mine and sea,
shall be inaugurated in the year eighteen hundred and ninety-two, in the
City of Chicago, in the State of Illinois, as hereinafter provided.

SEC. 2. That a Commission consisting of two commissioners from
each State and Territory of the United States and from the District of
Columbia and eight commissioners at large, is hereby constituted to
be designated as the World's Columbian Commission.

SEC. 3. That said commissioners, two from each State and Territory,
shall be appointed within thirty days from the passage of this act, by the
President of the United States, on the nomination of the Governors of
the States and Territories, respectively, and by the President eight
commissioners at large and two from the District of Columbia; and in
the same manner and within the same time there shall be appointed two
alternate commissioners from each State and Territory of the United
States and the District of Columbia, and eight alternate commissioners
at large, who shall assume and perform the duties of such commissioner
or commissioners as may be unable to attend the meetings of the said
commission; and in such nominations and appointments each of the two
leading political parties shall be equally represented. Vacancies in the
commission nominated by the Governors of the several States and Terri-
ories, respectively, and also vacancies in the commission at large and
from the District of Columbia, may be filled in the same manner and un-
der the same conditions as provided herein for their original appointment.

SEC. 4. That the Secretary of State of the United States shall, im-
imediately after the passage of this Act, notify the Governors of the
several States and Territories, respectively, thereof and request such
nominations to be made. The commissioners so appointed shall be called
together by the Secretary of State of the United States in the city of
Chicago, by notice to the Commissioners, as soon as convenient after the
appointment of said Commissioners, at said first meeting, shall organi-
zie by the election of such officers and the appointment of such commit-
tees as they may deem expedient, and for this purpose the Commissioners
present at said meeting shall constitute a quorum.

SEC. 5. That said commission be empowered in its discretion to ac-
cept for the purposes of the World's Columbian Exposition such site as
may be selected and offered and such plans and specifications of buildings
to be erected for such purpose at the expense of and tendered by the
organization under the laws of the State of Illinois, known as
"The World's Exposition of eighteen hundred and ninety-two:" PRO-
VIDED, That said site so tendered and the buildings proposed to be erected
thereon shall be deemed by said commission adequate to the purposes of
said Exposition: AND PROVIDED, That said commission shall be satisfied
that the said corporation has an actual bona fide and valid subscription
to its capital stock which will secure the payment of at least five millions
of dollars, of which not less than five hundred thousand dollars shall have
been paid in, and that the further sum of five million dollars, making in
all ten million dollars, will be provided by said corporation in ample time
for its needful use during the prosecution of the work for the complete
preparation for said Exposition.

SEC. 6. That the said commission shall allot space for exhibitors,
prepare a classification of exhibits, determine the plan and scope of the
Exposition, and shall appoint all judges and examiners for the Exposition,
award all premiums, if any, and generally have charge of all intercourse
with the exhibitors and the representatives of foreign nations. And said commission is authorized and required to appoint a Board of Lady Managers of such number and to perform such duties as may be prescribed by said commission. Said board may appoint one or more members of all committees authorized to award prizes for exhibits which may be produced in whole or in part by female labor.

SEC. 7. That after the plans for said Exposition shall be prepared by said corporation and approved by said commission, the rules and regulations of said corporation governing rates for entrance and admission fees, or otherwise affecting the rights, privileges or interests of the exhibitors or of the public, shall be fixed or established by said corporation, subject, however, to such modification, if any, as may be imposed by a majority of said commissioners.

SEC. 8. That the President is hereby empowered and directed to hold a naval review in New York Harbor, in October, eighteen hundred and ninety-two, and to extend to foreign nations an invitation to send ships of war to join the United States navy in rendezvous at Hampton Roads, and proceed thence to said review.

SEC. 9. That said commission shall provide for the dedication of the buildings of the World's Columbian Exposition in the said City of Chicago on the twenty-first day of October, eighteen hundred and ninety-two, with appropriate ceremonies, and said Exposition shall be open to visitors not later than the first day of May, eighteen hundred and ninety-three, and shall be closed at such time as the commission may determine, but not later than the thirtieth day of October thereafter.

SEC. 10. That whenever the President of the United States shall be notified by the commission that provision has been made for grounds and buildings for the uses herein provided for, and there has also been filed with him by the said corporation, known as "The World's Columbian Exposition of eighteen hundred and ninety-two," satisfactory proof that a sum not less than ten million dollars, to be used and expended for the purposes of the Exposition herein authorized, has in fact been raised or provided for by subscription or other legally binding means, he shall be authorized, through the Department of State, to make proclamation of the same, setting forth the time at which the Exposition will open and close, and the place at which it will be held; and he shall communicate to the diplomatic representatives of foreign nations copies of the same, together with such regulations as may be adopted by the commission, for publication in their respective countries, and he shall, in behalf of the Government and people, invite foreign nations to take part in the said Exposition and appoint representatives thereto.

SEC. 11. That all articles which shall be imported from foreign countries for the sole purpose of exhibition at said Exposition, upon which there shall be a tariff or customs duty, shall be admitted free of payment of duty, customs fees or charges, under such regulations as the Secretary of the Treasury shall prescribe; but it shall be lawful at any time during the exhibition to sell for delivery at the close of the Exposition any goods or property imported for and actually on exhibition in the Exposition buildings or on its grounds, subject to such regulations for the security of the revenue and for the collection of the import duties as the Secretary of the Treasury shall prescribe: Provided, That all such articles when sold or withdrawn for consumption in the United States will be subject to the duty, if any, imposed upon such articles by the revenue laws in force at the date of importation, and all penalties prescribed by law shall be applied and enforced against such articles, and against the person who may be guilty of any illegal sale or withdrawal.

SEC. 12. That the sum of twenty thousand dollars, or as much thereof as may be necessary, be, and the same is hereby appropriated, out of any moneys in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, for the remainder of the present fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and ninety-one, to be expended under the direction of the Secretary of the Treasury for purposes connected with the admission of foreign goods to said exhibition.

SEC. 13. That it shall be the duty of the commission to make report from time to time to the President of the United States of the progress of the work, and, in a final report, present a full exhibit of the results of the Exposition.

SEC. 14. That the commission hereby authorized shall exist no longer than until the first day of January, eighteen hundred and ninety-eight.

SEC. 15. That the United States shall not in any manner, nor under any circumstances, be liable for any of the acts, doings, proceedings or representations of the said corporation organized under the laws of the State of Illinois, its officers, agents, servants, or employees, or any of them, or for the service, salaries, labor or wages of said officers, agents, servants or employees, or any of them, or for any subscriptions to the capital stock, or for any certificates of stocks, bonds, mortgages or obligations of any kind issued by said corporation, or for any debts, liabilities or expenses of any kind whatever attending such corporation or accruing by reason of the same.

SEC. 16. That there shall be exhibited at said Exposition, by the Government of the United States, from its Executive Departments, the Smithsonian Institute, the United States Fish Commission and the National Museum, such articles and materials as illustrate the function and administrative faculty of the Government in time of peace and its resources as a war power, tending to demonstrate the nature of our institutions and their adaptation to the wants of the people; and to secure a complete and...
harmonious arrangement of such a Government exhibit, a board shall be created to charge with the selection, preparation, arrangement, safe-keeping and exhibition of such articles and materials as the heads of the several departments and the directors of the Smithsonian Institution and National Museum may respectively decide shall be embraced in said Government exhibit. The President may also designate additional articles for exhibition. Such board shall be composed of one person to be named of each Executive Department, and one by the directors of the Smithsonian Institution and National Museum, and one by the Fish Commission, such selections to be approved by the President of the United States. The President shall name the chairman of said board, and the board itself shall select such other officers as it may deem necessary.

That the Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized and directed to place on exhibition, upon such grounds as shall be allotted for the purpose, one of the life-saving stations authorized to be constructed on the coast of the United States by existing law, and to cause the same to be fully equipped with all apparatus, furniture and appliances now in use in all life-saving stations in the United States, said building and apparatus to be removed at the close of the exhibition and re-erected at the place now authorized by law.

SEC. 17. That the Secretary of the Treasury shall cause a suitable building or buildings to be erected on the site selected for the World's Columbian Exposition for the Government exhibits, as provided in this act, and he is hereby authorized and directed to contract therefor, in the same manner and under the same regulations as for other public buildings of the United States; but the contracts for said building or buildings shall not exceed the sum of four hundred thousand dollars, and for the remainder of the fiscal year and for the fiscal year ending June thirty-first, eighteen hundred and ninety-one, there is hereby appropriated for said building or buildings, out of any money in the treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of one hundred thousand dollars. The Secretary of the Treasury shall cause the said building or buildings to be constructed as far as possible of iron, steel and glass, and of such other material as may be taken out and sold to the best advantage; and he is authorized and required to dispose of such building or buildings, or the material composing the same, at the close of the Exposition, giving preference to the City of Chicago, or to the said World's Exposition of eighteen hundred and ninety-two to purchase the same at an appraised value to be ascertained in such manner as he may determine.

SEC. 18. That for the purpose of paying the expenses of transportation, care and custody of exhibits by the Government and the maintenance of the building or buildings hereinafter provided for, and the safe return of articles belonging to the said Government exhibit, and for the expenses of the commission created by this act, and other contingent expenses, to be approved by the Secretary of the Treasury, upon itemized accounts and vouchers, there is hereby appropriated for the remainder of this fiscal year and for the fiscal year ending June thirty-first, eighteen hundred and ninety-one, out of any money in the treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of two hundred thousand dollars, or so much thereof as may be necessary: Provided, That the United States shall not be liable, on account of the erection of buildings, expenses of the commission or any of its officers or employees, or on account of any expenses incidental to or growing out of said Exposition, for a sum not exceeding in the aggregate one million five hundred thousand dollars.

SEC. 19. That the Commissioners and alternate Commissioners appointed under this act shall not be entitled to any compensation for their services out of the Treasury of the United States, except their actual expenses for transportation and the sum of six dollars per day for subsistence for each day they are necessarily absent from their homes on the business of said commission. The officers of said commission shall receive such compensation as may be fixed by said commission, subject to the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, which shall be paid out of the sums appropriated by Congress in aid of such Exposition.

SEC. 20. That nothing in this Act shall be so construed as to create any liability of the United States, direct or indirect, for any debt or obligation incurred, nor for any claim for aid or pecuniary assistance from Congress or the Treasury of the United States in support or liquidation of any debts or obligations created by said commission in excess of appropriations made by Congress therefor.

SEC. 21. That nothing in this Act shall be so construed as to override or interfere with the laws of any State, and all contracts made in any State for the purposes of the Exhibition shall be subject to the laws thereof.

SEC. 22. That no member of said commission, whether an officer or otherwise, shall be personally liable for any debt or obligation which may be created or incurred by the said commission.

Approved, April 25, 1890.

Under the provision of said Act, the said Act upon the nomination by the Governors of the States, Territories, and the District of Columbia, the President appointed two Commissioners to represent each State, Territory and the District of Columbia; and eight Commissioners from the country at large, to be constituted and designated as the World's Columbian Commission.

RULES AND REGULATIONS.

Rule 1. Exhibitors will not be charged for space. A limited amount of power will be supplied gratuitously. This amount will be settled definitely at the time space is allotted. Power in excess of that will be
furnished by the Exposition at a fixed price. Demands for such excess must be made before the allotment of space.

RULE 2. Any single piece, or section, of any exhibit of greater weight than 30,000 pounds will not be accepted if machinery is required for its installation.

RULE 3. Exhibitors must provide, at their own expense, all showcases, cabinets, shelving, counters, fittings, etc., which they may require, and all countershafts, pulleys, belting, etc., for the transmission of power from the main shafts.

RULE 4. Exhibitors will be confined to such exhibits as are specified in their application. When the allotment of space is definitely made, exhibitors will be notified of their allotment of space and its location, and will be furnished with a permit to occupy such space, subject to the general rules and regulations adopted for the government of the Exposition and the special rules governing the Department in which their exhibit will be made.

RULE 5. Special rules will be issued governing each department and the sale of articles within the buildings or on the grounds.

RULE 6. Decorations, signs, dimensions of cabinets, shelving, counters, etc., and the arrangement of the exhibits must conform to the general plan adopted by the Director General.

RULE 7. Reasonable precautions will be taken for the preservation of exhibits, but the World's Columbian Exposition will not be responsible for any damage to, or for the loss or destruction of, an exhibit, resulting from any cause.

RULE 8. All packages containing exhibits intended for the several departments must be addressed to the "Director General, World's Columbian Exposition, Chicago, Illinois, U. S. A." In addition, the following information must be written on the outside of each package:

(a.) Department in which exhibit is to be installed.
(b.) The State or Territory from which the package comes.
(c.) The name and address of the exhibitor.
(d.) The number of the permit for space.
(e.) Total number of packages sent by the same exhibitor. The serial number must be marked on each package, and a list of the contents enclosed in each package. Freight must be prepaid.

RULE 9. Favorable terms will be arranged by which exhibitors may insure their own goods. Exhibitors may employ watchmen of their own choice to guard their goods during the hours the Exposition is open to the public. Such watchmen will be subject to the rules and regulations governing employees of the Exposition.

RULE 10. The expense of transporting, receiving, unpacking and arranging exhibits, as well as their removal at the close of the Exposition, shall be paid by the exhibitor.

RULE 11. If no authorized person is at hand to take charge of exhibits within a reasonable time after arrival at the Exposition buildings, they will be removed and stored at the cost and risk of whomsoever it may concern.

RULE 12. The installation of heavy articles requiring foundations should, by special arrangement, begin as soon as the progress of the work on the buildings will permit. The general reception of articles at the Exposition buildings will commence November 1st, 1892, and no article will be admitted after April 10th, 1893. Space not taken possession of April 1st, 1893, will revert to the Director General for re-assignment.

RULE 13. If exhibits are intended for competition it must be so stated by the exhibitor, or they will be excluded from examination for award.

RULE 14. The Chief of each Department will provide cards of uniform size and character, which may be affixed to exhibits, and on which will be stated the exhibitor's name and address, the name of the article or object exhibited, and its catalogue number.

RULE 15. Articles that are in any way dangerous or offensive, also patent medicines, nostrums and empirical preparations whose ingredients are concealed, will not be admitted to the Exposition.

RULE 16. Exhibitors' business cards and brief descriptive circulars only may be placed within such exhibitors' space for distribution. The right is reserved by the Director General to restrict or discontinue this privilege whenever, in his judgment, it is carried to excess or becomes an annoyance to visitors.

RULE 17. The Chief of each Department, with the approval of the Director General, has the power to order the removal of any article he may consider dangerous, detrimental to, or incompatible with the object or decorum of the Exposition, or the comfort and safety of the public.

RULE 18. Exhibitors will be held responsible for the cleanliness of their exhibits and the space surrounding the same. All exhibits must be in complete order each day, at least thirty minutes before the hour of opening. No work of this character will be permitted during the hours the building is open to the public. In case of failure on the part of any exhibitor to observe this rule, the Chief of the Department may adopt such means to enforce the same as circumstances may suggest.

RULE 19. The removal of exhibits will not be permitted prior to the close of the Exposition.

RULE 20. Sketches, drawings, photographs or other reproductions of articles to be exhibited, will only be allowed upon the joint assent of the exhibitor and the Director General; but general views of portions of
the interiors of the buildings may be made by the approval of the Director General.

Rule 21. Immediately after the close of the Exposition, exhibitors must remove their effects, and complete such removal before January 1st, 1894. Goods then remaining will be removed and disposed of under the direction of the World's Columbian Exposition.

Rule 22. An official catalogue will be published in English, French, German and Spanish. The sale of catalogues is reserved exclusively by the Exposition Company.

Rule 23. Each person who becomes an exhibitor thereby agrees to conform strictly to the rules and regulations established for the government of the Exposition.

Rule 24. Communications concerning the Exposition, applications for space, and negotiations relative thereto, should be addressed to the "Director General, World's Columbian Exposition, Chicago, Illinois, U. S. A."

Rule 25. The management reserves the right to construe, amend or add to, all rules and regulations, whenever it may be deemed necessary for the interest of the Exposition.

George R. Davis, Director General.

Regulations for Foreign Exhibitors.

1. The Exhibition will be held on the shore of Lake Michigan, in the City of Chicago, and will be opened on the first day of May, 1893, and closed on the 30th day of October following.

2. All governments have been invited to appoint commissions for the purpose of organizing their departments in the Exhibition. The Director General should be notified of the appointment of such foreign commission as soon as the appointment is made.

Diagrams of the buildings and grounds will be furnished to the foreign commissions on or before January 1, 1892, indicating the localities to be occupied by each nation, subject, however, to revision and readjustment.

3. Applications for space and negotiations relative thereto must be conducted with the commission of the country where the article is produced.

4. Foreign Commissioners are requested to notify the Director General not later than June 1, 1892, whether they desire any increase or diminution of the space offered them, and the amount.

5. Before November 1, 1892, the foreign Commissions must furnish the Director General with approximate plans showing the manner of allotting the space assigned to them, and also with lists of their exhibitors and other information necessary for preparation of the official catalogue.

Products brought into the United States at the ports of Portland, Maine, Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Tampa, New Orleans, San Francisco, Wilmington, Portland, O., Port Townsend, Wash., Seattle, Wash., and Chicago, Ill., or at any other port of entry intended for display at the International Exhibition, will be allowed to go forward to the Exhibition building, under proper supervision of customs officers, without examination at such ports of original entry, and at the close of the Exhibition will be allowed to go forward to the port from which they are to be exported. No duties will be levied upon such goods, unless entered for consumption in the United States.

6. The transportation, receiving, unpacking and arranging of the products for exhibition will be at the expense of the exhibitor.

7. The installation of heavy articles requiring special foundations or adjustment should, by special arrangement, begin as soon as the progress of the work upon the building will permit. The general reception of articles at the Exhibition buildings will commence on November 1, 1892, and no article will be admitted after April 10, 1893.

8. Space assigned to foreign Commissions and not occupied on the 10th day of April, 1893, will revert to the Director General for readjustment.

9. If products are intended for competition it must be so stated by the exhibitor; if not, they will be excluded from the examination by the international juries.

10. An Official Catalogue will be published in English, French, German and Spanish. The sale of catalogues is reserved to the World's Columbian Exposition.

The twelve departments of the classification which will determine the relative location of articles in the Exhibition—except in such collective exhibits as may receive special sanction—also the arrangement of names in the catalogue, are as follows:

A. Agriculture, Forest Products, Forestry, Machinery and Apparatus.

B. Viticulture, Horticulture, Floriculture.

C. Live Stock; Domestic and Wild Animals.

D. Fish, Fisheries, Fish Products and Apparatus for Fishing.

E. Mines, Mining and Metallurgy.

F. Machinery.

G. Transportation: Railways, Vessels, Vehicles.

H. Manufactures.

J. Electricity.

K. Fine Arts: Pictorial, Plastic and Decorative.


M. Ethnology, Archaeology, Progress of Labor and Invention, Isolated and Collective Exhibits.
11. Foreign Commissions may publish catalogues of their respective sections.

12. Exhibitors will not be charged for space.

A limited quantity of steam and water power will be supplied gratuitously. The quantity of each will be settled definitely at the time of the allotment of space. Any power required by the exhibitor in excess of that allowed shall be furnished by the World's Columbian Exposition at a fixed price. Demands for such excess of power must also be settled at the time of the allotment of space.

13. Exhibitors must provide at their own cost all show cases, shelving, counters, fittings, etc., which they may require, and all counter-shafts, with their pulleys, belting, etc., for the transmission of power from the main shafts in the building where the exhibit is located. All arrangements of articles and decorations must be in conformity with the general plan adopted by the Director General.

The World's Columbian Exposition will take precautions for the safe preservation of all objects in the Exposition; but it will in no way be responsible for damage or loss of any kind, or for accidents by fire or otherwise, however originating.

14. Favorable facilities will be arranged by which exhibitors or foreign commissions may insure their own goods.

Foreign commissions may employ watchmen of their own choice to guard their goods during the hours the Exposition is open to the public, subject to the rules and regulations of the Exposition.

15. Foreign commissions, or such agents as they may designate, shall be responsible for the receiving, unpacking and arrangement of objects, as well as for the removal at the close of the Exposition; but no person shall be permitted to act as such agent until he can give to the Director General written evidence of his having been approved by the proper commission.

16. Each package must be addressed “To the Commission (name of country) at the World's Columbian Exposition, Chicago, United States of America,” and should have at least two labels affixed to different but not opposite sides of each case, and give the following information:

17. (1) The country from which it comes; (2) Name of firm of the exhibitor; (3) Residence of the exhibitor; (4) Department to which objects belong; (5) Total number of packages sent by that exhibitor; (6) Serial number of that particular package.

18. Within each package should be a list of all objects.

19. If no authorized person is at hand to receive goods on their arrival at the Exposition buildings, they will be removed without delay and stored at the risk and cost of whomsoever it may concern.

20. Articles that are in any way dangerous or offensive, also patent nostrums and empirical preparations, whose ingredients are concealed, will not be admitted.

21. The removal of goods on exhibition will not be permitted prior to the close of the Exhibition.

22. Sketches, drawings, photographs, or other reproduction of articles exhibited will only be allowed upon the joint assent of the exhibitor and Director General; but views of portions of the building may be made upon the Director General's sanction.

23. Immediately after the close of the Exhibition, exhibitors shall remove their effects, and complete such removal before January 1, 1894; goods then remaining will be removed and sold for expenses, or otherwise disposed of under the direction of the World's Columbian Exposition.

24. Each person who becomes an exhibitor thereby acknowledges and agrees to be governed by the rules and regulations established for the government of the Exposition.

Special regulations will be issued concerning the exhibition of fine arts, awards, the organization of the international juries, and sale of special articles within the buildings, and on other points not touched upon in these preliminary instructions.

25. All communications concerning the Exhibition will be addressed to the Director General, World's Columbian Exposition, Chicago, Illinois, U. S. A.

The management reserves the right to explain or amend these regulations whenever it may be deemed necessary for the interest of the Exposition.

GEORGE R. DAVIS, Director General.

WORLD'S COLUMBIAN COMMISSION.

COMMISSIONERS AT LARGE.

COMMISSIONERS.

Gorton W. Allen, Auburn, N. Y. L. Fitzgerald, New York, N. Y.
T. W. Palmer, Detroit, Mich. James Oliver, South Bend, Ind.
R. W. Furnas, Brownville, Neb. H. G. Parker, St. Louis, Mo.
William Lindsay, Frankfort, Ky. Patrick Walsh, Augusta, Ga.
Henry Exall, Dallas, Tex. H. C. King, San Antonio, Tex.
Mark L. McDonald, Santa Rosa, Cal. Thomas Burke, Seattle, Wash.

COMMISSIONERS OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

COMMISSIONERS.


ALTERNATES.

Henry Ingalls, Wiscasset, Me. L. Fitzgerald, New York, N. Y.
James Oliver, South Bend, Ind. Patrick Walsh, Augusta, Ga.
COMMISSIONERS OF THE STATES.

Kentucky, J. Bennett, Richmond. J. S. Morris, Louisvile.
Maryland, J. Hodges, Baltimore. L. Lowdnes, Cumberland.
Michigan, M. H. Lane, Kalamazoo. C. H. Richmond, Ann Arbor.
Minnesota, M. B. Harrison, Duluth. O. V. Tousley, Minneapolis.
Missouri, T. B. Bullene, Kansas City. C. H. Jones, St. Louis.
Nebraska, E. Martin, Omaha. A. G. Scott, Kearney.
Ohio, H. P. Rucker, Grand Forks. A. P. Butler, Columbia.
Dakota, Martin Ryan, Farge. C. H. Stanley, Steele.
Oregon, H. Klippel, Jacksonville. Peter Cameron, Tyner.
South Dakota, W. McIntyre, Watertown. S. A. Ramsey, Woonsocket.

ALTERNATES.

Kentucky, J. Bennett, Richmond. J. S. Morris, Louisvile.
Maryland, J. Hodges, Baltimore. L. Lowdnes, Cumberland.
Michigan, M. H. Lane, Kalamazoo. C. H. Richmond, Ann Arbor.
Minnesota, M. B. Harrison, Duluth. O. V. Tousley, Minneapolis.
Missouri, T. B. Bullene, Kansas City. C. H. Jones, St. Louis.
Nebraska, E. Martin, Omaha. A. G. Scott, Kearney.
Ohio, H. P. Rucker, Grand Forks. A. P. Butler, Columbia.
Dakota, Martin Ryan, Farge. C. H. Stanley, Steele.
Oregon, H. Klippel, Jacksonville. Peter Cameron, Tyner.
South Dakota, W. McIntyre, Watertown. S. A. Ramsey, Woonsocket.

ALTERNATES.

Kentucky, J. Bennett, Richmond. J. S. Morris, Louisvile.
Maryland, J. Hodges, Baltimore. L. Lowdnes, Cumberland.
Michigan, M. H. Lane, Kalamazoo. C. H. Richmond, Ann Arbor.
Minnesota, M. B. Harrison, Duluth. O. V. Tousley, Minneapolis.
Missouri, T. B. Bullene, Kansas City. C. H. Jones, St. Louis.
Nebraska, E. Martin, Omaha. A. G. Scott, Kearney.
Ohio, H. P. Rucker, Grand Forks. A. P. Butler, Columbia.
Dakota, Martin Ryan, Farge. C. H. Stanley, Steele.
Oregon, H. Klippel, Jacksonville. Peter Cameron, Tyner.
South Dakota, W. McIntyre, Watertown. S. A. Ramsey, Woonsocket.

COMMISSIONERS.
WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION.

COMMISSIONERS.

J. T. Harris, Harrisonburg. A. McDonald, Lynchburg.
J. N. Coburn, LaCrosse. Myron Reed, Superior.

COMMISSIONERS OF THE TERRITORIES.

ALTERNATES.

Arizona, G. F. Coats, Phoenix. W. L. Van Horn, Flagstaff.
Oklahoma, O. Beeson, Reno City. J. Wallace, Oklahoma City.
J. D. Miles, Kingfisher. J. W. McNeal, Guthrie.
Utah, F. J. Kiesel, Ogden. W. M. Ferry, Park City.
P. H. Lannan, Salt Lake City. C. Crane, Kanosh.
L. L. Williams, Juneau. N. A. Fuller, Juneau.

BOARD OF LADY MANAGERS.

Fourth Vice-President, Miss Katherine L. Minor, of Louisiana.
Fifth Vice-President, Mrs. Beriah Wilkins, of the Dist. of Columbia.
Sixth Vice-President, Mrs. Susan R. Ashley, of Colorado.
Seventh Vice-President, Mrs. Flora Beall Ginty, of Wisconsin.
Eighth Vice-President, Mrs. Margaret Blaine Salisbury, of Utah.
Vice-President-at-Large, Mrs. Russell B. Harrison, of Montana.
Secretary, Mrs. Susan Gale Cook, Knoxville, Tenn. Office, Chicago.

LADY MANAGERS.

" M. C. Cantrill, Georgetown, Ky. " N. H. Banks, Morganfield, Ky.
" J. J. Bagley, Detroit, Mich. " S. Colfax, South Bend, Ind.
Mrs. M. S. Harrison, Helena, Mont. Miss C. E. Dennis, Auburn, N. Y.

LADY COMMISSIONERS FROM THE STATES.

Alabama, Miss H T. Hundley, Mooresville. Miss S. T. Smith, Birmingham.
Mrs. A. M. Fosdick, Mobile. Mrs. L. L. Worth, Montgomery.
California, " P. P. Ruiz, Santa Rosa. " T. Fair, San Francisco.
" J. F. Ball, Wilmington. " T. F. Armstrong, Newark.
Florida, " M. C. Bell, Gainesville. " C. M. Reed, Jacksonville.
" E. R. Miller, Pocatello.

Section 6 of the Act of Congress creating the World's Columbian Commission, authorized and required said Commissioners to appoint "a Board of Lady Managers, of such number and to perform such duties as may be prescribed by said Commission."
In pursuance of this authority the World's Columbian Commission authorized the appointment of two Lady Managers from each State and Territory and the District of Columbia, eight Managers at Large and nine from the City of Chicago, with alternates respectively.
List of Officers, Lady Managers and Alternates of the Board of Lady Managers of the World's Columbian Commission:
President, Mrs. Potter Palmer, of Chicago.
First Vice-President, Mrs. Ralph Trautmann, of New York.
Second Vice-President, Mrs. Edwin Car Burleigh, of Maine.
Third Vice-President, Mrs. Charles Price, of North Carolina.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LADY MANAGERS</th>
<th>ALTERNATES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ind. Mrs. W. Reitz, Evansville.</td>
<td>Miss S. W. Ball, Terre Haute.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa. W. S. Clark, Des Moines.</td>
<td>Miss O. E. Miller, Cedar Rapids.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La. K. L. Minor, Houma.</td>
<td>Miss H. S. Locke, Bethel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine Mrs. E. C. Burleigh, Augusta.</td>
<td>Miss K. H. Locke, Cleveland.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Md. W. Reed, Baltimore.</td>
<td>Mrs. J. W. Patterson, Baltimore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo. Miss P. Cousin, St. Louis.</td>
<td>Miss V. Davis, Beavoir.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mont. Mrs. E. Rickard, Butte City.</td>
<td>Mrs. P. Moore, Kansas City.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. J. Miss M. E. Busselle, Newark.</td>
<td>Miss M. E. Davies, Genoa.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LADY MANAGERS</th>
<th>ALTERNATES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R'de. A. Starkweather, Pawtucket.</td>
<td>B. S. Leathers, New Orleans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sou'h J. R. Wilson, Deadwood.</td>
<td>Miss C. F. Daily, Providence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West W. N. Linch, Martinsburg.</td>
<td>Mrs. M. C. Daniel, Anderson.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Va. L. I. Jackson, Parkersburg.</td>
<td>Miss H. E. Harrison, Waco.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wis. F. B. Ginty, Chippewa Falls.</td>
<td>Miss M. A. Mahan, Fayetteville.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alas'a Mrs. A. K. Delaney, Juneau.</td>
<td>Mrs. A. V. Brown, Lisbeh.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COMMISSIONERS FROM THE TERRITORIES.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LADY MANAGERS</th>
<th>ALTERNATES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alas'a Mrs. A. K. Delaney, Juneau.</td>
<td>Miss L. Lovell, Tucson.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LADY MANAGERS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LADY MANAGERS</th>
<th>ALTERNATES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alas'a Mrs. A. K. Delaney, Juneau.</td>
<td>Miss L. Lovell, Tucson.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LADY MANAGERS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LADY MANAGERS</th>
<th>ALTERNATES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alas'a Mrs. A. K. Delaney, Juneau.</td>
<td>Miss L. Lovell, Tucson.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION.

LADY MANAGERS.
Oklo- Mrs. M. P. Beeson, Reno City.
             Mrs. J. Wallace, Oklahom City.
homa,    " L. D. Miles, Kingfisher.
             " M. S. McNeal, Guthrie.
Utah,    " T. A. Whalen, Ogden.
             " S. B. Emery, Park City.
             M. B. Salisbury, Salt Lake. Miss Keogh, Salt Lake City.

COMMISSIONERS FROM THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

ALTERNATES.

LADY MANAGERS.

COMMISSIONERS FROM THE CITY OF CHICAGO.

LADY MANAGERS.
Mrs. Bertha M. H. Palmer.
              Mrs. Sarah T. Hallowell.
 " S. Thatcher, Jr., River Forest.
 " George L. Dunlap.
 " Jennie Sanford Lewis.
 " L. Brace Shattuck.
 " James A. Mulligan.
 " Annie C. Meyers.
 " Frances Dickinson.
 " Martha H. Ten Eyck.
 " M. R. M. Wallace.
 " M. I. Sandes, Ravenswood, Ill.
 " Myra Bradwell.
 " Leander Stone.
 " James R. Doolittle, Jr.
 " Gen'l A. L. Chetlain.
 " Matilda B. Carse.
 " Frances E. Willard, Evanston, Ill.

BOARD OF CONTROL OF THE U. S. GOVERNMENT EXHIBIT.
Hon. Edwin Willits, Chairman.
Sevellon A. Brown, Chief Clerk of the Department of State, to represent that department.
Allured B. Netleton, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury Department, to represent the Treasury Department.
Major Clifton Comly, U. S. A., to represent the War Department.
Captain R. W. Meade, U. S. N., to represent the Navy Department.
A. D. Hazen, Third Assistant Postmaster General to represent the Post Office Department.
Horace A. Taylor, Commissioner of Railroads, to represent the Department of the Interior.
Elijah C. Foster, General Agent of the Department of Justice, to represent that department.
Edwin Willits, Assistant Secretary of Agriculture, to represent the Department of Agriculture.
Dr. G. Brown Goode, Assistant Secretary Smithsonian Institute, to represent that Institution and the National Museum.
J. W. Collins, Assistant-in-Charge Division of Fisheries, to represent the United States Fish Commission.

ADMINISTRATIVE AND DEPARTMENTAL ORGANIZATION.

The administration and control of the affairs of the Exposition have been conferred upon the two bodies designated respectively as the World's Columbian Commission, and the World's Columbian Exposition, the latter being incorporated under the laws of the State of Illinois, and both bodies acting through the executive department and committees and the Board of Reference and Control, as herein enumerated.

OFFICERS OF THE COMMISSION.
President, Thomas W. Palmer, Michigan.

VICE-PRESIDENTS.
       Director-General, Geo. R. Davis. Secretary, J. T. Dickinson.

OFFICERS OF THE EXPOSITION.
President, H. N. Higinbotham.
Vice-Presidents, Ferd. W. Peck, Robert A. Waller.
Secretary, Howard O. Edmonds.

BOARD OF REFERENCE AND CONTROL.

WORLD'S COLUMBIAN COMMISSION.

WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION.

DEPARTMENTS OF THE EXPOSITION.

George R. Davis, Director-General.
Department A.-Agriculture, Food and Food Products, Farming Machinery and Appliances. W. I. Buchanan, Chief.
Department D.-Fish, Fisheries, Fish Products and Apparatus of Fishing. J. W. Collins, Chief.
Department E.-Mines, Mining and Metallurgy. Frederick J. V. Skiff, Chief.
Department F.—Machinery. L. W. Robinson, Chief.
Department G.—Transportation Exhibits, Railways, Vessels and Vehicles. Willard A. Smith, Chief.
Department J.—Electricity and Electrical Appliances. J. P. Barrett, Chief.
Department M.—Ethnology; Archaeology, Progress of Labor and Invention—Isolated and Collective Exhibits. F. W. Putnam, Chief.
Department N.—Forestry and Forest Products. T. B. Keogh, Chief.
Department O.—Publicity and Promotion. Moses P. Handy, Chief.
Department P.—Foreign Affairs. Walker Fern, Chief.
Secretary of Installation, Jos. Hirst.

BUREAU OF CONSTRUCTION.
D. H. Burnham, Chief.

BOARD OF ARCHITECTS.—By recommendation of the Committee on Grounds and Buildings, approved by the Board of Directors at its meeting of January 9, 1891, the following architects were constituted a board to decide, in conference with the Chief of Construction, upon the preliminary problems in arrangement and grouping of buildings and their architecture, submitted to them.

The general arrangement and harmony of the buildings, which promise to be among the most attractive features of the Exposition, were decided upon by the Chief and staff and the Board, and the designs of the proposed buildings of the Exposition were allotted among the architects by the Chief of Construction, as follows:

Robert M. Hunt, of New York, Administration.
W. L. B. Jenny, of Chicago, Horticulture.
McKim, Mead & White, of New York, Agriculture.
Adler & Sullivan, of Chicago, Transportation.
George B. Post, of New York, Manufactures.
Henry Ives Cobb, of Chicago, Fisheries.
Burling & Whitehouse, of Chicago, Casino and Entrances.
Peabody & Stearns, of Boston, Machinery.
S. S. Beaman, of Chicago, Mines and Mining.
Van Brunt & Howe, of Kansas City, Electricity.
C. B. Atwood, of Chicago, Art and Forestry.
WORLD'S FAIR DEDICATION—SCENE ON STATE STREET, CIVIC PARADE.
THE CIVIC PARADE.

CHICAGO'S GRAND DEMONSTRATION IN HONOR OF COLUMBUS AND THE WORLD'S FAIR.

THE 20th of October, 1892, the day preceding the official dedication of the World's Fair palaces, was set apart for Chicago's celebration of the discovery of America by Columbus. That demonstration is now a matter of history, and in many respects was grander and more imposing than any before ever held, not merely on account of the great numbers taking part, but from its heterogeneous composition—including more notable personages than had ever before been seen in one parade, combined with the many orders of associations representing every class of American citizens. There were Governors and their staffs, in far greater numbers than any previous parade could boast; there were orators and prelates; city officials; orders comprising merchants and millionaires; orders comprising the clerks, the mechanics, the laboring classes—the bone and sinew of the country; and there were the school children, the lads and the lasses who will soon take the places of their fathers and mothers in managing public affairs and moulding the opinions for the coming generations. About 75,000 was a very conservative estimate of the number of those in line, which took fully three hours to pass a given point, the pedestrains marching twenty abreast, and the carriages four.

The parade formed in Lake Front Park, and at a quarter to twelve the signal gun was fired for the march to commence. The line of march was over Congress to Wabash, Wabash to Lake, Lake to State, State to Adams, Adams to Franklin, Franklin to Van Buren, Van Buren to Michigan Avenue, where they disbanded.

The city was in holiday attire, with buildings bedecked from cornice to sidewalk with the national colors, in streamers and flags. All business was suspended, and the streets were cleared of all vehicles, not a single one being allowed in the central portion. This was a wise and necessary provision, for the business thoroughfares were packed with the thousands of Chicago's citizens and the thousands of visitors from all over the country, many of whom had journeyed hundreds of miles to witness this great demonstration. A million of people was a fair estimate of the number of spectators who were that day gathered in a half mile square of the center of this great city.

The reviewing stand, occupied by Vice President Morton, the Fair officials, and representatives of foreign governments, was placed on Adams street, in front of the Post Office, on either side of which were tiers of seats occupied by 2,500 children, so dressed and arranged as to represent two enormous American flags.

The following is the order of the procession, with names of the different orders and societies of which it was formed, accompanied by hundreds of bands of every description:

Chief of Police McCloughry and assistants.
Mounted police and police on foot.
Sousa's Chicago's band.
Mexican national band.
Grand Marshal Major General Nelson A Miles and numerous staff.

FIRST GRAND DIVISION.

Col. M. D. Bridge and aids in command.
Chicago Hussars, escort to City officials and Governors of States.
Mayor Washburne, City officials and City Council, in carriages.
Grand Army of the Republic, by posts.
Governors of States and Territories, who, with their staffs, occupied over one hundred carriages; with mounted escort.
Carlisle, Pa., Indian School, composed of 305 native Indian boys.
SECOND GRAND DIVISION.

Gen. A. C. Hawley in command, with numerous aids.
Independent Order of Foresters, by courts, comprising 10,000 men.
Italian Societies of 2,500 men.
Italian Democratic Club of 500 men, accompanied by a float of "Columbus Discovering America."
Grecian Brotherhood Association, composed of 300 men.
Patriotic Order of Sons of America, with 8,000 men in line.
Orangemen in full regalia.
Patriotic Guard of the United States.
Chicago Turners Societies, 2,500 men in line.
Veterans of the German army, 500 men.
Military Order of St. George and Scottish Societies.
Croatian Benevolent Society and Polish Societies, with 5,000 men.
Swedish and Scandinavian Societies, with about 10,000 men in line.
Englewood Light Infantry.
County Democratic Marching Club, with 250 men.
Fullerton Avenue Cadets, 100 in line.
High School Boys.
Englewood Guards.
Sons of Veterans.

Float representing U. S. S. Monitor, with 50 men, drawn by 10 horses.
Modern Woodmen of America.
Uniform Rank of Royal Arcanum.
Ninth Batallion Infantry.
Uniform Rank Knights of Pythias (colored.)

THIRD GRAND DIVISION.

P. J. Cahill in command, with aids.
Catholic Order of Foresters, with 9,534 men in line.
Uniform Rank of Catholic Order of Foresters, 850 men in line.
Hibernian Rifles, 699 men in line.
Ancient Order of Hibernians, 2,000 men.
Float—"Columbus."
Archdiocesan Union, 4,000 men in line.
Catholic Knights of America, 1,000 men in line.
Catholic Benevolent Legion, 800 men.
St. Michael Parish Societies, 2,500 men.
United Polish Societies, 8,000 men in line.
St. John Baptist Society, 1,000 men in line.
Consolidated Temperance Societies, 600 men in line.
Gaelic Societies, 500 men in line.
Consolidated Church Societies.
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DEDICATION OF THE WORLD'S FAIR PALACES.


MELLOW as a matin bell, yet clear and penetrating as an Alpine horn, says The Chicago Times of Oct. 22, 1892, the voice of a silver-throated bugle at dawn arouses the city and the world.

It is dedication day.

The gleaming palaces built by Chicago enterprise are to be formally consecrated to a universal exposition of industry, art and science.

It is the four hundredth anniversary of the discovery of the western hemisphere by Christopher Columbus.

From every quarter of the globe nations have sent their representatives to witness the most imposing ceremonies ever enacted in the new world.

The blue coated trumpeter is winding a blast at break of day that will be heard around the earth.

A city of temples and palaces, more stupendous in design, more magnificent in splendor than any described in the pages of mediæval romance or existed in the wildest flights of oriental conception—an enchanted capital conceived and reared within a twelve-month by master minds—has been formally presented to the republic for the purpose of an exposition, whereon every nation will bring its choicest treasures. It has been solemnly dedicated to the purpose of a jubilee which is the cynosure of every nation and tribe of man.

Within these colossal temples the fruits of the earth, the flowers of the field, the products of the sea, the wealth of the mines will be gathered for the inspection of mankind. Labor, brains, and capital have been levied upon to fill these palaces of splendor. Genius and science have gleaned the illimitable harvest fields of God to provide a feast for the children of men. It is the apotheosis of the discovery of America. It is the hour of triumph of the possession
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of his Godlike gift to humanity and to freedom. Again the bugle winds. The day is breaking. The city stirs. There is a muffled sound of feet. Flags, which drooped listlessly the livelong night along their halyards, undulate proudly in the morning breeze. A purple mist, giving promise of a perfect day, hangs over lake and land and bathes the city's spires and domes and towers in a flood of opalescent glory. The sun emerges from the deep blue plain of Lake Michigan. Black-mouthed dogs of war bellow and roar and growl in the offing. The reverberations of the thunder of the guns fill earth and sky and sea with hoarse music. It is dedication day. It is the climax of four centuries. The city is awake.

A crash of trumpets; rifts of gleaming steel; colors dip and rise; the park echoes to the tramp of steed and bugle blast. Ten thousand men in blue are under arms. Within the city twice 200,000 citizens debouch upon the avenues and boulevards; a countless throng invades the esplanade. An hundred thousand guests are stirring too. Inspiring strains of music echo through the streets. The city is a wild-rose wilderness of color. The October sky, aflush with blue and golden tints, broods over all. Not more beneficent was the day 400 years ago, when the admiral of the ocean sailed out of Palos in quest of lands beyond mysterious seas.

With faith unshadowed by the night, undazzled by the day; With hope that plumed him for the flight, and courage to assay. God sent him from the crowded ark, Christ-bearer, like the dove, To find o'er surging waters dark, new lands for conquering love.

Only one name is spoken. Only one name is inscribed upon the banners of both hemispheres. It is the name of Columbus. It is blazoned high upon the temples of government and palaces of art and commerce. It is echoed in the tramp of the armies of the republic and voiced in the rumble of the chariot wheels in the mighty procession of the world's dignitaries. It is rung triumphantly out in the bursts of trumpets and the crash of bands. It rests upon the tongues of orators and dwells upon the lips of reverend teachers of divinity. It is chorused by 5,000 voices, filling the cyclopean arches of the great ceremonial hall with the echoes of its frame. It inspires the poet with thoughts that spring like fiery fancies of living light from Vulcan's forge. It is heard in the hoarse thunder of artillery and re-echoed from the white domed battlements of the titanic structures at Jackson Park. It is diapasoned in the muffled murmuring of the restless waves. It is inscribed upon the banners of all the nations of the earth and uttered in reverential accents by croziers and prelates of the church of God. From flashing steel, and bugle blast, and speech and song the tribute springs, while all the wide world listen and applauds, for mankind is apotheosizing the discovery of half the globe, which, until four centuries ago, had existed only in dream and fable. Four hundred times has the earth completed its annual journey around the sun since the adventurous Genoese mariner changed the map of the world and gave to posterity a heritage far richer than fiction could depict. And so in the midst of a continent, more imperial in its resources than any on which shines the sun, and in a city whose marvelous growth and prosperity is the wonder of the century, the nations of the world, by their representatives, assemble to honor the memory of the man who gave such an imperial domain to the sons of men, and rendered such an imperial city possible.

The hour of 10 approaches. On Michigan Avenue a scene is presented which scoffs at tongue or pencil. The lofty Auditorium tower looks down upon the most august assemblage the world has ever witnessed. Representatives of the mightiest republic on earth, scions of royalty, counselors of kaisers, ministers of kings, governors of States, ambassadors, warriors, statesmen, churchmen, gather there to be conveyed to the exposition grounds. A long line of handsome carriages, magnificent in their appointments, line the curv stone as far as the eye can reach. They contain men whose names are known round the globe. Besides the distinguished officials of the exposition, who are the hosts, there are the Vice President of the United States, representing President Harrison. Then come the members of the cabinet—the Secretary of State, Secretary of the Treasury, the Secretary of War, the Attorney General, the Postmaster General, the Secretary of the Navy, the Secretary of the Interior, and the Secretary of Agriculture. As this group of national celebrities enters carriages and is whirled away down the avenue, a storm of cheers rises, swells and thunders from a hundred thousand throats. It is taken up by thousands more until lost in the distance.

Following the representatives of the great republic comes the diplomatic corps. The old world renders homage to the new. Crowns are doffed before the citizen. The republic is higher than the monarchy. In gilded trappings of royalty the long line of diplomats and plenipotentiaries takes seats in the vehicles provided. The uniformed representatives of empires and kingdoms are chaperoned by these plainly dressed citizens of the republic, the Hon. Thomas B. Bryan, the Hon. F. H. Winston, and the Hon. Lambert Tree. It is an object lesson that never will be forgotten. The brilliantly arrayed attendants of the governments of the old world represent Italy, Russia, Turkey, Austria-Hungary, Corea, Switzerland, Great Britain, Belgium, China, Portugal, Denmark, Japan, France, Germany and Spain. The new world is present in the persons of ambassadors from Mexico, Argentine, Nicaragua, Brazil, Peru, Costa Rica and Chili. The islands of the sea are represented by Hawaii. The patriotism of the American citizen, however, rises above country, and the hoarse thunder of welcome that greets the dignitaries of lands beyond the sea is spontaneous and genuine.
And now follows a host of men of distinction that bewilders the vision. Amid a continuous bombardment of cheers that thunders along the boulevard for miles, hundreds of carriages speed quickly away containing venerable members of the Supreme Court of the United States, members of the Supreme Court of Illinois, Speaker Crisp, of the national House of Representatives, and Mayor Washburne. A kindly cheer is taken up and repeated from throat to throat as a gray-haired old gentleman enters a carriage. It is ex-President Rutherford B. Hayes. His escort is Senator John Sherman, of Ohio, and Lyman B. Gage, ex-President of the World’s Columbian exposition.

Are all the famous men of the world here? Nearly all. Now come carriages containing the Senate of the United States; following are members of the House of Representatives, officers of the United States army, arrayed in all the pomp and circumstance of war, distinguished naval officers—these are the recipients of an ovation long to be remembered.

The Governors of States follow. This is the most brilliant and dazzling feature of the parade of dignitaries. Governors! There are enough of them to form a battalion, and they look like soldiers, every one. Surrounded by glittering staffs, accompanied by military escorts, outriders, and hussars, they give the imposing parade a picturesque and martial appearance. Many of them are mounted, and with their escorts in brilliant uniform, provoke the enthusiasm of the multitudes which line the thoroughfare into a tempest of applause that drowns the sounds and dulls the ear with its continuous din.

Governors—scores of them. Governors of States richer than the proudest kingdoms of Europe. Governors of States whose boundaries are sentinelized by heaven-kissed peaks crowned by eternal snow. Governors of States laved by the murmuring billows of the southern seas, and Governors of States whose citizen soldiery could carry the eagles of the republic across the continent of Europe and plant them on the lofty crags of Caucasus.

It is dedication day indeed.

More carriages. Now rolling noiselessly down the boulevards toward the white-domed park are the equipages containing ex-cabinet officers, orators, cardinals, archbishops, and chaplains; commissioners of foreign governments to the World’s Columbian Exposition; consuls from foreign governments; the World’s Columbian commissioners, headed by the second, third, fourth and fifth vice presidents thereof. Will the line never end?

There is more inspiring flourish of trumpets; the flags wave more proudly. The vast multitude breaks into a roar of welcome that drowns the blare and crash of music. A handsome carriage containing a dainty, sweet-faced woman. Ah! Her name is a household word in more than a score of tongues. It is Mrs. President Palmer. Following in carriages are the members of the board of lady managers. The applause that greets them is deafening. Now comes the board of directors of the World’s Columbian Exposition, headed by the second vice president thereof and director of works. Following are the members of the board of management United States government exhibit, the department chiefs, the staff officers of the director of works, and the City Council of Chicago.

As the magnificent procession wheels and rolls swiftly down the handsome boulevard, a battery belches forth a salute of twenty-one guns. The mighty tempest of cheers that leaps from the throats of the watching myriads of people drowns the voice of the artillery. A thousand mounted men in magnificent uniform form the escort for the great procession. It is a pageant that would excite the envy of monarchs.

Such is the procession of invited guests, which forms on Michigan avenue near the Auditorium and goes in carriages and on horseback to Jackson park to participate in the ceremonies of the dedication of the exposition buildings. Never in the history of mankind have so many representatives of the various nations of the earth been assembled in one place and for one purpose. Never before has been witnessed such an assemblage of statesmen, potentates, rulers, officials, soldiers, sages, divines, governors, financiers, thinkers and men of executive ability. Down through Michigan avenue, along Thirty-fifth street and Grand boulevard to Washington park the great procession moves. All along the distance of six miles the stately mansions are adorned with flags and streamers, with banners and shields, until the avenues present a canyon of living color. The boulevards are packed with people from the Auditorium to the reviewing ground. It is a procession besides which, those wherein the captive monarchs of the east trudge at Caesar’s chariot wheels, pale into petty insignificance. For this is a triumph of peace, wherein almost every nation and tongue upon the globe join in universal tribute to the achievement of man. It forms the prelude to the most colossal exposition of the triumphs of civilization that the mind of man has yet conceived or attempted to put into execution.

At Washington park the pageant assumes a more martial aspect. The military arm of the republic rises in graceful salute to the civil power. More than 10,000 national and state troops, the flower of the military service of the country, are massed by brigades on the east side of the parade grounds. Infantry, cavalry, artillery, with banners gleaming in the sunlight, stand in martial array, while bands crash and officers brilliantly mounted dash hither and thither. Two hundred thousand spectators occupy all the space beyond the confines of the parade ground. Hundreds of carriages filled with handsomely dressed ladies and gentlemen are drawn up at the sides. There is a word of sharp command.
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Swarthy troopers straighten up in their saddles. There is a rattle of steel and fluttering of guidons. The head of the procession appears from Grand boulevard. First there is a squadron of dragoons. As the carriages containing Vice President Morton appears through the trees there is a volcano of flame and smoke. The ground trembles. The artillery thunders a deep welcome, which is speedily drowned by a hundred thousand voices. In the midst of the tempest of sound an officer rides out of the smoke and salutes. The grim guns continue to thunder as the carriages wheel into position in parallel lines on the west side of the field. Then the troops wheel by battalions and pass in review before the vice president and visitors. Flags are dipped and cheer after cheer proclaims the loyalty and enthusiasm of the defenders of the republic. With the steadiness of a machine the brilliant army of 10,000 men wheel by columns, and turning towards the east become the escort of the Columbian guests through Midway Plaisance to Jackson park and the manufactures and liberal art building, where the dedication exercises took place. From Washington park to Jackson park the parade assumes its true proportions. It is a glittering cavalcade of citizens and soldiery, witnessed by countless numbers of people. As the head of the procession, which is several miles in length, enters the gates a battery on the lake shore fires the national salute, which is returned by the men of war in the offing. The national colors are run to the tops of the lofty domes and towers and the scene becomes one of unexampled majesty and magnificence. Flags and banners fly from every point on the immense palaces of industry and art, and amid the triumphant music of bands, the deep-toned voices of artillery, and the shouts of nearly 200,000 people, the long line of carriages pass hurriedly to the entrance of the colossal ceremonial hall and the occupants are speedily swallowed up in its awe-inspiring depths. The parade is at an end. Already 150,000 people have gathered beneath the gigantic roof. A sea of human faces stretch far away on either side. The hum of voices fills the great building like the muttering of a distant storm. As the head of the procession reaches the main entrance a band strikes up a national air and the great audience rises and cheers until the hollow dome thunders and roars in concord. So the august guests of Chicago are welcomed to the world’s fair.

And what do the wonder-stricken visitors see? Palaces more magnificent than ever graced Babylon, Athens or Rome in their palmiest days. The grandeur of Greece and the glory of Rome are eclipsed on the shores of Lake Michigan. The marvelous beauty of Venice has been surpassed in the new world. The marques and minarets of Byzantium are reproduced on a more stately scale. The Roman Coliseum becomes a puny barrack besides the magnificent structure which covers thirty acres of ground, and will contain a half a million people. The roof is like the sky supported by the pillars of Hercules. So vast, so heaven-reaching that the crowd of 100,000 guests occupy but a small portion of the space beneath the great glass ceiling.

It is one of the most remarkable scenes ever witnessed. Upon a raised platform holding several thousand people, Vice President Morton and his associates, diplomats, governors and other distinguished guests, are seated. Above, behind, and at either side droop hundreds of flags and banners of all nations, while from its lofty perch a gigantic stone eagle keeps watch and ward over the assemblage. In front and to the right of the guests’ platform stretches an ocean of faces. Acres of chairs are filled with expectant men and women. To the left rises tier after tier of chairs, reaching to a height of fifty feet. Here are seated 5,000 singers. Five thousand voices which as one cry in tones of exultation and triumph:

Hail, Spirit of Freedom, Hail!

The audience breathes the spirit. Each is a freeman, everyone a king. Rising like a flood of melody to drown the sense, the notes of Sousa’s New Marine Band fills the gigantic building with the “Columbian March.” The effect is to prepare the mind for what is to follow. The music dies away and a profound hush follows. Bishop Fowler, arrayed in the sacred vestments of his holy office, invokes the divine blessing. Mayor Washburne, in behalf of a city of a million and a half inhabitants, extends a welcome to the guests, to the exposition, and to the hospitality of the great west. There is a burst of applause at the close, and then the feature of the day—an experience that touches the soul.

From the lips of 5,000 singers burst forth the opening stanzas of the Columbian ode. The past rises before 100,000 minds as a picture.

Over the wide unknown,
Far to the shores of Ind,
All through the dark alone,
Like a feather blown by the wind.

It is a picture of the admiral of the seas plowing ocean’s awful solitude with his puny caravels in search of islands beyond the utmost purple horizon. It is an awe-inspiring moment. Men of every kindred and tongue are seated upon the platform, but the music speaks a common tongue that is not heard but felt. As the 5,000 voices rise in unison pouring forth a Niagara of triumphant harmony, the mighty audience that stretches away into the magnificent distance sways and trembles as a forest is shaken and blown about by a mighty tempest. The spirit of the past has been invoked. It is omnipresent.

Alone! alone!
Behind wide walls of the sea,
And never a ship has flown
A prisoned world so free.
High over all the people the vast arched roof seems like the sky of an enchanted world. Two hundred and thirty feet overhead is the zenith, and stretching away into seemingly illimitable distances the great steel arches grow themselves as the music rises.

Five thousand voices! Now the music swells and fills the thirty-acre temple of art and science from nave to dome. It roars like the furnace of the Cyclops, and anon dies away like the whisper of winds amid a forest of waving pines. Then rising triumphantly it pervades the air with the magnificent fury of the tempest. It is calling the world to arms—

Lo! clan on clan!

Lo! within the cataracts, ecstasy once song-dream of the deep old ing of the est nith, the enchanted jubilant, the Five Plano enchanted Castile.

So high and higher above the voice of the tempest, the thunder of cataracts, the roaring of torrents, and the resonant cry of trumpets rise the lark-like treble war cry.

Then the music dies away, leaving eddies of harmony floating among the far-away arches, and filling the intoxicated senses with the perfume of a dream. But through the mists and shadows of four centuries the song-dream woos back to earth the son of the Genoese wool-comber.

Under the inspiration of the hour the vast audience reads the story of four centuries ago as from an open book. The sailor boy of Genoa once more bends his sail to the breezes in the Levant, unsheathing his sword in behalf of John of Anjou, chasing fickle fortune up and down the Mediterranean sea. Soldier of fortune, adventurer, privateer, he is laying the foundation of a fortune of posterity. He is poring over quaint old maps and charts of an imperfect globe. Over the rim of the horizon is a mysterious problem he longs to solve. It is the twilight of geographic knowledge. The quadrant is an experiment. Out beyond the golden and purple gates of sunset is a shadowy world, templed with castles of gold and peopled with a race of gods. The Egyptian legend told by Plato of the lost Atalantis has passed into current belief. The islands of the Brandan and the Seven Cities of the Sea still find places on medieval maps. Again the music swells into weird, wondrous volume. Columbus is an applicant for aid at the court of Portugal. His story is laughed to scorn, and he presents himself before the royal house of Leon and Castile. In the presence of Ferdinand and Isabella at Cordova, sneered at in the congress at Salamanca, fighting the battles of Spain at Malaga and Grenada, assisting in expelling Boabdil, the last Moorish king, from Alhambra, begging from door to door, seeking shelter at the gray old hillside convent of Lu Rabida, he finds an ardent ally in the holy prior, Juan Perez de Marchena. The music rises to a triumphant climax. The gray-haired mariner makes his final appeal to the king and queen at Santa Fe. It is not in vain. The mystery of the ocean is to be unlocked. The jewels of the queen are pledged to the discovery of the missing half of a world. The admiral of the seas pushes the prows of his tiny caravels full into the face of the setting sun and sails away, amid the laughter of men and tears of women, over ocean's uncertain billows, in search of hidden continents and mysterious isles, set like stars in the midst of the trackless firmament. The wave-beaten fleet is seen plowing the lonely deep, baffled by calms and tossed by storms.

It is morning. Three white-winged barks rest at anchor off a green, low isle embosomed on a sapphire sea. The dawn which purples the sails of the Spanish squadron marks an epoch in the history of the world second only to the death of the Son of Man upon the rugged, tear-stained slopes of Calvary. It opens up to man another world of infinite promise, of inexhaustible possibility.

And now the melody soars into the realms of celestial harmony. It becomes an anthem of humanity. Down through the centuries floats a vision of the budding and unfolding and blooming of a virgin world.

Lo! unto thee the ever-living past. Ushers a mighty pageant, bids arise Dead centuries freighted with visions vast. Blowing dim mists into the future's eyes.

One hundred thousand enraptured listeners catch the inspiration of the theme. A Niagara of applause drowns the dying echoes of the song. The present is visible. It is magnificent in form and majestic in movement. With a triumphant climax four centuries fade from sight and a group of the mightiest palaces ever reared by the hand of man comes into view. The prophecies of the admiral of the seas have been realized. It was the waking dream of the Genoese navigator that somewhere amid the weary reaches of gleaming billows, rising and swelling between cloud-capped Teneriffe and far Cathay, there lay a land templed with sky-kissing castles, peopled with gods, and watered by winding rivers rippling over Pactolian sands. His mortal vision never rested upon the enchanted gardens of Hesperides, but his adventurous keel clove a shining path across the sea and others found the gateway to the lost Atlantis.

Again the wave of harmony rises and floods the magnificent distances of this mighty pantheon of modern civilization. It is the present. The triumphs of four centuries of struggles for liberty and enlightenment is the theme. The dreams and legends of the past become merged with the
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results of Columbus' search for hidden worlds. Perhaps the spectral mariner standing on the prow of the Santa Maria, rocked by an opaline sea, is gazing with contented eyes down the misty, shadowy vistas of the centuries into the gleaming glory of the sunset, and views the great results of his own dauntless quest. He sees all the globe astir to fill the palaces erected to the glory of his discoveries. He sees the most marvelous city ever built by the hands of mortals drawing to itself the tribute of nations that Caesar never knew. He sees scores of highways of steel reaching from its gates to every nook and corner of the continent which he gave to humanity. He sees within her ports more prows than ever stirred the shining Bosphorus or passed the lofty pillars of Hercules. He sees upon her curving shores palaces glittering like mountain peaks across the waves and greater, grander far than Rome e'er built or that from which the Moorish king was exiled. He sees all things small and great gathered here to inaugurate the mightiest exposition the world ever witnessed. He sees representatives of every nation and both hemispheres proclaiming the greatness and the glory of the most powerful republic on earth. He hears the songs of poets, sees the masterpieces of painters and the triumphs of the sculptor's art laid at the feet of the Goddess of Liberty—Genius, science, labor, statesmanship, commerce, capital, education, religion pouring forth their treasures to deck the brow of the mightiest imperial city of the western continent. Not content with levying tribute of sea and land, the sentient arm of science wrests trophies from the skies and lays the secret of the stars upon the conqueror's shield. Genius has yoked the thunderbolt and made it a beast of burden unto man by day, a lamp by night. Of all this the present jubilee is the fullness of the token given four centuries ago. For this the nations of the earth assembled at Chicago to dedicate the greatest exposition of the age.

The music dies away like a passing storm. The story of the dedication is an epic poem worthy of Homer's quill, for it is the finale of a drama in which the whole world takes part. The ceremonies are majestic in their simplicity, awe-inspiring in their character, impressive in their motives and results. The story is told elsewhere in detail. In the presence of the assembled dignitaries of the old world and the high officials of the new appropriate medals are presented to the artists who have built and decorated the great palaces of science and art at Jackson Park. Honored are these whose fertile brains and skillful hands have wrought lines of beauty in stone, and earth, and wood. Thunders of applause testify to the appreciation of their noble work. President Higinbotham, in words dignified by the importance of the event, formally presents in behalf of the World's Columbian Exposition the buildings to the national Columbian Commission. There is a burst of applause when President Palmer accepts the gift and presents the same to the United States. The millions of dollars worth of buildings are now in the custody of the republic.

As Vice President Morton, representing the United States government, rises to accept the gift there is an outburst of applause that for a time renders speech making impossible. Gracefully and in impressive words the Vice President formally dedicates the buildings to the use of the World's Columbian Exposition to be held in 1893, and in which all the nations of the earth are to participate.

Handel's immortal "Hallelujah Chorus," from the "Messiah," appropriately follows. As the 5,000 voices in the chorus soar and swell into ecstatic realms the great audience, swept away by the enthusiasm of the song and the inspiration of the song, rise and cheer again and again.

The first oration of the day follows. With lips anointed by the honey of Hybla, Henry Watterson pours out a flood of eloquence that at once enraptures and transfixes the audience by its marvelous force and impetuosity. Again and again the great building is shaken with applause. Chauncey M. Depew's oration is one of his best efforts, and thunders of applause greet the great orator when he concludes.

"In Praise of God" is sung by the chorus, and a strange hush falls over the sea of humanity. Clad in the crimson garb of his high office his eminence Cardinal Gibbons steps to the front of the platform, and, with uplifted hands, invokes the blessing of God upon the great exposition and its purposes. It is an impressive scene, and when the prayer is concluded a strange silence prevails. Following the invocation is the benediction by the Rev. H. C. McCook, of Philadelphia. The great audience that has remained in the building for several hours, rises slowly as if loath to leave the scene of so impressive and distinguished a ceremony. As the crowds file slowly out of the great hall the deep-toned thunder of a battery on the lake shore proclaims that the great event has been concluded. The World's Columbian buildings have been formally dedicated to the greatest exposition the world has witnessed since the beginning of time.

The history of the day is not completed by the great civil and military parades and dedicatory ceremonies at Jackson Park. The reception at night by the auxiliary congress of the World's Columbian Exposition and the magnificent display of fireworks in each of the three great divisions of the city would, under ordinary circumstances, be regarded as crowning events. To the public especially the latter feature formed the most popular feature of the day, while the address by Archbishop Ireland at the reception upon matters pertaining to the world's fair will prove interesting to millions of American people.
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The congress auxiliary, under the able leadership of President Bonney has justly merited its title by its active work in behalf of the exposition along the lines it has chosen, and the Auditorium reception is not the least of its triumphs. Already aglow with the spirit of patriotism and fealty to the exposition the magnificent tribute paid to the objects of the world's fair kindled that patriotism and enthusiasm to fever heat. It is a magnificent audience that assembles at the Auditorium, already renowned for its famous gatherings. Archbishop Ireland's address is burning with zeal, and the reception is only second in importance to the exercises as Jackson Park. It is an appropriate rounding out of a day so fraught with history and so rich in events. It is a fitting finale of dedication day.

But dedication day is not yet ended. The skies are aflame with light. The heavens are being bombarded with balls of fire. A million people are witnessing the fiery siege. The gigantic pyrotechnical displays, involving an outlay of many thousands of dollars, are taking place in Washington, Lincoln and Garfield Parks. The three great divisions are out gazing upon the gorgeous spectacles. From the summit of the Auditorium tower it looks as if the city was being shelled by a powerful enemy from three different directions. The air is filled with thousands of rockets, Roman candles, saucissons, tourbillons, and strange devices for making varied colored lights. Serpents of flame crawl across the black horizon, to be succeeded by volcanic explosions of blood-red flame. Rockets pierce the night withadder-like tongues of flame, and balloons go reeling and staggering across the sky in countless numbers. The night is filled with flame, and the waters are lit up with the explosions of the pieces. North, south and west the skies portend a burning city. Far into the night the bombardment continues, and then dies slowly out, like an enemy retiring sullenly from a determined but unsuccessful siege. An occasional rocket alone marks the presence of the discomfited foe; then darkness remains unbroken save by the lights of the great city. Countless thousands of people wend their way homeward. Tattoo has been sounded hours ago in the military camp at Jackson Park. Lights are out. The day is dead. The world's fair palaces have been dedicated.

ORDER OF PARADE.

IT PROCEEDS FROM THE AUDITORIUM TO JACKSON PARK.

The following is the composition of the big parade by sections, and the order in which they marched, a description of the scenes having previously been given:

Major-General Miles in command, assisted by his numerous aides.

An escort of 1,000 troops in line.

Three batteries of light artillery under Major W. H. Randolph.

Gen. Eugene A. Carr and staff.

United States Signal Corps.

Fifth Cavalry from Fort Reno.

Detachment of troops from Fort Riley, Kansas.

Detachment of troops from Fort Sheridan.

Fifth Cavalry mounted band of twenty pieces from Ft. Riley, Kansas.

Sixth Cavalry, Capt. C. P. West in command.

Ninth Cavalry, Capt. Gerrard in command.

Four carriages containing Committee on Ceremonies of the World's Columbian Commission, Director General, and National Commissioners.

One carriage containing Vice President Morton; President of the World's Columbian Exposition, and President of the World's Columbian Commission.

One carriage containing the First Vice President of the World's Columbian Exposition, and First Vice President of the World's Columbian Commission.

Carriages containing cabinet officers.

Fifteen carriages containing the diplomatic corps.

Carriages containing Ex-President Hayes, John Sherman and Lyman J. Gage.

Twelve carriages containing senators of the United States.

Forty carriages containing representatives of the United States.

Carriages containing representatives of the army and navy.

Carriages containing Governors and their staffs of the States and Territories of the United States, as follows:

New York—Gov. Roswell P. Flower and staff.
Massachusetts—Gov. Wm. E. Russell and staff.
New Hampshire—Gov. H. A. Tuttle and staff.
Connecticut—Gov. Buckley and staff.
Maryland—Gov. Frank Brown and staff.
Vermont—Gov. L. K. Fuller and staff.
Rhode Island—Gov. D. Russell Brown and staff.
Delaware—Gov. S. J. Reynolds and staff.
North Carolina—Gov. Holt and staff.
Pennsylvania—Gov. Robert E. Pattison and staff.
Kentucky—Gov. John Young Brown and staff.
Ohio—Gov. William McKinley and staff.
Indiana—Gov. Ira Chase and staff.
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Maine—Gov. Edwin C. Burleigh and staff.
Missouri—Gov. D. R. Francis and staff.
Michigan—Gov. E. B. Winans and staff.
Iowa—Gov. Horace Boll and staff.
Wisconsin—Gov. James E. Boyd and staff.
California—Gov. H. H. Markham and staff.
Minnesota—Gov. W. R. Merrifield and staff.
Nebraska—Gov. James E. Boyd and staff.
Colorado—Gov. Routt and staff.
North Dakota—Gov. A. H. Burke and staff.
South Dakota—Gov. A. C. Mellette and staff.
Montana—Gov. J. K. Toole and staff.
West Virginia—Gov. Malvina and staff.
Washington—Gov. Allen Mulvihill and staff.
Carriages containing the orators and chaplains.
Fifteen carriages containing commissioners of foreign governments to the World's Columbian Exposition.
Five carriages containing consuls from foreign governments.
Thirty carriages containing the World's Columbian Commission at Large.
Twenty carriages containing the Board of Lady Managers of the World's Columbian Exposition.
Carriages containing lady representatives of the thirteen original States.
Ten carriages containing Board of Directors of the World's Columbian Exposition.
Three carriages containing Board of Managers of the U. S. exhibit.
Seven carriages containing the department chiefs.
Eighteen carriages containing staff officers of the Director of Works.
Thirty carriages containing members of the City Council of Chicago.

REVIEW OF TROOPS.

The following is the order in which the regulars and State militia, to the number of 10,000 men, passed the reviewing stand, they marching from Washington to Jackson Park:
First line—Two battalions of United States infantry and the battalion of marines. Two regiments of Ohio troops. Four regiments of Indiana troops.

Third line—One regiment of Iowa troops. Two regiments of Wisconsin troops. One regiment of Minnesota troops.

The regular and State troops passed in the following order:

OHIO BRIGADE.

Eight Regiment Ohio National Guards, Col. Geo. Geiger in command; full regimental band of forty pieces.
Fourteenth Regiment O. N. G., Col. A. B. Colt; full regimental band of forty pieces.

Cleveland Grays, Capt. W. C. Morrow; full uniformed band of thirty-seven pieces, and drum major.

IOWA BRIGADE.

Brig. Gen. W. L. Davis and staff in command.
First Regiment, Col. Frank W. Mahin; full regimental band of forty pieces.
Second Regiment, Col. P. W. McManus in command.
Third Regiment, Col. F. F. Lambert; 300 men.
Fourth Regiment, Col. Reilly; 280 men.
Fifth Regiment, Col. Culver; 200 men.
Sixth Regiment, Col. W. C. Clidemal; 350 men.

The U. S. Infantry Brigade, comprising the First and Third Infantry Regiments, Col. F. F. Townsend in command.
Fifteenth U. S. Infantry, Col. R. C. Crofton in command; Fifteenth Regiment band; 337 men.
Second Regiment Infantry, comprising the Forts Snelling and Leavenworth battalions.
Fort Snelling battalion, Capt. E. C. Mason in command; 280 men; hand of twenty-two pieces.
Fort Leavenworth battalion, Capt. J. M. D. Sareno in command; 227 men; band of twenty-five pieces.
Fort Omaha battalion, Lieut. Col. J. B. Park in command; 279 men; hand of twenty-one pieces.
For Wayne battalion, Maj. Coates in command; hand of twenty-four pieces; 270 men.

Marine Corps, Maj. R. W. Huntington in command; marine band of fifty pieces.

INDIANA BRIGADE.

First Regiment, Maj. G. Pennington in command; band of 32 pieces.
Second Regiment, I. N. G., Col. W. B. McKeen in command; band of 32 pieces.
Fourth Regiment, Col. G. W. Gander in command.
Third Regiment, Col. G. S. Harte in command.
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MINNESOTA BRIGADE.
Brig. Gen. W. B. Bend and staff in command; Third Regiment band.
Third Regiment, M. N. G., Col. F. P. Wright; 400 men.

WISCONSIN BRIGADE.
First Regiment W. N. G., Lieut. Col. B. F. Parker in command; 1st
Regiment band.
Independent Cavalry Company from Milwaukee, Capt. W. J. Grant.

MICHIGAN BRIGADE.
Col. E. W. Brown with staff in command.
First Battalion, Lieut. Col. John Bennett; 200 men.
Second Battalion, Col. Chas. L. Boynton; 200 men.
Third Battalion, Major F. H. Case; 225 men.

MISSOURI BRIGADE.
Fifth Regiment, Col. W. K. Coffee; 512 men.

ILLINOIS BRIGADE.
First Brigade—Brig. Gen. Chas. Fitzsimmons and staff.
First Regiment, Col. C. R. C. Koch; 450 men.
Second Regiment, Col. L. S. Judd; 700 men.
Third Regiment, Col. Bennett; 462 men.
Battery D, Capt. Edgar P. Tobey; 80 men.
Troop A, Capt. Paul B. Lino; 60 men.
Second Brigade—Fourth Regiment, Col. R. M. Smith; 508 men.
Fifth Regiment, Col. J. S. Culver; 492 men.
Sixth Regiment, Col. Wm. Clendenin; 400 men, with band.

ADDRESSES IN FULL.
DELIVERED AT THE DEDICATION OF THE WORLD’S FAIR PALACES.

INTRODUCTORY ADDRESS BY GEO. R. DAVIS.

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN: By virtue of my official position it is my
pleasurable duty to present the noted personages who at this hour, in
their several functions, are to contribute to the exercises with which we
here dedicate the grounds and buildings of the World’s Columbian
Exposition.

In a presence so vast, on an occasion so preeminent in the progress
of universal affairs I am moved by emotions that can sweep a human
heart but once in life. Awo overmasters inspiration, and both are lost
in gratitude that I am permitted to inaugurate these ceremonies.

The citizens of our common country may be pardoned the pride and
satisfaction with which we study the historic steps by which our people
have been led to their present exalted position.

Of the great nations of the world the United States is the youngest;
our resources are equal to those of any other nation. Our sixty millions
of people are among the most intelligent, cultured, happy, and prosperous
of mankind. But what we are and what we possess as a nation is not ours
by purchase nor by conquest, but by virtue of the rich heritage that was
spread out beneath the sun and stars, beneath the storms and rains and
dews, beneath the frosts and snows, ages before a David, a Homer, or a
Virgil sang, or before Italy’s humble and immortal son had dreamed his
dream of discovery. This rich heritage is ours, not by our own might,
not even by our own discovery, but ours by the gift of the Infinite. It
was fitting that on the threshold of another century we reverently
pause in the presence of the world, and with confession and supplication,
with thanksgiving and devotedness, with praise and adoration, acknow-
ledge our dependence on the Creator of the universe, the God of nations,
the Father of mankind. Nature has given us a virgin soil of incomparable
richness and variety. Our climate is so diversified that all the fruits of
tree and vine ripen under our autumnal skies.

The great seas that form our boundaries and with their obb and flow
bathe our shores are rich with all the treasures of the deep.

The granite vaults of our mountain chains are stored with untold
mineral wealth.

In the prodigality of nature bountiful provision has been made for
our multiplying people, and in times of emergency from our great abun-
dance we may succor and comfort the distressed and afflicted of other
lands.

A single century has placed this people side by side with the oldest
and most advanced nations of the world—nations with a history of over
a thousand years.

But in the midst of our rejoicing no American citizen should forget
our national starting point and the quality of the manhood on which was
laid the very foundation of our government. Our fathers were born un-
der foreign flags. The very best brain, and muscle, and conscience of
the older governments found their way to this western continent. Our
ancestors had the map of the world before them; what wonder that they
chose this land for the descendants! Over the cradle of our national
infancy stood the spirit and form of the completed civilization of other
lands, and the birth-cries of the republic rang out over the world with a
voice as strong as a giant of a thousand years. From the morning of our
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history the subjects of all nations have flocked to our shores and have entered into our national life and joined in the upbuilding of our institutions. They have spaded and planted, they have sown and gathered, they have wrought and built, and to-day, everywhere over all this land may be seen the products and result of this toil, constituting our national prosperity, promoting our national growth. To all such the doors of the nation are ever open.

The World's Columbian Exposition is the natural outgrowth of this nation's place in history. Our continent, discovered by Christopher Columbus, whose spirits were revived as his cause was espoused by the generous-hearted Queen of Spain, has, throughout all the years from that time to this, been a haven to all who saw here the promise of requited toil, of liberty and of peace.

The ceaseless, resistless march of civilization westward, ever westward, has reached and passed the great lakes of North America, and has founded on their farthest shore the greatest city of modern times. Chicago, the peerless, has been selected for the great celebration which to-day gives new fire to progress and sheds its light upon ages yet to come. Established in the heart of this continent, her pulse throbs with the quickening current of our national life. And that this city was selected as the scene of this great commemorative festival was the natural outgrowth of predestined events. Here all nations are to meet in peaceful, laudable emulation on the fields of art, science and industry, on the fields of research, invention and scholarship, and to learn the universal value of the discovery we commemorate; to learn, as could be learned in no other way, the nearness of man to man, the Fatherhood of God, and the brotherhood of the human race.

This, ladies and gentlemen, is the exalted purpose of the World's Columbian Exposition. May it be fruitful of its aim and of peace forever to all the nations of the earth.

Mayor Washburne's Address.

Mr. President, Representatives of Foreign Governments, Ladies and Gentlemen:—This day is dedicated by the American people to one whose name is indissolubly linked with that of our continent. This day shall add new glories to him whose prophetic vision beheld in the stars which guided his audacious voyage to a new world and a new hope for the peoples of the earth.

The four centuries passing in review have witnessed the settlement of a newly discovered continent, the founding of many nations, and the establishment in this country of more than sixty millions of people whose wonderful material prosperity, high intelligence, political institutions, and glorious history have excited the interest and compelled the admiration of the civilized world.

These centuries have evolved the liberty-loving American people, who are gathered here to-day. We have with us the pioneer, bearing in his person the freedom of his western home—the aging veteran, whom all nations honor, without whose valor government, liberty and patriotism would be but idle words. We have with us builders of cities, founders of States, dwellers in the forests, tillers of the soil, the mechanic and the artisan, and noble women, daughters of the republic, not less in patriotism and deserved esteem than those who seem to play the larger part in building up a State.

There are gathered here our Vice President and stately Senate, our grave and learned Judges, our Congress and our States, that all mankind may know this is a Nation's holiday, and a people's tribute to him whose dauntless courage and unwavering faith impelled him to travel undis mayed the unsailed waste of waters, and whose first prayer upon a waiting continent was saluted on its course by that banner which knows no creed, no faith, no nation—that ensign which has represented peace, progress and humanity for nineteen hundred years—the holy banner of the cross.

Those foreign nations which have contributed so much to our growth will here learn wherein our strength lies—that is not in standing armies, not in heredity and birth, not even in our fertile valleys, not in our commerce or our wealth, but that we have built and are building upon the everlasting rock of individual character and intelligence, seeking to secure an education for every man, woman and child over whom floats the Stars and Stripes, that emblem which signifies our government and our people.

That flag guards to-day 21,500,000 school children of a country not yet four centuries old and who outnumber nearly four times the population of Spain in 1492.

This is our hope in the future—the anchor of the republic—and a rainbow of promise for the centuries yet to come.

As a mark to public gratitude it was decided to carry down into history through this celebration the appreciation of this people for him before whose name we all bow to-day.

You, sirs, are the chosen representatives of our people—you, into whose keeping we intrust our property and our rights—you, whose every act becomes a link in that long chain of history which spans 400 years without a break and whose every link signifies a struggle and victory for man—you, who represent that last and most perfect experiment of human government, have by your official acts honored this young city.
with your choice as the most fitting place to mark this country’s dawn.

She accepts the sacred trust with rivalry towards none and fellow-
ship for all. She stands ready to fulfill the pledges she has made. She needs no orator to speak her merits, no poet to sing her glories. She typifies the civilization of this continent and this age; she has no hoary
locks, no crumbling ruins; the gray-haired sire who saw her birth to-day holds on high his prattling grandchild to see the nations of the earth within her gates.

Over the very spot whereon we stand, within the memory of men
still living, the wild fowl winged their migratory flight.

Less than a century ago the site of this young city was unknown;
to-day a million and a half people support her honor, enterprise and
thrift. Her annual commerce of one billion and a half tells the eloquent
story of her material greatness. Her liberality to all nations and all
creeds is boundless, broad as humanity, and high as the dome of heaven.
Rule Britannia, the Marseilles, die Wacht am Rhein, and every folk
song, of the older world has drifted over the Atlantic's stormy waves, and
as each echo, growing fainter with advancing leagues, has reached this
spot it has been merged into that one great chorus: “My Country, 'Tis
of Thee, Sweet Land of Liberty, of Thee I Sing.”

This, sirs, is the American City of your choice. Her gates are open,
her people at your service. To you and those you represent we offer
greeting, hospitality and love.

To the Old World, whose representatives grace this occasion, whose
governments are in full accord with this enterprise, so full of meaning
to them and to us; to that Old World whose children braved unruly seas
and treacherous storms to found a new State in an unknown land, we
give greeting, too, as children greet a parent in some new home.

We are proud of its ancestry, for it is our own. We glory in its
history, for it was our ancestral blood which inscribed its rolls of honor,
and if to-day these distinguished men of more distinguished lands beheld
any spirit, thing, or ambition which excites their praise, it is but the
outcropping of the Roman courage on a new continent in a later age.

Welcome to you men of older civilizations to this young city, whose
most ancient landmark was built within the span of a present life. Our
hospitalities and our welcome we now extend without reserve, without
regard to nationality, creed or race.

---

MRS. POTTER PALMER'S ADDRESS.

Official representation for women upon so important an occasion as
the present is unprecedented. It seems peculiarly appropriate that this
honor should have been accorded our sex when celebrating the great
deeds of Columbus, who, inspired though his visions may have been, yet
required the aid of an Isabella to transform them into realities.

The visible evidence of the progress made since the discovery of
this great continent will be collected six months hence in these stately
buildings now to be dedicated.

The magnificent material exhibit, the import of which will presently
be eloquently described by our orators, will not, however, so vividly
represent the great advance of modern thought as does the fact that
man’s "silent partner" has been invited by the government to leave her
retirement to assist in conducting a great national enterprise. The
provision of the act of Congress that the Board of Lady Managers appoint
a jury of her peers to pass judgment upon woman’s work adds to the
significance of the innovation, for never before was it thought necessary
to apply this fundamental principle of justice to our sex.

Realizing the seriousness of the responsibilities devolving upon it,
and inspired by a sense of the nobility of its mission, the board has from
the time of its organization attempted most thoroughly and most con-
scientiously to carry out the intentions of Congress.

It has been able to broaden the scope of its work and extend its in-
fluence through the cooperation and assistance so generously furnished by
the Columbian Commission and the Board of Directors of the Exposition.
The latter took the initiative in making an appropriation for the Wo-
man’s Building, and in allowing the Board to call attention to the recent
work of women in new fields by selecting from their own sex the archi-
tect, decorators, sculptors and painters to create both the building and
its adornment.

Rivaling the generosity of the directors, the National Commission
has honored the Board of Lady Managers by putting into its hands all
of the interests of women in connection with the Exposition, as well as
the entire control of the Woman’s Building.

In order the more efficiently to perform the important functions as-
signed it, the board hastened to secure necessary cooperation. At its
request women were made members of the World’s Fair boards of almost
every State and Territory of the Union. Inspired by this success at
home, it had the courage to attempt to extend the benefits it had received
to the women of other countries. It officially invited all foreign govern-
ments which had decided to participate in the Exposition to appoint
committees of women to cooperate with it. The active help given by the
Department of State was invaluable in promoting this plan, the success
of which has been notable, for we now have under the patronage of roy-
alty, or the heads of government, committees composed of the most in-
fluential, intellectual and practical women in France, England, Germany,
Austria, Russia, Italy, Holland, Belgium, Sweden, Norway, Portugal, Japan, Siam, Algeria, Cape Colony, Ceylon, Brazil, the Argentine Republic, Cuba, Mexico and Nicaragua, and although committees have not yet been announced, favorable responses have been received from Spain, Columbia, Ecuador, Venezuela, Panama, and the Sandwich Islands.

No organization compared to this has ever before existed among women. It is official, acting under government authority and sustained by government funds. It is so far-reaching that it encircles the globe.

Without touching upon politics, suffrage or other irrelevant issues, this unique organization of women for women will devote itself to the promotion of their industrial interests. It will address itself to the formation of a public sentiment which will favor woman's industrial equality and her receiving just compensation for services rendered. It will try to secure for her work the consideration and respect which it deserves, and establish her importance as an economic factor. To this end it will endeavor to obtain and install in these buildings exhibits showing the value of her contributions to the industries, sciences and arts, as well as statistics giving the proportionate amount of her work in each and every country.

Of all the changes that have resulted from the great ingenuity and inventiveness of the race there is none that equals in importance to woman the application of machinery to the performance of the never-ending tasks that have previously been hers. The removal from the household to the various factories where such work is now done of spinning, carding, dyeing, knitting, the weaving of textile fabrics, sewing, the cutting and making of garments, and many other laborious occupations has enabled her to lift her eyes from the drudgery that has oppressed her since prehistoric days.

The result is that women as a sex have been liberated. They now have time to think, to be educated, to plan and pursue careers of their own choosing. Consider the value to the race of one-half of its members being enabled to throw aside the intolerable bondage of ignorance that has always weighed them down! See the innumerable technical, professional and art schools, academies and colleges, that have been suddenly called into existence by the unwonted demand! It is only about one hundred years since girls were first permitted to attend the free schools of Boston. They were then allowed to take the places of boys for whom the schools were instituted during the season when the latter were helping to gather in the harvest.

It is not strange that woman is drinking deeply of the long-denied fountain of knowledge. She had been told, until she almost believed it, by her physician that she was too delicate and of too nervous an organization to endure the application and mental strain of the school room; by the scientists that the quality of the gray matter of her brain would not enable her to grasp the exact sciences, and that its peculiar convolutions made it impossible for her to follow a logical proposition from premise to conclusion; by her anxious parents that there was nothing that a man so abominated as a learned woman, nothing so unlovely as a blue- stocking, and yet she comes smiling from her curriculum with her honors fresh upon her, healthy and wise, forcing us to acknowledge that she is more than ever attractive, companionable and useful.

What is to be done with this strong, self-poised creature of glowing imagination and high ideals, who evidently intends, as a natural and inherent right, to pursue her self-development in her chosen line of work? Is the world ready to give her industrial and intellectual independence and to open all doors before her? The human race is not so rich in talent, genius, and useful creative energy that it can afford to allow any considerable proportion of these valuable attributes to be wasted or unproductive, even though they be possessed by women.

The sex which numbers more than one-half of the population of the world is forced to enter the keen competition of life with many disadvantages, both real and factitious. Are the legitimate compensation and honors that should come as the result of ability and merit to be denied on the untenable ground of sex aristocracy?

We are told by scientists that the educated eye and ear of to-day are capable of detecting subtle harmonies and delicate gradations of sound and color that were imperceptible to our ancestors; that artists and musicians will consequently never reach the last possible combination of tones, or tints, because their fields will widen before them, disclosing, constantly, new beauties and attractions. We cannot doubt that human intelligence will gain as much by development; that it will vibrate with new power because of the uplifting of one-half of its members—and of that half which is, perhaps, conceded to be the more moral, sympathetic and imaginative—from darkness into light.

As a result of the freedom and training now granted them we may confidently await, not a renaissance, but the first blooming of the perfect flower of womanhood. After centuries of careful pruning into conventional shapes to meet the requirements of an artificial standard, the shears and props have been thrown away. We shall learn by watching the beauty and vigor of the natural growth in the open air and sunshine, how artificial and false was the ideal we had previously cherished. Our previous efforts to protect nature will seem grotesque, for she may always be trusted to preserve her types. Our utmost hope is that women may become a more congenial companion and fit partner for her illustrious mate, whose destiny she has shared during the centuries. We are proud that the statesmen of our own great country have been the first to see
beneath the surface and to understand that the old order of things has passed away and that new methods must be inaugurated. We wish to express our thanks to the Congress of the United States for having made this great step forward, and also for having subsequently approved and indorsed the plans of the Board of Lady Managers, as was manifested by their liberal appropriation for carrying them out.

We most heartily appreciate the assistance given us by the President of the United States, the Department of State, and our Foreign Ministers. We hope to have occasion to thank all of the other great departments of the government before we finish our work.

Even more important than the discovery of Columbus, which we are gathered together to celebrate, is the fact that the general government has just discovered woman. It has sent out a flash light from its heights so inaccessible to us, which we shall answer by a return signal when the Exposition is opened. What will be its next message to us?

---------------

PRESIDENT HIGGINBOTHAM'S ADDRESS.

President Higginbotham of the World's Columbian Exposition, addressing Director of Works Burnham and others, said:

It becomes my agreeable duty, on behalf of the Board of Directors of the World's Columbian Exposition, to receive from you these buildings, which represent your thought, skill, and labor as master artists of construction. It is difficult to command language fully adequate to express our satisfaction with your achievements. We have observed with admiration the rapid development of your plans until there stand before us today's structures that represent the ripest wisdom of the ages.

Never before have men brought to their task greater knowledge, higher aims, or more resolute purpose. Never before have such magnificent fruits been the result of thought and toil. The earth and all it contains have been subservient to your will. You have pursued your work loyally, heroically, and with an unselfish devotion that commands the applause of the world. Your country and the nations of the earth will join us in congratulating you upon the splendid issue of your plans and undertakings.

We accept these buildings from you, exulting in the belief that these beautiful structures furnish proof to the world that, with all our material growth and prosperity since the Columbian discovery of America, we have not neglected those civilizing arts which minister to a people's refinement and become the chief glory of a nation.

"Peace hath her victories,
No less renowned than war."

In this Exposition, one of the adorning victories of our age of peace, you take conspicuous part, and the work accomplished reflects, and will continue to reflect, honor alike upon yourselves and upon your country.

In recognition of your faithful and efficient services, and in order to commemorate more substantially than by mere words the successful termination of your great work as Master Artist of Construction, the Board of Directors have issued this medal, which I have the honor to present to you. A simple token it is, which finds its real and abiding value not in its intrinsic worth but rather in the high merit which receives and the grateful appreciation which bestows it.

Then addressing President T. W. Palmer of the World's Columbian Exposition he continued:

But yesterday these surrounding acres composed a dismal morass—a resting-place for the wild fowls in their migratory flight. To-day they stand transformed by art and science into a beauty and grandeur unrivaled by any other spot on earth.

Herein we behold a miniature representation of that marvelous material development and that unprecedented growth of national greatness, which, since the day of Columbus, have characterized the history of this New World.

The idle boy, strolling the shore of this inland sea, carelessly threw a pebble into the blue waters. From that center of agitation there spread the circling wave, which fainter and still fainter grew, until lost at last in the distant calm. Not so did the great thought come and vanish which has culminated in the preparations for the World's Columbian Exposition. It was not the suggestive impulse of any single brain or locality that originated this noble enterprise. From many minds and many localities there seemed to come spontaneously and in unison, the suggestions for a Columbian celebration. Those individual and local sentiments did not die out like the waves, but in an inverse ratio grew more and more powerful, until they mingled and culminated in the grand and universal resolve of the American people. "It shall be done."

To-day, sir, on behalf of the Board of Directors, representing the citizens of Chicago, to me has been assigned the pleasant duty of presenting to the World's Columbian Commission these buildings, for dedication to the uses of the World's Columbian Exposition, in celebration of the 400th anniversary of the discovery of America.

In viewing the work thus far accomplished, we gladly acknowledge ourselves debtors to the patriotic pride of our fellow-citizens throughout the land; to the kindly interest manifested by the President of the United States; to the generosity of the Congress; to the hearty sympathy of the civilized nations of the earth, and to the efficient cooperation of the honorable commission which you represent.
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The citizens of Chicago have cherished the ambition to furnish the facilities for the Exposition, which in character should assume a national importance. They entertain the pleasing hope that they have not come short of the nation’s demand and of the world’s expectation. Permit us, sir, to believe that this was not a narrow ambition, born of local pride and selfishness, that asked for the location of the World’s Columbian Exposition at Chicago. Rather let it justly be said that it was in view of the fact that 25,000,000 of people live within a radius of 500 miles of Chicago, and that standing here, so near the center of population, Chicago would be accessible to a larger number of American people who are the creators of our wealth and prosperity, than would any city on our continent. The citizens of Chicago have been actuated by the most patriotic sentiments in asking for the location of the Exposition at this place. Animated by the most public spirited motives, they have made such preparations for the Exposition as we trust you cannot but look on with satisfaction.

The fidelity and remarkable skill of the master artists of construction must be the justification for the pride with which we point to the structures which rise about us in such graceful and magnificent proportions. In furnishing grounds and buildings which should meet the modern demand for utility and scientific adaptation, we have not done violence, let us hope, to that growing love for the beautiful which gratifies the eye and educates the taste. Nature, science and art have been called upon to contribute their richest gifts to make these grounds and buildings worthy of your acceptance.

The Board of Directors now beg leave to tender to the World’s Columbian Commission and to the Nation these buildings, in fulfillment of Chicago’s pledge and in honor of the great event we celebrate.

PRESIDENT T. W. PALMER’S ADDRESS.

When a structure designed for a beneficent purpose has reached completion and is about to be devoted to its object it is deemed fitting, in accordance with a custom which sprang from the aspirations of man, and which has received the sanction of successive generations, that its intent and aim shall be declared amid imposing ceremonies, and the good will of the present and the blessings of the future invoked upon it.

If this occasion shall have as one of the results the inauguration of another festal day to enlarge the too meager calendar of our people, the world will be richer thereby, and a name which has been hitherto held in vague and careless remembrance will be made a vital and elevating force to mankind.

Anniversaries are the punctuations of history. They are the emphases given to events, not by the song of the poet, or the pen of the rhetorician, but by the common acclaim of mankind. They are the monuments of the heroes and the saviors of the race. They are the Memons which fill the heart with promise, the eye with gladness, and the ear with song.

The teacher of Socrates, when dying, was asked what he wished for a monument. He answered: “Give the boys a holiday.”

It was a happy thought to have linked with the achievements of Columbus and Pizzon, which doubled the area of the habitable globe, an undertaking whereby we hope to illustrate the fact that they also made possible more than a duplication of blessings to mankind.

As these great men died ignorant of the magnitude of their work, may we not hope that this Exposition will accomplish a greater good than will be revealed to us to-day, be its outcome never so brilliant? May we not hope that lessons here learned, transmitted to the future, will be potent forces long after the multitudes which will throng these aisles shall have measured their span and faded away?

Four hundred years ago to-day Rodrigo de Triana, from the prow of the Pinta, cried, “Land!” That cry marked the commencement of an era wherein has been condensed more of good import to the race than in any other. To-day at the flood-tide of that era, we are reminded of what that cry involved and of how much there is yet to do to give it its fullest significance.

There are no more continents to discover, but there is much to do to make both hemispheres the home of intelligence, virtue and consequent happiness. To that end no one materia’ thing can contribute more than expositions to which are invited, in a fraternal spirit, all nations, tribes, and people, where each shall give and receive according to their respective capacities.

The foundations of civilization have been laid. Universal enlightenment, now acknowledged as the safe substructure of every State, receives an added impulse from the commingling of peoples and the fraternization of races, such as are ushered in by the pageant of to-day.

Hitherto the work of the National Commission and of the Exposition company has been on different but convergent lines: to-day the roads unite, and it may not be amiss at this time to speak of the work already done. Two years ago the ground on which we stand was a dreary waste of sand-dunes and quagmires, a home for wild fowl and aquatic plants. Under skilled artists, supplemented by intelligence, force, industry, and money, this waste has been changed by the magic hand of labor, to its present attractive proportions. I do not speak of this work as an artist, but as one of the great body of laymen whom it is the high calling of art
The agencies honestly, cored to with will touch this melody, have so the national, have brought work, given the Columbian Exposition, and the World's Columbian Exposition Company, and the Board of Lady Managers, I ask you to dedicate these grounds and buildings to humanity, to the end that all men and women of every clime may feel that the evidence of material progress which may here meet the eye is good only so far as it may promote that higher life which is the true aim of civilization—that the evidences of wealth here exhibited and the stimulus herein given to industry are good only so far as they may extend the area of human happiness.

VICE PRESIDENT MORTON'S ADDRESS.

The dedicatory address was delivered by the Vice President of the United States, as follows:

MR. PRESIDENT: Deep, indeed, must be the sorrow which prohibits the President of the United States from being the central figure in these ceremonials. Realizing from these sumptuous surroundings, the extent of design, adequacy of execution, and vastness of results, we may well imagine how ardently he has aspired to be officially and personally connected with this great work, so linked to the past and to the present of America. With what eloquent words he would have spoken of the heroic achievements and radiant future of his beloved country. While fondly anguished in his most tender earthly affection, he would not have us delay or falter in these dedicatory exercises, and we can only offer to support his courage by a profound and universal sympathy.

The attention of our whole country and of all peoples elsewhere concerned in industrial progress is to-day fixed upon the City of Chicago. The name of Chicago has become familiar with the speech of all civilized communities. Bureaus are established at many points in Europe for the purpose of providing transportation hither, and during the coming year the first place suggested to the mind when men talk of America will be the City of Chicago. This is due not only to the Columbian Exposition, which marks an epoch, but to the marvelous growth and energy of the second commercial city of the Union.

I am not here to recount the wonderful story of this city's rise and advancement, of the matchless courage of her people, of her second birth out of the ashes of the most notable conflagration of modern times, nor of the eminence position she has conquered in commerce, in manufactures, in science and in arts.

These are known of all men who keep pace with the world's progress.

I am here in behalf of the government of the United States, in behalf of all the people, to bid all hail to Chicago, all hail to the Columbian Exposition.

From the St. Lawrence to the gulf, and from the peerless cosmopolitan capital by the sea to the Golden Gulf of California, there is no longer a rival city to Chicago, except to emulate her in the success of this work.

New York has signalized the opening of this new era by a commemorative function instructive to the student, encouraging to the philanthropist, and admonitory to the forces arrayed against liberty.

Her houses of worship, without distinction of creed, have voiced their thanks to Almighty God for religious freedom; her children to the number of five and twenty thousand have marched under the inspira-
tion of a light far broader than Columbus, with all his thirst for knowledge, enjoyed at the University of Pavia; and for three successive days and nights proceессional progress on land and water, aided by Spain, and Italy, and France, saluted the memory of the great pilot with the fruits of the great discovery in a pageant more brilliant than that at Barcelona, when, upon a throne of Persia fabrics, Ferdinand and Isabella disregarded the etiquette of Castle and Aragon and received him standing, attended by the most splendid court of Christendom.

And what a spectacle is presented to us here. As we gaze upon these munificent erections, with their columns and arches, their entablatures adorned with, when we consider their beauty and rapidity of realization, they would seem to be evoked at a wizard's touch of Aladdin's lamp.

Praise for the organization and accomplishment, for the architect and hulder, for the artist and artisan, may not now detain me, for the hour to come, in the months of all men it will be unstinted.

These are worthy shrines to record the achievements of the two Americas and to place them side by side with the arts and industries of the elder world, to the end that we may be stimulated and encouraged to new endeavors. Columbus is not in chains nor are Columbian ideas in fetters. I see him, in the great picture under the dome of the capital, with kneeling figures about him, betokening no longer the contrition of his followers but the homage of mankind, with erect form and lofty men animating these children of a new world to higher facts and bolder theories.

We may not now appreciate the character and value of our national exhibit. Rather may we modestly anticipate that a conservative award will be made by the world's criticism to a young nation eagerly listening to the beckoning future, within whose limits the lightning first plucked from heaven at the will of man, where the expansive power of steam was first compelled to transport mankind and merchandise over the waterways of the world, where the implements of agriculture and handcraft have been so perfected as to lighten the burdens of toil, and where the subtle forces of nature, acting through the telegraph and telephone, are daily startling the world by victories over matter, which in the days of Columbus might have been reckoned among the miracles.

We can safely predict, however, those who will come from the near and distant regions of our country and who will themselves make part of the national exhibit. We shall see the descendants of the loyal cavaliers of Virginia, of the Pilgrim Fathers of New England, of the sturdy Hollanders who in 1624 bought the 22,000 acres of the Island of Manhattan for the sum of $24, of the adherents of the old Christian faith who found a resting place in Baltimore, of the Quakers and Palatine Germans who settled in Pennsylvania and New Jersey, of the Huguenots, who fled from the revocation of the edict of Nantes to the banks of the Hudson in the North and those of the Cooper and Ashley Rivers in the South, of the refugees from Salzburg in Georgia, and of Charles Edward's Highlanders in North Carolina. With them also we shall have in person, or in their sons, the thousands of others from many climes who, with moderate fortunes, have joined their future to that of the great republic, or who with sinewy arms have opened our waterways and huddled our ironways.

We trust that from the lands beyond the seas many will come to engage in fraternal competition or to point us to more excellent standards. If they shall find little in our product to excite their admiration, we shall welcome them to the atmosphere of the New World where some of the best efforts have been made in the cause of freedom and progress by Washington, and Franklin and Lafayette; by Agassiz, and Lincoln and Grant; by Bolivar, and Juarez, and Toussaint L'Ouverture; by Fulton, and Morse, and Edison.

Columbus lived in the age of great events. When he was a child, in 1440, printing was first done with movable types; seven years later the Vatican Library, the great fountain of learning, was founded by Nicholas the Fifth; and 1455 is given as the probable date of the Mazarine Bible, the earliest printed book known. It was not until a hundred years after the discovery that Galileo, pointing his little telescope to the sky, found the satellites of Jupiter and was hailed Columbus of the heavens.

His character was complex, as was that of many of the men of his time who made their mark in history. But his character and attainments are to be estimated by those of his contemporaries and not by other standards. Deeply read in mathematical science, he was certainly the best geographer of his time. I believe, with Castellar, that he was sincerely religious, but his sincerity did not prevent him from indulging in dreams. He projected, as the eloquent Spanish author says, the purchase of the holy places of Jerusalem, in the event of his finding seas of pearls, cities of gold, streets paved with sapphires, mountains of emeralds and rivers of diamonds. How remote, and yet how marvelous has been the realization! Two products of the Southern continent, which he touched and brought into the world's economy, have proved of inestimable value to the race, far beyond what the imagined wealth of the Indies could buy.

The potato brought by the Spaniards from what is now the Republic of Ecuador in the beginning of the century following the discovery, has proved next to the principal cereals to be the most valuable of all plants for human food. It has sensibly increased the wealth of nations and added immeasurably to the welfare of the people. More certain than other crops, and having little to fear from storm or drought, it is hailed as an effective barrier against the recurrence of famines.
Nor was the other product of less importance to mankind. Peruvian bark comes from a tree of spontaneous growth in Peru, and many other parts of South America. It received its botanical name from the wife of a Spanish viceroy, liberated from an intermittent fever by its use. Its most important base, quinine, has come to be regarded, as nearly as may be, as a specific for that disease, and also for the preservation of health in certain latitudes, so that no vessel would dare to approach the east or west coast of Africa without a supply, and parts of our own land would be made partially desolate by its disappearance. No words that I could use could magnify the blessings brought to mankind by these two individuals of the vegetable kingdom from the shores of the New World.

Limited time for preparation does not permit me to speak authoritatively of the progress and proud position of our sister republics and of the Dominion of Canada to demonstrate the moral and material fruits of the great discovery. Concerning ourselves the statistics are familiar and constitute a marvel. One of the States recently admitted, the State of Montana, is larger than the empire of Turkey.

We are near the beginning of another century, and if no serious change occurs in our present growth, in the year 1835, in the lifetime of many now in manhood, the English-speaking republicans of America will number more than 180,000,000. And for them John Bright, in a burst of impassioned eloquence, predicts one people, one language, one law and one faith; and all over the wide continent, the home of freedom and a refuge for the oppressed of every race and every clime.

The transcendent feature in the character of Columbus was his faith. That sustained him in days of trial and darkness, and finally gave him the great discovery. Like him let us have faith in our future. To insure that future let the fountains be kept pure, public integrity must be preserved. While we reverence what Garibaldi and Victor Emmanuel fought for—the union of peoples—we must secure above all else what Steuben and Kosciusko aided our fathers to establish—liberty regulated by law.

If the time should ever come when men trifle with the public conscience, let me predict the patriotic action of the republic in the language of Milton:

"Methinks I see in my mind a noble and puissant nation raising herself like a strong man after a sleep, and shaking her invincible locks; methinks I see her as an eagle mewing her mighty youth, and kindling her undazzled eyes at the full midday beam; purging and unsealing her long-abused sight at the fountain itself of heavenly radiance; while the whole noise of tumultuous and flocking birds, with those also who love the twilight, flutter about, amazed at what she means."

Mr. President, in the name of the President of the United States, I hereby dedicate these buildings and their appurtenances, intended by the Congress of the United States for the use of the World's Columbian Exposition, to the world's progress in art, in science, in agriculture and in manufactures.

I dedicate them to humanity.

God save the United States of America.

HENRY WATTERSON'S ADDRESS.

Among the wonders of creative and constructive genius in the course of preparation for this Festival of the Nations, whose formal and official inauguration has brought us together, will presently be witnessed upon the margin of the interocean which gives to this noble and beautiful city the character and rank of a maritime metropolis, a spectatorium, wherein the Columbian epic will be told with realistic effects surpassing the most splendid and impressive achievements of the modern stage. No one who has had the good fortune to see the models of this extraordinary work of art can have failed to be moved by the union, which it embodies, and of the antique in history and the current in life and thought, as beginning with the weird mendicant fainting upon the hillside of Santa Rabida it traces the strange adventures of the Geneseo seer from the royal camp of Santa Fe to the sunny coasts of the Isle of Inde; through the weary watches of the endless night, whose sentinel stars seemed set to mock but not to guide; through the trackless and shoreless wastes of the mystic sea, spread day by day to bear upon every rise and fall of its heaving bosom the death of fair, fond hopes, the birth of fantastic fears; the peerless and thrilling revelation, and all that has followed to the very moment that beholds us here, citizens, freemen, equal shareholders in the miracle of American civilization and development. Is there one among us who does not thank his Maker that he has lived to join in this universal celebration, this jubilee of mankind?

I am appalled when I reflect upon the portent and meaning of the proclamation which has been delivered in our presence. The painter employed by the king’s command to render to the eye some particular exploit of the people, or the throne, knows in advance precisely what he has to do; there is a limit set upon his purpose; his canvas is measured, his colors are blended, and, with the steady and sure hand of the master, he proceeds, touch upon touch, to body forth the forms of things known and visible. Who shall measure the canvas or blend the colors that are to bring to the mind’s eye of the present the scenes of the past in American glory? Who shall dare attempt to summon the dead to life, and out
of the tomb of the ages recall the tones of the martyrs and heroes whose voices, though silent forever, still speak to us in all that we are as a nation, in all that we do as men and women?

We look before and after, and we see through the half-drawn folds of Time as through the solemn archways of some grand cathedral the long procession pass, as silent and as real as a dream; the caravels, tossing upon Atlantic billows, have their sails refilled from the east and bear away to the west; the land is reached, and fulfilled is the vision whose actualities are to be gathered by other hands than his who planned the voyage and steered the bark of discovery; the long-sought golden day has come to Spain at last, and Castilian conquests tread upon one another fast enough to pile up perpetual power and riches.

But even as simple justice was denied Columbus, was lasting tenure denied the Spaniard.

We look again and we see in the far Northeast the Old-World struggle between the French and English transferred to the New, ending in the tragedy upon the heights above Quebec; we see the sturdy Puritans in bell-crowned hats and sable garments assail in unequal battle the savage and the elements, overbearing both to rise against a mightier foe; we see the gay but dauntless cavaliers, to the southward, join hands with the Roundheads in holy rebellion. And, low down from the green-walled hills of New England, out of the swamps of the Carolinas, come faintly to the ear like far-away forest leaves stirred to music by autumn winds, the drum-taps of the revolution; the trump of the minute-men, Israel Putnam riding before; the hoof-beats of Sumter's horse galloping to the front; the thunder of Stark's guns in spirit-battle; the gleam of Marion's watch-fires in ghostly bivouac; and there, there in serried, saint-like ranks on fame's eternal camping-ground stand—

The old Continentals.
In their ragged regimentals.
Yielding not.

as amid the singing of angels in heaven, the scene is shut out from our mortal vision by proud and happy tears.

We see the rise of the young republic; and the gentlemen in knee-breeches and powdered wigs who signed the Declaration and the gentlemen in knee-breeches who made the Constitution. We see the little Nation menaced from without. We see the riflemen in hunting shirt and buckskin swarm from the cabin in the wilderness to the rescue of country and home; and our hearts swell to a second and final decree of independence won by the prowess and valor of American arms upon the land and sea.

And then, and then—since there is no life of nations or of men without its shadow and its sorrow—there comes a day when the spirits of the fathers no longer walk upon the battlements of freedom; and all is dark: and all seem lost save liberty and honor, and, praise God, our blessed Union. With these surviving, who shall marvel at what we see to-day; this land filled with the treasures of earth; this city, snatched from the ashes, to rise in splendor and renown passing the mind to preconceive?

We are met this day to honor the memory of Christopher Columbus, to celebrate the four-hundredth annual return of the year of his transcendent achievement, and, with fitting rites, to dedicate to America and the universe a concrete exposition of the world's progress between 1492 and 1892. No twenty centuries can be compared with those four centuries, either in importance or in interest, as no previous ceremonial can be compared with this in its wide significance and reach; because since the advent of the son of God, no event has so great an influence upon human affairs as the discovery of the Western Hemisphere. Each of the centuries that have intervened marks many revolutions. The merest catalogue would crowd a thousand pages. The story of the least of the nations would fill a volume. In what I have to say upon this occasion, therefore, I shall confine myself to our own; and, in speaking of the United States of America, I propose rather to dwell upon our character as a people, and our reciprocal obligations and duties as an aggregation of communities, held together by a fixed Constitution, and charged with the custody of a union upon whose preservation and perpetuation in its original spirit and purpose the future of free popular government depends, than to enter into a dissertation upon abstract principles, or to undertake an historic essay. We are a plain practical people. We are a race of inventors and workers, not of poets and artists. We have led the world's movement, not its thought. Our deeds are to be found not upon the frescoed walls, or in ample libraries, but in the machine shop, where the spindles sing and the looms thunder; on the open plain, where the steam plow, the reaper, and the mower contend with one another in friendly war against the obduracies of nature; in the magic of electricity as it penetrates the darkest caverns with its irresistible power and light. Let us consider ourselves and our conditions, as far as we are able, with a candor untinged by cynicism and a confidence with no air of assurance.

A better opportunity could not be desired for a study of our peculiarities than is furnished by the present moment.

We are in the midst of the quadrennial period established for the selection of a Chief Magistrate. Each citizen has his right of choice, each has his right to vote and to have his vote freely cast and fairly counted. Whenever this right is assailed for any cause, wrong is done and evil must follow, first to the whole country, which has an interest in all its parts, but most to the community immediately involved, which must actually drink of the cup that has contained the poison.
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The abridgement of the right of suffrage, however, is very nearly proportioned to the ignorance or indifference of the parties concerned in it, and there is good reason to hope that with the expanding intelligence of the masses and the growing enlightenment of the times, this particular form of corruption in elections will be reduced below the danger-line.

To that end, as to all other good ends, the moderation of public sentiment must ever be our chief reliance, for when men are forced by the general desire for truth, and the light which our modern vehicles of information throw upon truth, to discuss public questions for truth's sake, when it becomes the plain interest of public men, as it is their plain duty, to do this, and when, above all, friends and neighbors cease to love one another less because of individual differences of opinion about public affairs, the struggle for unfair advantage will be relegated to those who have either no character to lose or none to seek.

It is admitted on all sides that the current Presidential campaign is freer from excitement and tumult than was ever known before, and it is argued from this circumstance that we are traversing the epoch of the commonplace. If this be so, thank God for it! We have had full enough of the dramatic and sensational and need a season of mediocrity and repose. But may we not ascribe the rational way in which the people are going about their business to larger knowledge and experience, and a fairer spirit than hitherto marked our party contentions?

Parties are as essential to free government as oxygen to the atmosphere, or sunshine to vegetation. And party spirit is inseparable from party organism. To the extent that it is tempered by good sense and good feeling, by love of country and integrity of purpose, it is a supreme virtue; and there should be no gage short of a decent regard for the sensibilities of others put upon its freedom and plainness of utterance. Otherwise the limpid pool of democracy would stagnate, and we should have a republic only in name. But we should never cease to be admonished by the warning words of the Father of his Country against the excess of party spirit, reinforced as they are by the experience of a century of party warfare; a warfare happily culminating in the complete triumph of American principles, but brought many times dangerously near to the annihilation of all that was great and noble in the national life.

Sursum Corda. We have in our time seen the republic survive an irrepressible conflict, sown in the blood and marrow of the social order. We have seen the Federal Union, not too strongly put together in the first place, come out of a great war of sections stronger than when it went into it, its faith renewed, its credit rehabilitated, and its flag saluted with love and homage by 70,000,000 of God-fearing men and women thoroughly reconciled and homogeneous. We have seen the Federal Constitution outlast the strain, not merely of a reconstructory ordeal and a Presidential impeachment, but a disputed count of the Electoral vote, a Congressional deadlock and an extra constitutional tribunal, yet standing firm against the assaults of its enemies, whilst yielding itself with admirable flexibility to the needs of the country and the time. And finally, we saw the gigantic fabric of the Federal Government transferred from hands that held it a quarter of a century to other hands without a protest, although so close was the poll in the final count that a single blanket might have covered both contestants for the Chief Magisterial office. With such a record behind us, who shall be afraid of the future?

The young manhood of the country may take this lesson from those of us who who lived through times that did indeed try men's souls—when, pressed down from day to day by awful responsibilities and suspense, each man brought a terror with every thought of the morrow, and when, look where we would, there were light and hope nowhere—that God reigns and wills, and that this fair land is and has always been in his own keeping.

The curse of slavery is gone. It was a joint heritage of woe, to be wiped out and expired in blood and flame. The mirage of the Confederacy has vanished. It was essentially bucolic, a vision of Arcadia, the dream of a most attractive economic fallacy. The Constitution is no longer a rope of sand. The exact relations of the States to the Federal Government, left open to double construction by the authors of our organic being because they could not agree among themselves and union was the paramount object, has been clearly and definitely fixed by the last three amendments to the original chart, which constitute the real treaty of peace between the North and the South, and seal our bonds as a nation forever.

The republic represents at last the letter and spirit of the sublime declaration. The fetters that bound her to the earth are burst asunder. The rags that degraded her beauty are cast aside. Like the enchanted Princess in the legend, clad in spotless raiment and wearing a crown of living light, she steps in the perfection of her maturity upon the scene of this, the latest and proudest of her victories, to bid a welcome to the world!

Need I pursue the theme? This vast assemblage speaks with a resonance and meaning which words can never reach. It speaks from the fields that are blessed from the never-falling waters of the Kennebec and from the farms that sprinkle the valley of the Connecticut with mimic prinicipalities more potant and lasting than the real; it speaks in the whirl of the mills of Pennsylvania, and in the ring of the wood-cutter's ax from the forests of the lake peninsulas; it speaks from the great plantations of the South and West, teeming with staples that insure us wealth and power and stability; yea, and from the mines and forests and
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quarries of Michigan and Wisconsin, of Alabama and Georgia, of Tennessee and Kentucky, far away to the regions of silver and gold, that have linked the Colorado and the Rio Grande in close embrace, and annihilated time and space between the Atlantic and the Pacific; it speaks in one word from the heartstone in Iowa and Illinois, from the home in Mississippi and Arkansas, from the hearts of 70,000,000 of fearless, free-born men and women, and that one word is "Union!"

There is no geography in American manhood. There are no sections to American fraternity. It needs but six weeks to change a Vermonter into a Texan, and there never has been a time when upon the battlefield or the frontier, Puritan and Cavalier were not convertible terms, having in the beginning a common origin, and so diffused and diluted on American soil as no longer to possess a local habitation, or a nativity, except in the national unit.

The men who planted the signals of American civilization upon that sacred rock of Plymouth Bay were Englishmen, and so were the men who struck the coast a little lower down, calling their haven of rest after the great republican commomer, and founding by Hampton Roads a race of heroes and statesmen, the mention of whose names brings a thrill to every heart. The South claims Lincoln, the immortal, for its own; the North has no right to reject Stonewall Jackson, the one typical Puritan soldier of the war, for its own! Nor will it! The time is coming, is almost here, when hanging above many a mantel-board in fair New England—glorifying many a cottage in the Sunny South—shall be seen together, in everlasting love and honor, two cross-swords carried to battle respectively by the grandfather who wore the blue, and the grandfather who wore the gray.

I cannot trust myself to proceed. We have come here not so much to recall bygone sorrows and glories as to bask in the sunshine of present prosperity and happiness, to interchange patriotic greetings and indulge good auguries, and, above all, to meet upon the threshold the stranger within our gate, not as a foreigner, but as a guest and friend, for whom nothing that we have is too good.

From wheresoever he cometh we welcome him with all our hearts; the son of the Rhone and the Garonne, our godmother, France, to whom we owe so much, he shall be our Lafayette; the son of the Rhine and the Moselle, he shall be our Goethe and our Wagner; the son of the Campagna and the Vesuvian Bay, he shall be our Michael Angelo and our Garibaldi; the son of Aragon and the Indes, he shall be our Christopher Columbus, fitly honored at last throughout the world.

Our good cousin of England needs no words of special civility and courtesy from us. For him the latch-string is ever on the outer side; though, whether it be or not, we are sure that he will enter and make himself at home. A common language enables us to do full justice to one another at the festive board or in the arena of debate, warning both of us in equal tones against further parley on the field of arms.

All nations and all creeds be welcome here; from the Bosphorus and the Black Sea, the Viennese woods and the Danubian plains; from Holland dike to Alpine crag; from Belgrade and Calcutta and round to China seas and the busy marts of Japan, the isles of the Pacific and the far-away capes of Africa—Armenian, Christian and Jew—the American, loving no country except his own, but loving all mankind as his brother, bids you enter and fear not; bids you partake with us of the fruits of 400 years of American civilization and development and behold these trophies of 100 years of American independence and freedom!

At this moment in every part of the American Union the children are taking up the wondrous tale of the discovery, and from Boston to Galveston, from the little log school house in the wilderness to the towering academy in the city and the town, may be witnessed the unprecedented spectacle of a powerful nation captured by an army of Lilliputs, of embryo men and women, of topling boys and girls, and tiny elves scarcely big enough to lip the numbers of the national anthem; scarce strong enough to lift the miniature flags that make of arid street and autumn wood an emblematic garden, to gladden the sight and to glorify the red, white and blue. See

"Our young barbarians all at play."

for better than these we have nothing to exhibit. They, indeed, are our crown jewels; the truest, though the inevitable, offsprings of our civilization and development; the representatives of a manhood vitalized and invigorated by toil and care, of a womanhood elevated and inspired by liberty and education. God bless the children and their mothers! God bless our country’s flag! And God be with us now and ever, God in the roof-tree’s shade and God on the highway, God in the winds and waves, and God in all our hearts!

CHAUNCEY M. DEPEW’S ADDRESS.

This day belongs not to Americans but to the world. The results of the events it commemorates are the heritage of the people of every race and clime. We celebrate the emancipation of man. The preparation was the work of almost countless centuries, the realization was the revelation of one. The cross on Calvary was hope; the cross raised on San Salvador was opportunity. But for the first, Columbus would never have sailed, but for the second there would have been no place for the planting, the nurture, and the expansion of civil and religious liberty. Ancient
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history is a dreary record of unstable civilizations. Each reached its zenith of material splendor, and perished. The Assyrian, Persian, Egyptian, Grecian, and Roman Empires were proof of the possibilities and limitations of man for conquest and intellectual development. Their destruction involved a sum of misery and relapse which made their creation rather a curse than a blessing. Force was the factor in the government of the world when Christ was born, and force was the sole source and exercise of authority both by Church and State when Columbus sailed from Palos.

The wise men traveled from the east towards the west under the guidance of the Star of Bethlehem. The spirit of equality of all men before God and the law moved westward from Calvary with its revolutionary influence upon old institutions to the Atlantic Ocean. Columbus carried it westward across the seas. The emigrants from England, Ireland, Scotland, and Wales, from Germany and Holland, from Sweden and Denmark, from France and Italy have, under its guidance and inspiration, moved west, and again west, building States and founding cities until the Pacific limited their march. The exhibition of arts and sciences, of industries and inventions, of education and civilization which the Republic of the United States will here present, and to which, through its Chief Magistrate, it invites all nations, condenses and displays the flower and fruitage of this transcendent miracle.

The anarchy and chaos which followed the breaking up of the Roman Empire necessarily produced the feudal system. The people preferring slavery to annihilation by robber chiefs became the vassals of territorial lords. The reign of physical force is one of perpetual struggle for the mastery. Power which rests upon the sword neither shares nor limits its authority. The king destroys the lords, and the monarchy succeeded feudalism. Neither of these institutions considered or consulted the people. They had no part but to suffer or die in this mighty strife of masters for the mastery. But the throne, by its broader view and greater resources, made possible the construction of the highways of freedom. Under its banner races could unite, and petty principalities be merged, law substituted for brute force, and right for might. It founded and endowed universities and encouraged commerce. It conceded no political privileges, but unconsciously prepared its subjects to demand them. Absolutism in the State and bigotry in the Church shackled popular unrest and imprisoned thought and enterprise in the fifteenth century. The divine right of kings stamped out the faintest glimmer of revolt against tyranny; and the problems of science were solved or submerged by ecclesiastical decrees. The dungeon was ready for the philosopher who proclaimed the truths of the solar system or the navigator who would prove the sphericity of the earth. An English

Gladstone, or a French Gambetta, or a German Bismarck, or an Italian Garibaldi, or a Spanish Castelar would have been thought monsters, and their deaths at the stake, or on the scaffold, and under the anathemas of the church would have received the praise and approval of kings and nobles, of priests and peoples. Reason had no seat in spiritual or temporal realms. Punishment was the incentive to patriotism, and piety was held possible by torture. Confessions of faith extorted from the writhing victim on the rack were believed efficacious in saving his soul from fires eternal beyond the grave. For all that humanity to-day cherishes as its best heritage and choicest gifts, there was neither thought nor hope.

Fifty years before Columbus sailed from Palos, Gutenberg and Faust had forged the hammer which was to break the bonds of superstition and open the prison doors of the mind. They had invented the printing press and movable types. The prior adoption of a cheap process for the manufacture of paper at once utilized the press. Its first service, like all of its succeeding efforts, was for the people. The universities and the schoolmen, the privileged and the learned few of that age, were longing for the revelation and preservation of the classic treasures of antiquity hidden and yet insecure in monastic cells and libraries. But the first born of the marvelous creation of these primitive printers of Mayence was the printed Bible. The priceless contributions of Greece and Rome to the intellectual training and development of the modern world came afterwards, through the same wondrous machine. The force, however, which made possible America, and its reflex influence upon Europe, was the open Bible by the family fireside. And yet neither the enlightenment of the new learning, nor the dynamic power of the spiritual awakening, could break through the crust of caste which had been forming for centuries. Church and State had so dextrously interwoven the bars of privilege and authority that liberty was impossible from within. Its piercing light and penetrating heat must penetrate from without.

Civil and religious freedom are founded upon the individual and his independence, his worth, his rights, and his equal status and opportunity. For his planting and development a new land must be found, where, with limitless areas for expansion, the avenues of progress would have no bars of custom or heredity, of social orders or privileged classes. The time had come for the emancipation of the mind and soul of humanity. The factors wanting for its fulfillment were the New World and its discoverer.

God always has in training some commanding genius for the control of great crises in the affairs of nations and peoples. The number of these leaders is less than the centuries, but their lives are the history of human progress. Though Caesar, and Charlemagne, and Hildebrand.
The capture of Granada, the expulsion of Islam from Europe, and the triumphant cross aroused the admiration and devotion of Christendom. But this proud beggar, holding in his grasp the potential promise and dominion of El Dorado and Cathay, divided with the Moslem surrender the attention of sovereigns and of bishops. France and England indicated a desire to hear his theories and see his maps, while he was still a suppliant at the gates of the camp of Castile and Aragon, the sport of its courtiers and the scoff of its confessors. His unshaken faith that Christopher Columbus was commissioned from heaven, both by his name and by divine command to carry "Christ across the sea" to new continents and pagan peoples, lifted him so far above the discouragements of an empty purse and a contemptuous court that he was proof against the rebuffs of fortune or of friends. To conquer the prejudices of the clergy, to win the approval and financial support of the State, to venture upon that unknown ocean, which, according to the beliefs of the age, was peopled with demons and savage beasts of frightful shape, and from which there was no possibility of return, required the zeal of Peter the Hermit, and chivalric courage of the Cid, and the imagination of Dante. Columbus belonged to that high order of cranks who confidently tread where "angels fear to tread," and often become the benefactors of their country or their kind.

It was a happy omen of the position which woman was to hold in America, that the only person who comprehended the majestic scope of his plans, and the invincible quality of his genius, was the able and gracious queen of Castile. Isabella alone of all the dignitaries of that age shares with Columbus the honors of his great achievement. She arrayed her kingdom and her private fortune behind the enthusiasm of this mystic mariner, and posterity pays homage to her wisdom and faith.

The overthrow of the Mohammedan power in Spain would have been a forgotten scene in one of the innumerable acts in the grand drama of history had not Isabella conferred immortality upon herself, her husband and their dual crown by her recognition of Columbus. The devout spirit of the Queen and the high purpose of the explorer inspired the voyage, subdued the mutinous crew, and prevailed over the raging storms. They covered, with the divine radiance of religion and humanity, the degrading search for gold, and the horrors of its quest, which filled the first century of conquest with every form of lust and greed.

The mighty soul of the great Admiral was undaunted by the ingratitude of Princes and the hostility of the people by imprisonment and neglect. He died as he was securing the means and preparing a campaign for the rescue of the holy sepulcher at Jerusalem from the infidel. He did not know, what time had revealed, that while the mission of the crusades of Godfrey of Bouillon, and Richard of the Lion Heart was a
bloody and fruitless romance, the discovery of America was the salvation of the world. The one was the symbol, the other the spirit; the one death, the other life. The tomb of the Savior was a narrow and empty vault, precious only for its memories of the supreme tragedy of the centuries, but the new continent the home and temple of the living God.

The rulers of the Old World began with partitioning the New. To them the discovery was expansion of empire and grandeur to the throne. Vast territories, whose properties and possibilities were little understood, and whose extent was greater than the kingdoms of the sovereigns, were the gifts to court favorites and the prizes of royal approval. But individual intelligence and independent conscience found here haven and refuge. They were the passengers upon the caravels of Columbus, and he was unconsciously making for the port of civil and religious liberty. Thinkers, who believed men capable of higher destinies and larger responsibilities, and pious people who preferred the Bible to that union of Church and State where each serves the other for the temporal benefit of both, fled to these distant and hospitable lands from intolerable and hopeless oppression at home. It required 300 years for the people thus happily situated to understand their own power and resources and to break bonds which were still revered or loved, no matter how deeply they wounded, or how hard they galled.

The nations of Europe were so completely absorbed in dynastic difficulties and devastating wars, with diplomacy and ambitions, that they neither heeded nor heard of the growing democratic spirit and intelligence in their American colonies. To them these provinces were sources of revenue, and they never dreamed that they were also schools of liberty. That it exhausted three centuries under the most favorable conditions for the evolution of freedom on this continent demonstrates the tremendous strength of custom and heredity when sanctioned and sanctified by religion. The very chains which fettered became inextricably woven with the habits of life, the associations of childhood, the tenderest ties of the family, and the sacred offices of the church from the cradle to the grave. It clearly proves that if the people of the Old World and their descendants had not possessed the opportunities afforded by the New for their emancipation, and mankind had never experienced and learned the American example, instead of living in the light and glory of nineteenth century conditions they would still be struggling with medieval problems.

The northern continent was divided between England, France and Spain, and southern between Spain and Portugal. France, wanting the capacity for colonization, which still characterizes her, gave up her western possessions and left the English, who have the genius of universal empire, masters of North America. The development of the experiment in the English domain makes this day memorable. It is due to the wisdom and courage, the faith and virtue of the inhabitants of this territory that government of the people, for the people and by the people was inaugurated, and has become a triumphant success. The Puritan settled in New England and the Cavalier in the South. They represented the opposite of spiritual and temporal life and opinions. The processes of liberty liberalized the one and elevated the other. Washington and Adams were the new types. Their union in a common cause gave the world a republic both stable and free. It possessed conservatism without bigotry, and liberty without license. It founded institutions strong enough to resist revolution, and elastic enough for indefinite extension to meet the requirements in government of ever enlarging the areas of population and the needs of progress and growth.

The Mayflower, with the Pilgrims, and a Dutch ship laden with African slaves were on the ocean at the same time, the one sailing for Massachusetts and the other for Virginia. This company of saints and first cargo of slaves represented the forces which were to peril and rescue free government. The slaver was the product of the commercial spirit of Great Britain and the greed of the times to stimulate production in the colonies. The men who wrote in the cabin of the Mayflower the first charter of freedom, a government of just and equal laws, were a little band of protesters against every form of injustice and tyranny. The leaven of their principles made possible the Declaration of Independence, liberated the slaves, and founded the new Commonwealths which form the Republic of the United States.

Platforms of principles, whether by petition, or protest or statement, have been as frequent as revolts against established authority. They are parts of the political literature of all nations. The Declaration of Independence proclaimed at Philadelphia, July 4th, 1776, is the only one of them which arrested the attention of the world when it was published, and has held its undivided interest ever since. The vocabulary of the equality of man had been in familiar use by philosophers and statesmen for ages. It expressed noble sentiments, but their application was limited to classes or conditions. The masses cared little for them, nor remembered them long. Jefferson's superlative crystallization of the popular opinion, that "all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights, that among these are life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness," had its force and effect in being the deliberate utterance of the people. It swept away in a single sentence Kings and nobles, peers and prelates. It was magna charta, and the petition of rights planted in the virgin soil of the American wilderness, and bearing richer and riper fruit. Under its vitalizing influence upon the individual, the farmer left his plow in the furrow, the lawyer his books and briefs, the merchant his shop, and the workman his bench, to
enlist in the patriot army. They were fighting for themselves and their children. They embodied the idea in their Constitution, in the immortal words with which that instrument of liberty and order began. "We, the people of the United States, do ordain."

The scope and limitations of this idea of freedom have neither been misinterpreted nor misunderstood. The laws of nature in their application to the rise and recognition of men according to their mental, moral, spiritual, and physical endowments are left undisturbed. But the accident of birth gives no rank and confers no privilege. Equal rights and common opportunity for all have been the spurs of ambition and the motors of progress. They have established the common schools and built the public libraries. A sovereign people have learned and enforced the lesson of free education. The practice of government is itself a liberal education. People who make their own laws need no law-givers. After a century of successful trial the system has passed the period of experiment, and its demonstrated permanency and power are revolutionizing the governments of the world. It has raised the largest armies of modern times for self-preservation, and the successful termination of war returned the soldiers to the pursuits of peace. It has so adjusted itself to the pride and patriotism of the defeated that they vie with the victors in their support and enthusiasm for the old flag and our common country. Import Anarchists have preached their baleful doctrines, but have made no converts. They have tried to inaugurate a reign of terror under the banner of the violent seizure and distribution of property only to be defeated, imprisoned, and executed by the law made by the people and enforced by juries selected from the people. Socialism finds disciples only among those who were its votaries before they were forced to fly from their native land, but it does not take root upon American soil. The state neither supports nor permits taxation to maintain the church. The citizen can worship God according to his belief and conscience, or he may neither reverence nor recognize the Almighty. And yet religion has flourished, churches abound, the ministry is sustained, and millions of dollars are contributed annually for the evangelization of the world. The United States is a Christian country and a living and practical Christianity is the characteristic of its people.

Benjamin Franklin, philosopher and patriot, amused the jaded courtiers of Louis XVI. by his talks about liberty, and entertained the scientists of France by bringing lightning from the clouds. In the reckoning of time the period from Franklin to Morse, and from Morse to Edison is but a span, and yet it marks a material development as marvelous as it has been beneficent. The world has been brought into contact and sympathy. The electric current thrills and unifies the people of the globe. Power and production, highways and transports have been so multiplied and improved by inventive genius that within the century of our independence 64,000,000 of people have happy homes and improved conditions within our borders. We have accumulated wealth far beyond the visions of the Cathay of Columbus, or the El Dorado of De Sota. But the farmers and freeholders, the savings banks and shops illustrate its universal distribution. The majority are its possessors and administrators. In housing and living, in the elements which make the toller a self-respecting and respected citizen, in avenues of hope and ambition for children, in all that gives broader scope and keener pleasure to existence, the people of this republic enjoy advantages far beyond those of other lands. The unequal and phenomenal progress of the country has opened wonderful opportunities for making fortunes and stimulated to madness the desire and rush for the accumulation of money. Material prosperity has not debased literature nor debauched the press; it has neither paralyzed nor repressed intellectual activity. American science and letters have received rank and recognition in the older centers of learning. The demand for higher education has so taxed the resources of the ancient universities as to compel the foundation and liberal endowment of colleges all over the Union. Journals remarkable for their ability, independence, and power find their strength not in the patronage of government or the subsidies of wealth, but in the support of a nation of newspaper readers. The humblest and poorest person has in periodicals, whose price is counted in pennies, a library large, fuller, and more varied than was within the reach of the rich at the time of Columbus.

The sum of human happiness has been infinitely increased by the millions from the Old World, who have improved their conditions in the New, and the returning tide of lessons and experience has inestimably enriched the Fatherlands. The divine right of Kings has taken its place with the instruments of medizval torture among the curiosities of the antiquary. Only the shadow of kingly authority stands between the government of themselves, by themselves, and the people of Norway and Sweden. The union in one Empire of States of Germany is the symbol of Teutonic power and the hope of German liberalism.

The petty despotisms of Italy have been merged into a nationality which has centralized its authority in its ancient capital on the hills of Rome. France was rudely aroused from the sullen submission of centuries to intolerable tyranny by its soldiers returning from service in the American Revolution. The wild orgies of the reign of terror were the revenges and excesses of the people who had discovered their power but were not prepared for its beneficent use. It fled from itself into the arms of Napoleon. He, too, was a product of the American experiment. He played with kings as with toys, and educated France for liberty. In the processes of its evolution from darkness to light it tried Bourbon and
Orleanist and the third Napoleon, and cast them aside. Now in the fullness of time, and through the training in the school of hardest experience, the French people have reared and enjoy a permanent republic. England of the Mayflower and of James II, England of George III and of Lord North, has enlarged suffrage, and is to-day animated and governed by the democratic spirit. She has her throne, admirably occupied by one of the wisest of sovereigns and best of women, but it would not survive one dissolute and unworthy successor. She has her hereditary peers, but the House of Lords will be brushed aside the moment it resists the will of the people.

The time has arrived for both a closer union and greater distance between the Old World and the New. The former indiscriminate welcome to our prairies, and the present invitation to these palaces of art and industry, mark the passing period. Unwatched and unhealthy immigration can no longer be permitted to our shores. We must have a national quarantine against disease, pauperism and crime. We do not want candidates for our hospitals, our poorhouses or our jails. We cannot admit those who come to undermine our institutions and subvert our laws. But we will gladly throw wide our gates and receive with open arms those who, by intelligence and virtue, by thrift and loyalty, are worthy of receiving the equal advantages of the priceless gift of American citizenship. The spirit and object of this exhibition are peace and kinship.

Three millions of Germans, who are among the best citizens of the republic, send greeting to the Fatherland their pride in its glorious history, its ripe literature, its traditions and associations. Irish, equal in number to those who remain upon the Emerald Isle, who have illustrated their devotion to their adopted country on many a battlefield, fighting for the Union and its perpetuity, have rather intensified than diminished their love for the land of the shamrock and their sympathy with the aspirations of their brethren at home. The Italian, the Spaniard and the Frenchman, the Norwegian, the Swede and the Dane, the English, the Scotch and the Welsh, are none the less loyal and devoted Americans because in this congress of their kin the tendrils of affection draw them closer to the hills and valleys, the legends and the loves associated with their youth.

Edmund Burke, speaking in the British Parliament with prophetic voice, said: "A great revolution has happened—a revolution made not by chopping and changing of power in any of the existing States, but by the appearance of a new State, of a new species, in a new part of the globe. It has made a great change in all the relations and balances and gravitations of power as the appearance of a new planet would in the system of the solar world." Thus was the humiliation of a successful revolt tempered to the motherland by pride in the State created by her children. If we claim heritage in Bacon, Shakespear and Milton, we also acknowledge it was for liberties guaranteed Englishmen by sacred charters our fathers triumphantly fought. While wisely rejecting throne and caste and privilege and an established church in their newborn State, they adopted the substance of English liberty and the body of English law. Closer relations than with any other lands, and a common language rendering easy interchanges of criticisms and epithet, sometimes irritate and offend, but the heart of republican America beats with responsive pulsations to the hopes and aspirations of the people of Great Britain.

The grandeur and beauty of this spectacle are the eloquent witnesses of peace and progress. The Parthenon and the cathedral exhausted the genius of the ancients and the skill of the medieval architects in housing the statue or spirit of deity. In their ruins or their antiquity they are mute protests against the merciless enmity of nations, which forced art to flee to the altar for protection. The United States welcomes the sister republics of the Southern and Northern Continents and the nations and peoples of Europe and Asia, of Africa and Australia, with the products of their lands, of their skill and of their industry to this city of yesterday, yet clothed with royal splendor as the Queen of the Great Lakes. The artists and architects of the country have been bidden to design and erect the buildings which shall fitly illustrate the height of civilization and the breadth of our hospitality. The peace of the world permits and protects their efforts in utilizing their powers for man's temporal welfare. The result is this Park of Palaces. The originality and boldness of their conceptions, and the magnitude and harmony of their creations, are the contribution of America to the oldest of the arts, and the cordial bidding of America to the peoples of the earth to come and bring the fruitage of their age to the boundless opportunities of this unparalleled exhibition.

If interest in the affairs of this world is vouchsafed to those who have gone before, the spirit of Columbus hovers over us to-day. Only by celestial intelligence can it grasp the full significance of this spectacle and ceremonial.

From the first century to the fifteenth counts for little in the history of progress, but in the period between the fifteenth and twentieth are crowded the romance and reality of human development. Life has been prolonged, and its enjoyment intensified. The powers of the air and the water, the resistless forces of the elements, which in the time of the discoverer were the visible terrors of the wrath of God, have been subdued to the service of man. Art and luxuries which could be possessed and enjoyed only by the rich and noble, the works of genius which were read
and understood only by the learned few. Domestic comforts and surroundings beyond the reach of lord or bishop, now adorn and illumine the homes of our citizens. Serfs are sovereigns, and the people are kings. The trophies and splendors of their reign are commonwealths, rich in every attribute of great states, and united in a republic whose power and prosperity, and liberty and enlightenment, are the wonder and admiration of the world.

All hail, Columbus, discoverer, dreamer, hero and apostle. We here, of every race and country, recognize the horizon which bounded his vision and the infinite scope of his genius. The voice of gratitude and praise for all the blessings which have been showered upon mankind by his adventure is limited to no language, but is uttered in every tongue. Neither marble nor brass can fitly form his statue. Continents are his monument, and unnumbered millions, past, present and to come, who enjoy in their liberties and their happiness the fruits of his faith, will reverently guard and preserve, from century to century, his name.

THE COLUMBIAN ODE.

BY MISS HARRIET MONROE.—READ AND SUNG AT THE DEDICATORY CEREMONIES OF THE WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION.

Columbia! on thy brow are dewy flowers
Plucked from wide prairies and mighty hills.
Lo! toward this day the steadfast hours,
Now to thy hope the world its beaker fills.
The old earth hears a song of blessed themes,
And lifts her head from a deep couch of dreams
Her queenly nations, elder-born of time,
Troop from high thrones to hear,
Clasp thy strong hands, tread with thee paths
Lovingly bend the ear.
       [sublime.
Spain, in the bordered robes of chivalry,
Comes with slow foot and inward brooding eyes,
Bow to her banner! 'twas the first to rise
Out of the dark for thee.
And England, royal mother, whose right hand
Molds nations whose white feet the ocean tread,
Lays down her sword on thy beloved strand
To bless thy wreathed head;
Hearing in thine her voice, bidding thy soul
Fulfill her dream, the foremost at the goal.
And France, who once thy fainting form upbore,
Brings beauty now where strength she brought of yore.

France, the swift-footed, who with thee
Gazed in the eyes of Liberty.
And loved the dark no more.
Around the peopled world
Bright Banners are unfurled.
The long procession winds from shore to shore.
The Norseman sails
Through icy gales
To the green Vineland of his long-ago,
Russia rides down from realms of sun and snow.
       [Germany casts afar
And strikes her harp with thy triumphal song.
       [Italy opens wide her epic scroll,
In bright hues emblazoned, with great deeds writ long;
And bids thee win the kingdom of the soul.
       [And the calm Orient, wise with many days,
From hoary Palestine to sweet Japan,
       [Salutes thy conquering youth;
Bidding thee hush while all the nations praise.
       [Know, though the world endure but for a span,
       [Deathless is truth.

Lo! unto these the ever-living past
Ushers a mighty pageant, bids arise
Dead centuries, freighted with visions vast,
Blowing dim mists into the future's eyes.
       [Their song is all of thee,
       [Daughter of mystery.
       [Alone! Alone!
       [Behind wide walls of sea!
       [And never a ship has flown
       [A prisoned world to free.
Fair is the sunny day
       [On mountain, and lake and stream,
Yet wild men starve and slay,
       [And the young earth lies a dream.
Long have the dumb years pressed with vacant eyes,
Bearing rich gifts for nations throned afar,
       [Guarding thy soul inviolate as a star,
Leaving thee safe with God till man grow wise.
       [At last one patient heart is born
       [Fearless of ignorance and scorn.
His strong youth wasteth at thy sealed gate—
Kings will not open to the untrod path.
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His hope grows sere while all the angels wait,
The prophet bows under the dull world's wrath.

Until a woman fair
As morning lilies are
Brings him a jeweled key—
And lo! a world is free.

Wide swings the portal never touched before,
Strange luring winds blow from an unseen shore,
Toward dreams that cannot fail
He bids the three ships sail,
While man's new song of hope rings out against the gale.

Over the wide unknown,
Far to the shores of the Ind,
On through the dark alone,
Like a feather blown by the wind;
Into the west away,
Sped by the breath of God,
Seeking the clearer day
Where only his feet have trod;
From the past to the future we sail;
We slip from the leash of Kings.
Hail, spirit of freedom—hail!
Unfur! thy impalpable wings!
Receive us, protect us, and bless
Thy knights who brave all for thee.
Though death be thy soft caress,
By that touch shall our souls be free
Onward and ever on,
Till the voice of despair is stilled,
Till the haven of peace is won,
And the purpose of God fulfilled.

O strange, divine surprise!
Out of the dark man strives to rise,
And struggles inch by inch with toil and tears;
Till, lo! God stoops from His supernal spheres,
And bares the glory of His face,
Then darkness flies afar.
This earth becomes a star—
Man leaps up to the lofty place.
We ask a little—all is given,

We Seek a lamp—God grants us heaven,
So these who dared to pass beyond the pale.
For an idea tempting the shrouded seas,
Sought but Cathay. God bade their faith prevail
To find a world—blessed his purposes!
The hero knew not what virgin soil [he laid
Laughed through glad eyes when at her feet
The gaudy trappings of man's masquerade.
She who had dwelt in forests, heard the roll
Of lakes down thundering to the sea,
Beheld the gleaming mountain heights
Two oceans playing with the lights
Of eye and morn—ah! what should she
With all the out-worn pageantry
Of purple robes and heavy mace and crown?
Smiling she casts them down,
Unfit her young austerity
Of hair unbound and strong limbs bare and brown.

Yet they who dare arise
And meet her stainless eyes
Forget old loves, though crowned queens these be,
And wither her winged feet fare
They follow though death be there—
So sweet, so fleet, so goddess-pure is she.
Her voice is like deep rivers that do flow
Through forests bending low.
Her step is softest moonlight, that doth force
The ocean to its course.
Gentle her smile, for something in man's face.
World worn, timewearied, furrowed deep with tears,'
Thrills her chaste heart with a more tender grace.
Softly she smooths the wrinkles from his brow,
Wrought by the baleful years,
Smiles sunshine on the hoar head, whisper slow
New charges from the awakened will of truth—
Words all of fire that thrill his soul with youth,
Not with his brother is man's battle here.

The challenge of the earth, that Adam heard,
His love austere breathes in his eager ear,
And lo! the knight who warred at love's command
And scarred the face of Europe, sheathed his sword,

Hearing from untaught lips a nobler word,
Taking new weapons from an unstained hand.
With ax and oar, with mallet and with spade,
She bids the hero conquer, unafraid
Though cloud-veiled Titans be his lordly foes—
Spirits of earth and air, whose wars brook no repose.

For from far-away mountain and plain,
From the shores of the sunset sea,
The unwearying rulers complain, complain.
And throng from the wastes to defend their reign.

Their threatened Majesty,
The low prairies that lie abloom:
Sigh out to the summer air;
Shall our dark soil be the tomb
Of the flowers that rise so fair?
Shall we yield to man's disdain,
And nourish his golden grain?

We will freeze, and burn, and snare
Ah! bid him beware! beware!
And the forests, heavy and dark and deep
With the shadows of shrouded years,
In a murmurous voice, out of age-long sloe,
Ask the winds: What creature rude
Would storm our solitude?
Hath his soul no fears, no tears?
The prone rivers lift up their snow-crowned heads,
Arise in wrath from their rock-hewn beds,
And roar: We will ravage and drown
Ere we float his white ships down.
And the lakes from a mist
Of amethyst
Call the storm-clouds down and grow ashen and brown.

And all the four winds wail:
Our gales shall make him quail.
By blinding snow, by burning sun
His strength shall be undone.
Then men in league with these—
Brothers of wind and waste—
Hew barbs of flint, and darkly haste
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From sheltering tents and trees;
And mutter: Away! away!
Ye children of white-browed day!
Who dares profane our wild gods' reign
We torture and trap and slay.
Child of light, the shadows fall in vain.
Herald of God, in vain the powers conspire.
Armed with truth's holy cross, faith's sacred fire,
Though often vanquished, he shall rise again.
Nor rest till the wild lords of earth and air
Bow to his will, his burdens glad to bear.
The angels leave him not through the long strife.
But sing large annals of their own wide life,
Luring him on to freedom. On that field,
From giants won, shall man be slave to man?

Lo! clan on clan,
The embattled nations gather to be one,
Clasp hands as brothers'neath Columbia's shield,
Upraise her banner to the rising sun.
Along her blessed shore
One heart, one song, one dream—
Man shall be free for evermore,
And love shall be supreme.

When dreaming kings, at odds with swift-paced time,
Would strike that banner down,
A nobler knight than ever writ or rhyme
With fame's bright wreath did crown,
Though armed hosts bore it till it floated high
Beyond the clouds, a light that cannot die;
Ah! hero of our younger race!
Great builder of a temple new!
Ruler, who sought no lordly place!
Warrior, who sheathed the sword he drew!
Lover of men, who saw afar
A world unmarr'd by want or war,
Who knew the path, and yet forbore
To tread, till all men should implore;
Who saw the light, and led the way
Where the gray world might greet the day;
Father and leader, prophet sure,
Whose will in vast works shall endure.

How shall we praise him on this day of days,
Great son of fame who has no need of praise?
How shall we praise him! Open wide the doors
Of the fair temple whose broad base he laid.
Through its white halls a shadowy cavalcade
Of heroes moves o'er unsounding floors—
Men whose brawned arms upraised these columns high,
And reared the towers that vanish in the sky—
The strong who, having wrought, can never die.
And lo! leading a blessed host comes one
Who held a warring nation in his heart;
Who knew love's agony, but had no part
In love's delight; whose mighty task was done
Through blood and tears that we might walk with joy.
And this day's rapture own no sad alloy.
Around him heirs of bliss, whose bright brows wear
Palm-leaves amid their laurels ever fair.
Gaily they come, as though the drum
Beat out the call their glad hearts knew so well.
Brothers once more, dear as of yore,
Who in a noble conflict nobly fell.
Their blood washed pure yon banner in the sky,
And quench the brands laid 'neath these arches high;
The brave who, having fought, can never die.
Then surging through the vastness rise once more
The aureoled heirs of light, who onward bore
Through darksome times and trackless realms of ruth
The flag of beauty and the torch of truth.
They tore the mask from the foul face of wrong;
Even to God's mysteries they dared aspire;
High in the choir they lit yon altar-fire,
And filled these aisles with color and with song;
The ever-young, the unaffected, wreathing for time
Fresh garlands of the seeming vanished years;
Faces long luminous, remote, sublime,
And shining brows still dewy with our tears.

Back with the old glad smile comes one we knew
We had him rear our house to-day.
But Beauty opened wide her starry way,
And he passed on. Bright champions of the true,
Soldiers of peace, seers, singers ever hest—
From the wide ether of a loftier quest
Their winged souls thru our rites to glorify
The wise who, having known, can never die.
Strange splendors stream the vaulted aisles along—
To these we loved celestial rapture clings,
And music, borne on rythm of rising wings,
Floats from the living dead, whose breath is song.
Columbia, my country, dost thou hear?
Ah! dost thou hear the songs unheard of time?
Hark! for their passion trembles at thine ear.
Hush! for thy soul must heed their call sublime.
Across wide seas unswept by earthly sails,
Those strange sounds draw thee on, for thou shalt be
Leader of nations through the autumnal gales
That wait to mock the strong and wreak the free.
Dearer, more radiant than of yore;
Against the dark I see thee rise;
Thy young smile spurns the guarded shore,
And Braves the shadowed ominous skies.
And still that conquering smile who see
Pledge love, life, service, all to thee.
The years have brought thee robes most fair;
The rich processional years,
And filleted thy shining hair,
And zoned thy waist with jewels rare,
And whispered in thine ears
Strange secrets of God's wondrous ways,
Long hid from human awe and praise.

For lo! the living God doth bare his arm,
No more he makes his house of clouds and gloom
Lightly the shuttles move within his loom;
Unveiled his thunder leaps to meet the storm.
DEDICATION OF THE WORLD'S FAIR PALACES.

From God's right hand man takes the powers that sway
A universe of stars.
He bows them; he bids them go or stay;
He tames them for his wars,
He scans the burning paces of the sun,
And names the invisible orbs whose courses run
Through the dim deeps of space.
He sees in dew upon a rose impearled
The swarming legions of a monad world
Begin life's upward race.
Voices of hope he hears
Long dumb to his dispair,
And dreams of golden years
Meet for a world so fair.
For now democracy doth wake and rise
From the sweet sloth of youth.
By storms made strong, by many dreams made wise,
He clasps the hand of truth.
Through the armed nations lies his path of peace,
The open book of knowledge in his hand.
Food to the starving, to the oppressed release,
And love to all he bears from land to land.
Before his march the barriers fall,
The laws grow gentle at his call.

His glowing breath blows far away
The fogs that veil the coming day,
That wondrous day—
When earth shall sing as through the blue she rolls,
Laden with joy for all her throbbing souls,
Then shall want's call to sin resound no more
Across her teeming fields. And pain shall sleep
Soothed by brave science with magic lore,
And war no more shall bid the nations weep.
Then the worn chains shall slip from man's desire,
And ever higher and higher
His swift foot shall aspire;
Still deeper and more deep
His soul its watch shall keep,
Till love shall make the world a holy place,
Where knowledge dares unveil God's very face.
Not yet the angels hear life's last sweet song,
Music unutterably pure and strong
From earth shall rise to haunt the peopled skies
When the long march of time,
Patient in birth and death, in growth and blight,
Shall lead men up through happy realms of light
Unto his goal sublime.
Columbia! Men beheld thee rise
A goddess from the misty sea.

Lady of joy, sent from the skies,
The nations worshipped thee.
Thy brows we're flushed with dawn's first light:
By foamy waves with stars bedight
Thy blue robe floated free.
Now let the sun ride high o'erhead,
Driving the day from shore to shore,
His burning tread we do not dread,
For thou art evermore
Lady of love whose smile shall bless,
Whom brave deeds win to tenderness,
Whose tears the lost restore.
Lady of hope thou art. We wait
With courage thy serene command.
Through unknown seas, toward undreamed fate
We ask thy guiding hand.
On! though sails quiver in the gale!
Thou at the helm, we cannot fail,
On God's time-veiled strand!
Lady of beauty! thou shalt win
Glory and power and length of days.
The sun and moon shall be thy kin,
The stars shall sing thy praise.
All hail! we bring thee vows most sweet
To strew before thy winged feet.
Now onward be thy ways!
Columbia's sons may well be proud
To own their land of birth,
So long concealed by ocean's shroud,
Which seemed a dark and wondrous cloud
To bravest ones on earth.

Beneath that cloud there lay concealed,
A land more wondrous still,
O'er which God placed it as a shield
Till man should need a wider field
His mission to fulfill.

Its mountain ranges, to near each pole,
With mineral wealth abound;
From them, its mighty rivers roll
Through fertile plains, on which the whole
That man may need is found.

From where Magellan's currents boil,
To Arctic's chilling wave;
The range of climate, fruits and soil,
May well reward the sons of toil
With all that man should crave.

When time was ripe, the genius came
To part that ocean shroud;
Columbus was the hero's name.
Let every nation breathe his fame
And sound his praises loud.

For God endowed him for his work,
With courage that would dare;
Faith, which sustains when all is dark,
The hope to cheer and eye to mark
With judgment true and rare.

To brave an unknown stormy deep,
We must have courage fair;
When superstition's specter keep
Its dark unknown, where terrors sleep,
We must have courage rare.

He breathed his courage into those,
These terrors had unnerved;
Cheered them with hope, nor did disclose
His own dark fears, for as the rose
His purpose never swerved.

When doubts and fears were left behind,
And on firm land he trod;
Our hero, with a noble mind
Gave half the world to poor mankind,
The glory unto God.

Well may we guess, and well believe
The purposes divine;
An open field where man may leave
The old and worn, the new receive,
"New bottles for new wine."

Four hundred years, but partly show
The purpose which he served;
Great Nations from his work do grow,
One hundred millions, to him owe
The name he well deserved.

"Columbia" glorious name,
Euphonius and grand:
Let us be just to hero's fame;
Discard the unjust, poor and tame,
And hail Columbia's land.

What SHOULD a grateful world rear
To such a hero's name?
Would marble monument appear
Fit tribute to a name so dear,
Enduring as his fame?

God reared his monument on high;
Its base, Columbia's plains;
Her vast cordillera the die,
While towering peaks which pierce the sky,
A fitting shaft remains.

Why has it borne another's name?
Four hundred years of wrong
Should mantle every cheek with shame;
"Columbia" would the hero's fame,
While Time endures prolong.
FORMER WORLD'S FAIRS.

LONDON, IN 1851.

ALTHOUGH other countries have had in previous years quite extensive collections or exhibitions of their industries and products, nothing approaching the holding of a World's Fair, where the entire world would be represented, was attempted until the one held in London, in 1851. While the projectors and managers of that notable Exposition had no precedent by which they could be guided, the field having been practically untried, yet so admirable was its management that even now, nearly a half a century after, and with the experience of a dozen World's Fairs from which to obtain lessons, very little change or improvement can be made, only in the extent of the buildings, grounds and exhibits.

The London World's Fair was first projected in 1849, and having the support and patronage of royalty, took immediate shape and form. Competitive designs for an appropriate building were asked for, and in a month's time no less than 233 architects had submitted drawings and plans, many of them very elaborate and artistic. The judges awarded the prize to Sir Joseph Paxton, whose design being for a building constructed almost entirely of glass and iron was very appropriately termed the "Crystal Palace." The building was 1851 feet long—to correspond with the year—and 450 feet wide, and the contractors agreed to complete the building in four months. It required 900,000 square feet of glass, weighing more than 400 tons, and 3,300 iron columns, varying from 15 to 20 feet in length. Not less than ten thousand persons were connected in one way or another with the construction and management of this Exposition. The total cost of the building was $965,000. The Exposition was opened May 1st, 1851, and continuing for 144 days, was a grand success in every particular. The total number of admissions were 6,039,135, and total receipts $1,780,000, leaving a surplus over all expenditures of about $750,000. The total number of exhibits made were 13,837, of whom but 499 were from the United States, although this country secured a larger percentage of awards than any other. Among the first prizes captured by this country were: G. Borden, Jr., for meat biscuit; D. Dick, engineers' tools and presses; C. H. McCormick, of Chicago, reaping machines; Wm. Bond & Son, inventor of a new mode of observing astronomical phenomena; C. Goodyear, rubber goods.

The police arrangements were satisfactory, there having been only twenty-three arrests during the Exposition—twelve for picking pockets and eleven for theft. A series of lectures and essays by eminent scientific men of the day were published during the Fair and given wide circulation. The classification of exhibits was simple and comprehensive, all articles being divided into four great classes: Raw materials, machinery, manufactures and art.

From its first inception, Queen Victoria and Prince Albert, her consort, took a warm personal interest in the success of the Crystal Palace, to whom is due in a great measure the satisfactory results accomplished. It was at this Exhibition that the wonderful diamond known as the Koh-i-noor was for the first time shown to the public.

DUBLIN, IN 1853.

THE next attempt at a World's Fair was in Dublin, Ireland, but it never approached being what it was intended to embrace. The work was undertaken at the expense of a single citizen, who advanced $400,000 for expenses; and its want of success demonstrated the fact that however bright the prospects, to make a successful World's Fair the people of the entire country in which it is held must be interested, and also the world at large. The building was 425 feet long, 100 feet wide and 105 feet high. The doors were opened May 12th, 1853, and remained opened until Oct. 29th, the same year. The leading prominent feature connected with the exhibit was the remarkable collection of fine paintings, the largest and finest ever brought together for public exhibition up to that time. While the attendance was rather large, estimated at 1,150,000, the income fell short of paying the expenses.
NEW YORK, IN 1853.

The London Exposition in 1851 spurred some of the citizens of the United States to emulate it, and in the following year steps were taken to organize a Fair association, a local and individual enterprise. A site was secured on the corner of Sixth Avenue and Forty-Second street, and a State charter granted, notwithstanding strong opposition, on the ground of “hostility to American industry,” in inviting foreign competition. The city of New York required that the building should be of iron and glass, and the admission fee should not exceed fifty cents. Out of the many plans submitted, the one by Carstensen & Glidermeister was accepted, and work was begun in August, 1852. The main building covered an area of 170,000 square feet, and the annex 93,000 square feet, the former being in the form of an octagon and the latter of a Greek cross. The general style of the architecture was Moorish, but the decorations were Byzantine. The formal opening was on July 14th, 1853, and there were present at the time, President Pierce and his cabinet, and other prominent national and State representatives. The classification of the exhibits was the same as that adopted at London. The total number of exhibitors were 4,100, of whom about half were from abroad. Financially the Fair was a failure, the receipts amounting to only $340,000, while the expenses were $640,000.

PARIS, IN 1855.

Paris was the scene of the next World’s Fair, in 1855, its most prominent feature having been the space and attention devoted to fine arts. The main building was called the Palace of Industry, which was erected for a permanent structure, and still stands on the main avenue of the Champs Elysees, where it is made use of for many purposes connected with exhibitions. Another building called the Annex was devoted mainly to machinery, and was about 4,000 feet long. A third, called the Palace of Fine Arts, was located quite a distance from the others, and between them was a circular building called the Rotunda, in which were displayed the crown jewels and other valuable exhibits. The Fair was under the supervision and control of the government, Louis Napoleon, who was Emperor at the time, taking a deep interest in the Exhibition. The total space occupied by exhibitors was about 1,866,000 square feet, and the number of exhibitors was 23,354, of whom more than half were French. The United States was represented by only 144 exhibitors. In all, fifty-three foreign States and twenty-two foreign colonies were represented at this Exhibition, not including the French colonies. C. H. McCormick, of Chicago, was the only American exhibitor receiving a first prize, but America was numerously represented in the awards.

The Fair was open 200 days, including Sundays, and the total number of admissions was 5,162,330. The largest number of visitors in one day was on Sunday, Sept. 9th, when 123,017 persons were admitted. It is estimated that the Fair was visited by 160,000 foreigners. The total cost of the Exhibition was $2,257,000—or adding the cost of the Palace of Industry, paid for by the French government, about $5,000,000. The total receipts were only $644,000.

LONDON, IN 1862.

England had intended to hold her second World’s Fair on the tenth anniversary of its first one, but the death of Prince Albert, the consort of Queen Victoria, postponed the event to the following year. The total area covered by the buildings of this Fair was about twenty-four acres, one-half of which space was reserved by England for its own exhibitors. The total number of exhibitors was 29,633, including 2,305 artists. At that time the United States was passing through the civil war, which prevented it from making much of an exhibit. But notwithstanding the small number of exhibits sent, this country received fifty-six medals and twenty-nine diplomas. The total cost of the buildings was about $1,665,000. The gates were open 121 days, and the total number of admissions was 6,250,000, the largest number admitted in one day being 67,891. The total receipts were $1,298,150.

PARIS, IN 1867.

Noteable among the great Expositions stands the one held in Paris in 1867, not only for its splendor, but as well for the attendance of the notables and rulers of all the leading countries of Europe, including the Czar of Russia and his two sons, the Sultan of Turkey, the Prince of Wales, the Khedive of Egypt, the King of Prussia and Bismarck, the Kings of Denmark, Portugal and Sweden. The main buildings were located in the Champs de
Mars, the principal structure being in the form of an ellipse, 1,550 feet long and 1,250 feet wide, covering eleven acres of ground. The additional buildings increased the covered area to thirty-five acres. The balance of the Champ de Mars, in all about seventy acres, was laid out in gardens and fountains, and occupied by the separate buildings of individual nations. The exhibition was open 216 days, including Sundays, and had 10,200,000 visitors, with total receipts of $2,103,675. The total number of exhibitors was 50,226, representing thirty different nations. The United States had 536 exhibitors, and secured the largest percentage of awards of any nation excepting France. Of the grand prizes awarded Americans were one each to Cyrus W. Field, transatlantic cable; C. H. McCormick, reaping machines. By a decree of the Emperor, Mr. C. H. McCormick was made a Chevalier of the Imperial Order of the Legion of Honor.

VIENNA, IN 1873.

In 1873, Austria attempted to excel all previous World's Fairs, which it did in many respects—some admirable and some not. It had, to that time, the largest grounds and buildings devoted to that purpose, spent the most money on the Fair before the opening of the gates, and had more extensive displays in many of the departments than any previous Exposition. But to the discredit of the citizens of Vienna, where the Fair was held, they preyed upon the visitors like vultures, and charged such exorbitant prices for accommodations and the necessities, that it not only depleted and lessened the attendance greatly, but gave the city and its inhabitants a reputation which they retain to this day. This is the one thing to be avoided in the Columbian Exposition, and every assurance is given that charges for everything will be very moderate—at least no more than ordinary.

While in its incipiency the Vienna Fair was under the control of the Board of Trade of that city, the government of Austria soon took an active interest in the matter, and advanced the magnificent sum of 6,000,000 florins, or $3,000,000, as a loan without interest, to be returned out of the income. The place selected for the Fair was the Prater, one of the most popular parks of the city, and having a total area of 230 acres. The main building was 2,953 feet long and 83 feet wide, with 16 intercepted transects, each 573 feet long and 57 feet wide. Machinery Hall was 2,625 feet long and 164 feet wide, embracing under roof an area of nearly ten acres. Within this enclosure was collected the most complete and satisfactory exhibit of industrial processes and products ever before seen. Its extent can be imagined when the fact is stated that to thoroughly examine this Department of Machinery alone would require more than forty days' work of ten hours each. There was also an Art Building, 600 feet long by 100 feet wide, with large annexes, and a Department of Agriculture, confined in three large buildings.

The total cost of all the buildings was estimated at $7,850,000, while the receipts were not much over a third of that sum. The total number of admissions is given at 7,254,687, and the number of exhibitors was estimated at 70,000, of which only 654 were from the United States, who, however, secured the large average of 442 awards.

PHILADELPHIA, IN 1876.

The approach of the One Hundredth Anniversary of our independence as a nation naturally suggested to all some appropriate celebration of the event commensurate with the importance of the occasion. After a thorough discussion of the subject, it was at last decided that the best method of celebrating the event was in holding an International exhibition of products, arts and manufactures of this and other countries. Immediately there was an amicable strife among the leading cities for the honor of being the place selected, and after a canvass of the different claims, it was generally conceded that Philadelphia, where independence was first declared, was indisputably entitled to the honor. An act of Congress authorizing the Exposition and the President's proclamation announcing the fact to the world, gave it national supervision and recognition. To the surprise of many who had predicted that Great Britain and other foreign countries would take but little notice of the World's Fair, because of its being the celebration of the organization of the greatest Republic in the world, there was shown a universal desire on the part of all nations to co-operate liberally. The government of the United States loaned the Exposition $1,500,000, which was afterwards repaid out of the receipts. The city of Philadelphia appropriated $1,000,000, and the State of Pennsylvania $1,500,000, and nearly all of the adjoining States subscribed liberally to the stock of the Exposition.

In 1873, Fairmount Park, or 285 acres of it, was set apart by Philadelphia as the site of the buildings, the city, besides its large appropriation, building two large elegant bridges over the Schuylkill river leading to the grounds, which was done at a cost of about $2,500,000. The principal buildings were the following: The Main Building, covering an area of 870,464 square feet; Machinery Hall, covering 504,720 square feet; Art Building, covering 76,650 square feet, and with 88,869 square feet of wall.
space; Horticultural Hall, 350 feet long and 160 feet broad; Agricultural Hall, covering 117,760 square feet; Woman's Building, 208 feet long and 298 feet broad. The United States also appropriated $728,500 for the erection of a special building and for the representation of the condition of the different departments of the government at that time.

The total number of exhibitors was estimated at 30,864, of whom 8,175 were from the United States, 3,822 from Spain and her colonies, and 3,584 from Great Britain and her colonies, besides liberal representation from nearly every country on the globe. The total number of awards made were 13,104, of which 5,364 were to American exhibitors and 7,740 to foreign exhibitors.

The Exposition opened May 10th, 1876, and closed Nov. 10th the same year, or 159 days, having been closed on Sundays. The total number of admissions was 9,110,966, of whom 8,004,274 paid admission fees. The largest number admitted in a single day was on Pennsylvania day, Sept. 28th, when 274,919 passed through the gates. The smallest number was on May 12th, with only 12,720 admissions. The daily average during the entire season was 62,333.

PARIS, IN 1878.

THE "Exhibition of the Works of Art and Industry of all Nations" in Paris, in 1878, was noted as being the first World's Fair held in Europe under a Republican form of government, and while the receipts were only a small part of the expenses, the general results were practically satisfactory. As in 1867, the Champ de Mars was selected as the site, and one hundred acres of ground devoted to the purpose. The main building alone covered fifty-four acres, one-half of which was devoted to French exhibits and one-half to foreign exhibitors. The Fair was opened May 1st, 1878, and was closed Oct. 10th, same year. The total number of admissions was 16,032,725, or a daily average of 82,650. The largest number of admissions on a single day was 200,613, of which 182,240 paid for admission. The total receipts were 2,531,600. The total number of persons who visited Paris during the Fair was 308,000 more than came to that city the previous year, and the city's profit from this number of strangers was estimated at $15,000,000.

The display of fine arts and machinery was upon a very large and comprehensive scale, and the avenue of nations, a street 2,400 feet in length, was occupied by specimens of the domestic architecture of every country in Europe and several in Asia, Africa and America. The Palace of the Trocadero was a magnificent structure, with towers 250 feet high.
VIEWS OF THE GREAT PARIS EXPOSITION OF 1889.

The following beautiful illustrations are exact representations of the buildings and interior views of the last Paris World's Fair, taken from Parisian photographs and produced expressly for this work. These buildings and exhibits were the result of six years of labor, and furnished the world with what up to that time was the most elaborate exposition possible of what the combined talent of the best known artists of that country was able to produce, far surpassing any previous effort for a similar purpose. These illustrations are both entertaining and instructive, not only of themselves, but as well for the sake of comparison with what is and will be produced at the present World's Fair, which is acknowledged by all to far excel, in almost every particular, all preceding efforts in this direction.
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His history and description of his four voyages.

EVERY one will be interested in reading a complete and authentic account of the life of the man who gave to the world a new continent; and whose discovery is about to be celebrated and commemorated by the greatest and grandest World's Fair ever held. The following is reproduced from the latest edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, and can therefore be relied upon for accuracy:

Christopher Columbus was the eldest son of Dominico and Suzanna Fontanarossa, and was born at Genoa, Italy, in 1435 or 1436, the exact date being uncertain. His father was a wool-comber of some small means, who was yet living two years after the discovery of the West Indies, and who removed his business from Genoa to Savona in 1469. His eldest boy was sent to the University of Pavia, where he devoted himself to the mathematical and nautical sciences, and where he probably received instructions in nautical astronomy from Antonio da Terzago and Stephano di Faenza. On his removal from the university it appears that he worked for some months at his father's trade; but on reaching his fifteenth year he made his choice of life, and became a sailor.

Of his apprenticeship, and the first years of his career, no record exists. The whole of his earlier life, indeed, is dubious and conjectural, founded as it is on the half dozen dark and evasive chapters devoted by Fernandez, his son and biographer, to the first half century of his father's times. It seems certain, however, that these unknown years were stormy, laborious and eventful; “wherever ship has sailed,” he writes “there have I journeyed.” He is known, among other places, to have visited England, “Ultima Thule” (Iceland), the Guinea coast, and the Greek Isles; and he appears to have been some time in the service of Rene, of Provence, for who he is recorded to have intercepted and seized a Venetian galley with great bravery and audacity. According to his son, too, he sailed with Colombo el Mozo, a bold sea captain and privateer; and a sea fight under this commander was the means of bringing him ashore in Portugal. Meanwhile, however, he was preparing himself for greater achievements by reading and meditating on the works of Ptolemy and Marinus, of Nearchus and Pliny, the Cosmographia of Cardinal Aliaco, the travels of Marco Polo and Mandeville. He mastered all of the essentials necessary to his calling, learned to draw charts, construct spheres, and thus fitted himself to become a practical seaman and navigator.

In 1470 he arrived at Lisbon, after being wrecked in a sea fight that began off Cape Vincent, escaping to land on a plank. In Portugal he married Felipa Munnis Perestrello, daughter of a captain in the service of Prince Henry, called the navigator, one of the early colonists and first governor of Porto Santo, an island off Madeira. Columbus visited the island and employed his time making maps and charts for a livelihood, while he pored over the logs and papers of his deceased father-in-law, and talked with old seamen of their voyages, and of the mystery of the western seas. About this time, too, he seems to have arrived at the conclusion that much of the world remained undiscovered, and step by step to have conceived that design of reaching Asia by sailing west, which was to result in the discovery of America. In 1474 we find him expounding his views to Paolo Toscanelli, the Florentine physician and cosmographer, and receiving the heartiest encouragement.

Those views he supported with three different arguments, derived from natural reasons, from the theories of geographers, and from the reports and traditions of mariners. “He believed the world to be a sphere.” Says Helps: “He under-estimated its size; he over-estimated the size of the Asiatic continent. The farther that continent extended to the east, the nearer it came round towards Spain.” And he had but to turn from the marvelous prophecies of Mandeville and Aliaco to
become the recipient of confidences more marvelous still. The air was full of rumors, and the weird imaginings of many generations of medieval navigators had taken shape and substance, and appeared bodily to men's eyes. Martin Vicente, a Portuguese pilot, had found, 400 leagues to the westward of Cape St. Vincent, and after a gale of many days duration, a piece of strange wood, wrought, but not with iron; Pedro Correa, his own brother-in-law, had seen another such waif at Porto Santo, with great canes capable of holding four quarts of wine between joint and joint, and had heard of two men being washed up at Flores, "very broad-faced, and differing in aspect from Christians." West of the Azores, now and then, there have in sight the mysterious islands of St. Brandam; and 200 leagues west of the Canaries lay somewhere the last island of the Seven Cities, that two valiant Genoese had vainly endeavored to discover. In his northern journey, too, some vague and formless traditions may have reached his ear of the voyage of Biorn and Leaf, and of the pleasant coasts of Helleband and Vinland that lay towards the setting sun. All were hints and rumors to bid the bold mariner sail westward, and this he at length determined to do.

The concurrence of some State or Sovereign, however, was necessary for the success of this design. The Senate of Genoa had the honor to receive the first offer, and the responsibility of refusing it. Rejected by his native city, the projector turned next to John II. of Portugal. This king had already an open field for discovery and enterprise along the African coast; but he listened to the Genoese, and referred him to a committee of the Council for Geographical Affairs. The Council's report was altogether adverse; but the king, who was yet inclined to favor the theory of Columbus, assented to the suggestion of the bishop of Cuto that the plan should be carried out in secret and without Columbus' knowledge by means of a caravel or light frigate. The caravel was dispatched, but it returned after a brief absence, the sailors having lost heart, and having refused to venture further. Upon discovering this dishonorable transaction Columbus felt so outraged and indignant that he sent off his brother Bartholomew to England with letters for Henry VII. to whom he had communicated his ideas. He himself left Lisbon for Spain (1484) taking with him his son Diego, the only issue of his marriage with Felipa Munnis, who was by this time dead. He departed secretly, according to some writers to give the slip to King John; according to others, to escape his creditors. Three years after (March 20th, 1488) a letter was sent by the king to "Christopher Colon, our especial friend," inviting him to return, and assuring him against arrest and proceedings of any kind; but it was then too late.

Columbus next betook himself to the south of Spain, and seems to have proposed his plan first to the duke of Medina Sidonia (who was at first attracted by it, but finally threw it up as visionary and impracticable), and next to the duke of Medina Celi. The latter gave him great encouragement, entertained him for two years, and even determined to furnish him with three or four caravels. Finally, however, being deterred by the consideration that the enterprise was too vast for a subject, he turned his guest from the determination he had come to of making instant application at the court of France, by writing on his behalf to Queen Isabella; and Columbus repaired to the Court at Cordova at her bidding.

It was an ill moment for the navigator's fortune. Castile and Leon were in the thick of that struggle which resulted in the final defeat of the Moors; and neither Ferdinand nor Isabella had time to listen. The adventurer was indeed kindly received; he was handed over to the care of Alanzo de Quintanilla, whom he speedily converted into an enthusiastic supporter of his theory. He made many other friends, and here met with Beatrice Enriquez, the mother of his second son Fernando.

From Cordova, Columbus followed the Court to Salamanca, where he was introduced to the notice of the Grand Cardinal, Pedro Gonzalez de Mendoza, "the third king of Spain." The Cardinal, while approving the project, thought that it savored strongly of heterodoxy; but an interview with the projector brought him over, and through his influence Columbus at last got audience with the king. The matter was finally referred, however, to Fernando de Tallonera, who in 1487 summoned a junta of astronomers and cosmographers to confer with Columbus, and examine his design, and the arguments with which he supported it. The Dominicans of San Esteban in Salamanca entertained Columbus during the conference. The jurors who were the most of them ecclesiastics, were by no means unprejudiced, nor were they disposed to abandon their pretensions to knowledge without a struggle. Columbus urged his point, but was overwhelmed with Biblical texts, with quotations from the great divines, with theological objections; and in a short time the junta was adjourned. In 1489, Columbus, who had been following the Court from place to place (billeted in towns as an officer of the king's, and gratified from time to time with sums of money towards his expenses) was present at the siege of Malaga. In 1490 the junta decided that his project was vain and impracticable, and that it did not become their highnesses to have anything to do with it; and this was confirmed, with some reservation, by their highnesses themselves, at Seville.

Columbus was now in despair. He at once betook himself to Huelva, where his brother-in-law resided, with the intention of taking ship for France. He halted, however, at Palos, a little maritime town in Andalusia. At the monastery of La Rabida he knocked and asked for bread and water for his boy Diego, and presently got into conversation with
Juan Perez de Marchena, the guardian, who invited him to take up his quarters in the monastery and introduced him to Garcia Fernandez, a physician and an ardent student of geography. To these good men did Columbus propound his theory and explain his plan. Juan Perez had been the queen's confessor; he wrote to her and was summoned to her presence; and money was sent to Columbus to bring him once more to Court. He reached Grenada in time to witness the surrender of the city; and negotiations were resumed. Columbus believed in his mission, and stood out for high terms; he asked the rank of Admiral at once, the vice royalty of all he should discover, and a tenth of all the gain, by conquest or by trade. These conditions were rejected, and the negotiations were again interrupted. An interview with Mendoza appears to have followed; but nothing came of it, and in January, 1492, Columbus actually set out for France. At length, however, on the entreaty of Luis de Santangel, receiver of the ecclesiastical revenues of the crown of Aragon, Isabella was induced to determine on the expedition. A messenger was sent after Columbus and overtook him at the Bridge of Pines, about two leagues from Grenada. He returned to the camp at Santa Fe; and on April 17, 1492, the agreement between him and their Catholic majesties was signed and sealed.

His aims were nothing less than the discovery of the marvelous province of Cipango, and the conversion to Christianity of the Grand Khan, to whom he received a royal letter of introduction. The town of Palos was ordered to find him two ships, and these were soon placed at his disposal. But no crews could be got together, in spite of the indemnity offered to all criminals and broken men who would serve on the expedition; and had not Juan Perez succeeded in interesting Martin Alonzo Pinzon and Vincent Yanez Pinzon in the cause, Columbus' departure had been long delayed. At last, however, men, ships and stores were ready. The expedition consisted of the Santa Maria, a decked ship with a crew of fifty men, commanded by the Admiral in person; and of two caravels, the Pinta with thirty men under Martin Pinzon, and the Nina, with twenty-four men under Vincent Pinzon, his brother. * Afterwards (1499) the first to cross the line in the American Atlantic. Th...* 

An abstract of the Admiral's diary made by the Bishop Las Casas is yet extant; and from it many particulars may be gleaned of this first voyage. Three days after the ships set sail, the Pinta lost her rudder; the Admiral was in some alarm, but comforted himself with the reflection that Martin Pinzon was energetic and ready-witted; they had, however, to put in at Tenerife on August 9th to refit the caravel. On September 6th they weighed anchor once more with all haste, Columbus having been informed that three Portuguese caravels were on the lookout for him. On September 13th, the variations of the magnetic needle were for the first time observed; on the 15th a wonderful meteor fell into the sea at four or five leagues distance. On the 16th they arrived at those vast plains of seaweed called the Sargasso Sea; and thenceforward, writes the Admiral, they had most temperate breezes, the sweetness of the morning being most delightful, the weather like an Andalusian April, and only the song of the nightingale wanting. On the 17th the men began to murmur; they were frightened by the strange phenomena of the variations of the compass, but the explanation Columbus gave restored their tranquility. On the 18th they saw many birds, and a great ridge of low-lying clouds; and they expected...
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to see land. On the 20th they saw two pelicans, and were sure the land must be near. In this, however, they were disappointed, and the men began to be afraid and discontented; and thenceforth Columbus, who was keeping all the while a double reckoning, one for the crew and one for himself, had great difficulty in restraining the men from the excesses which they meditated. On the 25th Alonzo Pinzon raised the cry of land, but it proved a false alarm; as did the rumor to the same effect on the 7th of October, when the Nina hoisted a flag and fired a gun. On the 11th the Pinta fished up a cane, a log of wood, a stick wrought with iron, and a board, and the Nina sighted a stake covered with dog-roses; "and with these signs of all of them breathed and were glad." At ten o'clock on that night Columbus perceived and pointed out a light ahead; and at two in the morning of Friday, the 12th of October, 1492, Rodrigo de Triana, a sailor aboard the Nina, announced the appearance of what proved to be the New World. The land sighted was an island called by the Indians Guanahani, and named by Columbus, San Salvador, which afterwards proved to be one of the group now known as the Bahamas.

The same morning, Columbus landed, richly clad and bearing the royal banner of Spain. He was accompanied by the Pinzon brothers, bearing the banners of the Green Cross, a device of their own, and by a great part of the crew. When they had all "given thanks to God, kneeling upon the shore, and kissed the ground with tears of joy for the great mercy received," the Admiral named the island and took solemn possession of it, for their Catholic majesties of Castile and Leon. At the same time such of the crews as had shown themselves doubtful and mutinous sought his pardon weeping, and prostrating themselves at his feet.

Into the detail of this voyage, of highest interest as it is, it is impossible to go further. It is enough to say that it resulted in the discovery of the islands of Santa Maria, del Concepcion, Exuma, Isabella, Juanna or Cuba, Bohio, the Cuban Archipelago (named by its finder the Jardin del Rey), the island of Santa Catalina, and that of Hispaniola now called Haiti or San Domingo. Of the last of these the Santa Maria went aground, owing to the carelessness of the steersman. No lives were lost, but the ship had to be unloaded and abandoned; and Columbus, who was anxious to return to Europe with the news of his achievement, resolved to plant a colony on the island, to build a fort out of the material of the stranded hulk, and to leave the crew as a garrison. The fort was called La Navidad; forty-three Europeans were placed in charge; and on January 16th, 1493, Columbus, who had lost sight of Martin Pinzon, set sail alone in the Nina for the east; and four days after the Pinta joined her sister ship off Monte Christo. A storm, however, separated the vessels, and a long battle with the trade winds caused great delay; and it was not until the 18th of February that Columbus reached the Island of Santa Maria in the Azores. Here he was threatened with capture by the Portuguese Governor, who could not for some time be brought to recognize his commission. On February 24th, however, he was allowed to proceed; and on the 4th of March the Nina dropped anchor off Lisbon. The king of Portugal received the Admiral with the highest honors; and on March 13th the Nina put out from the Tagus, and two days afterwards, Friday, March 15th, dropped anchor off Palos.

The court was at Barcelona; and thither, after despatching a letter announcing his arrival, Columbus proceeded in person. He entered the city in a sort of triumphal procession, was received by their majesties in full court, and seated in their presence, related the story of his wanderings, exhibiting the "rich and strange" spoils of the new-found lands, the gold, the cotton, the parrots, the curious arms, the mysterious plants, the unknown birds and beasts, and the nine Indians he had brought with him for baptism. All his honors and privileges were confirmed to him; the title of Don was conferred on himself and brothers, he rode at the king's bridle; he was served and saluted as a grandee of Spain. And, greatest honor of all, a new and magnificent escutcheon was blazoned for him (May 4th, 1493) whereon the royal castle and lion of Castile and Leon were combined with the four anchors of his own old coat of arms. Nor were their Catholic highnesses less busy on their own account than on that of their servant. On the 3rd and 4th of May, Alexander VI granted bulls confirming to the crowns of Castile and Leon all the lands discovered, or to be discovered beyond a certain line of demarcation, on the same terms as those on which the Portuguese held their Colonies along the African coast. A new expedition was got in readiness with all possible dispatch, to secure and extend the discoveries already made.

After several delays, the fleet weighed anchor on the 25th of September, and steered westward. It consisted of three great carracks (galleons) and fourteen caravels (light frigates) having on board about 1,500 men, besides the animals and materials necessary for colonization. Twelve missionaries accompanied the expedition, under the orders of Bernardo Buel, a Benedicton friar; and Columbus had been directed (May 29th, 1493) to endeavor by all means in his power to Christianize the inhabitants of the islands, to make them presents, and to "honor them much," while all under him where commanded to treat them "well and lovingly," under pain of severe punishment. On the 13th of October, the ships which had put in at the Canaries, left Ferro; and so early as Sunday, November 3rd, after a single storm, "by the goodness of God and the wise management of the Admiral," land was sighted to the west, which was named Dominica. Northward from this new-found island, the isle of Maria Galante and Guadaloupe were discovered and named; and on the northwestern course to La Navid these of Montserrat, Antigua,
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San Martin, and Santa Cruz were sighted, and the island now called Porto Rico was touched at, hurriedly explored, and named San Juan. On November 22nd, Columbus came in sight of Hispaniola, and sailing eastward to La Navidad, found the fort burned out and the colony dispersed. He decided on building a second fort; and coasting on forty miles east of Cape Haytien, he founded the city and settlement of Isabella.

The character in which Columbus had appeared had, till now, been that of the greatest of mariners; but from this point forward his claims to supremacy are embarrassed and complicated with the long series of failures, vexations, miseries, insults, that have rendered his career as a planter of colonies and as a ruler of men, most pitiful and remarkable.

The climate of Navidad proved unhealthy; the colonists were greedy of gold, impatient of control, and as proud, ignorant and mutinous as Spaniards could be; and Columbus, whose inclinations drew him westward, was doubtless glad to escape the worry and anxiety of his post, and to avail himself of the instructions of his sovereigns as to further discoveries. In January, 1494, he sent home, by Antonio de Torres, that dispatch to their Catholic Highnesses by which he may be said to have founded the West Indian slave trade. He founded the mining camp of San Tomaso in the gold country; and on the 24th of April, 1494, having nominated a council of regency under his brother Diego, and appointed Pedro de Margarite his captain-general, he put again to sea. After following the southeastern shore of Cuba for some days, he steered southwards, and discovered the island of Jamaica, which he named Santiago. He then resumed his exploration of the Cuban coast, threaded his way through a labyrinth of islets, supposed to be the Morant Keys, which he named the Garden of the Queen; and after coasting westward for many days, he became convinced that he had discovered continuous land, and caused Perez de Luna, the notary, to draw up a document attesting his discovery (June 12th, 1494), which was afterwards taken around and signed, in the presence of four witnesses, by the masters, marines and seamen of his three caravels, the Nina, the Cordera and the San Juan. He then stood to the southeast, and sighted the island of Evangelite; and after many days of difficulties and anxieties, he touched at and named the island La Mona. Thence he had intended to sail eastward, and complete the survey of the Caribbean Archipelago. But he was exhausted by the terrible wear and tear of mind and body he had undergone (he says himself that on this expedition he was for three and thirty days almost without any sleep), and on the day following his departure from La Mona, he fell into a lethargy, that deprived him of sense and memory, and had well nigh proved fatal to his life. At last, on September 29th, the little fleet dropped anchor off Isabella, and in his new city the great Admiral lay sick for five months.

The colony was in a sad plight. Every one was discontented, and many were sick, for the climate was unhealthy, and there was nothing to eat. Margarite and Bail had quitte Hispaniola for Spain; but ere his departure, the former, in his capacity of captain-general, had done much to outrage and alienate the Indians. The strongest measures were necessary to undo the mischief, and backed by his brother Bartholomew, a bold and skillful mariner, and a soldier of courage and resource, who had been with Diaz in his voyage around the Cape of Good Hope, Columbus proceeded to reduce the natives under Spanish sway. Alonzo de Ojeda succeeded by a brilliant coup de main in capturing the cacique Caonabo, and the rest submitted. Five ship-loads of Indians were sent off to Seville (June 24th, 1495) to be sold as slaves; and a tribute was imposed upon their fellows, which must be looked upon as the origin of that system which was afterwards to work such cruel mischief among the conquered. But the tide of court favor seemed to have turned against Columbus. In October, 1495, Juan Aguado arrived at Isabella, with an open commission from their Catholic Majesties, to inquire into the circumstances of his rule; and much contest and recrimination followed. Columbus found that there was no time to be lost in returning home; he appointed his brother Bartholomew ruler of the island, and on the 10th of March, 1496, he quitte Hispaniola in the Nina. The vessel, after a protracted and perilous voyage, reached Cadiz on the 11th of June, 1496. The Admiral landed in great dejection, wearing the costume of a Franciscan. Reassured, however, by the reception of his sovereigns, he asked at once for eight ships more, two to be sent to the colonies with supplies, and six to be put under his orders for new discoveries. The request was not immediately granted, as the Spanish exchequer was not then well supplied. But principally owing to the interest of the queen, an agreement was come to similar to that of 1492, which was now confirmed. By this royal patent, moreover, a tract of land in Hispaniola, of 50 leagues by 20, was made over to him. He was offered a dukedom or a marquisate at his pleasure; and for three years he was to receive an eighth of the gross and a tenth of the net profits on each voyage; the right of creating a mayorazgo or perpetual entail of titles and estates was granted him; and on June 24th his two sons were received into Isabella's service as pages. Meanwhile, however, the preparing of the fleet proceeded slowly, and it was not until the 30th of May, 1498, that he and his six ships set sail for the New World.

From San Lucas he steered for Gomera, in the Canaries, and thence dispatched three of his ships to San Domingo. He next proceeded to the Cape Verdi Islands, which he quitte on July 4th. On the 31st of the same month, being greatly in need of water, and fearning that no land lay westward as they had hoped, Columbus had turned his ships head north,
and, whose support to Columbus had never been very hearty, should about this time have determined to suspend him. Accordingly, on March 21st, 1499, Francisco de Bobadilla was ordered “to ascertain what persons had raised themselves against justice in the island of Hispaniola, and to proceed against them according to the law.” On May 21st, the government of the island was conferred upon him, and he was accredited with an order that all arms and fortresses should be handed over to him; and on May 26th, he received a letter for delivery to Columbus stating that the bearer would “speak certain things to him” on the part of their highnesses, and praying him “to give faith and credence, and to act accordingly.” Bobadilla left Spain in July, 1500, and landed in Hispaniola in October.

Columbus, meanwhile, had restored such tranquility as was possible in his government. With Roldan’s help he had beaten off an attempt on the island of the adventurer Ojeda, his old lieutenant; the Indians were being collected into villages and christianized. Gold mining was actively and profitably pursued; in three years he calculated the royal revenues might be raised to an average of 60,000,000 reals. The arrival of Bobadilla, however, speedily changed this state of affairs into a greater and more pitiable confusion than the island had ever before witnessed. On landing, he took possession of the Admiral’s house, and summoned him and his brothers before him. Accusations of severity, of injustice, of vulgarity even, were poured down on their heads, and Columbus anticipated nothing less than a shameful death. Bobadilla put all three in irons and shipped them off to Spain.

Alonzo de Villejo, captain of the caravel in which the illustrious prisoner sailed, still retained a proper sense of the honor and respect due to Columbus, and would have removed the fetters; but to this Columbus would not consent. He would wear them, he said, until their highnesses, by whose order they were affixed, should order their removal; and he kept them afterwards “as relics and as memorials of the reward of his services.” He did so. His son Fernando “saw them always hanging in his cabinet, and he requested that when he died they might be buried with him.” Whether this last wish was complied with is not known.

A heart-broken and indignant letter to Dona Juan de la Torre, the governor of the infant Don Juan, arrived at court before the dispatch of Bobadilla. It was read to the queen, and its tidings were confirmed by communications from Alonzo de Villejo and the Alcaide of Cadiz. There was a great movement of indignation; the tide of popular and royal feeling turned once more in the Admiral’s favor. He received a large sum to defray his expenses: and when he appeared at court, on December 17th, he was no longer in irons and disgrace, but richly apparelled and surrounded with friends. He was received with all honor and dis-
tinction. The queen is said to have been moved to tears by the narra-
tion of his story. Their majesties not only repudiated Bobadilla’s pro-
ceedings, but declined to inquire into the charges that he at the same
time brought against the prisoners, and promised Columbus compensa-
tion for his losses and satisfaction for his wrongs. A new governor, 
Nicolas de Ovando, was appointed in Bobadilla’s room, and left San Lu-
car on the 18th of February, 1502, with a fleet of thirty ships. The latter
was to be impeached and sent home; the Admiral’s property was to be
restored, and a fresh start was to be made in the conduct of colonial af-
airs. Thus ended Columbus’ history as viceroy and governor of the new
Indies, which he had presented to the country of his adoption.

His hour of rest, however, had not come. Ever anxious to serve
their Catholic highnesses, “and particularly the queen,” he had deter-
dered to find a strait through which he might penetrate westward into
Portuguese Asia. After the usual inevitable delays, his prayers were
granted, and on the 9th of May, 1502, with four caravels and 150 men, he
weighed anchor from Cadiz, and sailed on his fourth and last great voy-
age. He first betook himself to the relief of the Portuguese fort of Ar-
zilla, which had been besieged by the Moors, but the siege had been
raised volubly before he arrived. He put to sea westward once more,
and on the 13th of June discovered the island of Martinique. He had
received positive instructions from his sovereigns on no account to touch
at Hispaniola; but his largest caravel was greatly in need of repairs, and
he had no choice but to abandon her or disobey orders. He preferred
the latter alternative, and sent a boat ashore to Ovando, asking for a new
ship and for permission to enter the harbor to weather a hurricane which
he saw was coming on. But his requests were refused, and he coasted
the island, casting anchor under the lee of the land. Here he weathered
the storm, which drove the other caravels out to sea, and annihilated
the homeward-bound fleet, the richest that had until then been sent from
Hispaniola. Roldan and Bobadilla perished with others of the Admiral’s
enemies; and Fernando Colon, who accompanied his father on this voy-
age, wrote long years afterwards, “I am satisfied it was the hand of God,
for had they arrived in Spain they had never been punished as their
crimes deserved, but rather been favored and preferred.”

After recruiting his flotilla at Azua, Columbus put in at Jaquimo,
and refitted his four vessels; and on July 14th, 1502, he steered for
Jamaica. For nine weeks the ships wandered painfully among the keys
and shoals he had named the Garden of the Queen, and by an opportu-
tune easterly wind prevented the crews from open mutiny. The first
land sighted was the islet of Guaraja, about forty miles east of the coast
of Honduras. Here he got news from an old Indian of a rich and vast
country lying to the castward, which he at last concluded must be the
long-sought empire of the Grand Khan. Steering along the coast of
Honduras, great hardships were endured, but nothing approaching his
ideal was encountered. On the 12th of September, Cape Gracioso-Dios
was sighted. The men had become clamorous and insubordinate; not
until the 5th of December, however, would he tack about and retrace his
course. It now became his intention to plant a colony on the river Ve-
ragna, which was afterwards to give his descendants the title to nobil-
ity; but he hardly put about when he was caught in a storm, which
lasted eight days, wrecked and strained his crazy, worm-eaten ships
severely, and finally, on the Epiphany, blew him into an embouchure
which he named Bethlehem. Gold was very plentiful in this place, and
here he determined to found his settlement. By the end of March, 1503,
a number of huts had been run up, and in these the ruler with 60 men
was to remain, while Columbus returned to Spain for men and supplies.
Quarrels, however, rose with the natives; the ruler made an attempt to
seize on the person of the cacique, and failed; and before Columbus could
leave the coast he had to abandon a caravel, to take the settlers on board,
and to relinquish the enterprise. Steering eastward, he left a second
caravel at Porto Bello; and on May 31st he bore northward for Cuba,
where he obtained supplies from the natives. From Cuba he bore up for
Jamaica, and there, in the harbor of Santa Gloria, now St. Anne’s Bay,
he ran his ships aground in an inlet still called Don Christopher’s Cove.

The expedition was received with the greatest kindness by the
natives, and here Columbus remained upwards of a year, awaiting the
return of his lieutenant Diego Mendez, whom he had dispatched to
Ovando for assistance. During his critical sojourn here the Admiral
suffered much from disease and from the lawlessness of his followers,
whose conduct had alienated the natives, and provoked them to withhold
their accustomed supplies, until he dextrously worked upon their super-
stition by prognosticating an eclipse. Two vessels having at last arrived
for their relief from Mendez and Ovando, Columbus set sail for Spain,
and after a tempestuous voyage he landed once more at Seville on Sep-
tember 7th, 1504.

As he was too ill to go to court, his son Diego was sent thither in
his place, to look after his interest and transact his business. Letter after
letter followed the young man from Seville—one by the hands of Amerigo
Vespucci. A license to ride on mule-back was granted him on the 23rd
of February, 1505; and in the following May he was removed to the court
at Segovia, thence again to Valladolid. On the landing of Philip and
Juana at Coruna (April 25th, 1506) although “much oppressed with gout
and troubled to see himself put by his rights,” he is known to have sent
off the ruler to pay them his duty, and to assure them that he was yet
able to do them extraordinary service. The last documentary note of his
the bodies of both father and son were taken over the sea to Hispaniola (San Domingo) and interred in the cathedral. In 1795-96, on the cession of that island to the French, the august relics were re-exhumed, and were transferred with great state and solemnity to the cathedral of the Havanna, where they yet remain. The male issue became extinct with the third generation, the estates passed to a scion of the Broganca house.

In person, Columbus was tall and shapely, long-faced and aquiline, white-eyed and anburn-haired, and beautifully complexioned. At thirty his hair was quite gray. He was temperate in eating, drinking, and dress; and “so strict in religious matters, that for fasting and saying all the divine office, he might be thought professed in some divine order.” His piety, as his son has noted, was earnest and unwavering; it entered into and colored alike his action and his speech; he tried his pen in a Latin distich of prayer; his signature is a mystical pietistic device. He was pre-eminently fitted for the task he created for himself. Through deceit, opprobrium and disdain he pushed on towards the consummation of his desire; and when the hour for action came the man was not found wanting; he gloriously proved his metal. Long live his name.

COLUMBUS’ OWN STORY.

A DESCRIPTION OF COLUMBUS’ FIRST VOYAGE AND WHAT HE FOUND IN THIS NEW WORLD, TOLD IN HIS OWN LANGUAGE.

The book is beautifully printed on very heavy paper, and gives a facsimile of the original Latin text, and also of the crude illustrations accompanying it. These woodcuts are in themselves an interesting study, showing, as they do, the progress in pictorial art during the last few centuries of this very old world’s existence. A few pages from this work are here reproduced, reduced in size.

The first letter of Columbus, giving the earliest information of his great discovery, was translated into Latin and sent to Rome for publication immediately after his return to Spain. Original copies of the four oldest editions of this version, printed in 1493, are preserved in the Lenox Library, where they occupy a prominent place in the exhibition of rare books. The rarest, and certainly the most interesting, of these is the pictorial edition, complete in ten leaves. No other perfect copy is known to be extant. The curious woodcuts with which it is illustrated are supposed by some to have been copied from drawings made originally by Columbus himself. They give remarkable representations of the admiral’s own caravel, of his first landing on Hayti and meeting with the natives, and of the different islands that he visited.
This copy, which was re-bound in red morocco by Thompson, the English bookbinder, apparently about sixty or seventy years ago, once belonged to Richard Heber, the celebrated bibliophile. At the sale of the final portion of his library at Paris, in October, 1836, it appeared as No. 885 of the catalogue, selling for 97f. It was subsequently owned by M. Guglielmo Libri, at the sale of whose library at London, in February, 1849, No. 259 of the catalogue, it was purchased by Mr. Lenox.

The memorable voyage which this letter describes lasted 224 days, from the 3rd of August, 1492, when Columbus sailed from the harbor of Palos, to March 15th, 1493, when he returned to the same port in a single vessel.

Nine days after leaving Palos he reached the Canary Islands, where he remained until September 6, taking in provisions and making other preparations. On September 8th, after laying becalmed for two days, he left these islands and steered directly across the Atlantic, with the expectation of reaching India or China. On the morning of Friday, October 12th, corresponding to the present 21st of October, he came in sight of one of the Bahama islands, where he landed and took possession in the names of the Spanish sovereigns. On the 15th he visited another island, and named it Santa Maria de la Concepcion. On the following day he reached the Island Fernandina and on the 19th Isabella. Supposing that he was in the neighborhood of Cipango, or Japan, he sailed toward the south, and on October 28th landed on Cuba, which he named Juana. Here he remained, exploring the northeast coast, until December 5th, when he sailed over to Hayti, called by him Espanola. After exploring this island, where he lost his own vessel by shipwreck, he sailed in the Nina for Spain on January 10th, 1493, reaching Palos on March 15th. The news of his discoveries soon spread far and wide. Various editions and translations of Columbus' letter to the royal treasurer were printed. Only a few of these, however, have come down to our times and they are among the rarest of books.

**HIS OWN ACCOUNT.**

Letter of Christopher Columbus, to whom our age owes much, concerning the Islands recently discovered in the Indian Sea:

Because my undertakings have attained success I know that it will be pleasing to you; these I have determined to relate, so that you may be made acquainted with everything done and discovered in this voyage. On the 23d, after I departed from Cadiz I came to the Indian sea, where I found many islands inhabited with men without number, of all which I took possession for our most fortunate King, with proclaiming heralds and flying standards, no one objecting. To the first of these I gave the name of the blessed Savior, on whose aid relying I had reached this as well as other islands. But the Indians call it Guanahani. I also called each one of the others by a name. For I ordered one island to be called Santa Maria of the Concepcion, another Fernandina, another Isabella, another Juana, and so on with the rest. As soon as we had arrived at that island which I have just now said was called Juana I proceeded along its coast toward the west for some distance; I found it so large and without perceptible end that I believed it to be not an island, but the continental country of Cathay; seeing, however, no towns or cities situated on the seacoast, but only some villages and rude farms, with whose inhabitants I was unable to converse, for as
soon as they saw us they took flight. I proceeded further, thinking that I would discover some city or large residence. At length, perceiving that we had gone far enough, that nothing new appeared, and that this was leading us to the north, which I wished to avoid, because it was winter on the land and it was my intention to go to the south; moreover the winds were becoming violent. I therefore determined that no other plans were practicable, and so, going back, I returned to a certain bay that I had noticed, from which I sent two of our men to the land, that they might find out whether there was a king in this country or any cities. These men traveled for three days and they found people and houses without number, but they were small and without any government, therefore they returned.

"Now in the meantime I had learned from certain Indians, whom I had seized there, that this country was indeed an island, and therefore I proceeded toward the east, keeping all the time near the coast, for 322 miles to the extreme ends of this island. From this place I saw another island to the east distant from this Juana 54 miles, which I called forthwith Hispana; and I sailed to it; and I steered along the northern coast, as at Juana, towards the coast 564 miles. And the said Juana and the other islands there appear very fertile. This island is surrounded by many very safe and wide harbors, not excelled by any others that I have ever seen. Many great and salubrious rivers flow through it. There are also many very high mountains there. All these islands are very beautiful, and distinguished by various qualities; they are accessible, and full of a great variety of trees stretching up to the stars; the leaves of which I believe are never shed, for I saw them as green and flourishing as they are usually in Spain in May."

Columbus then tells of the birds and the various kinds of palm trees found on the island. He also speaks of the large rivers so conducive to health, of the spices and the gold "which abounds." The natives, he says, were all naked, except some women, who wore a covering of leaves or cotton cloth, which they made themselves. The people had no iron in use or any arms of defence of any consequence. He says:

"They carry for weapons, however, reeds baked in the sun, on the lower ends of which they fasten some shafts of dried wood rubbed down to a point, and indeed they do not venture to use these always, for it frequently happened when I sent two or three of my men to some of the villages, that they might speak with the natives, a compact troop of the Indians would march out, and as soon as they would see our men approaching they would take flight, children being pushed aside by their fathers and fathers by their children. And this was not because any hurt or injury had been inflicted on any one of them, for to any of them whom I visited and to whom I was able to converse I distributed whatever I had, cloth and many other things, no return being made to me, but they are by nature fearful and timid. Yet when they perceive that they are safe, putting aside all fear, they are of simple manners and trustworthy and very liberal with everything they have, refusing none who asks for anything they may possess and even themselves inviting us to ask for things.

"They show greater love for all others than for themselves; they give valuable things for triftles, being satisfied even with a very small return, or with nothing; however, I forbade that things so small and of no value to them, such as pieces of plate, dishes and glass, likewise key and shoe-
 straps; although if they were able to obtain these, it seemed to them like getting the most beautiful jewels in the world.

"As soon as I reached that sea I seized by force several Indians on the first island, in order that they might learn from us and in like manner tell us about those things in these lands of which they themselves had knowledge, and the plan succeeded, for in a short time we understood them and they us, sometimes by gestures and signs, sometimes by words, and it was a great advantage to us. They are coming with me now, yet always believing that I descended from heaven, although they have been living with us for a long time, and are living with us to-day. And these men were the first who announced it wherever we landed, continually proclaiming to the others in a loud voice:

"Come, come, and you will see the celestial people!"

"Whereupon both women and men, both children and adults, both young and old men, laying aside the fear caused a little before, visited us eagerly, filling the road with a great crowd some bringing food and some drink, with great love and extraordinary good will. On every island there are many canoes of a single piece of wood, and though narrow, yet in length and shape similar to our rowboats, but swifter in movement. They steer only by oars. Some of these boats are large, some small, some of medium size. Yet they row many of the larger rowboats with eighteen cross benches, with which they cross to all those islands, which are innumerable, and with these boats they perform their trading and carry on commerce."

In the islands Columbus found no marked difference in the appearance, the manners or the language of the people. And all these people he tried to turn to the Christian religion.

He says he solemnly took possession of all these islands, and especially of a large town which he named "Our Lord of the Nativity."

"And I commanded a fort to be built there forthwith, which must be completed by this time; in which I left as many men as seemed necessary with all kinds of arms and plenty of food for more than a year. Likewise one caravel, and for the construction of others, men skilled in this trade and in other professions; and also the extraordinary good will and friendship of the king of this island towards us. For those people are very amiable and kind, to such a degree that the said king gloried in calling me his brother. And if they should change their minds and should wish to hurt those who remained in the fort they would not be able, because they lack weapons, they go naked, and are too cowardly. For that reason those who hold the said fort are at least able to resist easily this whole island without any imminent danger to themselves so long as they do not transgress the regulations and command given them.

"In all these islands, as I understood, each man is content with only one wife, except the princes or kings, who are permitted to have twenty. The women appear to work more than the men. I was not able to find out surely whether they have individual property, for I saw that one man had the duty of distributing to the others, especially refreshments, food and things of that kind. I found no monstrosities among them, as very many supposed, but men of great reverence, and friendly. Nor are they black like the Ethiopians. Their hair is straight."

Columbus makes the interesting statement that on the island of Dominica dwelt only cannibals, while Martinique was inhabited entirely by "a certain race of women," whatever that may mean. These women appear to have been Amazons. They did no kind of woman's work, but spent their time in hunting. They must have worn queer garments, for Columbus says:

"They protect themselves with sheets of copper, of which there is great abundance among them. They tell me of another island greater than the aforesaid Hispania, whose inhabitants are without hair, and which abounds in gold above all the others. I am bringing with me men of this island and of the others that I have seen, who give proof of the things that I have described."

"Finally that I may compress in a few words the brief account of our departure and quick return, and the gain, I promise this, that if I am supported by our most invincible sovereigns with a little of their help, as much gold will be supplied as they will need, indeed as much of spices, of cotton, of chewing gum (which is only found in Chios), also as much of aloes wood and as many slaves for the navy as their majesties will wish to demand. Likewise rhubarb and other kinds of spices, which I sup-
pose these men whom I left in the said fort have already found, and will continue to find; since I remained in no place longer than the winds forced me, except in the town of the Nativity, while I provided for the building of the fort and the safety of all. Which things, although they are very great and remarkable, yet they would have been much greater if I had been aided by as many ships as the occasion required.

"Truly great and wonderful is this, and not corresponding to our merits, but to the holy Christian religion and to the piety and religion of our sovereigns, because what the human understanding could not attain, that the divine will has granted to human efforts."

The explorer ends the account of his discoveries in this modest way:

"These things I have done and are thus briefly narrated. Farewell, Lisbon; the day before the ides of March."

This old Latin book, pregnant with the history of a hemisphere, bears the following verse attached to Columbus' narratives:

**TO THE MOST INVINCIBLE KING OF SPAIN.**

No region now can add to Spain's great deeds:
To such men all the world is yet too small.
An Orient land, found far beyond the waves
Will add, great Betica, to thy renown.
Then to Columbus, the true finder, give
Due thanks; but greater still to God on high,
Who makes new kingdoms for Himself and thee:
Both firm and plious let thy conduct be.

**WHERE COLUMBUS LANDED.**

Columbus has recorded that the first land he sighted on his first voyage was an island, which the natives called Guanañani, but which he renamed San Salvador. While there can be no dispute that this island is one of the group now called the Bahamas, there has been doubt as to which island of this group it was that Columbus first saw and where he first landed. For years it was thought that San Salvador was what is now known as Cat Island, but later discoveries and Columbus' own description seem to make this impossible. Others have fixed upon the island of Guiana, others on Grandio Salina, and still others on one of the Turk's islands, as the true San Salvador.

To settle the question as far as possible, in 1891 the Chicago Herald sent out an expedition for the purpose of investigating the claims of all the islands of the group, and, aided by all the data possible to procure, to fix the location beyond question, and on the spot to erect a monument to Christopher Columbus. The expedition left New York on June 4th of that year, and after thorough investigation, aided by the discription given by Columbus, decided that Watling's island deserved the honor of being the first to be seen by the great discoverer. This island lies about fifty miles east-by-southeast of Cat Island, and is thirteen miles long by eight miles wide. It is a fertile island, surrounded by a coral reef, except at Graham's harbor, which is a broad sweep, with a narrow entrance, having a promontory near by. All this corresponds with the description given by Columbus, taken from the log-book or journal kept by him on his voyage, an extract from which is here given:

"SATURDAY, OCT. 13, 1492.—At dawn many of those men came down to the shore; all are, as already said, youths of good size and very handsome; their hair is not woolly, but loose and coarse like horse-hair; they have broader heads and foreheads than I have ever seen in any other race of men, and their eyes very beautiful, not small; none of them are black, but of the complexion of the inhabitants of the Canaries, as it is to be expected, for it is east and west with the island of Hierro in the Canaries, in the same line. All, without exception, have very straight limbs and no bellies, and very well formed. They came to the ships in canoes made out of the trunks of trees, all in one piece, and wonderfully built according to the locality; in some of them forty or forty-five men came; others were smaller, and in some but a single man came. They paddled with a paddle like that of a baker, and made wonderful speed; and if it capsizes all begin to swim and set it right again, and bail out the water with calabashes which they carry. They brought balls of spun cotton, parrots, spears and other little things which would be tedious to describe, and gave them away for anything that was given to them. I examined them closely and tried to ascertain if there was any gold, and noticed that some of them carried a small piece of it hanging from a hole in their nose, and by signs I was made to understand that by going to the south or going around the island to the southward, there was a king who had large gold vessels and gold in abundance. I endeavored to persuade them to go there, and I afterwards saw that they had no wish to go. I determined to wait until to-morrow evening and then to sail for the southwest, for many of them told me that there was land to the south and to the southwest and to the northwest, and that those from the northwest came frequently to fight with them, and also to go to the southwest to get gold and precious stones. This island is very large and very level and has very green trees and abundance of water, and a very large lagoon in the middle, without any mountain, and all is covered with verdure, and most pleasing to the eye; the people are remarkably gentle, and from the desire to get some of our things, and thinking that nothing will be given to them unless they give something, and having nothing, they take what they can and swim off (to the ship); but all they have is given for what is offered to them; so that they bought even pieces of crockery, and pieces of broken glass, and I saw sixteen balls of cotton
given for three cotos of Portugal, which is equivalent to a bianca in Castile, and in them there must have been more than one arroba of spun cotton. I forbade this, and allowed no one to take any, unless I ordered it to be taken for your highness should it be found in abundance. It grows in the island, although on account of the shortness of time I could not assert it positively, and likewise the gold which they carry hanging in their noses is found here; but in order to lose no time I am going to try if I can find the island of Cipango. At this moment it is dark, and all went on shore in their canoes."

The entries made by Columbus on Friday and Sunday, Oct. 12th and 14th, likewise bear on the matter as corroborating and detailing some of the things described so accurately by him regarding the island, but the passage quoted is by far the strongest proof of Watling Island's claim to be considered identical with the island named by Columbus San Salvador and by the Indian natives at that time Guanahani.

Having become fully convinced by actual ocular demonstrations that none other than Watling Island is entitled to the distinction of being considered the first American territory discovered by the great voyager, the expedition then turned its attention to the second part of its mission, that of erecting a suitable and durable monument at the exact spot, so far as ascertainable, where Columbus first stepped ashore. This work was completed and ready for dedication on the exact day it had been intended from the start—July 4th.

The site chosen was an admirable one—only two hundred yards from the very sandy beach on which Columbus landed, and commanding a fine view. With appropriate dedicatory exercises the monument was turned over that day, the stars and stripes floating above it, to the world at large. Copies of all the papers of note printed within the wide territory of the United States were placed in a bundle down in the foundations of the monument; above it rose the rugged outlines of the big monument itself, executed by designs made by Charles Lederer on the spot, and in an appropriate niche reposè an enormous globe of substantial material, showing that side which exhibits the enormous hemisphere of which Columbus was the discoverer.

Their task completed to the full, the expedition soon set sail for home again.

COLUMBUS' LETTER TO HIS SOVEREIGNS.

The following letter was found in a very old volume of the journals of the Honorable Council of Jamaica. It was written to Ferdinand and Isabella by Columbus while on his last voyage, and probably about eight months after the departure of Columbus' messenger, Diego Mendez, who attempted to reach Hispaniola in an Indian canoe. Hearing nothing of him in the interval, Columbus seemed to have relinquished every hope of relief and to have written the letter in an hour of despondency. It was evidently his intention that the letter should be found after his death, as he had no means of sending it to Spain:

"JAMAICA, 1504.

"Diego Mendez and the papers I sent by him will show Your Highnesses what rich mines of gold I have discovered in Veraqua, and how I intended to have left my brother at the River Belin if the judgment of heaven and the greatest misfortunes in the world had not prevented it. However, it is sufficient that Your Highnesses and your successors will have the glory and advantage of all, and that the full discovery and settlement are reserved for happier persons than Columbus. If God be so merciful to me as to conduct Mendez to Spain, I doubt not that he will convince Your Highness and my great mistress (the Queen Isabella) that this will not only be a Castle and Leon, but a discovery of a world of subjects, lands, and wealth greater than man's unbounded fancy could ever comprehend, or avarice itself covet; but neither he, this paper, nor the tongue of mortal man can express the anguish and afflictions of my body and mind nor the misery of my son, brother, and friends.

"Already have we been confined ten months in this place, lodged on the open decks of our ships, that are run on shore and lashed together. Those of my men that were in health have mutinied under the Porras of Seville; my friends that were faithful are mostly sick and dying; we have consumed the Indians' provisions so that they abandon us. All, therefore, are like to perish by hunger, and these miseries are accompanied with so many aggravating circumstances that render me the most wretched object of misfortune this world shall ever see—as if the displeasure of heaven seconed the envy of Spain, and would punish as criminal those undertakings and discoveries which former ages would have acknowledged as great and meritorious actions. Good heaven, and you holy saints that dwell in it, let the King, Don Ferdinand, and my illustrious mistress, Donna Isabella, know that my zeal for their service and interest hath brought me thus low, for it is impossible to live and have affliction equal to mine. I see and, with horror, apprehend my own and, for my sake, my unfortunate and deserving people's destruction.

"Alas! piety and justice have retired to their habitations above and it is a crime to have undertaken and performed too much! As my misery makes my life a burden to myself, so far the empty title of Viceroy and Admiral render me obnoxious to the hatred of the Spanish nation.

"It is visible that all methods are adopted to cut the thread that is breaking; for I am in my old age opposed with insupportable pains of the gout, and am now languishing and expiring with that and other infla-
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THE PRAYER OF COLUMBUS.

The following is said to be the original words offered up by Columbus when he landed on the island of San Salvador. This prayer the Spanish Kings ordered to be used by Balboa, Cortez and Pizarro when making new discoveries. It is said to be the first translation ever known to the American tongue, and was sent from the old cathedral at Seville, Spain, by Miss A. M. Brooks, who is now engaged in compiling a Spanish history of America:

"Lord God, eternal and omnipotent, by Thy sacred word Thou hast created the heavens, and the earth and sea. Thy name be blessed and glorified. May Thy name be praised, known and proclaimed in this other part of the world."

THE WIFE OF COLUMBUS.

Columbus allied himself by marriage with an italo-Portuguese family. She whom he was to choose and take to wife was named Felipa Muniz Peretrello. She belonged to a noble house associated with Dom Henry, of Ariz, in his explorations and discoveries, as well because of their family station as by the grace of the infante. Laws like those which in chemistry govern the affinity of combining atoms, in social intercourse produce personal affinities. The greatest of all discoverers was himself destined to wed the daughter of a discoverer.

Columbus often went to mass on Sundays and other obligatory days. His residence in Lisbon being near the convent of All Saints, he resorted thither to perform his devotions, and in his assiduous attentions there it was his fate to be attracted by Dona Felipa Muniz, until he sought and obtained her in marriage.

The affection of Columbus for the young Lusitanian doubtless possessed practical features also, in view of the sailor's desire to live for the realization in his riper age of the work already fully planned in the latter years of his exuberant youth. Moreover, crediting his contemporaries as we should, the incomparable pilot displayed two traits capable of turning the head, we will not say of Dona Felipa, but of every woman—eloquence and personal attractiveness.

His many graces captivated her senses, his eloquence her mind. Felipa Muniz, daughter of Phillipone Peretrello, and Christopher Columbus were made one, in conformity with religion and law, in holy indissoluble wedlock, in the year 1471. The year following their union a son was born to them, who was baptised in Lisbo and named Diego.
DISCOURSES ON THE LIFE OF COLUMBUS.

BY CHICAGO DIVINES, SUNDAY, OCT. 16, 1892.

NO USE FOR ICONOCLASTS.

BISHOP FALLOWS SAYS COLUMBUS' IMPERFECTIONS NEED NOT BE DWELT UPON.

Bishop Fallow's preached at St. Paul's Reformed Episcopal church on "The Gift of the Old World to the New." The Bishop said in part:

"Very naturally and properly, too, upon this Sunday preceding the formal dedication of the World's Exposition, our thoughts are turned to the man who gave the new world to the old. I have little respect for those who try to bring out the imperfections that cling to the character of Columbus. It is not necessary to deify him to give his just dues, and it is not necessary to dwell on his foibles and failings. A great historical character is like the sun; he has spots, but we need not be particularly anxious to bring them into notice. The Spaniards came to this new world and the most terrible crimes in history were committed by them. The French came, but no progressive steps were taken by them, and it was found that another race and another religion must leave their impress upon the new lands given as a priceless gift to the old world. It was the broad scheme of Christian civilization, where men might find a congenial home and a religion which they now claim as a birthright.

"It is perfectly proper that our Roman Catholic citizens should have a recognition in the great ceremonies. Columbus belonged to their church, and it would be the height of impropriety to debar them from a prominent part in the exercises. I only want to remind them that Columbus found America, but protestants created this new continent. We ourselves are the best gift of the old world to the new, whether made in our lifetime or that of our ancestors."

In the evening, Bishop Fallow's subject was "The Gift of the New World to the Old." He said in the course of his address:

"I may embrace the subject in a single phrase—the gift of American manhood. It was the manhood sustained by truth that pushed forward the great reforms that we have experienced in this country. Infidelity never did it, and I challenge any to prove it did. I have yet to see an infidel who is sacrificing his personal welfare to benefit others, and when the men of this country banded themselves together and made a stand against the mightiest power in the world, they did so because they felt that the Almighty was with them. Their guns were loaded with a principle which brought down not a man but a system. We have given to the old world a lesson that the citizen soldier, fired with the love of country, can do vastly more than the hirelings of a great standing army. We have expanded our common school system till countries of the old world have modeled theirs by ours. Our poets, our historians, our novelists have taken their places with the best of those of the old world."

"We are about to open a great exposition and it is a pity that the whole world cannot be present. Let us hope it will be celebrated and dignified in every way and that the new world will give to the old the best that can be found in the whole world."

AMERICA NO SECTARIAN HERITAGE.

REV. P. BRUSHINGHAM'S DISCOURSE.

Rev. J. P. Bushingham preached at the Ravenswood M. E. church on "The Columbian Celebration." The church was decorated for the occasion, and music of a patriotic as well as devotional character was rendered. The texts were from Hebrews xi, 8, "And he went out not
knowing whither he went,” and from Acts xxvii, 27, “About midnight the shipmen deemed that they drew near to some country.” Among other things, Mr. Bushingham said:

“The nations and the churches of christendom do not honor simply a name, are not deifying a man, but pause to feel the force of the great idea for which the word Columbus stands. While we should not withhold the meed of praise to the genius, faith, and heroism of Christopher Columbus we must, nevertheless, recognize him as but a servant to carry forward the great plans of divine providence. Columbus discovered America, but the Almighty God discovered Columbus.

“It is childishly absurd for any one branch of the christian church to lay exclusive claim to the great discoverer. If Columbus belonged to any branch of christendom it must have been that only one which existed at the time of his voyage of discovery. I have no sympathy with this spirit of narrow sectarianism, wherever found. I would not discount the noble faith of Queen Isabella because she did not happen to be a protestant.

“In these days we think of a fact in history which began in prayer and ended in praise. Columbus and his sailors planted the cross before a new continent, symbolizing the fact that one day in seven was to be God’s day and that the country was to be God’s country. It seems in poor taste for the scoffing atheist to lampoon the faith of the mighty mariner.

“Columbus had faith in God and in himself, but he made navigation a study. He had the spirit of originality. He knew land could be found in the west from the very nature of the case. The stories of other navigators and the authority of learned writers and his own study gave him faith. While others doubted he believed, and trusted while they scoffed. He prayed and fasted while his sailors mutinied. For eighteen long years he waited before he saw the triumph of his ideas.

“Columbus opened a larger space for the increasing millions of the old world and opportunity for experiments in free government. We have a government of the people, for the people and by the people, yet it is all experimental. Our institutions are in their infancy and we must not shut our eyes to dangers threatening us. The investigations of the department of state disclose the fact that Europe is dumping systematically on our shores her convicts, diseased people, paupers and idiots. A moral quarantine must be established for America’s future to be as great as her past.”

VINDICATION OF THE DISCOVERER.

DORE’S ELOQUENT TRIBUTE TO THE GREAT CATHOLIC NAVIGATOR.

Worshipers at the Cathedral of the Holy Name were reminded on glancing at the pulpit all brilliant with the stars and stripes, that the Catholic church was honoring the memory of Columbus. A very large congregation attended the mass celebration at 10:30, at which an eloquent discourse on Columbus was delivered by Father J. P. Dore.

“There lies in the human heart,” said Father Dore, “an instinct that prompts us to keep alive the memory of illustrious names. We cling to the names of the world’s greatest with all the tenacity of heartfelt gratitude and they live upon the lips of men long after they have finished their labors. The world inscribes upon its pillars the names of its heroes, its statesmen, its philosophers, its poets, and commits them to the keeping of the future. But frequently we find the memory to be but the shadow of a name once great. It is only when their efforts, by the grace of God, have affected the entire world, when as the Creator’s instrument, subservient to His will they have accomplished great things, that their memory lives. Future generations in the study of their lives and characters behold the christian influence that prevailed, the love of God that was implanted in their mortal souls. And it is the memory of such a one we celebrate to-day, the memory of him who first planted on this continent the cross of Jesus Christ, of him whose life was devoted to science and religion, the learned, the saintly Columbus.”

After giving a sketch of the life of Columbus, the preacher continued:

“If we wish to estimate his merits, if we wish to recognize and to acknowledge what we owe him, we must bring home to ourselves the value and importance of the services he rendered for the world and for faith. After all, what would our lives be if faith did not enlighten them? Without the presence of faith there is no foundation of hope, no motive for charity. Without faith man would find himself here, not knowing whence or why he came, or whither the years are bearing him away. Reason would find the limit of its sway, life would be a mystery. But with faith there comes a change. It is faith that rolls away the mists that dim the intellect and dispels the doubts that crowd the mind. This same faith was the power that attended the great Columbus. Should he not then be honored by us as Catholics, should not his name be ever on our lips, should not his memory be cherished in our heart of hearts and his virtues be made the standard and the model of our lives? Imbued with the doctrine of Jesus Christ, Columbus yearned to save the souls of the thousands he foresaw living in the land of his discovery. Imbued with the living faith he longed to reclaim the sepulchre with the wealth of the new world.

“His whole life was one living act of faith. Before leaving his own land to sail the unknown seas he received devoutly the sacraments of penance and of the eucharist, and as he stopped on the Santa Maria he begged the blessing of the good Father Perez. Thus fortified by God’s grace and surrounded by the praying multitude, the Christ bearer began his voyage. At night in midocean, commander and crew chanted solemn-
ly the Salve Regina, the Ave Maris Stella, begging the mother of God to guide their vessels aright.

"He implored his men to have faith and confidence in God, and he himself prayed with unremitting vigor. At last his prayers were heard, the cry of land! land! greets his ears, and the shores of the continent are reached. Columhus springing forward with the cross blessed by the good priest, plants it on the newly discovered soil, falls on his knees and with his followers give thanks to the Almighty. Columbus offered up this new land to Jesus Christ and called it Holy Saviour.

"Such was the character of the discoverer, at all times working for the greater honor and glory of God. Listen to the glowing tribute paid him by that distinguished American writer, Washington Irving: 'He was devoutly pious,' says Irving, 'religion mingled with the whole course of his thoughts and actions and shone forth in his most private and unstudied writings. Whenever he made any great discovery he celebrated it by solemn thanks to God. The voice of prayer and the melody of praise rose from his ships when they first beheld the new world. Every evening hymns were chanted by the crew, and in the beautiful groves bordering the wild shores of this heathen land the holy sacrifice of the mass was offered. All his great enterprises were undertaken in the name of the holy trinity, and he partook of communion previous to embarkation. He was a firm believer in the efficiency of vows, and penances and pilgrimages, and resorted to them in times of difficulty and danger. The religion thus deeply rooted in his soul diffused a sober dignity and benign composure over his whole demeanor. His language was pure and guarded and free from all imprecations, oaths and other irreverent expressions.'

'That is the opinion of a protestant writer. He admires the sterling character of our Columbus; he extols him for his love for the faith, and implies that through faith his greatness was secured.

"What a man then for us to revere! Never could we find greater self-sacrifice, greater humility than in the life of him whose name to-day is on every lip in the civilized world.

"In his life what a rebuke is there for the lukewarm, the indifferent Catholic, who esteems his faith as little or nothing compared with the things of this world. From Columbus let them learn the lesson taught now as it was in his day, for his faith was ours, that God is our creator, that to him we owe everything, from him comes all of comfort and good we possess here below, and that the return he demands for all is our love and obedience. At this time, especially, when the world at large is honoring his memory, when acts of thanksgiving are ascending to the throne of the Most High for the blessings this land of Columbus has received, what a consolation is the church, what a proud moment for us to point with exultant joy to the man and say 'he was a Catholic pure and holy.'

As Catholics we rejoice in this grand celebration, and who shall deny us the right? Why will the tongues of bigots dare attack the religion in which was born, nurtured and carried out the great discovery of this land? Did it not have its origin in a Catholic mind; was it not blessed by a Catholic priest, and was it not materially aided by the Catholic queen of Spain, the noble Isabella, who said 'I will pledge my jewels to raise the necessary funds.

"As Catholics we assert without fear the right to celebrate the feast of Columbus; we ask favor from no quarter, we make no apology, but when narrow-minded men will give utterance to expressions such as have appeared of late, we fling the lie back in their faces and stand as Catholics, as citizens of a great and glorious republic, on a continent first discovered by an uncanonized Catholic saint. We are Americans; we enjoy the liberty, civil and religious, that this law gives us; we are ready now to protect it as in days gone by, and at the same time we are, thank God, Catholic believers in the faith of Jesus Christ; subjects of religious belief in his vicar on earth, the bishop of Rome.

"May this land of Columbia ever prosper; may peace and contentment ever be hers; may God in his mercy ever protect it from war and strife; may her citizens be loyal; may this ever be the land of the brave and the home of the free, the refuge, the protector of the exiles from foreign shores, the greatest, the grandest country on the face of God's green earth. To you, Columbus:

"God sent thee from the crowded ark,
Christ-bearer like the dove,
To find, o'er sundering waters dark,  
New lands for conquering love."

---

CATHOLICS BROUGHT AMERICA FORTH.

FATHER CASHMAN PREACHES OF THE BIRTH OF THE NEW CONTINENT.

Were Columbus a canonized saint, the services in his honor at St. Jarleth's Catholic church could not have been more elaborate and impressive. Low masses were celebrated from early morning by the several priests connected with St. Jarleth's parish, but the ceremony of the day was set for 10:45 o'clock. At that hour the thanksgiving high mass of the Holy Ghost was sung. The singing and music incidental to the mass were excellently given by a trained choir of fifty voices and orchestra. A distinguished ecclesiastic from Rome, who was visiting Father Cashman, Rev. D. Kenna, was celebrant of the mass. Father O'Connor officiated as deacon, Father Cox as subdeacon, and Father Cashman as mas-
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The history of all civil society proves that when justice can be trampled on with impunity then comes the cataclysm. The further we get from God the nearer we get to mammon, expediency becomes the rule, the classes and the masses differentiate, and soon is heard the rumble of revolution. In such times it is our duty to cleave to the faith as did Columbus and the crusaders, otherwise the historian at no distant day may begin to chronicle the story of our country's decline and fall.

Dr. Hirsch on America's Discovery.

Ethical Significance of Columbus' Accident.

Dr. E. G. Hirsch delivered a discourse before a large congregation in the Sinai Temple. Every seat was occupied. The platform was decorated with American flags and banners. Busts of Washington, Lincoln and Columbus were appropriately draped. The choir sang national hymns. Dr. Hirsch's subject was: "The Moral Significance of the Discovery of America." The speaker said in part:

"There are moments in the life of each individual soul, that are given to deeper reflection—when doubt crowds upon it, when life itself seems a burden of accidents. During the sober reflections of these moments we look back upon the experience of the past. A gleam comes that unravels the interwoven fabrics of history. And the movements on the chess board of time that forged the links of the centuries reveal themselves to us and are as an open book.

"The question arises, was the discovery of America a mere accident or was it by providential direction? The thinker looking backward considers October 12, 1492, a turning point in the history of the world. Then he wonders how a mariner whose original purpose was the discovery of a passage to the Indies found a world. Columbus' intent, when he sailed out of the harbor of Palos, was to enrich the coffers of his country. We all know the history of that tempestuous voyage, resulting in stumbling upon this continent. We can say that Columbus' discovery was accidental; we have the proof. Greater than Columbus is America. Columbus was simply an instrument in the hands of providence.

"Looking backward over four hundred years let us embrace with one sweeping glance the ending of the fifteenth century. In Constantinople the crescent has been victorious over the cross. Gutenberg has invented printing. The Hussite war has been terminated. The reformation is approaching. Martin Luther is advancing and having recognition, Copernicus, the astronomer, is growing to manhood. Ferdinand and Isabella are on the throne of Spain. The differences of York and Lan-

The big church was thronged. After the first gospel Father Cashman ascended the pulpit. He said:

"All the world knows that Columbus discovered America. All Americans ought to know who Columbus was, what manner of man he was, and what were the motives that moved him and the influences that inspired him. The Atlantic ocean was to the people of the middle ages what the Hyperborean sea was to the Romans—a wild waste of endless waters over which hung everlasting night and eternal death. We know now, but Columbus did not know then, that bold voyagers from northern Europe discovered America before the great Genoese set foot on the soil of this country. Historical proofs abound going to show that as early as the sixth century an Irish Monk, St. Brendan, was one of those who came before Columbus. Ancient Irish literature teems with references to the saint's discovery, and an Irish Christian brother, Gerald Griffin, who made a mark among men of letters of his day in London, embodied in a beautiful poem the Irish traditions in reference to the existence of 'Hy Brazil, the Isle of the blest,' America.'

Coming to the character of Columbus, the preacher paid a glowing tribute to the great navigator:

"His faith in the existence of a land beyond the ocean was only excelled by his faith in the teachings of the church to which we Catholics are proud to belong. It was because of his faith that he set forth on his mission of discovery. He had heard of India and of the great wealth of that country. His idea was that India extended to where he found America. He was fired with the idea of driving the Turks out of the Holy Land." This task needed money for its accomplishment, and Columbus set forth to get it with a pure heart and the heroic determination of a crusader. We all know the sequel.

"While we laud Columbus, let us not forget the Catholic priest, Father Perez, who influenced Isabella to assist Columbus, and let us not forget that Catholic queen of Spain for enlisting him to make the voyage. Ignorant snarlers may bray until they get tired, but braying cannot change the facts of history. These facts show that Catholics discovered this land, that they explored and colonized it, that they fought and died for it when it was in danger; and these facts, too, enable us to say that for our faith to continue, to flourish here, means the perpetuation of the republic. From Columbus to the Catholics whose names are signed to the declaration of American independence, and from them to the gallant Sheridan, a long line of the members of our church have left us a heritage which we should cherish as a precious possession. If we so cherish it, we must be good Americans. A good Catholic must be a loyal citizen. When men and nations fall away from religion, they become a prey to materialism and selfishness, and then greed for gain leads to injustice.
easter are ending, and Henry the VII is creating modern England. Italy cherishes the master of painting. Venice glories in republican splendor, and Alexander Borgia is seated in the pontifical chair at Rome. In Florence Savonarola is preaching a new reformation. This is the state of Europe when the discovery of a new world dawns—a period of upheavals in art, and literature, science and religion. This was the era when a new world was discovered for a nobler and newer humanity. What the North American continent has done for civilization is a matter of history. No country can boast of such natural possessions as the new continent. The ancient forests have stored up their treasures for us. We ask for a tribute from the rivers; they do not deny us. We dive down into the depths of the ocean and are rewarded. It is not necessary for me to tell of the secreted treasure in the bowels of the earth awaiting discovery, of the black diamonds, metals and life sustaining waters. It is needless to mention the vastness of our surface wealth, our cereals, that help to nourish the world, and other sources of wealth in the catalogue of our possessions. It is in obedience to an impulse that we seek to learn of the age of Columbus and other men who held aloft the torch of larger opportunity.

"The constitution of the United States embodies the principles sounded from the housetops by the ancient Hebrews, religion is the privilege of the individual soul. Just because the election of religion was left to the individual is our supremacy over monarchical countries. The vital principle of religion is individual responsibility to a higher source of life-obligation to God. The responsibility of the individual and the authority of man are the moral significance of the discovery of America—not the discovery of virgin soil. A government of the people, by the people and for the people is not a theory but a practical experience, and under such a government, the arts and sciences will flourish. We are on the threshold of the twentieth century, and an era of liberty."

KNEW NOT WHERE HE WAS GOING.

COLUMBUS A HERO, YET A CREATURE OF HIS AGE AND RACE.

Rev. John R. Gow, pastor of the Hyde Park Baptist Church, took for his subject "The Faith Element in the Voyage of Columbus." He compared the navigator's sailing with the journey of Abraham when he separated from Lot in the land of Egypt. He said:

"Each departed 'knowing not where he was going,' each was called, and each obeyed. Each went to discover that which to him should be an inheritance. Columbus was a devotee of faith, and upon his perilous journey he went in perfect trust in God. Columbus lived in an age of exploration, superstition and prejudice. But it was an age when all minds were directed in the pursuit of knowledge. He was a hero, and yet a creature of his age and race. Columbus was foremost among contemporaneous explorers in making new discoveries, and his earnest zeal was not without avail. The west depended upon the east for its luxuries, and one of the most potent incentives, which ultimately resulted in the explorations of Columbus, was the necessity for a new source of supply which the nobility demanded.

"The gates to China were closed against the west. The war with the Turks destroyed the commerce of that country, and with a view to a new passage to Asia, Columbus departed on his perilous journey. Through innumerable hardships, beaten back by contending elements, surrounded by mutinous seamen, harassed by doubt, but determined in spirit, with face ever set toward the unknown west, he sailed on and on; till at last, through faith in God and the dispensation of an all-wise providence he set foot upon America, taking possession of it in the name of the God he so faithfully served."

MORAL RESULTS OF THE DISCOVERY.

M. M. MANGASARIAN'S LECTURE ON COLUMBUS.

Before the Ethical Culture society, at the Grand Opera House, Professor M. M. Mangasarjan lectured on "Christopher Columbus and the Moral Results of the Discovery of America." Reviewing the life of Columbus, Mr. Mangasarjan said he was bred in an age of superstition, when the growth of mind was shackled. In his Italian home he dreamed as a boy, of the Indies beyond the western sea, and in his manhood, indomitable will and great courage brought a grand realization of those dreams. Columbus' project was received with mocking by a superstitious age which would accept the supernatural, but had no place in its faith for the great deeds of a courageous mind.

"When America was discovered, the modern spirit was born," said the lecturer. "Great and new ideas sprang up in Europe, but they were lost in the stubble of old forms and superstitions. In this new land to which Columbus gave civilized existence these ideas found a soil suitable for their growth and expansion.

"The mind of Europe was strong, but the body was weak and corrupt. In the virgin soil of America the mind spread. The new land had been able to teach older Europe that a nation can exist where men shall be equal, where property shall be protected, and where the humblest born may attain the loftiest position. All this change in the face of the modern world had come from the immense courage and the untarnished mind of the great discoverer. Devout Catholic that he was, he passed
beyond the rule of priestcraft and superstition and opened to the
world a garden for the planting of the seeds of new thought. His
discovery, America, had changed modern Europe. Its example had
melted old conventionalities and superstitions, broken down barriers
between the high and low, and taught the people of this ancient
civilization the usefulness of freedom of thought and action. It was the
irony of fate that such a man should die in poverty, unrewarded for his
most magnificent achievement."

Mr. Mangasarian took to task recent writers who have sought to un-
derestimate the value of Columbus’ work by attacking his moral char-
acter. Musty old documents and unpublished letters had been produced,
said he, to prove the errors of the discoverer’s young manhood, and to
show that in his voyage of discovery he was simply a vagabond and a gold
hunter. The man who, seeing the lily, cared to point to the mud as the
birthplace of the beautiful flower, was not to be admired. Columbus
must be measured not by his origin, or by possible personal lapses. His
glory was in what he did, and he had made possible the great moral
agency of the new world.

COLUMBUS AND WASHINGTON.

TWO TYPES COMPARED BY REV. MONTGOMERY THROOP.

Rev. Montgomery Throop, of All Saints’ church, preached on “Col-
umbus and Romanism.”

“During the last few weeks the Roman Catholics have, by the use of
our newspapers, used every effort possible to associate themselves promi-
iently with the Columbus celebration. It is no new thing for church
people in general to strive for notoriety. If we look back a few years to
the centennial of the adoption of our constitution we will observe that
our church is the last one to find fault with the Roman Catholics. By
using our imagination we cannot conceive that George Washington be-
longed to any church but ours. His character shows it.

“On the other hand, Columbus is connected in the same way with
the Catholic Church. I do not desire to censure him for the means he
used in keeping his crew ignorant of his voyage, but he had a great
moral weakness in connection with his great strength, not only in his
own life, but as a governor and administrator. While he desired the In-
dians to be converted and civilized, he was ready to burn them at the
stake if they did not worship as he desired.

“We can safely say that Washington and Columbus were the fruits
of two different systems, and while we give the latter all the praise and
glory that belong to him, let us think of this, our nineteenth century;
the progress of our republican freedom; the election of our rulers by the
people, our public schools; our religious freedom, and in what light he
would consider it. Although we cannot fail to admire his intrepidity,
let us not forget the Norsemen who settled in the borders of our own ter-
ritory, and to them belong the first honors. We are their descendants.

“At the beginning of our second century of national life, we are
set with dangers arising from the presence of the inferior races of sou-
thern Europe. These races desire to rule, and if they should gain that
power in this country, we would rapidly find ourselves in the same posi-
tion as the countries of South America. We have lost much of the zeal
which belongs to the Catholic Church of this nation. That which our
forefathers cast aside we have taken up, and we have taken much which
we ought to have left alone. Our representative men can compare with
the Roman, as Columbus compares with Washington. These two are
men who achieved greatness, not by enthusiasm, but by an unswerving
pupose which never forgets the presence of God.”

AMERICA WITH A LARGE A.

REV. MR. DELANO WANTS NATIONAL CUSTOMS RESPECTED AS WELL AS COLUMBUS.

“I am more interested to know what is to become of America in the
next fifty years than I am to know perfectly the man who discovered it,”
said Rev. Henry A. Delano in beginning his sermon before a large con-
gregation at the First Baptist Church in Evanston. He continued:

“I am more anxious to know whose hands will guide the craft from
this on than I am about the hands that guided the first bark to our
shores. Those hands are dust, and those brave hearts fast asleep, but I
know many a hand with ten fingers aching to grasp the reins of this gov-
ernment and run it for the selfish aggrandizement of the few. There is
enough of past achievement to celebrate that is glorious and magnificent
without splitting hairs over the discoverer of America. If Columbus
was the fortunate mariner, I would not pluck one feather from his plum-
age, nor even disturb the ruffle about his neck. If he it was who first
planted the cross here, I say amen, and by that sign we conquer. But I
am more interested in the men who developed this land than I am in the
man who found it; more interested in the men who saved it by their
blood than I am in the men who first sighted shore.

“The grand exposition year which is to be inaugurated the present
week, is not so much an illustration of what was found, as it is a revela-
tion of what has been made. Columbus found a chaos. The foreigner
landing here to-morrow ought to find a cosmos. It is a new world we
are putting on exhibition—is it not? I know of some persons who want
to make it as much like the old one as possible. God pity the servile and
namby-pamby American who, in an hour like this, is running after reli-
cies—who is more careful to have Spain, Portugal or France, foreign
faith, foreign ideas, foreign fashions or foreign Sunday consulted, than
the principles, the deeds and the customs of his own land. I am in favor
of the utmost courtesy and fairness toward all without, but I protest
against the idea of arraying the goddess of American liberty in the cos-
tume of centuries gone by. If I know anything about American history
I think the stars and stripes good enough for her. I want to see liberty
of conscience and speech, fair and honorable concessions made to every
man, every sect, every church and institution, but I want the fundamen-
tal ideas of this government honored by every citizen, its flag respected
its laws obeyed, its language taught and spoken, and if the citizen can’t
do that, let him go and discover something of his own. I do not want
this great celebration to be a revamping of Columbus alone nor his pe-
culiar faith.

“No sect, no hierarchy, no class, no race, no condition save that
which is American in its spirit, patriotic in its genius and loyal to the
back bone to every thread of the American flag, every star in its blue
square, every hope it stands for, and every principle it symbolizes.
Hands off, and a fair, genial, fraternal, patriotic show, not only of what
has been, but of what is and is to be.

“I am a friend of every sincere, intelligent faith, of every honest and
pure creed, of every pure principle of republicanism, but I am most, and
to-day and forever, an American, and that spelled with a N as large as
North America itself.”


BISHOP CHENEY'S SERMON

ON THE INDEBTEDNESS OF THE COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION TO THE PAST
AND PRESENT INFLUENCES OF RELIGION

The missionary hymn, “From Greenland’s Icy Mountains,” was sung
to the tune “Cruger,” before the reading of the communion service, and
the congregation and choir joined heartily in the singing of “God Bless
Our Native Land” to the tune “America” before the sermon.

The subject of Bishop Cheney's discourse was, “What the Columbian
Exposition Owes to Christianity.”

The question was, had the religion of Christ revolutionized the moral
aspect of the world, said the bishop. All history stood ready to prove
that it had. It was easy to show that it had been a moral fight. His
task that morning lay in a different direction, and it was an appropriate
one on account of the near approach of the dedication ceremonies of the
great world’s fair. Had they ever noticed that when an electric light
was burning the shadows around it were dark? It had been charged
against christianity that, while it made the conscience light and clear, it
made the intellect dark. It had been said that christianity encouraged
the emotional and dampened the practical. What had christianity done
for the intellectual cultivation of the people? He did not ask, What had
christianity done to educate a class? When recently one hundred miners
were entombed a glorious work was done by the rescuing party, when
some of them were brought to the surface of the ground. Such a work
was done by the philosophers of Greece and Rome. They brought out an
educated class. They never attempted to enlighten the mass of mankind.
It was reserved for christianity not only to save more than a class, but to
enlighten a people who were enveloped in darkness.

Rome had its great teachers of art, philosophy and sciences, but their
aim was only to teach a class. The 60,000,000 slaves and the populace
living on the bounty of the rich were not troubled. They did not care to
learn and nobody cared to teach them. The public school boy of to-day
knew more about Rome than any of those persons did. How was it that
he came to do so? The lawyer says that the law of the present day comes
from the old Roman law; the poet declares that his inspiration has been
derived from Homer and Virgil; the orator points to Demosthenes and
Cicero, and the philosopher owes much of his reasoning to Plato and
Aristotle. How did the world in the nineteenth century come to have in
its possession all the literary treasures which were written before the
christian era? When Rome fell into the hands of the Goths all learning
perished. Libraries made campfines for the savage horses; literature
was blotted out. Who saved what is possessed to-day? The church of
Christ and the church alone. The bishop had no word of palliation for
the errors of the clergy of the dark ages, but they and they alone
preserved the literature that remained to this day. In their cloisters and
monasteries they hid for a thousand years all those treasures. Hallam,
the historian, said: “Religion alone made a bridge and linked the two
periods of ancient and modern civilization.”

The church has also broken down the wall between the classes. In
olden days the only place where the peasant and the lord where on
equality was where the church came in. No matter how humble his
origin, if a man entered the church he became a peer with the rest.
Cardinal Wolseley was the son of a butcher. The church produced pub-
lic schools. In the second century when the old christians were dying
out the only way was to educate the young. When the Goths and Van-
dals buried Rome under ignorance, the clergy undertook to give educa-
tion to the young. As early as 529 a council of the church ordered that
every priest should make his home a school for the young. The synod of Orleans in 729 ordered that all children, rich and poor, should go to school, and made teaching free. The emperor, Charlemange, also ordered that the clergy should teach.

When Alfred the Great founded the great universities he established free schools where the Bible was the text book. Not a university exists in Europe, which has not been established by Christian princes or clergy. In this country, who were the founders of Harvard and of Yale, and the great university in Chicago? In America $1,000,000,000 has been spent in education. Who gave it? Not the advocates of infidelity, but the friends of Christian culture.

In what countries had inventive science shown itself? The Indians, Arabs and Chinese are the same as they were one thousand years ago. Under Mahommedanism, Buddhism and Idolatry there has been stagnation, except where the inhabitants have been brought into contact with Christianity. It was easy to say that the church had closed the doors to science. How came it to pass that in the religions in which the church was dominant science made the greatest progress. James Watt was a Scotchman, but how was it possible that the steam engine could be discovered in a Christian country? Morse and Eddy were Americans, yet they discovered telegraphy and electricity.

The great exposition which will open next year will demonstrate to the world that progress only exists in Christian countries. Humboldt had said that it was the tendency of the Christian mind to gather from the order and beauty of nature the goodness of a creator. Huxley said that the religion which made men's thoughts to turn towards science was the religion of Jesus Christ. The bishop had not read the hard things that had been said about Columbus, but he believed he was a man actuated by the desire to place Christianity in heathen lands.

How much did the Columbian exposition owe to Christianity? It owed everything. There would be in the coming exposition only what had been born of Christianity, nourished by Christianity and pushed to its development by Christianity."

FOR THE WORLD'S REGENERATION.

FINDING OF THE NEW WORLD PART OF THE SCHEME OF SALVATION.

Services in honor and memory of Columbus were held in the Church of the Sacred Heart, Nineteenth and Johnson streets, at 10:30 o'clock. The large house of worship was completely filled, and many stood outside the doors. Father Walter Hill preached on the discovery of America, but the exercises were for the most part musical, the regular choir being augmented by several soloists and a string orchestra. Fathers Masterson and Ward acted as deacons, while Father Corbett celebrated solemn high mass.

Father Hill's sermon, which was a review of the life of the discoverer of the new world, with morals drawn from his example, was listened to most attentively. His words seemed to have all the more weight for his patriotic surroundings. The pulpit from which he spoke was enwined with red, white and blue, while to his right a draped portrait of Columbus smiled upon the congregation. The national colors were considered sacred enough to be wrapped round and round the tabernacle itself, and all through the church flags and banners were hung.

In beginning the speaker told of the opposition Columbus encountered in making his project clear to the people of the old world and the privations to which he was subjected, drawing therefrom the lessons of perseverance and assiduity. Blind prejudice, he said, was a most difficult thing to overcome, and that Columbus overcame it showed him to be a great man. Americans should be grateful for the advantages they enjoy over all other nations, especially for the freedom of religious thought that is here afforded to all men. Of all classes the Catholics should be the most thankful, and it was fitting they of all others should celebrate the triumphs of a man of their own creed, who had done so much for them. They should show this by taking an active part in all matters pertaining to the discovery of America and the world's fair which celebrated this epoch in the history of nations, and should conduct themselves so as to make the best citizens.

Father Hill said he had no doubt but that America was a country chosen of God, where all might worship him as their consciences dictated, and not at the commands of others, who could see only their own selfish hearts. The discovery of America was only a part of the general scheme of the Creator, and Columbus was the divine instrument used in carrying it out. Advantages so generously given to a great people should be used not carelessly, but with the thought always in mind of their great value.

COLUMBUS DAY AT EPIPHANY.

SERVICES AND DISCOURSE IN TUNE WITH THE EVENTS OF THE WEEK.

American flags hung in graceful folds above the chancel of the Church of the Epiphany, and the desk from which the Rev. T. N. Morrison preached an eloquent Columbian sermon was draped with the stars and stripes. The special service in honor of the discovery which the whole world is celebrating, attracted an audience that filled to overflow-
ing the handsome church at Ashland boulevard and West Adams street. A superb musical program preceded the sermon. Beginning with the organ prelude, the surpliced choir entered, the processional hymn being

Come ye faithful, raise the anthem,
Cleave the skies with shouts of praise.

After the Psalms came the "Te Deum," Dy kes, in F; the "Jubilate Deo," Sullivan, in D; and Hayden's anthem:

The heavens are telling the glory of God,
The wonder of his work displays the firmament.

Mr. Morrison chose his text from Hebrews xi, 8: "By faith Abraham, when he was called to go out into a place which he should afterwards receive for an inheritance, obeyed, and he went out not knowing whither he went." The pastor said:

"In studying the history of human progress the wonder is not so much that man has achieved great things, but rather that discoveries, inventions and improvements have been so long delayed. Celebrating at this time the discovery of America we cannot but admire the man who in God's providence was mastered by the conviction of the rotundity of the earth. Driven by his destiny from land to land and from court to court amid the sneers of the learned and the anathemas of the theologians, the contempt of courtiers; in poverty and disappointment; pressing his convictions on every man he met; with courage and faith sailing out into the unexplored sea, on and on, until at last he beheld the land he had sought by faith, and knelt down, thanked God, and knew not himself how he had set forward the hands on the dial which measures man's life upon earth. We admire the man. Honor Columbus, the great discoverer, each century, as one by one the generations come and go on this great continent. Honor Columbus, as in this happy land a great people work out the problems of self-government.

"The thoughtful will consider this week the meaning of this event, and as it finds place in the course of human development see God in history and know that all things come in the fullness of time. We will read in this event a story like unto Abraham's of old; a man called of God, a man of faith going out by faith not knowing whither he went; a man in whom all the nations of the earth are blessed. We are the heirs of all the ages. I want something better than an ode to Columbus, but let us sing that with a will. His fortunate destiny saw the harvest ripening; the world was on the eve of another seed-sowing; already a premonition of a change was agitating the world; the hands on the great clock were slowly approaching high noon; the hour struck and the new day of modern life had begun. The Lord called Columbus and said: 'Get thee up from thy kindred and thy father's house.' At last he prayed in the church at Palos, and out into the west he sailed, and on Oct. 12, 1892, he saw the land—locked in God's purpose until the hour from the knowledge of all Europe.

"Columbus has filled his destiny. He died discarded, a failure as a colonizer and governor, and the iron entered his soul. 'I will wear these chains,' he said, 'as an evidence of the gratitude of princes.' He died a Christian. He who cannot read in our history a purpose must be blind to the meaning of events, must be destitute of that spirit which seeks a philosophy of history.

"In God's providence we have been trying experiments; self-government, universal suffrage, popular education, the entire separation of church and state. Our experiments have proven successful. A great multitude lives in peace, and no sectional discord threatens the continuance of the national life. Yet, we cannot this day think only of ourselves. The gospel of Jesus Christ has not been preached in vain. Those mighty buildings down on the lake front are witnesses to something more than the enterprise and energy of Chicago. They tell of more than our advancement in art and the mechanics. They stand as a witness to the fact that our civilization is Christian."

The services closed by singing "America," the entire congregation taking part.

**COLUMBUS AND HUMAN PROGRESS.**

**LESSONS DRAWN FROM OUR NATION'S PAST, AND PROTECTIVE LEGISLATION DENOUNCED.**

Rev. M. H. Harris, D. D., preached at the Church of the Redeemer (universalist), on "Columbus and Human Progress." The disregard of some of our politicians for the principles of political economy in the matter of taxation was brought out in the course of his sermon, and class legislation and protection was roundly denounced. After reviewing the character, work and achievements of Columbus, and briefly summing up the history of the country since its discovery and the policy of the government since the adoption of the federal constitution, he told his congregation of lessons the past suggested to him and recommended their adoption by those who have the power to outline its policy and principles.

"The chief distinction of our progress since we became a nation," he said, "is the development of our material resources. They have claimed our interest, they have been our pride; but with all their greatness they have been the source of most that is unsatisfactory in our national experience, and here lies the greatest danger that threatens our immediate future. Where the people are absorbed in pursuit of gain the government will naturally be regarded as an instrument to the same end. It must be admitted that we have legislated too much in accordance with
DISCOURSES ON THE LIFE OF COLUMBUS.

For the last eighty years the course of national legislation has been such as to encourage all who had in hand great schemes of improvement to look to congress for aid. Under one pretext or another such aid has been extended until local interests, or class interests, or individual interests claim this fostering power. This is the very last country in which government subsidies should be necessary, for our resources are so ample that they might almost develop themselves. Special legislation is not only a preservation of the ends of government, but it opens the way to corruption; and not all the legislative bodies in the world contain virtue enough to resist the pressure that is sometimes brought to bear on our congressmen.

“Our vast national wealth has tended indirectly to prevent the proper study of the principles of government. Whether our government has been administered well or ill, whether our legislation has been wise or foolish, we have continued to grow rich and powerful. We have done very well with our entire civil service for fifty years dependent on the results of political campaigns and the caprice of those who have held the highest offices. What can we say from actual experience of the system of protection when we have made radical changes in it, on the average as often as once in ten years, and have laid what we call protective duties on all articles that we could never produce and those already produced in abundance as well as those whose production we thought it desirable to stimulate? What real experience have we had in distributing the burden of necessary taxation for the support of government in such a manner to be the most easily borne? As a government we are in much the same condition as the farmer on a soil of great natural fertility who becomes careless of all proper methods for the management of soil and crops. A nation must learn prudence or perish. I trust we shall not wait to become poor before we begin to study and apply with thoroughness the principles of government.”

In considering the relation of the government to the schools Dr. Harris said: “The government should open the way for those who would attain eminence in such departments of knowledge as distinguish the present era of intellectual development. It should stimulate the highest forms of activity and it should develop the intellectual resources of the country with at least the solicitude it has bestowed on the material. Whatever may be the relation of government to the schools it certainly can and should be the greatest friend and promoter of sound learning. If, however, the state insists on managing the schools, it should take charge of all grades, and in that case must encounter the resistance of the Roman Catholic church. This church will not entrust the education of its children to the state unless the state is administered by the church. We are as yet only upon the threshold of the difficult question. So far as present indications point it will be necessary to separate entirely the schools from the state or the church from the schools.”

In speaking of the future of religion in the United States, Dr. Harris said that he looked forward to the entire separation of church from state. At the close of his sermon Dr. Harris was heartily applauded by his congregation.

STORY OF COLUMBUS’ VOYAGES.

REV. WILLIAM G. CLARKE’S ADDRESS AT THE CAMPBELL PARK PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.

“Columbus and His Voyages of Discovery” was the subject of Rev. Wm. G. Clarke’s discourse at the Campbell Park Presbyterian Church. He said:

“Columbus never thought of discovering a new country. His ambition was to discover a passage to the west that would lead to India and Asia, and his imagination teemed with bright dreams of the gold and jewels that would be his when he had reached the fabled Cathay. He thought that if he steered straight westward the prow of his ship would grate upon the shores of Asia. To get a fleet to carry out his ambitions, Columbus went before the senate at Genoa, his birthplace, but the wise men laughed at him. He traveled to Portugal, but that country was in the throes of war, and King John would not listen to his plans. Disheartened, he went over the mountains into Spain, and before Ferdinand and Isabella. They listened to his plans, but as they had just been through a long war with the Moors, their treasury was depleted. Heart-sick, he went back to the mountains, and for some years he lived in a convent. Finally, through the instrumentality of the queen, Columbus was fitted out with three ships, the Santa Maria, Pinta and Nina.

“Columbus had no idea of the immense size of the world. He thought it would be but a few days before he would reach Asia. Not till Balboa’s time did the world know that a great sea still stretched to the westward. Many days the little fleet sailed, and the superstitious sailors began to fear and threatened mutiny. At 2 o’clock on the morning of Oct. 12, the moon, which had been obscured by the clouds, appeared in all her brightness, and from the deck of the Pinta, which was in the lead, the booming of cannon was heard, and the joyful cry of ‘Land, ho!’ At daybreak Columbus stepped ashore and took possession of the land in the name of the sovereigns of Spain. He named it San Salvador. It was a triumphal procession that wended its way to the throne of Castile on his return to Spain. The foreigners flocked to the new shores, and then commenced that history of brutalities to the natives of this country. Columbus re-
turned from his first voyage in triumph, pomp and splendor. He returned from his second voyage to plead his cause before King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella, to whom he had been grossly misrepresented. He returned from his third voyage in chains, and on the return from his fourth voyage he was a mental and physical wreck. His last years were spent in poverty. Shame be upon Spain for this injustice to a man to whom it owes much. ‘For all that I have done for Spain,’ he wrote, ‘there is not a roof in the entire land that I can call my own.’ And after he died, it was seven years before Spain realized the extent of his services to her, and gave him a decent, christian burial.”

FOUR HUNDRED YEARS AGO.

REV. LUTHER PARDEE’S SERMON IN THE AUSTIN CHURCH OF ST. PAUL.

Service commemorative of the 400th anniversary of the discovery of America by Columbus were held in the church of St. Paul the Apostle, at Austin. The attendance was large. “America” and the “Hallelujah” chorus were sung by the choir. The rector of the parish, Rev. Luther Pardee, referred to Columbus and the world’s fair generally in his sermon. He said;

“Four hundred years ago from the waters of the untried seas there was opened up a new world to the eyes of the mariner, Columbus, and his less hopeful companions, and he offered this world, as in duty bound, to his sovereign. These 400 years have been indeed years of trial and probation for the land which has grown from infancy to years of robust strength, dignity and importance. He who set forth in that little Spanish vessel had no conception of the magnitude of the work that he had put in motion. He knew nothing of the greatness of the new world he had given to his sovereign and through him to the multitudes who in after years should call it home. Nor could he by any means forecast the eventful days that should follow the fire and flood, the war and pestilence, as well as the peace, plenty and prosperity.

“From all these things his eyes were held. He could never, like Moses, see in prophetic vision the glory that should be. He died with no conception of the importance of the benefit he had bestowed upon mankind. We of these later days are beginning to realize something of these possibilities, marvelous beyond the wildest conception of an enthusiast or the gorgeous fabric of a dream, yet all stretched before us in the future.

“There are men here to-day who can remember a time when the mere suggestion of what is an ordinary fact in yonder fair grounds would have been scoffed at by the great majority of people as an impossibility, and the dreamers of such dreams have been regarded as no better than madmen. As we look toward the future and recognize it in the light of the plans and proposed achievements of the men of to-day what limit can we set and say ‘thus far shalt thou come and no farther?’

“Limits there undoubtedly are, and he who holds the world in the hollow of his hand and sets bounds to the seas knows how far to let us go in the accomplishment of our purposes, but where the stop shall be made and what will be the measure of success obtained no mortal man can tell.”

SERVICES IN HYDE PARK.

SERVICES AT THE HYDE PARK PRESbyterian and SOUTH CONGREGATIONAL CHURCHES.

Rev. W. W. Totheroh, of the Hyde Park Presbyterian Church, took for his subject “The American Citizen—His Debt and Duty.” He said:

“Our patriotic sentiments seem to come not so much from our reason or instincts. An American citizen assigns no reason for his love of country. He simply says: ‘I love my country.’ Christianity cultivates a loftier sentiment than patriotism, inasmuch that it teaches the love of the whole world over. Christianity does not destroy patriotism. A Christian is a better patriot because of his Christianity. It is sincerely hoped that the time set apart for our Columbian celebration will be so utilized as to inculcate into our people a great practical education and a patriotic sentiment.

“For the discovery of America, as well as for its phenomenal growth we owe a debt of gratitude to Almighty God. Was it not marvelous that Columbus was so providentially led to the shores of our beloved land? To God we are indebted for the beautiful location of our country, its natural products and its beautiful scenery, the development of our resources and the inventiveness and prosperity of our people. Our nation, indeed, has its faults, but it has also its virtues.

“As American citizens our first duty is to our God; our second to our country. To be a good citizen and a good Christian, are two different things and yet one cannot exist without the other. Surely these weeks and months set apart for the celebration of Columbus’ discovery and the marvelous growth and prosperity of the nation can be utilized in developing a christian spirit and a national patriotic sentiment.”

At the South Congregational Church, at Drexel boulevard and Fortieth street, Columbian Sunday was properly observed. Rev. Willard Scott, the pastor, took for a topic “The Providential Features of the Discovery of America.” He showed the influence which christianity had in this movement, and related the trials through which Columbus passed, and how at last, being led by divine providence, he was able to reach the
new country. He also spoke of the great prosperity of the new world, and its rapid growth since its discovery, and thought it appropriate that the anniversary should be celebrated.

AT THE HOLY CROSS CHURCH.

GRATITUDE FOR THE BLESSINGS GIVEN THE WORLD IN AMERICA.

Columbian Sunday was observed at the Church of the Holy Cross, Sixty-sixth street and Cottage Grove Avenue. The church choir sang patriotic songs. Rev. Father Hishen chose for the subject of his sermon the anniversary of Columbus discovery. His sermon was patriotic. He expressed his gratitude and thanks to Almighty God for the blessings to the world following the venture of the Genoese mariner. Father Hishen in the course of his remarks gave a brief sketch of the life and character of Columbus, with anecdotes of the discoverer’s life.

It was “Columbian Home Mission” day at the South Evanston Presbyterian Church, and a special program was carried out. In the morning, the pastor, Rev. John N. Mills, preached upon the subject “America for Christ.” In the evening four ten minute speeches were delivered by laymen of the church, as follows:

1. “The Relation of America to the Nations of the Earth, as It Has Been.” Albert Dunham.
2. The Relation of America to Other Nations of the Earth, as It Ought and Might Be,” A. B. Adair.

The services were interesting and well attended.
THE AMERICAN INDIAN.

HISTORY, MANNERS AND CUSTOMS OF THE PEOPLE COLUMBUS FOUND ON THIS CONTINENT.

THEIR HISTORY.

The discovery of America by Christopher Columbus, in 1492 has been repeatedly and voluminously written up and dilated upon, in all of which the great majority of people are interested, as it marks an epoch very important in the world's history; but very little has been given in description of the strange people who formerly inhabited this country. To say that Columbus discovered this country, is a statement which carries with it a wrong and misleading impression, leaving one to infer that it had remained unknown and uninhabited by man from the foundation of the world until he made known its existence. The fact is that it had been peopled for probably thousands of years, and at the very time of the landing of Columbus the North American continent possessed a population variously estimated at from one to three millions. These people were mainly different tribes and nations of the American Indian, a race separate and distinct from any other on the globe. They were at this time in a semi-barbarous condition, obtaining a subsistence almost entirely by hunting and fishing, and by way of diversion making war on neighboring tribes. The soil was cultivated, however, to some extent in the vicinity of settlements, and from the Indian the world derived Indian corn, tobacco, squashes and pumpkins, potatoes, beans and melons, which were unknown to white men until after Columbus' discovery. It is the intention of this article to describe the Indians as they were at the time and soon after the discovery of this country.

As to the origin of the Indian, or the length of time he has inhabited this western continent, there can be obtained no definite or satisfactory data. It is a subject that has occupied the attention of ethnologists for many years, and while each has a theory, with a few corroborating facts to support it, the theories are almost as numerous as the authors or investigators. Some have endeavored to trace a resemblance between them and the Mongols or Malays of Asia, while those who rely upon the Bible and the Jewish account therein given, are inclined to connect them with the ten Lost Tribes of Israel, concerning whose descendants no account is given, and who, it is supposed, crossed the Behring straits to this country. John McIntosh, in his work on the North American Indian, advances the opinion that the aborigines of this continent came from northeastern Asia. He says: "Asia, no doubt, contributed to the peopling of America with tribes of different degrees of civilization. The Tartars, Siberians and Kamchadales are, of all the Asiatic nations with whom travelers are acquainted, those who bear the greatest resemblance to the North American Indian, not only in their manners and customs, but also in their features and complexions." On the contrary, Dr. Horton, another writer, asserts that "the American Indian, from the southern extremity of the continent to the northern limits of his range, is the same exterior man. With somewhat variable stature and complexion, his distinctive features, though variously modified, are never effaced; and he stands isolated from the rest of mankind, identified at a glance in any locality, and under every variety of circumstances; and even his desiccated remains, which have withstood the destroying hand of time, preserve the primeval type of his race, excepting only when art has interposed to prevent it." Others accept the theory of Ignatius Donnelly, in his "Atlantis," that the entire world was not submerged at the time of the flood, and that the Indian is a descendant of ante-diluvian tribes, and not from Noah. On one subject, however, all writers agree, and that is as to the common origin of all the aboriginal inhabitants of North America. They all have the same, or essentially the same, religion; they all have the same mode of warfare; they all possess the same general character; they all have like feasts, fasts and dances. The weapon of the bow and arrow prevailed among all the tribes and nations; the
flint arrow head was found among all the tribes from the Atlantic to the Pacific, and so likewise was the stone ax used among them of a uniform pattern. There are, however, evidences existing in the historic mounds found in the Mississippi Valley and in the ruins of temples in Mexico and Central America, that the Western Hemisphere was at one time inhabited by a people existing in a higher state of civilization than that of the native population found here at the time of the discovery. But nothing has been discovered which would lead to any other conclusion than that these people were the ancestors of the present Indian. Many of these mounds have been rifled of their contents, and these relics of ages past now adorn the shelves of museums in our largest cities.

Unlike the more civilized nations of the Old World, the American Indian possessed no perfected art whereby he could perpetuate his history down through succeeding generations. His mode of communication was by words spoken, using signs in the manner of deaf mutes between persons speaking different languages. Hence, aside from a system of hieroglyphics or symbols which he inscribed on nothing more durable than the bark of trees or dressed skins, he had no way of handing down the history of the race, other than by oral tradition. Their general rule was that history could be preserved with accuracy for the period of seven generations; that which reached back beyond this period was not relied upon as being accurate beyond dispute. Every tribe has its traditions and legends, many of which are extremely fanciful and evince the possession of a fertile imagination on the part of some of their ancestors. Almost every tribe has a legend that at some very remote period there was a great flood, when the waters covered the face of the earth, and that they came from the west; but further than this they know nothing as to their origin.

TRIBAL GOVERNMENT.

A wrong impression prevails as to the government of the Indians. It is the common idea that they are a set of vagabonds, whose only aim was a bare subsistence, subject to no moral or civil law, and that the chiefs were despotic rulers whose will was the only law; this is entirely erroneous. A man rises to the position of chief from the confidence reposed in him by the tribe. The chief governs by persuasion rather than by coercion. His influence among the tribe depends upon his established character for wisdom, bravery and hospitality. Whenever his conduct creates dissatisfaction among the tribe, his power ceases. The chiefs of each tribe settle all disputes, regulate the order of marches, etc. They have no written code of laws, but the chiefs teach them to be good hunters, brave in war, and kind to strangers. He is aided in the government of the tribe by a council of its leading men, whose authority none dispute.

INDIAN CHARACTER.

We have also formed a wrong impression as to the character of the Indian, the general impression being that he is a blood-thirsty, treacherous being, without affection, and brutal in his instincts, and that "the only good Indian is a dead one." But conscientious white men who have lived among and been intimately associated with them, have an entirely different opinion of poor 'Lo.' Mr. Heekewelder, who lived among them thirty years as a Moravian missionary, describes them as peaceable, sociable, obliging and hospitable. In their ordinary intercourse they are studious to oblige each other; they never wrangle or fight; they treat one another with the greatest respect, and live as peaceably together as the civilized people who succeeded them. The honor of their tribe, and welfare of their nation, is the first and most predominating emotion of their hearts, and from this proceeds in a great measure all their virtues and vices. Actuated by this sentiment they brave any danger, endure any torment, and expire triumphant in their fortitude. Those who defend the Indian claim that nearly all his vices were obtained from the white man—notable those of lying, stealing and drunkenness, which objectionable traits were practically unknown to the original possessors of this country; if such be the fact, considerable allowance should be made for the weaknesses and frailties of the red man. He was unsophisticated, unused to the wiles and deceptions of civilization, and all the more readily adopted the worst phases and rejected the better. That the Puritans not only appropriated his lands, but at the same time stole his corn, is an historical fact; and they believed, truly too, that they were fighting for life, liberty and country when they attempted to exterminate the white people and drive them back from whence they came. The fact of William Penn, the Quaker, having always been treated kindly and hospitably by the Indians is cited as a consequence of his humane treatment of them, never taking anything for which the Indians did not receive what to them was full value. These facts must be taken into consideration when forming an opinion of the character of the Indian. They have been deceived and swindled so long by government agents and others, have been supplied with bad food and worse whiskey, have been promised fish and given a stone, until their characters have no resemblance to that which they possessed before being thus contaminated. Mr. Catlin, an American artist, in speaking of his experience among the Indians, boldly remarks: "Reader, I look upon the Indian as the most honest and honorable race of people that I ever lived among, and in their native state, I pledge you my honor, they are the last of all the human family that will plunder or steal if you trust to their honor, and for this never-ending and boundless system of theft and plunder and
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debauchery that is practised upon these rightful owners of the soil, by acquisitive white men, I consider the retaliation, by driving off and appropriating a few horses, but a lenient punishment.”

FOOD AND PREPARATION.

Besides the game and fish which fell to the lot of the male members or “bucks” to provide, the women were kept busy, after their simple household duties were completed, in tending a little garden, which provided all that the family required for sustenance. Indian corn or maize was their principal vegetable food, in addition to which they raised rice, pumpkins, beans, melons and tobacco. The corn was pulverized in mortars by the women, and made into hoe-cake, hominy, or with beans made succotash. The woods and prairies abounded in blackberries, strawberries, raspberries, gooseberries, wild grapes and cranberries. Palatable and nutritious herbs, roots and nuts, were also prepared and enjoyed by them. The Indians have but two methods of cooking—boiling and broiling. Before the advent of the white man with his iron kettles, the mode of boiling among the red men was by putting water into a wooden trough or tub, and by continually adding hot stones the water was kept boiling until the food was cooked. The Indian is very fond of tobacco, which was generally smoked by mixing it with the bark and leaves of sumach, or red willow, pulverized, and was then called kinnikinic. Smoking with a stranger signified the Indian’s peaceable intentions, as he would never smoke with or in the presence of any one not a friend. Every treaty with the whites was concluded with smoking a pipe, which was passed from the lips of one to another until every person present had taken a few whiffs, and the contract was then considered binding on all; hence the expression, “the pipe of peace.” They did not smoke merely from habit or sensual gratification, the Indian considering it a form of communion with the Great Spirit. He did not walk around with a pipe in his mouth, but after lighting it sat in a corner and smoked in silence. The chief delicacies of the Indians were wild honey and molasses made from the sap of the maple.

WEAPONS AND UTENSILS.

Before the coming of the white man, the American Indian possessed no utensil or weapon made of iron or any other metal, all being formed of wood, shells, stones or the bones of animals. Their hoe with which the women cultivated their gardens, was a clam shell or something of that kind; their common ax was of stone, having a white fastened in the form of a noose or loop around the head for a handle; their mortars and pestles for pounding their corn, and chisels for various purposes, were also of stone and wood. They also had implements of stone that served for knives, which it is said were sharpened to so keen an edge that they could easily cut their hair with them. They also had pots and vessels of numerous styles made of clay, some of which were made in that manner and of that kind of clay as to withstand the heat of fire for cooking. In catching fish they made nets from the fiber of the bark of trees, or from a kind of weed in the nature of hemp. They also caught fish by means of a hook made of bones, fastened to a line in the same manner as practiced by our own people. Their weapons of war were the bow and arrow, spear, war-club and stone ax. The arrow was headed with a small stone or flint, sometimes with the horn of the deer or the claw of an eagle. Their tomahawk was of stone, the metal scalping-knife and hatchet with which they afterwards did such deadly execution, having been introduced by the whites, who also furnished them the gun and powder, which weapons they used so persistently and effectively in their attempt to exterminate those who had provided them with these improved implements of war.

Before the Indians acquired metallic hatchets they had great difficulty in cutting down trees and splitting up the wood for use. The mode of felling them was by burning them at the roots, when they would cut off the branches and split up the tree with their stone hatchets. Their bows were made of the horns of the mountain sheep and elk, and of wood. When of horn they were about two feet ten inches in length, of two parts, spliced in the center by sturgeon glue and deer sinews wound around the splice. To accompany the bow and arrow the Indian had what is called a quiver, in which he carried his arrows. It was generally made of skins of animals or some kind of bark suitable to the purpose.

The furniture of their huts was exceedingly simple. The chief articles were two or three pots or kettles for boiling their food, with a few wooden plates or spoons. The former—in the absence of metal, with the use of which they were acquainted—were made of coarse earthenware, and sometimes of a species of soft stone which could be excavated with their rude primitive hatchets; their knives were rude instruments produced by breaking pieces of obsidian* which had a tendency to form sharp edges like glass, and was common in the country. The women made bags of the bark of linden trees, or of rushes, to put their corn in. Their thread was made of nettles and of the bark of the linden tree and of various roots. To sew their moccasins they made use of very small thorns; mats were made from bulrushes. Their canoe, the only means of water transportation possessed by them, was made of the barks of trees or skins of animals firmly fastened around a framework of light and strong wood. Others were dug-outs, being a log dug out with a hatchet or hol-

*A kind of glass produced by volcanoes. It is usually of black color and opaque.
lowed out by fire and fashioned to suit the taste of the maker. These canoes were propelled entirely by paddles, our method of caring being unknown to them.

MARRIAGE AND DOMESTIC AFFAIRS.

Among most people or nations of the earth, whether civilized or barbarous, there exists some sort of marriage ceremony, with either civil or moral obligations assumed by one or both parties; with the American Indian it is different. Rev. Isaac McCoy, after twenty years residence among the red men, states that after inquiry of the missionaries and of the Indians themselves, he was unable to find information that any kind of ceremony ever took place among the Indians in connection with a marriage between the parties, as in any way affecting the same. In the Indian life, unaffected by the influence of the white men, the parties came together without ceremony, and that when either becomes tired of the other they separate with equal facility. But while there is no civil or moral contract or obligations taken by either, allowing the husband of his own notion to put away or divorce his wife without her consent; if he did so without cause, in the opinion of the wife's relatives, he incurred their displeasure, and was liable to retaliation.

One writer says: "The common practice among the Indians in marriage was for the parents of both parties to make up a match, very often without the consent or even knowledge of the parties to the marriage. Sometimes the agreement was entered into when the children were very young, and it generally happened that they yielded to the arrangement made by their parents, often before they had spoken to each other, knowing that should it prove mutually disagreeable, or to either party, it could at any time be broken off. When the contract was not made by the parents, the Indian youth having fixed his attentions on some young woman, would make his wish known to his mother or to some particular friend, to whose care he had committed the presents he had prepared for the occasion. The presents usually consisted of a fine blanket, and other articles of dress for his intended; and a kettle, a sack of corn or some other article for the parents. If these presents were received, it was at once understood that the offer was accepted. The period of courtship was not generally protracted beyond a few months and frequently of shorter duration, when it was terminated by the young man taking his chosen companion on a wedding trip of a few days. On this journey, wherever night overtook them, they pitched their wigwam, and spent the day in fishing and shooting, the bride steering the canoe. When this excursion is ended they return with the products of the chase, which they present to the parents of the bride, laying it at the mother's feet, and with them they continue to reside, as the parents consider they have a claim on their industry and support till they have a family of their own to support. Although no public vows are made, nor any particular ceremonies performed at the marriages of Indians, it is surprising how seldom their mutual engagements are violated."

The Indian had specific causes for separation the same as has the white man under his code of laws; these were in general, unfaithfulness and intolerable laziness on the part of the wife. Polygamy or plurality of wives prevailed to a certain extent among all the tribes on the continent. It was considered lawful for any man to marry as many wives as he could provide for. They generally selected, if possible, sisters, from an idea that they would be more likely to live together in peace. In the Iroquois tribe polygamy was forbidden, and never became a practice among that people. The Indian in general had no such thing in his household as domestic jars or family quarrels, his general character tended to harmony. It seldom happened that a man would condescend to abuse his wife or quarrel, even though she was inclined to do so and had given him just cause therefor. In such a case the man, without replying, would take his gun or bow and go off at a distance into the woods, and remain perhaps several days. When he returned the wife had probably repented, and would endeavor to show it by her actions, though perhaps neither speaks to the other a single word on the subject.

According to Indian custom, on return of an Indian from a long journey or absence, on entering his wigwam, the meeting with his family is unattended by outward demonstration of any kind. He simply says in his language "I am returned," to which his wife will answer "I rejoice," and having cast his eyes around will ask if the children are all well, when, being answered in the affirmative, he replies "I am glad," which for the present is all the communication that passes between them, nor does he relate anything that occurred on his journey until he has partaken of nourishment, which his wife speedily prepares for him. After awhile, when he has refreshed himself, if the family are alone, or when the men of the village have assembled at his wigwam, his wife with his family and others who may come in, hear his story at length.

The respect shown to their parents and all aged persons is a distinguishing trait of the Indian, and an insult or injustice to one of their family or tribe is made a personal matter, and if of sufficient importance, is avenged to the death.

INDIAN HABITATIONS.

The Indian home or habitation is sometimes called by the English people, a lodge, a name frequently applied to a small house in a park. They are also more properly called wigwams, from "wigwas," meaning birch bark in the language of the Algonquin tribe. But of late years
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they are commonly designated as tepees, from a word in the Dakota tribe's language signifying the same as wigwam in the Algonquin language. While the style of this house varied somewhat in widely separated localities, there was one pattern more generally followed and adopted, because of its simple construction and on account of the facility with which it could be taken down and transported. The tepees of the Dakota's were a fair sample of the great majority of the Indian homes. They were generally constructed by setting up poles, which met and was fastened at the top, making a lodge of from eight to fifteen feet in diameter, the poles being from ten to fifteen feet long, and was covered with tanned buffalo skins or elk skins. A lodge of skins would last three or four years, and could be taken down and carried about on their backs or on horses, through all their long winter hunts. The women constructed and removed the huts. Sometimes the covering was of bark or matting, it requiring not over a half-hour to complete the construction of one of these lodges. Light was admitted through an aperture at the top, through which the smoke escaped. This was provided with a mat, that closed the opening when required. In the center of the wigwam were four sticks or truncheons driven into the ground, with sticks laid over them, on which hung the pots and what they had to boil or cook. Around the fire lay mats that the Indians used as beds, wrapping themselves in their blankets. When they went into permanent quarters, some of the tribes constructed more commodious structures, with upright sides and a gabled roof, covered with bark or skins. These were sometimes made to accommodate several families. The mats heretofore spoken of, used for lodge covering and beds, were made from rushes in a manner somewhat similar to that of Chinese fabrics, not unlike the mode in which the housewives in early times made rag carpet, the rushes serving as the warp of the fabric. They were about four feet wide, and as long as the necessities of the case demanded, and when carried from place to place were rolled up like a scroll.

MODE OF DRESS.

The Indian clothed no more of the body than necessity demanded. The state of the weather was more of a guide for them than the dictates of fashion which rule so many white men, and women too. During hot weather the men wore simply an apron or clout to cover a particular part of the body, this being their only covering, with the exception of moccasins, when on the war path or hunt. The object was to free himself as much as possible from all unnecessary encumbrances and to allow the free use of every part of his muscular body. Before the advent of the white man, the Indian dress was manufactured entirely from the skins of animals; but since that time they have adopted the fabrics made by white men, excepting only the moccasins, which have withstood their ground with more success than any other part of their apparel; these were usually made of dressed deer skin and other animals affording like substantial material. When dressed for war or celebrating a victory the Indians adopted many fantastic methods of what they no doubt thought were ornaments of the head and body. He painted his face with ochre to make himself look as hideous as possible; some used head dresses ornamented with the tail feathers of the eagle, sixty or seventy being used in making the bonnet; some stuck the quills of birds in their hair and suspended about their necks the claws of birds and ferocious animals. Courage and skill in war or special deeds of bravery and daring obtained for the favorite brave in all tribes distinguishing features of dress. Under this rule the Indian warrior, who by his bravery had become entitled to this favor, was permitted to wear as an ornament upon his head the horns of a buffalo, which was added to his head dress. This could be worn only by the consent of the council. A chief could not wear this symbol of courage unless it was bravely won and accorded him by the council of the tribe. As the white soldier rejoices in his stars and stripes, so did the Indian in his buffalo horns and other symbolic features.

The dress of the Indian woman was also one of convenience, and in a style marking her native modesty, it being the costume of her mother for probably centuries passed. There were no ever-changing Paris fashions that had to be followed though the heavens fell; no sleepless nights passed in thinking how best she could trim her overskirt. The ordinary dress was a short gown or petticoat made of dressed deer skin, and a mantle thrown over her shoulders. Among the young and unmarried girls, ornamentation of beads and claws was considered proper. The Indian woman took great pride in her black, luxuriant hair, which she allowed to grow at full length, never trimming or cutting it in the least degree, and which she parted in front and combed down upon her back, usually braided or tied with a band to keep it in place. They had neither frizzes nor wigs, never powdered nor painted as is so common in the sex among civilized classes.

THEIR RELIGION.

While there are those among the civilized white men who denominates themselves infidels and mock at religion, such disbelief is confined almost exclusively to these few whites. No country has yet been discovered, no people yet been found, where some religious belief is not practically universal. This was particularly true of the former inhabitants of this continent. Their religion in many respects was similar to that of the Jews. They believed in a Creator, a Supreme Being, an All-Wise and All-Powerful Spirit. They also had their fasts and feasts like the
Sioux Warriors brought from Pine Ridge to Fort Sheridan, in charge of Capt. John B. Kerr, 6th Cavalry, U. S. A., who made a tour of Europe with Buffalo Bill.

1. Crow Cane.
2. Medicine Horse.
3. Call Her Name.
5. Short Bull, Chief.
6. Come and Grunt.
8. Horn Eagle.
9. Sorrel Horse.
10. Scatter.
11. Standing Bear.
12. One Bull.
13. Standing Bear.
15. One Star.
16. Know His Voice.
17. Bring White Horse.
18. Take the Shield Away.
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INDIAN SUPERSTITION.

There is no record or history of any tribe or race which does not possess its distinct and peculiar superstitions. The American Indian had what may be called a system of superstition that must have had its origin in their belief of the existence of numerous invisible spirits, which were everywhere, and had considerable influence over the acts and lives of the race. The flight of birds had a significance; the size, shape, color and motions of the clouds had a meaning, and important events were often decided by predictions founded on such movements. Indian tradition states that the wind is produced either by a bird or a serpent. The owl produces the north wind, the butterfly the south wind. A very pretty Indian tradition is that the robin was once an Indian woman, who fasted a long time, and just before she was turned into a bird she painted her breast, and, as she flew away, laughed for joy, but left the promise that she would return to her friends early in each spring-time through all the coming years. If there was to be peace and plenty, she declared she would come laughing; but if war or trouble, her voice would convey the prophecy of evil tidings. The Ojibways considered thunder to be a god in the shape of a large eagle, that fed on serpents; and that it had its abode on the top of a high mountain far out in the west, where it laid its eggs and hatched its young. Hence, "young thunder" is something more than a figure of speech to the children of the forests. Some Indians believe that the Great Spirit specially presides over the great works of nature, such as lakes, rivers, cataracts, or mountains of uncommon size, and to whom they pay special adoration when visiting places or objects of this character; and there present to him some kind of offering in token of their adoration. An Ojibway can rarely be induced to speak his own name, being early taught that speaking it will lessen his stature. The New England tribes never mentioned the name of one dead, for fear of some evil spirit that might follow.

A cruel superstition prevailed among some of the tribes of the western plains, that of sacrificing a female slave on various suspicious occasions, as that of averting the displeasure of the spirits. A superstition existed among some western tribes that a warrior in battle who wore upon his head a war bonnet, so called, a kind of head-dress extending down the back, ornamented with a certain kind of quills, would escape danger from the arrows or bullet of his enemies. Among the American tribes, large animals were believed to possess powerful spirits and were objects of worship and adoration. White birds were thought to possess souls. The tendency of the Indian mind was to the belief that everything is inhabited by spirits, and in this there is nothing startling or unusual, for many of our own race pretend to hold communion with spirits.
of departed friends, and bring at will spirits from the vasty deep. Fire was always considered a symbol of purity, and had a sacred character. The fire most held in veneration was that produced by the flint. Dreams were considered by the Indians as a direct communication from the spirit world. It is said that the boldest warrior will wake with shuddering from an ominous dream, and nothing will bend his will to a course which he has thus been instructed to avoid. A whole family have been known to desert their lodge at midnight, because one of their number had a dream of blood and tomahawks. The ancient Jews supposed that dreams proceeded from God, and if bad, inspired fear and provoked prayer. Referring to the religious trait in the Indian character, the English poet prettily says:

"Lo, the poor Indian, whose untutored mind, Sees God in clouds and hears him in the wind."

But superstition was not confined to the Indians, the whites in early days possessing very many foolish notions fully as ridiculous and untenable. The Puritan descendants thought that pigeons appearing in large flocks presaged sickness or pestilence, while smaller flocks generally foretold health and happiness. Wild geese flying south in the early autumn signified an early winter. The crowing of a domestic hen was a terrorizing sign, and nothing but its immediate death would avert some impending disaster. The tick of the death-watch in the wall denotes an early death in the family, and the howl of a dog or the lowing of cattle in the night is heard with apprehension. If our own race, which pretends to civilization, can continue to believe such and many other childish superstitions, we have no cause to wonder at the many curious notions of the untutored Indian.

DEATH AND ITS INCIDENTS.

To the Indian, death has no sting and the grave no victory. The fortitude and even willingness with which he makes his exit from this world has been a theme of much comment for many years. The coming of death is to him a joyful event, as it releases him from the trials and ills that human flesh is heir to, and transfers him to a state of continual and unalloyed happiness. The ceremonies that accompany the death and burial of a member of an Indian tribe or family are much like those recorded as prevalent among the Jews of ancient times. In many tribes the custom prevails of calling in women as "hired mourners" to aid in honoring the dead. These women take their places near the body of the deceased, and keep up a constant wail until exhausted, when another set takes their places, and the mourning and lamentation is kept up until after the burial. The mode of burial of the dead, while strikingly similar throughout the tribes, varied somewhat in different localities. Mrs. Jemison, the captive white woman of the Genesee, says that the general custom is to dress the deceased in his or her best garments, and place the body in a coffin made of skins or bark. With the body is placed a drinking cup and a cake, two or three tapers or torches, and the implements most used during the lifetime of the person. If he was a warrior, his weapons of warfare were buried beside him; if a hunter, his trappings for the chase; if a woman, some treasure of her wigwam; if a child, its favorite plaything. As the coffin is lowered into the grave, the burial service, which consists of an address to the dead, is delivered by the chief or person in charge. In this address the dead is charged not to worry on the way to the "happy land," and not to trouble his wife, children or friends whom he has left. After the address, the grave is filled and left until evening, when near relatives of the dead build a fire near the head of it, around which they sit until morning. This is kept up for nine consecutive nights, at the end of which time it is believed the departed has reached the end of his journey. In the case of burial of a female, she is provided with a paddle, a kettle, a carrying-strap for the head, and other feminine implements. All of their funeral ceremonies disclose and assert their belief in the immortality of the soul, and resurrection of the body, while the idea of the soul lingering with the body for a time after death and requiring food, denotes a concurrence with oriental customs and beliefs. The offering of food and libations to the dead is one of the oldest rites of the human family, and pervaded the entire continent. The fires kindled on the graves of the dead were for the purpose of lighting the spirit on its journey to the spirit land. For burial of the dead, the Indian usually seeks the highest point of land he can obtain. The body is often buried in a sitting posture. Black being the symbol for death, is the universal sign for mourning. The custom of cremation or disposition of the dead by burning the body seems to have prevailed very generally among the tribes of the Pacific coast, while a few of the nations elevated the coffin on poles, and left them suspended in the air. No pillars or monuments were ever raised to perpetuate the honor of the dead, this seeming omission no doubt being the result of their indifference to the present life and their faith in the happy future.

DISEASES AND THEIR TREATMENT.

Many white men believe that surgery is a science, but that doctoring is empiricism. If this be true — and in many cases who can doubt it — when our present medical fraternity have the benefit of all science, recorded investigations and elaborate experiments that centuries have
produced, combined with an intimate knowledge of the organs of the body and the properties of all curative substances, what could be expected of the American Indian in his attempts to cure diseases. If his medicine and anatomical knowledge was limited, so were the diseases he was called upon to treat. When the whites first made their appearance among them, the Indians had but two fatal diseases—consumption and yellow fever, although they were troubled often with tooth-ache and rheumatism. Their robust constitutions, their simple mode of life and being constantly in the open air made them heir to but few of the ailments that beset the white man. But with the advent of the latter came a complication of diseases that is gradually decimating the ranks of the red men. The whites introduced smallpox among them, and it has slain its tens of thousands; they also brought measles, whooping cough and other like contagious diseases. The general idea of sickness among the Indians seems to have been that an evil spirit had entered or taken possession of the person, and that when this is driven away they will be cured of the disease which afflicted them. The efforts of their medicine men were, therefore, mainly directed towards casting out this evil and mysterious power. The Indian is not at all alarmed by sickness; he fears death far less than the pain accompanying the illness. With the white men medicine is a science; with the Indian it is a mystery. The great remedy for preservation of health and the warding off of disease was the use of forced perspiration, which they resorted to on the slightest indisposition and frequently in health. They also used herbs, roots and plants as curative agents, and even at this day many white men assume the possession of superior medical knowledge by advertising themselves as Indian doctors, and claiming to use Indian medicine. The mode of proceeding among Chickasaws, in case of a doctor attending the sick, and which seems to have been substantially the same with all the tribes, was as follows: After looking at the sick person awhile, the family leave him and the doctor alone. The doctor commences singing and shaking a gourd over the patient, or beating a small drum of rude manufacture. This is done, not to cure, but to find out what is the matter or with what disease the patient is afflicted. As the doctor sings several songs, he watches the patient closely, finding out which song pleases him, and from this determines the nature of the disease. The doctor frequently recommends to have a large feast, at which the friends of the patient eat, dance and sing at a great rate. The doctor says that this weakens evil spirits.

**METHOD OF COMPUTING TIME.**

The Indian's idea of astronomy was rather limited, and he never pretended to know what he did not. They observed that the star in the heavens which we call the north star was always in the same position, and it was this that guided them in their travels by night, as the sun served them for a compass to guide them by day. They also had other marks to distinguish the north; they observed that the tops of trees always leaned a little in that direction, and that the inward skin of the bark of trees was always thicker on that side. But they did not always rely implicitly upon such observations as a guide in traveling. They had no other mode of noting time than that natural method coming to them through the motions of the earth and observations of the planetary system, aided by changes in the seasons, observations of the habits of animals and the like. Their cardinal divisions of time were into days and months, or suns and moons. That is, the time from the rising and setting of the sun was a day, and from the first appearance of what we call the new moon, passing through its various stages until its appearance again, was a month. The years were designated by the number of winters that had passed. Thus an event happened so many suns ago, or so many moons ago, or so many winters since. While their ages were reckoned by the number of winters that had passed, no Indian was expected to know his exact age from the uncertainty of their mode of keeping time. The habits and customs of the Indian, and his surroundings, through which the same were influenced, did not impress upon his mind the value of the time. Indeed, it was something of which he took no note in the course of his life. The Indians of the northern latitude watched the leaf of the white oak in the spring, and when it grew to the size of the ear of a mouse, they knew it was time to plant corn. They knew when the winter or hunting season approached by a change in the face of nature, and also knew when the summer season advanced by the increasing heat, but took little pains to inform themselves further on the subject.

In counting, they used the unit or decimals like the whites. Thus, ten units made ten, ten tens made a hundred, ten hundreds made a thousand, and so on. Some of the tribes, however, counted by fingers and toes. Thus, one is the first finger; two, the second finger; five, the hand; six, the hand and first finger; seven, hand and second finger; ten, was two hands; twenty, a man; forty, two men. Thus, forty-six was expressed as two men, a hand and first finger.

**INDIAN SHREWDDNESS.**

The Indian is endowed with quick perception, which enables him to trace an enemy with wonderful rapidity both in the woods and on the open prairie. A broken twig or leaf, or the faintest impression on the grass is sufficient to attract attention. For instance, once an Indian upon return to his hut discovered that his venison, which had been hung up to dry, had been stolen. After going some distance from his hut he met some people, of whom he inquired if they had seen a little old white man...
with a short gun, and accompanied by a small dog with a bob-tail. They replied in the affirmative, whereupon he declared that the man thus described had stolen his venison. Upon being asked for proof of this, he said: "The thief I know is a little man by his having made a pile of stones in order to reach the venison, from the height I hung it standing on the ground; that he is an old man, I know from his short steps which I have traced over the dead leaves in the woods; that he is a white, I know by his turning out his toes when he walks, which an Indian never does; his gun is short, that I know by the mark its muzzle made by rubbing the bark of the tree against which he leaned it; that the dog is small, I know by the tracks, and that he has a bob-tail, I discovered by the mark of it in the dust where he sat while his master was taking down my meat." Another instance of their sagacity and minute observance of things is here related: A most atrocious murder had been committed among the whites, and the Delawares were accused of the deed. One of these Indians, however, after looking the ground over carefully, declared that it was the work of the Iroquois, and volunteered to find the guilty party. His proposal was accepted. He marched at the head of a party of whites, and led them into tracks. They soon found themselves in a very rocky part of a mountain, where not one among them could discover the faintest trace of a track. The Indian, however, took pains to make them perceive that an enemy had passed along the place, as was evidenced by the moss on the rock that had been trodden down by the weight of a human foot; again he would point out to them that small pebbles, stones or rocks had been removed from their beds by the foot hitting against them; that dry sticks by being trodden on, had been broken; and in one particular place, that an Indian's blanket had been dragged over the rocks, and removed or loosened the leaves lying there, so that they did not lie flat as in other places. All these marks were perceived by the Indian as he walked along, without even stopping, and the signs all proved to be what he represented them, for they soon came upon the band, and they were Iroquois as he had asserted.

**SELF TORTURE AND ENDURANCE OF PAIN.**

Up to within a few years ago, every aspirant for position and honor of warrior in the tribes of the plains, was obliged to go through an ordeal of self-torture which seems brutal in the extreme. And while now this test of endurance is no longer obligatory, it has not been discontinued. The very loftiest virtue of the American Indian is endurance. He believes, with many christians, that self-torture is an act most acceptable to God; and the extent of pleasure he can give his God is exactly measured by the amount of suffering that he can bear without flinching. At every medicine dance there are more or less volunteers for the torture. When the medicine chief and the old men decide that the time has come for this part of the ceremony, the volunteers are sent for one by one. After some religious ceremony, the medicine chief passes a broad-bladed knife through the pectoral muscles so as to make two vertical incisions about two inches from each other, and from three to four inches long, in the breast. The portion of the breast between the incisions is then lifted from the bone, and the ends of horse hair rope of some three-fourths of an inch in diameter passed through the opening, and tied to wooden toggles. The free ends of the rope are then fastened to the top of one of the supports of the lodge, so as to give the sufferer some ten feet play. Here he remains without food or water, until his own vigorous struggles, or the softening of the tissues, enable him to tear out the incised muscles and escape bondage. Sometimes the devotee is dragged up by the ropes until six or eight feet from the ground, and left suspended until his weight and struggles tear out the flesh. Singular as it may appear, an instance of fatal result, even in the hottest weather, is not recorded. Should the devotee flinch under the knife or cry out, or show other evidences of weakness during his subsequent sufferings, he is released at once and sent off a disgraced man.

**THEIR MODE OF WARFARE.**

The quality of the courage of an Indian is a matter of dispute among different writers and those whose position and capacity best qualify them to judge; some represent him as a ferocious beast, attacking only the helpless, and ready to run on the first appearance of danger; others have pictured him as without fear or mercy. No man possesses more of the brute courage which impels the smallest and most insignificant animal to fight when cornered. No man can more gallantly dash into danger when his rewards in honors, scalps or plunder appears sure and immediate. The fundamental principles of Indian education are "to avoid unnecessary risks," and that "craft is superior to courage." He is patient and cunning, and relies on these qualities to surprise his enemies. As the first impulse and intention of an Indian in warfare is to surprise his foes, so is this his most vulnerable point. Surprise an Indian and he will no doubt stampede and flee for life; but let him come to bay or be wounded, and he becomes the dangerous animal. When wounded he is especially dangerous; he becomes particularly reckless, and seems to devote his whole remaining energies to the one object of revenge, fighting with the fierceness of a wolf while there is breath in his body.

The tenacity of life of an Indian, the amount of lead he will carry off, indicates a nervous system so dull as to class him with brutes rather than with men. The shock or blow of a bullet will ordinarily paralyze so many nerves and muscles of a white man as to knock him down, even
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though not striking a vital part. The Indian gives no heed to such wounds, and to "drop in his tracks," the bullet must reach his brain, heart or spine.

When a foe has fallen in a fight, the scalp belongs to that warrior who shall first strike the body with a weapon. Formerly it was required that it should be with a deadly weapon, a knife or tomahawk, but at the present day the blow is struck with a stick, called the "coup-stick." In a fight, when an enemy falls, all of the warriors in the vicinity rush to the body, each exerting every effort to be the first to strike it. The instant a strike is made, the other warriors pick up their "coup-sticks" and go on with the fight, leaving the lucky striker to secure the scalp at his leisure. The practice of scalping dead foes originated and is continued probably for two reasons: The Indian believes that the scalping of the head means the annihilation of the soul, and therefore lessens the chances of a warrior being annoyed by enemies in the future; and the scalps are proofs of his valor and bravery, which are forever the property of the one who takes it. The scalp of a suicide, or one who dies by his own hand, will not be taken. The tribes of the plains never make captives of men. Wounded and disarmed men are frequently taken prisoners; but they are held only for torture. Their doom is certain, and they might better have met a sudden death on the field of battle. This trait of the Indian is unusual even among the barbarians, and is to be found elsewhere only among cannibals. One of the most frequent methods of torture adopted by the Indian is that by a fire built on the prisoner's breast after being "staked out." Very few are tied to a stake and burned. The Indian is thoroughly skilled in every method of torture, and knows that that by fire is the most exquisite, if it can be prolonged. The victim is laid on his back on the ground, his arms and legs stretched to the utmost, and fastened by ropes to stakes. The person is thus not only helpless but almost motionless. Then a small fire is built near one of his feet. When that is so cooked as to have little sensation, another fire is built near the other foot; then the legs, arms and body, until the whole person has been crisped. Finally, a small fire is built on the naked breast, and kept up till life is extinct. The women are generally taken captive, if possible, for purposes better imagined than described.

THE MINNESOTA MASSACRE.

While the civil war was raging in the United States, and had reached the second year of its duration, the people of the north were horrified to hear that the Indians were out on the war path, seeing evidently that the time had arrived for them to exterminate the whites and recover their native land again. All along the then western border of the States, in Minnesota, Nebraska, Kansas, and the Indian Territory, the Indians had donned their war paint, and were committing untold atrocities. It is more particularly with the massacre in Minnesota that this article has to deal, the scenes and incidents here narrated no doubt finding their counterpart and duplication in the other States and Territories above named. It was on Sunday, August 17th, 1862, that Little Crow, and other chiefs of the Sioux tribe met near the Lower Agency, in Minnesota, and there decided upon the massacre in cold blood of all the men, women and children at the Agency, and as many other points as could be reached by the dawn of the next day, the 18th having been the time set for the bloody and most inhuman massacre. It was the intention, by the suddenness of the attack, to create such a panic that could be easily followed by the extermination of all the whites at Fort Ridgely; the two agencies, New Ulm and Makato; St. Peter, and all the towns on the Mississippi River. The decree of this savage council, matured on a christian Sabbath, was terribly and effectually executed. The narrative of the awful scenes and blood-curdling cruelties inflicted is unparalleled in history—a record of crimes, such as never before in the history of the world, probably, have stained the names of even savage races of men. Here was a region of country, greater in its area than the State of Vermont, in which dwelt on the morning of the fatal 18th of August, in peace and happiness, over thirty thousand people, who had come hither from every part of our own and from almost all other lands, bringing with them their earthly all. The reader, in his imagination, can see the savage horde sweeping over that peaceful frontier on that fair summer morning, can hear the crack of the Indian guns, and the fiendish whoop mingle with the hopeless prayer for mercy. Can see the gleaming tomahawk crash pitilessly through the skull and brain of the helpless, pleading woman and innocent child, or the sleeping tender babe. Can see the father and husband, after vainly trying to save his little family, fall to the floor a corpse, and when, at last, the bloody scalping knife has done its fiendish work, can see the flaming torch applied to the once peaceful home, converting it in a short time to a funeral pyre for all who dwelt beneath its roof. The survivors, who eluded the watchful eye of the savage, fled the country, and after enduring the agonies of death, bodily privation, starvation and exhaustion, after witnessing scenes which time will never efface, at last reached a haven of safety, many of them widows, or orphans, childless or motherless.

The following simple and straightforward narrative of Mrs. Lavina Eastlick, of Sketek, tells of the personal experiences of one of the survivors of that bloody massacre, and her story is but one of hundreds fully as heart rending. Here is her experience told in her own way:

"Early in the morning of August 20th, 1862, Chas. Hatch came to our house and greatly alarmed us by information that the Sioux Indians were
Miss Sickles, Organizer O. B. School; Sophia Mosseau; Mabel, "No Flesh," daughter of chief; Red Horse; White Buffalo (Interpreter); Little Chief, most powerful chief now living of the Cheyennes; Capt. Fast Horse and Major Sword.
close upon us. We did not stay to listen to details. My husband caught up his two rifles and the babe, and hastily left for Mr. Smith's house, I accompanied him, with the other four children. We soon overtook Mr. Smith and his wife going to Mr. Wright's, which we thought the best place of defence. The Indians soon came in sight, but were quite a ways off. The men hardly knew what to do. Some wished to stay, and some desired to go. I ran up stairs and caught up my babe, then asleep, and was soon hurrying over the prairie. I then saw the Indians at the house and coming after us as fast as they could ride. We urged the horses on, but the Indians came so close that the men thought we had better leave the wagon. On the Indians came and opened fire. The men told us to go to a slough not far off. While running I was shot in the heel, but did not stop. Mrs. Ireland's youngest child was shot through the leg at the same time. We all soon got into the tall grass and hid ourselves as best we could, the Indians surrounding us and keeping up a continual fire. I soon heard some one groaning, and heard another ask 'who was shot?' Charlie Hatch said he was. Mrs. Everett wished to go to him. He told her not to come. Mrs. Ireland's next to the youngest child was shot through the bowels. The ball and shot at this time fell around us like hail. I was then struck with a ball, which passed through my clothes, and just grazed my body. It was not long until a small shot struck my head, and I told John, my husband, that I was shot and thought I should die. I told him not to come to me, but if he had a chance of shooting an Indian, to stay and shoot him, for he could not do me any good. Mr. Everett was shot and Mrs. Everett wanted to go to him. She said: "Oh, Billy, do let me come!" But he replied: "No, Marie, stay where you are!" She was soon shot in the neck, and I heard her say to Mr. Everett. "We will both have to die." And I heard her praying. I next heard a ball strike some one. I heard some one groan. I asked my husband if he was shot, but received no answer. He was dead. I thought I would go to him, but Mrs. Koch told me I had better stay where I was. My children clung to me so close I could scarcely move, asking me over and over again if their father was dead. I replied: "You must keep still or you will be killed."

It was very warm in the tall grass on that August day. The Indians now came closer, and shot Mrs. Smith through the hip. She screamed several times, and the Indians laughed about it. The Indians then said if the women would come out, with the children, they would not injure us. I then got up and went to my husband. He lay on his left side, with his right hand on his face. I kissed him two or three times. I felt his face and hands. They were cold. I could not shed a tear, although I knew it was the last time I should see him. I then started for the Indians, but found it was with great difficulty I could walk. My two oldest children came and helped me along. As it began to rain, the Indians seemed to be in a great hurry. One Indian took Mrs. Kock and started. Some more took Mrs. Ireland's two oldest girls. The largest, blackest Indian took Mrs. Daly and myself by the hand and started off, neither of us offering any resistance. I looked back to see if my two children were coming. Freddy started, when an old squaw ran and struck him over the head with something, and pounded him on the back. She then left him to get up and come on after me, his face all streaming with blood. Not satisfied with her fiendish cruelty she ran after and knocked him down again, pounded him more, took him up in her hands, raised him as high as she could, and threw him down on the ground. I went a few steps, looked back and saw my Frank on his knees, with both hands raised, and calling "mother!" the blood running out of his mouth in a stream. Mrs. Smith and Mrs. Ireland were both shot on the spot where we first went to the Indians. I saw Mrs. Daly, with one child in her arms and one at her side, holding on to her dress, and pleading for their lives. She had not gone three rods when they shot her oldest son. I saw Mrs. Everett running towards her husband, and an Indian just ready to take hold of her. Some Indian shot and she fell. I trudged along thinking how brutally my children had been murdered, and I could not help them. As I was hurrying along I was again shot, the ball entering my back and passing out at my side, just above the hip, and passing through my right arm. I had previously given my babe to Merton, my oldest boy, and told him to carry him as long as he could. He passed by where I fell, and supposed I was dead. When I fell I thought my back was broken; I also thought that there were some ponies behind and they might step on me. I then tried to crawl, and found I could move. I crawled about a rod out of the trail, when a young Indian came along and pounded me over the head and shoulders with his rifle. I expected every moment he would take my scalp, but he did not. I remained perfectly still for hours, thinking there were Indians around. I tried to move, when to my astonishment I found I could get up, but with great difficulty. When I raised up I found I had been bleeding very badly. It was now raining very hard, but not hard enough so wash away the blood. I heard Willie Daly call "mother, mother!" This frightened me very much as I supposed he was dead. I got up and started back where the women and children were killed. I passed by Willie Daly, but did not speak to him, as I thought the boy would feel very bad if I went away and left him. He lay on his face, as he fell. I next found Mrs. Smith. She was quite dead. I took her apron and put it around me; as it was still raining hard. I was quite wet and cold. I then hunted around for my children that had been murdered. I found Mrs. Ireland lying on her back, dead. I took two pins out of her waist. Her child, about two years old, was sleeping with
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its head upon her breast. It had been shot through the leg slightly. I found one of my children dead, with his limbs straightened out and his arms lying by his side. It seemed he had died without a struggle. I then found Freddy, the one the squaw had beaten. He was quite warm. He rattled very badly in his throat. I called him and rubbed his hands, but he did not answer. I found Mrs. Everett's child near. The eldest, a boy, was dead. The youngest boy and oldest girl were living. Lily lay with her head and knees drawn under her, as though she was cold. She raised her head and said: "Mrs. Eastlick?" I answered her, and she then said, "I wish you would take care of brother Charley." I said, "I cannot, Lily, for I must go and find Johnny," for I felt that he and Merton were somewhere alive. She then asked for a drink. I told her that I could not get any. She then asked if there was water in heaven. I said, "Yes, Lily; when you get to heaven you will have all you want." I thought it would be a comfort to tell her so. I could not find my Frank around there. It was now quite light, and I went into a bunch of reeds and lay there until night. A little more than one day had passed since we were all at our homes, but, seemingly an age had passed. I could not find my children during the day. I heard the other children crying most of the time, sometimes I heard them screaming. I could not see them, for I had gone over the ridge a little. No one can imagine my feelings. I wished I could die. I thought then, and think now, that the Indians were torturing the children. I thought that they were my children that I heard. About four o'clock in the afternoon I heard three guns fired. The children had ceased crying. Poor, innocent ones, they were now at rest. I kept still until dark, and then started for the timber. Towards midnight I laid down, my clothes being wet about a foot or more high. I had neither a drop of water nor a bite to eat for now two days. I took up the skirt of my dress and drank the water I wrung out of it.

After enduring great torture from my wounds, being obliged to walk the most of each night, and resting by day, in about a week, I reached New Ulm, where I was kindly nursed and my wounds dressed. I found also my oldest boy Merton, who had carried his little brother fully fifty miles. Merton was very poor, and Johnny was sick.

Through the aid of kind friends my boys and myself were sent to my former home in Ohio, which I reached safely."
Chicago's Early History.

The name of Chicago is generally supposed to be derived from the cognomen of the Indian chief, Checaqua, who was at one time a rather important personage in this section, he would certainly be a wise father if he knew his own child as she appears to-day. To the explorer Marquette is generally ascribed the honor of being the first white man to visit the present site of Chicago. His expedition ascended the Mississippi river in 1673, and it is the prevailing opinion that he stopped at this point on his way to Canada. On the 3d of August, 1795, at a treaty held by General Wayne with the Potawatamies and other tribes, the title to six miles square of territory at the mouth of the Chicago river, as it was expressed in the treaty, it appears that a fort formerly stood on the land then ceded, which renders it almost certain that the French, who alone could have acquired anything of the sort, had made a settlement here years before. In 1804 Fort Chicago was built on the site of what was afterwards Fort Dearborn. In 1812, war having broken out with England, and the fort being, in an exposed condition, it was abandoned. Besides the garrison of 66 soldiers with their families, there were several families residing here at the time; among them being Mr. John Kinzie, who occupied a house on the north side of the river, a little east of where Rush street bridge now stands, and whose residence is illustrated on the following page. But the garrison, after evacuating the fort, had proceeded but a short distance south along the lake, about where Sixteenth street now is, when they were ambuscaded by the Indians, and the majority killed and the balance taken prisoners. Mr. Kinzie and family were among the survivors, and were kindly treated by their captors.

The old fort was destroyed at this time by the Indians, but was rebuilt in 1817, when it took the name of Fort Dearborn, and was occupied by garrisons until 1837, when the Indians having generally left the country, it was evacuated, and was never after occupied as a military post. The march of improvements necessitated its removal in 1857, and this act has been regretted, it being almost the only memento of the past existing. It stood at the foot of what is now Michigan Avenue, overlooking the river and lake.

Until 1832, nothing was done towards making a commencement of the city, it probably not entering the imagination of anyone that a town of any importance was destined to be established here. Up to that time the present business heart of the city was fenced, and used by the garrison for purposes of husbandry or pasturage. There were only five or six houses, built mostly of logs, and the population was less than one hundred. In 1823 Major Long, then stationed at Fort Dearborn, gave the following description of Chicago which was far from alluring: "The village presents no cheerful prospect, as, notwithstanding its antiquity, it contains but few huts, inhabited by a miserable race of men, scarcely equal to the Indians, from whom they are descended. Their log or bark houses are low, filthy and disgusting, displaying not the least trace of comfort. As a place of business it offers no inducement to the settler, for the whole amount of the trade of the lake does not exceed the cargo of five or six schooners." In 1830, there were, besides the fort only two houses on the south side,
these were log huts occupied by the Beaubien brothers—one on the lake shore and the other near what is now the corner of Lake and Market streets. Between the two houses was extensive marsh which covered a large part of what is now the heart of the city.

The year 1832 may be regarded as the period from which to date the commencement of the city. Immigration from the East commenced, and eligible sites along Canal street were eagerly sought after. Speculation was rife, and the growth of the city for the next five years was constant and rapid. In 1834 several brick buildings were erected. During the same year, a bridge was built across the river, at Dearborn Street, which proved a great convenience. It was demolished in 1839, and a miserable ferry at Clark Street was for several years the only means of transfer over the river.

In 1835 the population was said to amount to 5,500, many of whom no doubt were transients, and the actual population could not have been over 3,000.

During the winter of 1836-7 the act to incorporate the city passed the Legislature, and the election the succeeding May resulted in the choice of Wm. B. Ogden as Chicago's first Mayor.

In 1834 John Calhoun commenced the publication of the Chicago "Democrat," the first paper in the city.

The year 1837 was a disastrous one for Chicago. A revulsion from the wild speculation which had been going on for several years, depreciated values, and as a consequence the majority of Chicago's business men were insolvent, and for a time her prosperity was retarded. It was not until 1840 that she fully recovered from the panic, and then began her march toward unbounded prosperity.

In 1837, Rush medical college was incorporated, and the first theater building, the "Rialto," was erected on Dearborn street, between Lake and South Water streets.

In 1853 the corner stone of the court house was laid, which when completed cost $110,000. In 1852 the first railroad trains from the east entered the city, over the Michigan Central and Michigan Southern roads. A daily line of steamers was also inaugurated the same year. Horse cars were first used in the city in 1859.
CHICAGO'S EARLY HISTORY.

The following is an extract from a lecture delivered by Hon. John Wentworth, familiarly known as "Long John," at McCormick Hall:

One of our early amusements was that of wolf hunting. Experienced Indian ponies were plentiful in our city. The last hunt I remember had for its object the driving of as large a number of wolves as possible on to the ice on the lake shore, and as near the mouth of the river as could be done. No shooting was to be allowed until the wolves got upon the ice. No person was to fire until his aim was entirely over the ice, and then to the eastward. Two parties started early in the morning, one following the lake shore south, and the other the river, to meet at a common center not far from Blue Island. Then they were to spread themselves out, cover as much territory as possible, and drive the wolves before them. About 4 o'clock in the afternoon a wolf made his appearance in the outskirts of the city. The news spread, and our people turned out on foot, keeping along the margin of the river, so as to drive the wolves upon the ice on the lake shore. One wolf after another made its appearance, and soon we saw the horsemen driving them in. The number of the wolves was about the same as that of Samson's foxes. The men were so eager to get the first fire at a wolf that the trump of the horns broke the ice, and as the wind was rather brisk, it broke away from the shore with the wolves upon it, and drifted northeast. Men, women and children lined the bank of the lake, expecting to see the ice break in pieces and the wolves swim ashore. But it did not do so. Our people watched the ice and could see the wolves running from side to side, until they faded away from view.

About the families of wealth, education and high social position, about the time of our incorporation, settled on the North side. The Lake House there was the first brick hotel erected in our city. Upon the South side were most of the business houses. There was considerable ill-feeling at one time between the North and South sides, but politics, as now, proved a great leveler in society. There was an elegant party given at the Lake House one evening, where one of the most fashionable men on the north side, who was a candidate for office, thought to throw an anchor to windward by dancing with a South side dressing maid, while he supposed his wife was being entertained at the supper table. But she entered the hall room while the dance was going on. Quicker than a flash she spoke to a carriage driver who stood at the door looking in: "Can you dance, Mike?" "It's only for want of a partner," was the response. Seizing him by the hand, she said "Come on," and turning to the crowd she said "This is a game that two can play at," and the dance went on amid the applause of the whole room: the man with the South side dressing maid, and the wife with a South side driver. And thus free suffrage began its work against artificial social position.

One of the most reliable places of amusement was the Post Office while the mail was being distributed. The Post Office was on the west side of Franklin street, cornering on South Water. The horn announced the arrival of the mail, and then the people would largely assemble at the Post Office and wait for the opening of the mail. The postmaster would throw out a New York paper, and some gentlemen with a good pair of lungs and a jocose temperament would mount a dry goods box and commence reading. The news would be discussed by the assemblage, and oftentimes heavy bets he made and angry words ensue. This condition of things would continue until the mail was opened, when the gathering would adjourn until the next arrival of mail.

The following is an extract from an historical sketch, by Charles Cleaver, describing his visit to Chicago in 1883:

We came from Buffalo by team, and on arriving in the outskirts of Chicago, kept in the heated road going north until we had reached about where Adams street is now, and turned directly westward across the prairie until we arrived at Clark street, where we turned north and made for the center of the village, between Franklin and LaSalle streets, near the river. There was no road or street thrown up, but the houses and stores were scattered here and there from State street west.
The growth of Chicago far excels all other cities in the world, as does its industries, size and extent of its buildings, and it also has the mournful satisfaction of having experienced and successfully weathered the most destructive conflagration in the world's history. Great in prosperity, it was still greater in adversity; what was seemingly an overwhelming disaster, was but a spur to heighten the speed of its onward march. Before the cooling of its ashes and embers—that represented the destruction of $192,000,000 of property, that rendered homeless 100,000 people—preparations were being made for the removal of debris and the construction of a mighty city. Out of the ashes of the worn out body of the old, was resurrected a mightier, a loftier, and a more magnificent city, which was destined to be the wonder and delight of the world, and arouse the admiration of even the envious enemies which its unexampled prosperity had made.

It was on October 8th, 1871, that Chicago was devastated by a fire which has no precedent in history. In six and a half hours it traveled a distance of over five miles, and leveled to the ground the magnificent edifices that covered three and one-half square miles. Right through the heart of the city, seemingly hastening to attack the tallest, finest and most indestructible structures, to exhibit its mighty power, the fire plowed its way, leaving in its train disaster, destruction, desolation and death.

The origin of the fire will probably remain a mystery, although the generally accepted theory is that Mrs. O'Leary, who lived on DeKoven Street, not far west of the river, visited her barn early in the evening, for the purpose of milking her cow. And that animal becoming fractious, as many are want to do, kicked over a lantern which the lady had brought with her, setting fire to the hay and barn. Whether or not Mrs. O'Leary or the cow took a prominent part in starting the great conflagration, the fact remains indisputable that the fire started in her barn, at 8:30 on the evening of Sunday, October 8th, 1871. This barn was situated on an alley back of DeKoven Street, which is the next street...
CHICAGO'S GREAT FIRE OF 1871.

south of Taylor Street, on the West Side, the barn being designated by the letter H in the illustration on this page. The buildings in this locality were nearly all frame, and the season having been rainless for several weeks, everything was in a very inflammable condition. When the alarm was sounded the fire department, worn out by their unusual exertions in quenching another fire the night before, were slow in arriving, and when ready for action could accomplish little, so great was the heat. Manfully they labored, not a man shirked, fire, smoke and heat they braved in the struggle to beat back the onward march of the flames, but all of no avail. A strong southwest wind blowing at the time carried hot cinders and burning fragments to distant buildings, and one block after another was quickly ignited. Concerted action became impossible for no sooner was a steamer planted in an apparently favorable spot than some building, taller or more inflammable than its neighbors, would burst into flames far in advance. Men could not endure the tempest of fire. Where it seemed impossible for man to stand without suffocation, they carried the hose, but the fire marched so rapidly forward that by the time the engines were at work the flames were ahead of them, and being surrounded by a wall of fire, were obliged to back out and move northward. Thus was every inch and foot of ground stubbornly combated for, but for all the good accomplished the firemen might as well have gone home and to bed. At this time the fire was running almost due north, between Jefferson and Canal Streets, and by 11:30 p.m. had reached as far north as Van Buren Street. But now a new danger asserted itself; there were upwards of twenty blocks burning, and the wind increasing was carrying sparks and burning brands across the river to the South Side. There seems to be a difference of opinion as to which was the first building on the South Side to ignite, but certainly the new livery stable owned by the Parmalee Omnibus & Stage Company, situated on the southeast corner of Jackson and Franklin Streets, was among the very first to be in flames. This building was just completed, and was the finest of the kind in the country. Here a foot hold was obtained. In less than a minute the space of one block had been traversed and the south line of Monroe Street was reached. Northward and eastward the flames progressed, crossing Madison Street and extending east to La Salle. It now became apparent that the entire business portion of the city was doomed. The new Grand Pacific Hotel, upon which the roof had just been placed, was among the first of the better class of structures assaulted by the fire, and before another twenty minutes had elapsed, the fire had cut its hot swath through every one of the magnificent buildings north on La Salle Street, and had fallen upon the imposing form and seemingly impregnable exterior of the Chamber of Commerce. Such rapidity seemed almost impossible, but the huge tongues of flame actually stretched themselves out for acres, and sheets of fire would reach over entire blocks, wrapping in every building enclosed by the four streets bounding them, scarcely giving the inmates time for exit. The large stone post office and custom house, corner of Dearborn and Monroe Streets, where the First National Bank now stands, soon followed the Grand Pacific, its masonry and iron shutters to its windows seeming but excellent fuel. Besides mail in the building, there was government money to the amount of a million and a half in the vaults, only $300,000 of which was specie. What was considered a fireproof vault, burned all the paper money and melted the specie.

Opposite the Chamber of Commerce building on Washington Street stood the Court House, a substantial stone structure in the center of a square. On account of its isolated position and the solidity of its walls, many thought surely that building would withstand the fiery onslaught. "Talk about the Court House," said a leading banker among the spectators, "it will show itself to be about the only building on the South Side to-morrow." And yet in another five minutes, a great burning timber, wrenched from a La Salle Street building, had been hurled with great fury at the wooded dome of the Court House. Schaffer, the watchman, caused the bell to ring until he was driven from the tower, which was about 2 o'clock in the morning. So rapidly did the flames spread that the watchmen barely escaped with their lives, being badly singed before reaching the ground. The Court House bell which so faithfully warned the populace of the impending
langer, fell at five minutes past two. It weighed 10,849 pounds and measured six feet ten inches across the mouth. After the fire it was sold to private parties, and innumerable mementoes were made of bell metal.

It must be born in mind that the progress of the fire was not continuous, buildings a long distance ahead of the principal fire, were destroyed oftentimes before those in the very heart of the conflagration were consumed; then with some buildings the fire flared seemed to play as a cat often does with a captured mouse—sure of its prey it lengthens the torture by deferring the inevitable annihilation. One writer says: "It was this peculiar progress of the flames which lent to the great fire a destructive and terrible character. The flames advanced like the charge of an army. Single Uhlans skirmished here and there far in the front then small detachments cut off the weaker and outlying forces, then well developed battles took place around the stout buildings which stood firm like the squares of the Old Guard amid the rout at Waterloo, and finally the main body of fire came up and swept those solitary resisting eddies into the great general tide of ruin. So while the scenes in one street, and at one hour, might stand for those in the city generally and through the whole night, yet around each of the great buildings, as the Court House and the gigantic hotels, episodes of thrilling and peculiar interest took place." A writer in the "Post," gives a vivid description of the fire at this point, describing what he actually witnessed: "The people were mad. Despite the police—indeed, the police were powerless—they crowded upon frail coigns of advantage, as fences and light sidewalks were propped on wooden piles, which fell beneath their weight, and hurled them bruised and bleeding in the dust. They stumbled over broken furniture and fell and were trampled under foot. Seized with wild and causeless panics, they surged together backward and forward in the narrow streets, cursing, imploring, fighting to get free. Liquor flowed like water, the saloons were broken open and despoiled, and men on all sides were to be seen frenzied with drink. Fourth Avenue and Pacific Avenue had added their denizens to the throng. Ill-omened and obscene birds of night were they—villainous, debauched, and pinched with misery they flitted through the crowd, ragged, dirty, unkempt—those negroes with stolid faces and white men who fattened on the wages of shame; they skulked among the masses like hyenas in search of prey.

They smashed windows with their naked hands, regardless of the wounds inflicted, and with bloody fingers rifled till, shelf, and cellar, fighting viciously for the spoils of their forage. Everywhere dust, smoke, flame,
heat, thunder of falling walls, crackle of fire, hissing of water, panting of engines, shouts, wind, tumult and uproar."

Resuming the narrative, the Crosby Opera House, which stood opposite the Court House, was the next victim. The building had lately been renovated, and was to have been re-dedicated that same night by the Thomas Orchestra. Many lives were known to have been lost by this time, but how many no one could even conjecture. The heat, more intense than anything that had ever been recorded in the annals of conflagrations in the past, had fairly crumbled to hot dust and ashes the heaviest of building stone. The stoutest of masonry and thickest of iron had disappeared like wax before the blast. The magnificent store of Field & Leiter's, second only in size and value of contents to one dry goods house in the land, was now in flames. The streets were rapidly becoming crowded with vehicles conveying away valuables, and the sidewalks were running over with jostling men and women, all in a dazed, wild strife for the salvation of friends, self and property. During this time, as during the entire continuance of the fire, the wind was blowing a gale from a southwesterly direction, and its course from midnight until four or five o'clock varied but little, not veering more than one or two points of the compass. To the observer on the street, however, traversing the thoroughfares and alleys, the wind would seem to come from all directions. This is easily explained. New centers of intense heat were being continually formed, and the sudden rarification of air in different localities caused continually artificial currents, which swept around corners and through alleys in every direction, often with great fury.

All along the east side of State Street, where stood some of the loftiest buildings in the city, and on Wabash and Michigan Avenues, it was considered that comparative safety was assured; and yet this quarter was doomed to be the converging point for the two armies of fire that had parted from each other near the gas house. The march of the northward line towards the Court House has been noted, that which hurried to the lake from the southern end of the Michigan Southern Depot had been slower in its labors, but none the less destructive in its work of ruin. It had swept from existence the shabby structures on Third and Fourth Avenues, and had also reached the De Haven block and the Bigelow House, on Dearborn between Quincy and Adams Street, and the two immense buildings belonging to Honore had fallen. As these noble structures reeled to the ground, day was fairly ushered in. But the work of devastation hindered not in its progress. From the Bigelow House to the Academy of Design, at 66 Adams Street was less than a block, and therein were stored some of the noblest and finest works of art America could boast. The Palmer House was attacked at about the same time. The hotels were, as usual, crowded with guests, the majority of whom up to two o'clock had had no intimation of danger, and were sleeping soundly at that hour. The most of them, however, were awakened in time to reach the pavement, whatever became of them afterwards. Onward continued the raging flames, leaving nothing in its track but ruin, misery and poverty, but, even then not despair.

Returning to the western section of the fire which at two o'clock had destroyed the Court House, Crosby Opera House and the blocks in that
section, the flames leaped Randolph Street, and seemed to pour down in a liquid torrent, heaped up to mountainous height. The barrels of oil in Heath & Milligan's store, 170 Randolph Street, exploded with a sound like rattling musketry. The Garden City House, corner of Madison and Market Streets, burned like a box of matches. Madison Street bridge had long since become impassable, and Randolph Street bridge was the only outlet for the entire region south of it. The view of the bridge at this time is illustrated in this work. Drays, express wagons, trucks and conveyances of every conceivable species and size crowded across in indiscriminating haste. Pedestrians carrying every imaginable article, some on their head, some in their hands, hustled and crowded each other in their endeavor to reach a point of safety. They felt it a struggle for life, and frenzied as they were, seemed to lightly regard the lives of all others. The Sherman House, on Randolph st., notwithstanding its numerous windows, resisted stoutly. The flames were around it and beyond. For nearly an hour the house held its ground, when suddenly a wreath of flame came from a window in the third story; another and another followed, and soon the entire building was in the monster's embrace. The immense stores on Lake and Market streets soon followed, and the river was reached on the north.

In the meantime burning embers had been carried in profusion over the river to the North Side, and fires had broken out in several isolated places, and was spreading with its unwonted energy. At half past two a.m. burning masses of felt and good sized timbers were hurled through the air by the gale then blowing, and Wright's livery stables, north of the river, were soon in flames. Up to three o'clock, the Water Works pumping houses, corner of Chicago Avenue and Pine streets, were safe, and the machines were doing their utmost to supply all the water possible to aid in extinguishing the flames in all parts of the city. Every part of the edifice was guarded, and all believed it would not be reached. But the very heavens were ablaze, and huge masses of fire fell in every direction. Soon after three o'clock, a fire brand, apparently twelve feet in length, came whirling through the air, and dashed itself against the pillar of the northwest corner of the engine house. In an instant the roof was afame. Mr. Fuller, who was in charge, glanced at his watch, and it indicated exactly twenty minutes past three. A few minutes before four, the building was wrapt in flames, and the water supply of the city was entirely cut off. At the same time, Lill's malt house and brewery, across the street, caught fire, and the flames from these buildings spread with such rapidity that the whole neighborhood for blocks around became a fire sea.

Soon after this the main body of fire of the South Side had jumped the river and was sweeping its way north. It was about ten o'clock Monday morning when the flames reached up to Chicago Avenue. The people living north of this street were hopeful that they would escape, as the avenue was one hundred feet wide. But the flames coming up Clark Street, caught the Turner Hall, a new building north of Chicago Avenue, worked west to La Salle Avenue and Wells Street, and rushed northward among the wooden buildings, blowing them down in ruins almost before they were on fire. Many persons took their goods to Lincoln Park, hoping that there, at least, they would be safe, but the fury of the flames passed all comprehension, and those in the southern part of the park lost what they had there. Even the trees and shrubbery burned.

When the people living west of Clark Street began to see that the fire would go northward to an indefinite point, they turned to the West Division for refuge. The Chicago Avenue bridge was useless, and all
turned to Division Street bridge. The streets were filled with people, crazed by excitement and liquor, or stupefied by gases. On the bridge the crowd was so great that many persons were crushed against the railings. The fire moved further and further north, taking both sides of North Avenue, and continuing until it reached Wright's Grove and Ogden's Grove. The fire finally spent itself in burning the residence of Dr. John H. Foster, on the north end of Lincoln Park, as then located, being on Fullerton Avenue. The park has since been extended a half mile further north. Dr. Foster's house was burned at half past ten o'clock Monday night, just twenty-five hours from the commencement of the fire, and about four miles distant from the place of its origin. The house last burned is authoritatively stated to have been that of John A. Huck, north of the city limits.

The Ogden House, located on the block that is bounded by Washington Square, Dearborn Avenue, Clark and Oak Streets, was the only building left standing in the burned area on the North Side. The building was of wood, surrounded by a wooden fence, and apparently as combustible as any edifice in the line of the flames. The open square immediately south of it, and the large grounds around the residence, rendered it ordinarily beyond danger, but the torrent of cinders which fell upon every inch of the premises were sufficient to destroy a structure of greater resistance. The fence and barn took fire, but by spreading blankets and carpets over the house, and keeping them saturated with water, the building was preserved, and stood as an oasis in the ruins for miles around.

In the entire burned portion of the South Division but two buildings were left uninjured. One was an unfinished structure at the corner of La Salle and Monroe Streets. There was no woodwork in the building, the walls being of stone and the partitions and floors of brick. The other was the Lind Block, on Market Street, which was comparatively isolated.

In the West Division, where the fire originated, the number of acres burned over was one hundred and ninety-four. There were five hundred buildings destroyed, which were inhabited by about two thousand five hundred persons. The burned area in the South Division comprised four hundred and sixty acres. This district, though comparatively small, was the business center of the city. It contained a great majority of the most costly and magnificent structures, which were filled with merchandise. All the wholesale stores of magnitude, the daily and weekly newspaper offices, the principal hotels, the public halls, places of amusement, the great railroad depots, and a large number of the most elegant residences, were located in this district. In this division alone there were three thousand six hundred and fifty buildings destroyed, which include one thousand six hundred stores, twenty-eight hotels, sixty manufacturing establishments, and the homes of about twenty-two thousand people.

In the North Division, not less than one thousand four hundred and seventy acres were swept by the flames, destroying thirteen thousand three hundred buildings—the homes of seventy-five thousand people; about six hundred stores, and one hundred manufacturing establishments. The total area burned over in the three divisions contained about seventy-three miles of streets, eighteen thousand buildings, and the homes of one hundred thousand people.

Not only the homes of these one hundred thousand people had been destroyed, but in the majority of cases nearly all their belongings, their property, household goods, money, clothes and edibles, many not having sufficient clothing to their backs to shield them from the chilly blasts of
October. The number also included old and feeble men and women, delicate ladies and girls, babies and infants—all not only without food and shelter, but also without water, the only dependence for water having been the water works, and that now unable to furnish a pint. Prompt measures must be taken, or many would perish with hunger, thirst, and exposure. Outside the burnt district the sidewalks were filled with persons and goods, the vacant lots were all filled, hospitable homes were all filled. Before noon on Monday, while the fire was still progressing on the North Side, the officers of the city took the matter in charge and adopted measures looking to the relief of the sufferers. The churches, school houses, depots and public halls on the West and South Sides were thrown open to the needy, and couriers sent out to invite all to take advantage of the offer. A water brigade with teams was established, and water from the artesian wells and other receptacles was quickly conveyed to these public halls and churches. All having food to spare brought it also, and thus for a time was averted unnecessary loss of life. Besides this assistance, the railroads furnished free transportation to all who had friends in the country and immediate vicinity, and many took advantage of the liberal offer. It may with safety be said that fifteen thousand people took passage on the outward bound trains, during that fearful Monday afternoon and night, seeking places of shelter and the necessaries of life, who the night before retired in possession of ample means, little dreaming of the dreadful calamity that was, ere another night passed over, to befall them.

In addition to all this, how nobly and bountifully did the people of Illinois, of all the States, in fact the civilized world, come to the relief of suffering citizens of Chicago. Every heart opened, and all gave what they could. The fire had not finished its course before supplies began arriving, coming from all adjacent towns and villages, and trains on all the roads that evening.
brought large quantities of food and clothing. With the dawn of Tuesday came a gentle, much needed rain, and it cleared the atmosphere, quenched the smoking debris, and laid the dust. At three o'clock a.m., two car loads of cooked provisions arrived from Indianapolis. From St. Louis came supplies and a delegation of citizens, who, through Hon. H. T. Blow, one of the delegation, said to the sufferers: "Boys, keep up your courage. Everything we have is yours until you get on your feet again. We will stay by you. We have come to stay." Similar words were spoken by governors of states, mayors of cities and leading men throughout the entire country. And they did. Millions of money were freely donated, and train loads of provisions were contributed, so that the needy were all supplied. This assistance was continued several months, for the winter coming on, little work could be done, and the necessities were greater.

INDIVIDUAL EXPERIENCES.

A narrative of the personal experiences of a few of the sufferers, related in their own language, will be of especial interest, having been eye-witnesses to all they relate. Judge Lambert Tree, a resident of the North Side, and still an honored citizen of Chicago, gives his experience as follows:

"My residence at the time of the fire was at 282 Ohio Street, between Cass and State Streets. The members of my household consisted at the time of my wife, my son Arthur, then eight years of age, my father a man seventy years old and my sister Ellen and servants. We retired about ten o'clock Sunday evening; at twelve o'clock I was awakened by my wife, who told me there was a large fire raging in the South Division. I hastily dressed and hurried across the river to my office, corner of La Salle and Randolph Streets. When I arrived at the building where my office was located, the Court House was already beginning to burn, several other buildings south and west of the Court House were in flames, and the air was full of sparks, cinders, and pieces of flaming felt, torn from the roofs by the gale, then blowing. Securing valuable papers, I started for home; my return route was down Randolph to Clark, up that street to Lake, along Lake to State, across State Street bridge, and thence north to Ohio Street. When I got out doors I found it literally raining fire. Along Randolph and Clark Streets canvas awnings in front of many of the stores, and in many instances the large wooden signs also, were burning. Here and there, where the sparks had found lodgment, small jets of flame were starting out, while the sparks and cinders which were constantly falling in the streets were being whirled around in eddies, and scattered down into basements. As I crossed State Street bridge I saw occasional planks burning in the wooden footways of the bridge. Along North State and Ohio Streets, the dead leaves, which the wind had from time to time caught up and deposited against and under wooden sidewalks had been ignited in several places by the flying sparks, which had in turn set fire to the sidewalks, so that every few yards tongues of fire were starting up between the boards. As soon as I reached home I directed everybody to dress and prepare to leave if necessary. Then I went to the rear of the house and saw that the railroad depot and also Wright's livery stable, near the north end of State Street bridge, were burning. The sparks and flaming felt were now flying as thickly on the North Side as I had a short time before observed them in the South Division. The size of some of this burning material hurled through the air seems almost incredible. While on the roof of my house a burning mass which was fully as large as an ordinary bed pillow, passed over my head. It began to be apparent that we must all seek a safer place. It was now nearly three o'clock, I should think. My wife carried a tin box contain-
ing her jewelry and valuables, while I secured a trunk containing the family silver which I drew across the street, and meeting Mr. Magles old gardener, asked him to bury it, which he did, and this was the only property saved by the whole family. We had scarcely gotten out of doors before we were assailed by a hurricane of smoke, sparks and cinders, which nearly blinded and suffocated us. My wife's and sister's bonnets, and my father's and son's hats were immediately blown from their heads, while the cinders were falling upon heads, hands and faces, and burning them. As we moved along, to add to the embarrassment of the situation, my wife and sister both showed signs of fainting. The skirt of my wife's dress took fire while we passed through the flames, and I tore it off, I also discovered that my wife in her fright had thrown away the box which contained her jewelry and other valuables, in was too late to go back for it. My wife, sister, son and the mother of Mrs. Bliss were all slightly burned about their heads, hands and faces, and the clothes of all had numerous holes burned in them. We hastened along Ontario Street, fleeing eastward to the lake, that being the only apparent way of escape. Looking behind me, everything was enveloped in smoke clouds, sparks, and here and there a neighbors house was on fire. We continued along Ontario Street until we struck the vacant grounds on the lake shore. These grounds covered many acres, perhaps forty or fifty, and when we arrived we found thousands of men, women and children, and hundred of horses and dogs, who had already fled there for refuge. The grounds were dotted all over with piles of trunks, chairs, tables, beds, and household furniture of every description. It seemed as if this great open space, with nothing but the broad lake on the east of us, ought to be safe; and yet even there, a few hours later and for the second time that morning, we nearly perished from suffocation.

It was between three and four o'clock in the morning when we arrived on the grounds. We stood among the crowd, watching the fire as it advanced and gradually encircled us, until the whole city in every direction, was a mass of smoke and flames. The crowd itself was a study. In some instances whole families were huddled around their little piles of furniture, and which was all they had left that morning, of their yesterday's home. Here and there a mother sat upon the ground, clinging to her infant, with one or more little ones, who exhausted by the prolonged interruption in their slumbers, were now sleeping, with their heads reclining on her lap, as peacefully as if nothing unusual was transpiring. Several invalids were lying helplessly upon mattresses, surrounded by relations and friends, who endeavored to soothe their fears. Some men and women who had found liquor among the household stores there, and who sought to drown their present woes in the bottle, were drunk, and in several other instances rough looking men were prowling around breaking open and rifling trunks and boxes. Judges of courts and police officers were there, but they formed only so many units in that stricken assemblage, and their authority that morning was no greater than that of any other man upon the ground. A poor woman extremely ill, who had been brought down on a mattrass, died in a mixed crowd of men, women and children, and, although the fact that she had died was understood in the vicinity where she lay, it did not seem to excite the
A sensation of horror which one would ordinarily expect at the happening of an event like this. Under no circumstance could the vast contrast in human nature be more plainly and painfully set forth.

The sparks and embers were falling as fast and thick as hailstones in a storm and, soon after daylight on Monday, to add to our discomfort and danger, the piles of household stuff which covered the ground everywhere, began to burn. Among this collection there were many feather beds and mattresses, and the heat and smoke became so intense that we were obliged from time to time to change our position to one nearer the water. An hour later, and the immense piles of lumber on the south of us were on fire, and then came the period of our greatest trial. Dense clouds of smoke and cinders rolled over and enveloped us, it seemed almost impossible for us to breathe. Man and beast alike rushed to the waters edge and into the water to avoid suffocation. Some drove their horses into the lake as far as the poor beasts would go, and men, women and children waded out and clambered upon the wagons to which the horses were attached; while the lake was lined with people who were standing in water at various depths, from their knees up to their waists, all with their backs to the storm of fire which raged, roared and crackled behind. We remained in this position several hours, until the lumber yards were substantially destroyed, and the intensity of the heat and smoke had in some measure subsided. I then moved slowly with my family, north along the waters edge, as far as the foot of Superior Street which, indeed, was as far north as one could go on the lake shore, the fire a bar to further progress in that direction. My wife being very much fatigued, took a seat on the ground, but had been there only a few moments when I discovered that her clothes were on fire. I immediately raised her, and succeeded in extinguishing the fire with my hands. We became satisfied that the safest place was on our feet, moving around and waiting patiently until relief should come.

Between five and six o'clock in the afternoon I discovered a vehicle emerging from the smoke, which still enveloped the city, although all the houses in this portion of it had already been destroyed. It was coming down Superior Street toward the lake, and I ran forward to meet it. It proved to be a covered one-horse grocery wagon, and I soon bargained with the driver to take as many as we could get into it to the West Side for ten dollars. Accordingly we packed ourselves into the wagon and started. The smoke was still so dense that we could see but little, and really had to grope our way along, but we saw enough to know that the North Side at least was destroyed, and that all that was left of the thousands of happy homes of the day before were a few chimney stacks and an occasional broken or cracked wall, all the rest lay in smouldering embers and tangled debris of cellars. Our course was taken along Superior to Clark Street, down Clark to Kinzie, and across the bridge on that street, which fortunately escaped the fire, to the West Side. It was now seven o'clock p. m., and the last time that any of my family had partaken of food was at our five o'clock dinner on the preceding evening, twenty-six hours before. At the home of Mr. Charles Gray, myself and family were hospitably cared for and everything done they could think of to make us at home and comfortable.”

The foregoing is the statement of a resident of the North Side, and following is an account of the experience of a South Sider, Ex-Lieut. Gov. Bross, at that time an editor and proprietor of the Chicago Tribune:

“About two o'clock Monday morning, my family and I were aroused by Mrs. Samuel Bowles, wife of the editor and proprietor of the Springfield Republican, who happened to be our guest at that time. My family
were much alarmed at the glare which illuminated the sky and lake. I saw that a dreadful disaster was impending over Chicago, and immediately left the house to determine the locality and extent of the fire. Soon after half past two I started for the Tribune office, to see if it was in danger. By this time the fire had crossed the south branch of the river, and that portion of the city south of Harrison Street, between Third Avenue and the river, seemed a blaze of fire, as well as the West Side. I reached the Tribune office and, seeing no cause for apprehension, left and proceeded to the Nevada Hotel, my property, corner of Washington and Franklin Streets. I remained there for an hour watching the progress of the flames, and contemplating the destruction going on around

The fire had passed east of the hotel, and I hoped that the building was safe; but it soon began to extend in a westerly direction, and the hotel was quickly enveloped in flames. I became seriously alarmed, and ran north on Franklin Street to Randolph, so as to head the flames off and get back to my home, which was on Michigan Avenue, on the shore of the lake. My house was a part of the last block burned in Terrace Row. At this time the fire was the most grandly magnificent scene that one can conceive. The Court House, Post Office, Farwell Hall, Tremont House, Sherman House, and all the splendid buildings on La Salle and Wells Streets were burning with a sublimity of effect which awed me. Crowds of men, women and children were huddling away, running first in one direction and then another, shouting and crying in their terror, and trying to save anything they could lay their hands on, no matter how trivial the value, while every now and then explosions, which seemed to shake the solid earth, would reverberate through the air, and add to the terror of the poor people. I crossed Lake street bridge to the west, ran north to Kinzie street bridge, and crossed over east to the North side, hoping to head off the fire and return to my home. It had, however, swept north of me, and was traveling faster than I could go, and I soon came to the conclusion that it would be impossible to get east in that direction. I accordingly recrossed Kinzie street bridge, and went west as far as Desplaines street, where I fortunately met a gentleman in a buggy, who very kindly drove me over Twelfth street bridge to my house on Michigan avenue. On my arrival home I found my horses already harnessed and my riding horse saddled for me. My family and friends were busily engaged in packing, and in distributing sandwiches and coffee to all who wanted them, or could spare a moment to partake of them. I immediately jumped on my horse and rode as fast as I could to the Tribune Office. I found everything safe; the men were all there, and we fondly hoped that all danger was passed, as far as we were concerned, and for this reason: The blocks in front of the Tribune Office on Dearborn street and north on Madison street, had both been burned, the only damage accruing to us being cracking of some of the plate glass windows from the heat. But a somewhat curious incident soon set us all in a state of excitement. The fire had, unknown to us, crawled under the sidewalk, from the wooden pavement, and caught

the wood work of the barber shop, which comprised a portion of our basement. As soon as we ascertained the extent of the mischief, we no longer apprehended any special danger, believing as we did that the building was fire-proof. My associates, Mr. Medill and Mr. White, were present, and with the help of some of our employees, went to work with water and one of Babcock's fire-extinguishers. The fire was soon put out, and once more we returned to business. The forms had been sent down stairs, and I ordered our foreman, Mr. Kahler, to get all the press-men together, in order to issue the paper as soon as a paragraph showing how far the fire had then extended could be prepared and inserted. Be-
believing all things safe, I again mounted my horse and rode south on State street, to see what progress the fire was making, and if it were moving eastward on Dearborn street. To my great surprise and horror, I found that its current had taken an easterly direction, nearly as far as State street, and that it was also advancing in a northerly direction, with terrible swiftness and power. I saw the danger so imminently threatening us, and with some friends endeavored to obtain a quantity of powder for the purpose of blowing up buildings south of the Palmer House. Failing in finding any powder, I saw the only thing to do was to tear them down.

I proceeded to Church's hardware store, procured about a dozen heavy axes, and handing them to my friends, requested them to ascend the buildings and literally chop them down. All but two or three seemed utterly paralyzed, at this unexpected change of the fire. At this moment I saw that some wooden buildings and a brick house west of the Palmer House had already caught fire. I knew at a glance that the Tribune Office was doomed, and I rode back to the office and told them that nothing more could be done to save the building, McVicker's Theater or anything else in that vicinity. In this hopeless frame of mind, I rode home to look after my family, intently watching the ominous eastward movement of the flames. I set to work to move as much of my furniture as possible, across the narrow park east of Michigan Avenue, on to the shore of the lake, a distance of some three hundred feet. I sent my family to the house of some friends in the south part of the city for safety. My daughter, Miss Jessie Bross, was the last to leave us.

The work of carrying the furniture across the avenue was most difficult and dangerous. For six or eight hours Michigan Avenue was jammed with every description of vehicle, containing families escaping from the city, or baggage wagons laden with goods and furniture. The sidewalks were crowded with men, women and children, all carrying something. In the meantime, the fire had lapped up the Palmer House, the theatres, and the Tribune office, contrary to our expectations, for we thought the fiery current had passed our residence, we saw, by the advancing clouds of dense, black smoke and the rapidly approaching flames, that we were in imminent peril. The fire had already worked so far to the south and east as to attack the stables in the rear of Terrace Row, between Van Buren and Congress Streets. Many friends rushed into the houses and assisted in carrying out heavy furniture, such as pianos and book cases. There I sat with a few others by our household goods, calmly awaiting the destruction of our homes and property, one of the finest blocks in Chicago. Soon I saw the angry flames bursting from my home; quickly and grandly they wrapped up the whole block, and away it floated in black clouds over Lake Michigan. In the evening my little family of three came together at the house of E. L. Jansen, 607 Wabash Avenue, where we remained for that night. The next morning I was
out early, and found the streets thronged with people moving in all directions. To me the sight of the ruins, though so sad, was wonderful, giving one a most peculiar sensation, as it was wrought in so short a space of time. It was the destruction of the entire business portion of one of the greatest cities in the world. Every bank and insurance office, every law office, hotel, theater, railroad depot, most of the churches, and many of the principal residences of the city, a charred mass, property almost beyond estimate gone."

The following is an extract from the description of the fire written by J. R. Chapin, for Harper's Weekly, and which appeared in that publication Oct. 28th, 1871:

"Before us we looked upon a sight which it is impossible to describe. Looking under the vast flames, we could see the buildings either side of Randolph Street, whose beauty and magnificence and whose wealth of contents we had admired the day before, in the center of the furnace. A moment, and a flickering flame crept out of a window, another and another followed, a sheet of flame joined into the whirling mass above, and they were gone. One after another they dissolved like snow on the mountain, until the fire had reached the corner just before us. Loud detonations to the right and left of us, where buildings were being blown up, added to the falling of the walls, and the roaring of the flames, the moaning of the wind, the shouting of the crowd, the shrill whistling of the tugs as they endeavored to remove the shipping out of the reach of danger — made a frightful discord of sounds which will live in memory while life shall last. Vehicles of every kind and character were crossing and recrossing the bridge, bringing away goods of all kinds, and sometimes of the most ludicrous description. Crossing the bridge we viewed the fire as it swept on, devouring warehouse after warehouse on Lake Street; across Lake Street..."
reached the river, it can be confined to its present limits; anxious eyes watch the bridge yonder; the crowd surge back and forward, an "Oh, there's a stream!" "It will be saved!" A few moments of suspense, and someone exclaims, "The elevator is on fire!" "No, that's the reflection of the fire!" Every eye is turned that way with the utmost anxiety. The smoke is so dense that we can hardly see; it blows aside, clears away. "Yes, there are — three, five. They're lost! See, they are suffocating. They have crept to the corner. Oh! God, is there no help for them? What are they doing? They are drawing something up; 'tis a rope." They fasten it, and just as the flames are bursting out around them, the first one slides down over the parapet, followed by one after another until all are safe. A universal cry of relief goes up from the crowd, and we turn to other points. On the North Side the flames, now having more digestible food than brick and stone, go leaping, dancing and surging away over miles of territory, "growing by what it feeds upon," until, as far as the eye can reach to the right and left, all is flame and smoke.

And who shall depict the scenes of misery, the agony of suffering endured by that mass of people which was surging back and forth, to and fro, in every direction, on the West Side? In every doorway were groups and families, on the curbs, in the gutters, everywhere — in the depots, in the stores, wherever there was shelter, and where there was none — they could be seen huddled around their little all that the flames had spared, with misery depicted on their countenances, and with despair in their hearts. I leave these scenes to more powerful pens than mine, for I, too, had my load of painful anxiety to bear. Where was the young friend with whom I had parted company the day before? He had been burned out and was homeless. 'Twas in
vain to seek him among those thousands, I might pass and repass him a hundred times in the crowds in the street; and late in the afternoon I was reluctantly compelled, for the sake of my family who knew I had been stopping at the Sherman House, to leave for some place whence I could telegraph of my safety. Seeking out the Indianapolis depot, I purchased my ticket and awaited my opportunity to depart. Hour after hour passed in the presence of scenes of misery. The fire all this time spreading northward, until, at 7:25 p.m., we started away from the doomed city out on to the prairie. As we got away and looked back we still saw the brilliant flames looming above the doomed city."

The following is an interview held by a reporter with famous (?) Mrs. O'Leary on the day after the fire:

Reporter. "Did the fire start in your barn?"
Mrs. O'Leary. "It did, bad cess to it."
Rep. "What was in it at the time?"
O'Leary. "A horse, five cows, and about two tons of hay in the loft."
Rep. "Is your husband an expressman?"
O'Leary. "Indade an' he isn't. We all of us knocked our living out of those five blessed cows, an' I never had the loike of a cent from the parish in all me life, and the dirty Times had no business to say it, bad cess to it, I never see the loike av it at all at all."

Rep. "How about that kerosene lamp story?"
O'Leary. "There is not a word of truth in the whole story. I always milked my cows by daylight, and never had a lamp of any kind or a candle about the barn. It must have been set afire. Two neighbors at the far end of the alley saw a strange man come up about half past nine in the evening. He asked them was the alley straight through. They told him it was and he went through. It was not five minutes 'till they
saw the barn on fire. Before we had time to get out the horse or any of the cows, it was all gone and the fire was running in every direction. The boys turned to and saved the house. I hope to die if this isn't every word of it true. If you was a priest I wouldn't tell it any different."

There is a sketch given illustrating the energy of the Chicago people in meeting the heavy disaster which had befallen their city. They went to work with undaunted hearts, and the determination not only to obliterate within the next five years every trace of the fire, but to make their city still more magnificent than it was before. Business men who had perhaps never done a day's manual labor before, took off their coats, if they possessed one, and handled a pick or barrow with the rest.

An illustration is given of the interior of the West Side Rink, it being the great depot of supplies forwarded for the sufferers from every part of United States, Canada, and Europe, and without which hundreds must have died of cold and hunger. It was at first feared that a little too much might have been done in this way, and that many worthless characters might be encouraged to live in idleness and dependence instead of going to work for themselves; but this was prevented by the thorough system of relief adopted by those in charge of the distribution of supplies.

The directors of the Chicago Relief and Aid Society reported that they received numerous inquiries as to what was most needed by the sufferers in Chicago. Many contributed articles who could not send money. This society fed and cared for over 40,000 people.
In the arena, Conqueror! O'erthrown
All rivals, whose malignant howls of rage,
And envious fury, thou hast heard with scorn,
They sinking, helpless, in the dust thou trod'st;
Earth hails thee, Phoenix-City of the West!
The bright emporium of "th' unsalted seas," And marvel of the Nations! In thy prime
Of lusty youth, advancing with the wreath
Of glorious victory around thy brows,
Paeans of praise resounding in thine ears,
From "Thunderers" four thousand miles from thee;
Who hail the rising sun, skilled to perceive
And mark success, when signal, such as thine—
Thou walk'st, the cynosure of every gaze,
The promise of great Future on thy brow.

O mighty City! Earth's historic page
Knows naught like thee. Alone, unrivaled, thou
Hast sprung to life, like fabric of a dream;
Like tale of magic from Arabian mind!
E'en Desolation gives to thee new strength,
And, from thy flames, like to the fabled bird,
Hast thou arisen, thus renewing youth,
E'en from thine ashes. Thou, mere Indian haunt,
And nest of wigwams, when some eyes that read
These lines first opened unto Earth's glad light.

In Youth thou wast my dream. Thou wast the hope
Of my Life's morning, as thou still shalt be
The haven of its mellowing afternoon.
'Twas there I plucked the fairest flower of life;
Bright dream of Love in Youth's all roseate hours!
Which yet I wear, unfaded, on my breast.
Bloom ing perennial, changeless through the years.

Through thy thronged streets men stride with
When War's shrill clarion called us to the field,
Love's lingering kiss yet warm upon our lips;
Her tears upon our cheeks; her passionate sobs
Still in our ears, till dumb by wild huzzas.
Significant utterance of the Nation's heart!

Eventful Epoch! when the Country's fate
Hung, trembling, in the balance! Heroes then
Offered their lives, and in the deadly breach
Of imminent battle, gave their spirits up,
With a glad smile, that Freedom might endure.

Yes, from thy State, indeed, came heroes! names
That are immortal; names forever linked
With his, the "Father of his Country;" names
That rise supreme o'er all her mighty sons.
O'er one of these, while that his corpse was borne,
With mournful dirge, adown weeping streets,
Thou didst bow in grief, mingling thy tears
E'en with the Nation's woeful, o'er her great son;
Of whom, in years to come, some bard, whose lyre
Is yet unknown, or mute; one who, as yet,
Is all inglorious, thus could rise and sing:—

Amidst our greatest, our most honored names,
Lincoln! thine stands the brightest! Two alone
Of that historic throng of noble men
We syllable with thine; for, far above
All others on thy Country's storied page
Thy hallowed name shall stand. Yes, two alone
Great Washington, and that heroic soul,
That warrior true and tried, whose Spartan deeds,
From out "the nettle, Danger," of grim War,
Brought forth the first "the flower, Savoy," Peace,
We name with thee. Thou wast the highest type
Of rugged Manhood, and of noble heart
This land, prolific in all noble names
And noble deeds, has yet produced. And those
Who were partakers in that Drama grand,
Then played before the World, of which thou wast
The modest master-spirit; how shall they,
Or those that follow after, e'er forget
The mighty burden that was laid upon
Thy meekly patient heart; or e'er forget
The strong endurance with which all was borne.
The long, long travail for thy Country's sake;
The weight of Greatness, and the caring cares
That Greatness brings to him who wears her crown;
The woe and anguish, and well-nigh despair,
That War's reverses and the direr curse
Of our false friends brought, many a time and oft,
Unto thine inmost heart; until the cry,
"O God! why hast thou thus forsaken me,
And this my Country!" well might have been thine,
So dark and dismal seemed those dreadful years!

These three, these noble three! shall still remain,
Marking the flood-tide of great character
For this new land and young Republic; so
To stand, henceforward, that her coming sons,
Looking with pride on these immortal names,
Shall emulate those virtues which in them
Shone with resplendent lustre for our race.

Washington! Lincoln! Grant! Search me the world;
Unfold the history of six thousand years,
And sweep therefrom the gathered dust of old;
And then, with patient eye, peruse each page,
The record of the great in every land,
Of every race, that ever yet the sun,
In his diurnal course, blest with his beams,
And find me names that shall out-rival theirs!

But thine the loftier, the finer soul,
And thine the mightier spirit. So thy fate
Was tragic, and supremely fit thy death:—
The Martyr of thy Country! O'er thy grave
Her children weep tears both of love and pride.
Nor they alone. The wise, the great, the good.
Of every land, of every name and race,
Full oft in pilgrimage unto that shrine,
Which still shall stand a Mecca for the soul
That honors deeds, like thine, of high empire,
Shall turn, to seek the Patriot-Hero's tomb!

Thus, in the years to come, such bard might sing
Smiles with the halo of our loftiest name.
When thou, stupendous City! sure shall be
Unrivalled in this new Columbian land.
Say, rather, when thou art the mightier Rome
Of the all-conquering Romans of To-Day,
To which all roads shall lead! So shall the feet
Of the World's millions; seeking, now, that site
Whereon shall stand thine Exposition vast.
Huge, as thy fame is great; beat out the track
That, through the ages, shall the highway be
For myriad generations yet to come.
Nor, upon stones of thine, shall ever sit,
And muse, the errant, dusky denizen
Of the Antipodes, above the maze
Of mighty ruins, that have left no trace
Nor name, or of their builders, or of thee;
Upon the Scroll of Time, thy name affixed,
As upon adamant, shall still remain;
And when thy destiny shall be complete,
Earth may grow old, nor lose thee from her mind.
Nor, though thy land, a New Atlantis, lay
Swept by the waters of the billyow deep,
Would thy sweet Indian name be e'er forgot.
Or dull Oblivion mar Earth's thoughts of thee!

Chicago, November 3rd, 1892.
CHICAGO OF TO-DAY.

LOCATION AND SIZE.

The City of Chicago is situated on the west shore of Lake Michigan, 853 miles from the city of Baltimore, the nearest point on the Atlantic; 911 miles from New York, and 2,417 miles from San Francisco on the Pacific. Its mean elevation is twenty-five feet above Lake Michigan and 591 feet above mean sea level. The area of Chicago is 180.5 square miles, divided by the Chicago River and its branches into three sections, known as the North, South, and West Divisions. These are connected by fifty-three swing bridges and three tunnels. The park and boulevard systems occupy 3,290 acres, and is the most extensive of any city in the world, and is also worthy of a visit; when completed it will intersect and surround the city on all four sides, forming a series of drives nearly 100 miles in extent. Chicago is not only the greatest railroad center in the world, but the tonnage of its ships and vessels arriving and departing, is greater than that of any other city in the United States. These facts taken in connection with Chicago's rapid growth, give its citizens just cause to be proud of their city.

POPULATION AND GROWTH.

From a small frontier town, situated in a bog, Chicago has developed in the short space of a little over half a century into the second in size and importance on this continent, and is at no distant day destined to lead all others. The first permanent settlement was made in 1804, during which year Fort Dearborn was built by the United States Government; the fort stood near the foot of Michigan Avenue, on the corner of what is now known as River Street. At the close of 1839 Chicago contained twelve houses and three “country residences” on Madison Street, with a population (composed of whites, half breeds and blacks) of about one hundred. The town was organized in 1833, and incorporated as a city in 1837. The first frame building was erected in 1832, and the first brick house in 1833. The first vessel entered the harbor in 1834. The following table taken from the census reports, shows the growth of Chicago up to the last government census of 1890:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1840</td>
<td>4,470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1845</td>
<td>12,080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1850</td>
<td>20,260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1855</td>
<td>83,509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1860</td>
<td>109,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1870</td>
<td>298,977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1875</td>
<td>410,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1880</td>
<td>503,304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>1,098,576</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As showing the growth of the city during the year 1891, it might be mentioned that there were erected last year, 11,608 new buildings, at a cost of $47,822,100. These buildings have a frontage of 266,284 feet, or over fifty miles. There are about 10,000 men engaged in the real estate business in the city, and the amount of sales last year was $227,480,959.

NATIONALITIES COMPRISING THE POPULATION.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nationality</th>
<th>Population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>American</td>
<td>292,463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German</td>
<td>384,958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irish</td>
<td>215,334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bohemian</td>
<td>54,209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polish</td>
<td>52,756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swedish</td>
<td>45,877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norwegian</td>
<td>44,615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>33,785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French</td>
<td>12,963</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Giving a grand total, in 1891, of 1,208,669.
The following table shows the growth of Chicago in area, the dates given being the time when additions were made:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Area (square miles)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>February 11, 1835</td>
<td>2.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 4, 1837</td>
<td>10.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 16, 1847</td>
<td>14.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 12, 1853</td>
<td>17.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 13, 1863</td>
<td>24.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 27, 1864</td>
<td>35.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 6, 1867</td>
<td>36.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 5, 1887</td>
<td>43.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 29, 1889</td>
<td>172.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RAILROADS.

The Galena & Chicago Union, completed to Harlem in 1848 and to Elgin in 1850, starting from Chicago, was the first railroad in the northwest. The Rock Island was opened as far as Joliet in 1851. The Illinois Central was chartered in 1851, and communication was established with New York in 1852, through the Michigan Southern connecting with the Erie Railroad. From these small beginnings Chicago has developed until now it is the acknowledged railroad center of the West, with railroads almost innumerable.

CHICAGO AS A RAILWAY CENTER.

For the clearance of the great volume of traffic, in addition to the water facilities, there are thirty-five railway lines terminating in Chicago. They reach from Chicago to the Atlantic and Pacific oceans, Lake Superior and the Gulf of Mexico, and all the great cities of the United States and Canada, as well as the borders of Manitoba and Mexico. These lines vary in length from 50 to 7,000 miles each. There are five union depots in the city, handsome and commodious structures, besides two depots used exclusively by the lines that own them.

A passenger may enter at Chicago a luxuriously furnished sleeping-car, and without leaving it, reach any of the principal seaboard cities of the United States, as well as railway lines leading into Canada on the north and Mexico on the south. Over 700 passenger trains arrive and depart each day, of which 248 are through or express trains, the remainder suburban and accommodation trains. It is estimated that fully 175,000 people arrive and depart each day, not including the daily suburban travel, which is very large.

DEPOTS.

The following is a list of the depots in the city, their location and the principal railroads entering them:

- **BALTIMORE & OHIO**, Fifth av. cor. Harrison street.
- **Baltimore & Ohio Railroad**.
- **CHICAGO & NORTHWESTERN**, North Wells, corner Kinzie street.
- **Chicago & Northwestern Railroad**.
- **DEARBORN STATION**, Polk street, at the head of Dearborn street.
- **Chicago & Atlantic**.
- **Chicago & Eastern Illinois**.
- **Chicago & Grand Trunk**.
- **Chicago, Santa Fe & California**.
- **Chicago & Western Indiana**.
- **Louisville, New Albany & Chicago (Monon)**.
- **Wabash**.

**ILLINOIS CENTRAL**, foot of Lake street.
- **Illinois Central**.
- **Cincinnati, Indianapolis, St. Louis & Chicago (Kankakee)**.
- **Michigan Central**.

**UNION DEPOT**, Canal street, from Madison to Adams streets.
- **Chicago & Alton**.
- **Chicago, Burlington & Quincy**.
- **Chicago, Evanston & Lake Superior**.
- **Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul**.
- **Chicago, St. Louis & Pittsburg**.
- **Pittsburg, Fort Wayne & Chicago**.

**VAN BUREN STREET DEPOT**, Van Buren st., one block west of Clark st.
- **Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific**.
- **Lake Shore & Michigan Southern**.
- **New York, Chicago & St. Louis**.

**GRAND CENTRAL**, corner Harrison street and Fifth Avenue.
- **Chicago, St. Paul & Kansas City**.
- **Wisconsin Central**.

ACCOMMODATIONS.

Great satisfaction is felt by all interested in the success of the World's Fair over the fact that Chicago stands unrivaled for its accommodations for visitors. There are at the present time about 740 hotels, large and small, with a united capacity sufficient to care for comfortably at least 150,000 extra guests. This is entirely outside of the enormous number of boarding and private
houses, which, in an emergency, would probably double this estimate. It is quite within reason to look forward to an increase of at least one-fourth in those accommodations before the opening of the Fair. In addition to the above large number of hotels, there are in Chicago at the present time over 600 restaurants and cafes, with a feeding capacity of at least 100,000 persons daily. Several fine and commodious hotels are being erected near the Fair grounds, to accommodate visitors to the Fair.

THEATERS.

HERE are thirty-two first class theaters and places of amusement in the city, with an estimated gross daily attendance of from 20,000 to 25,000 persons or over. The range of amusements is broad and varied, sufficient to satisfy any taste or requirement. Many of them are perfect palaces, lacking nothing that will add to the pleasure or comfort of their patrons. The following is a partial list of the same, with their locations:

Academy of Music—83 South Halsted street.
Alhambra—Corner State street and Archer avenue.
Amberg's Theater—Irving Place and Fifteenth street.
Auditorium—Michigan avenue and Congress street.
Central Music Hall—Corner State and Randolph streets.
Chicago Opera House—Corner Washington and Clark streets.
Columbia—116 Monroe street.
Criterion—274 Sedgwick street.
Eden Musee (The Casino)—Wabash avenue and Jackson street.
Epstein's Dime Museum—111-117 Randolph street.
Freiberg's Opera House and Music Hall—180-186 Twenty-second street.
Globe Dime Museum—South State street near Congress.
Grand Opera House—87 Clark street.
Halsted Street Theater—Corner Halsted and West Harrison streets.
Havlin's Theater—Wabash avenue and Nineteenth streets.
Haymarket—169 West Madison street.
Hooley's Theater—149 Randolph street.
Jacob's Clark Street Theater—Corner North Clark and Kinzie streets.
Lyceum—58 South Desplaines street.
Madison Street Theater—83 Madison street.
McVicker's—82 Madison street.
Olympic—46 Clark street.
People's Theater—339 State street.
Schiller Opera House—Randolph street near Clark.

Standard—167 South Halsted street.
Timmerman's—Sixty-third and Stewart avenue.
Windsor—459 North Clark street.

EXPRESS COMPANIES.

DAMS EXPRESS CO.—(J. C. Murphy, Agent,) 187 and 189 Dearborn Street, between Monroe and Adams Streets.

MERI CAN EXPRESS CO.—(O. W. Barrett, Agent,) 70 Monroe Street, between Dearborn and State Streets.

U. S. EXPRESS and PACIFIC EXPRESS COMPANIES.—(A. Wygant, Agent,) 87 and 89 Washington Street, near Dearborn Street.

WELLS, FARGO & CO.'S EXPRESS.—156 Dearborn Street, between Adams and Monroe Streets.—(A. Gorton, Agent.)

LOCAL EXPRESS COMPANIES.

BRINK'S CITY EXPRESS, 88 Washington Street.
MERCHANTS' PARCEL DELIVERY CO., cor. Dearborn & Jackson Sts.
PARMALEE OMNIBUS LINE, 132 Adams Street.

HACK ORDINANCE.

THE price to be charged by the owner or owners, or drivers of any hackney coach, carriage or vehicle for the conveyance of passengers—except omnibuses—for hire within the city of Chicago shall be as follows, to be regulated and estimated by the distance on the most direct route, namely:—For conveying each passenger from one railroad depot to another railroad depot, $1.00.

For conveying each passenger not exceeding one mile, $1.00. For conveying a passenger any distance over one mile and less than two miles, $1.50.

For conveying each additional passenger of the same family or party, 50 cents.

For conveying a passenger in said city any distance exceeding two miles, $2.00.

For each additional passenger of the same family or party, 50 cents.

For conveying children between five and fourteen years of age, half the above rates may be charged for like distances; but for children under five years of age no charge shall be made. Provided, that the distance from any railroad depot, steamboat landing or hotel, shall in all cases be estimated as not exceeding one mile.
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For the use by day of any hackney coach or other vehicle drawn by two horses or other animals; with one or more passengers, $8.00 per day. For the use of any such carriage or vehicle by the hour, with one or more passengers, with the privilege of going from place to place, and stopping as often as may be required, as follows: For the first hour, $2.00; for each additional hour or part of an hour, $1.00.

**THE NEW ONE-HORSE CAB ORDINANCE.**—This ordinance went into effect in the fall of 1885, it establishes the following rates for vehicles drawn by one horse: For one mile or fraction thereof, for each passenger 25 cents; and for more than one mile, 25 cents per mile for one or more passengers for any distance after the first mile. When hired by the hour, not more than 75 cents for the first hour, and 20 cents per quarter of an hour thereafter. For services outside of the city limits, likewise driving in the parks, $1.00 per hour, and 25 cents for each quarter of an hour after the first hour.

Any violation of the above rules and regulations is punishable by fine and imprisonment; and any imposition on any one is also punishable. Have no parley with your hackman, but call on the nearest policeman, who will aid you in securing your rights.

---

**THE PRESS OF CHICAGO.**

There are 531 newspapers published in Chicago, and the extent of their circulation may be gauged from the statement that 20,000,000 pounds of serial matter passes through the Chicago post office annually. In quantity and quality of the reading matter furnished, they have no superiors in the world. The following is a list of the Daily newspapers published in the city:

**ENGLISH.**

News, evening; Record, morning; 123 Fifth avenue.  
Journal, evening; 161 Dearborn street.  
Globe, morning; 118 Fifth avenue.  
Herald, morning; 168-8 Washington street.  
Inter-Ocean, morning, corner Madison and Dearborn streets.  
Mail, evening; Fifth avenue near Madison street.  
Post, evening; 164-6 Washington street.  
Times, morning; corner Washington street and Fifth avenue.  
Tribune, morning; corner Madison and Fifth avenue.  
National Hotel Reporter; 61 LaSalle street.  

**GERMAN.**

Illinois Staats Zeitung; corner Washington street and Fifth avenue.  
Freie Presse, morning; 90-94 Fifth avenue.

---

**STREET RAILWAYS.**

ENOUNCING the street car system of Chicago has become a favorite pastime of many of its citizens, should a wait of a few minutes be necessitated. This, however, may be attributed to the ceaseless activity of the people, who will not brook stoppages, rather than to a faulty system of inter-mural communication. With surface street railways Chicago is well supplied, and in a couple of years at the farthest will have a complete system of elevated railroads in addition, one of which is now completed and in running order on the South side, and one on the West side in process of construction. The present street railway system carries about 300,000 people each day, and has a capacity of over a million and a half, which will be still increased for the World's Fair. There are three great cable systems in Chicago, viz: The South Side, the West Side and the North Side. The last two named pass through tunnels under the river, reaching by this means the center of the city. All other lines are operated with horses. The total mileage of tracks in use by the several street railroad companies is as follows:

- North Chicago Street Railroad Company, 88.30 miles.  
- Chicago City Railroad Company, 152.95 "  
- West Chicago Street Railroad Company, 142.89 "  
- Chicago Passenger Railroad Company, 6.00 "  
- Calumet Electric Street Railway Company, 3.05 "  
- Cicero & Proviso Electric Railway Company, 4.89 "  
- Chicago & South Side Rapid Transit Company, 3.70 "  
- West Lake Street Elevated Railroad Company, 1.60 "

---

**WATER WORKS.**

ALTHOUGH Chicago is continually enlarging and extending its water works system, it is difficult to keep up with the demand for water. Several large tunnels are extended out under the lake from two to four miles, and at their terminus a "crib" is erected for the inlet of water. The entire system is owned by the city and is under its direct control. In connection with the water supply, there has been constructed a tolerably complete sewerage system of nearly three hundred miles in extent. The amount of water pumped daily to supply the city is 150,000,000 million gallons.
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BANKS.

PRIVATE, Savings and National Banks are divided into their
three separate classes in the following list. The total capital
of the twenty-four National Banks of the city is $16,000,000.
Chicago's per centage of increase in her banking business is
growing twice and one-fourth as fast as New York City. The
banks, with their location, are as follows:

NATIONAL BANKS.
American Exchange National Bank, 185 Dearborn Street.
Calumet National Bank, 9454 Commercial Avenue, South Chicago.
Chicago National Bank, southwest cor. Dearborn and Monroe Streets.
Columbia National Bank, Phenix Building.
Commercial National Bank, southwest cor. Dearborn and Monroe Streets.
Continental National Bank, southwest cor. La Salle and Adams Streets.
Drover's National Bank, 1200 S. Halsted Street.
First National Bank, northwest cor. Dearborn and Monroe Streets.
Fort Dearborn National Bank, 140 Dearborn Street.
Globe National Bank, northwest cor Jackson and La Salle Streets.
Hide and Leather National Bank, cor. Madison and La Salle Streets.
Home National Bank, 184 W. Washington Street.
Lincoln National Bank, 59 N. Clark Street.
Merchants' National Bank, 80 and 82 La Salle Street.
Metropolitan National Bank, cor. La Salle and Madison Streets.
National Bank of America, cor. La Salle and Washington Streets.
National Bank of Illinois, 115 Dearborn Street.
National Live Stock Bank of Chicago, Union Stock Yards,
Northwestern National Bank, 217 La Salle Street.
Oakland National Bank, 3961 Cottage Grove Avenue.
Prairie State National Bank, 110 W. Washington Street.
Union National Bank, northeast cor, La Salle and Adams Streets.
United States National Bank of Chicago, Phenix Building.

SAVINGS BANKS.
Chemical Trust and Savings Bank, 85 Dearborn Street.
Chicago Trust and Savings Bank, Washington near Clark Street.
Dime Savings Bank, 104 and 106 Washington Street.
Globe Savings Bank, cor. Dearborn and Jackson Streets.
Hibernian Banking Association, cor. Clark and Randolph Streets.
Illinois Trust and Savings Bank, Rookery Building.

Prairie State Saving & Trust Co., 45 S. Desplaines Street.
Pullman Loan and Savings Bank, Arcade, Pullman.
Security Loan and Savings Bank, 127 La Salle Street.
Western Trust and Savings Bank, cor. Washington and Fifth Avenue.

STATE AND PRIVATE BANKS.
Adolph Loeb & Brothers, 170 La Salle Street.
Cahn & Strauss, 128 La Salle Street.
Charles Heinrotin, 169 Dearborn Street.
Corn Exchange Bank, Rookery Building.
Farmers Trust Co., 112 Dearborn Street.
Foreman Brothers, 128 and 130 Washington Street.
Greenebaum Sons, 116 and 118 La Salle Street.
Guarantee Co., of North America, 175 La Salle Street.
International Bank, 110 La Salle Street.
Merchants' Loan & Trust Co., 103 Dearborn Street.
Northern Trust Co., Chamber of Commerce Building.
Paul O. Stensland & Co., cor. Milwaukee Avenue and Carpenter Street.
Peterson & Bay, southwest cor. La Salle and Randolph Streets.
State Bank of Illinois, 108 La Salle Street.
Union Trust Co., northeast cor. Madison and Dearborn Streets.
West Side Bank, 502 W. Madison Street.

FOREIGN CONSULS.

OST of the great foreign powers are represented in Chicago by
consuls. Their addresses are given below under the names of
the government to which they are accredited. Foreigners
are entitled to the advice and protection of their government
representative and will do well in case of trouble or difficulty
to apply to them:
Argentine Republic, 83 Jackson Street, Consul, P. S. Hudon.
Austro-Hungarian, 78 and 80 Fifth Avenue, Consul, H. Claussenius.
Belgium, 167 Dearborn Street, Consul, Charles Heinrotin.
Denmark, 209 Fremont Street, Consul, Emil Dreier.
France, 70 La Salle Street, Consul, Edmund Brudwaert.
Germany, room 25 Borden Block, Consul, F. Von Nordenflycht, recalled
Great Britain, 72 Dearborn Street, Consul, J. H. Saddler.
Italy, 110 La Salle Street, room 1, Consul, Paul Bajnotti.
Mexico, room 30, 128 Washington Street, Consul, Felipe Berriozabal.
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Netherlands, 85 Washington Street, Consul, George Birkhoff, Jr.
Norway and Sweden, r. 1, 153 Randolph Street, Vice-Consul, P. Svanoe.
Switzerland, 65 Washington Street, Consul, Louise Boorlin.
Turkey, 167 Dearborn Street, Charles Henrotin.

WATER TRANSPORTATION.

SURPRISING as it may seem to many people, it is a fact that the number of arrivals and departures of vessels at Chicago's harbor exceeds those of New York per cent. They are nearly equal to those of New York, Boston and Baltimore combined. In passenger boats the city is well supplied. Besides the large number of small excursion boats which ply along the shore and furnish the residents of the city with pleasant rides and fresh lake air, there are three lines of passenger boats making regular trips to points on Lakes Michigan, Superior, Huron and Erie.

The Goodrich Line was founded in 1856 by Capt. A. E. Goodrich. The companies steamers ply between Chicago and all the principal ports on Lake Michigan and Green Bay, running regular daily lines of as handsomely equipped boats as are to be found anywhere. The latest additions to the fleet of steamers are the Atlanta and the elegant Virginia, the latter patterned after the modern ocean racers, and is said to be as handsome in her makeup as any vessel that carries the stars and stripes. Docks and offices at the foot of Michigan Avenue.

The Graham & Morton Transportation Company run several steamers daily during the excursion season to St. Joseph and Benton Harbor, Michigan. They have no opposition but the cars. Their best boats are the City of Chicago and the Puritan, both new steel side-wheel steamers, each capable of carrying a small army. The western coast of Michigan abounds with pleasure resorts, and these boats during the warm weather are well patronized. Docks and offices at the foot of Wabash avenue.

The Lake Michigan & Lake Superior Transportation Company run a line of propellers between Chicago and Duluth, at the head of Lake Superior, also passing through the beautiful Saint Mary's river and the government canal, where is located the largest lock in the world. This line does a large freight business, and during the excursion season carries a good many passengers. The docks are at the west end of Rush street bridge, easily reached from the depots.

At present the docks and landing places of steamers and vessels are confined to the Chicago river, but the day is not far distant when the outside harbor, a government work, will be utilized also for this purpose, and will make one of the most commodious in this country.

UNIÓN STOCK YARDS.

ONE of the great attractions of Chicago to the stranger is the immense stock yards and abattoirs, which are the most extensive in the world. They cover 320 acres of ground, and require over 5,000 pens to accommodate the stock received. These mammoth yards can accommodate at one time 35,000 cattle, 200,000 hogs, 15,000 sheep and 1,500 horses. During the year 1890 there was received at these yards, 3,484,280 head of cattle, 7,668,828 hogs, 2,181,687 sheep, 185,823 calves and 101,556 horses. Total number of carloads received during 1890 was 311,557.

PUBLIC PARKS.

CHICAGO is bountifully supplied with beautiful parks, so distributed as to be easily accessible to residents of all parts of the corporation, together covering an area of 3,200 acres, all connected by a system of magnificent boulevards, beautifully shaded and kept in repair by the city. Among the more prominent of the Parks may be mentioned the following:

Douglas Park lies four miles south-west of the center of the city. Take Ogden avenue car via W. Madison cable.

Gage Park is situated at the junction of Western avenue and Garfield boulevard.

Garfield Park lies four and a half miles west of the post office. It contains 185 acres, and is the largest and most frequented park on the West side. It has 17 acres of lake surface, a boat house, refreshment pavilions and a mineral artesian well. Take Madison cable or carriage via Washington Boulevard.

Humboldt Park contains 200 acres and lies four miles northwest of the city. It has a highly medicinal artesian well, 5,115 feet deep, fine lake, etc. Take Milwaukee Avenue cable.

Jackson Park lies seven and one-half miles south of the post office, on the shore of Lake Michigan. It is occupied at present by the World's Fair buildings. It is reached by the Illinois Central Railroad the Wabash and Cottage Grove Avenue cable cars, and by the Spring of 1893 the South Side elevated railroad will connect with the park.

Lake Park, better known as the Lake Front, lies between Michigan avenue and the Harbor, and Randolph and Twelfth Streets.

Lincoln Park lies two miles north of the post office, contains 250 acres, and has a frontage on the lake of one and one-half miles; ten miles of drives, twelve miles of walks, two tunnels, seven bridges, and over twenty-five acres of inland lake surface. Also several truly grand mon-
Other leading features are the zoological gardens, the immense floral designs and conservatories, the commons reserved for games, and the magnificent pageant to be seen daily on the Lake Shore Drive, an electric fountain, artesian mineral water and other attractions too numerous to mention. Take North Clark or Wells Street cable, or by carriage the Lake Shore Drive.

Midway Plaisance is a narrow strip connecting Jackson and Washington Parks. Take Cottage Grove Avenue cable.

South Park is the name by which Washington, Jackson Park and the Midway Plaisance are known.

There are numerous smaller parks, with picturesque improvements.

PUBLIC LIBRARIES AND READING ROOMS.

Public Library and Reading Room—Free papers on file from every city in America. Top floor of City Hall.
Newberry Library, free. Vast collection of old, rare and valuable books of reference, medicine, science, history, art, etc. Washington Square and North Clark street.
Chicago Law Library—Room 67 County Building.
Chicago Athenæum Library—50 and 52 Dearborn street.
Chicago Br. International Missionary Society—3652 Vincennes avenue.
Chicago Historical Society Library—
Chicago Medical Society Library—Public Library Hall.
Hammond Library—Ashland avenue corner Warren avenue.
Illinois Tract Society of Seventh Day Adventists—3652 Vincennes av.
Lincoln Street Church Free Library—S. Lincoln st. corner Ambrose st.
Union Catholic Library Association—121 La Salle street.
West New Church Union Cir. Lib. and Reading Room—17 Van Buren st.
Y. M. C. A. Reading Room—150 Madison street.

MANUFACTURES AND COMMERCE.

Every line of manufactured product is covered in Chicago, which is yearly adding to the extent of its output. In 1881 there were 3,307 factories in the city, and their products were valued at $567,012,000. The capital employed in 1891 in these factories was $210,302,000, as against $190,000,000 in 1890. The wages paid by the manufacturers in 1891 was $104,904,000, as against $96,200,000 in 1890. The number of workers employed in manufacturing in Chicago in 1891 was 158,870, as against 177,000 in 1890.

VALUE OF WHOLESALE BUSINESS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>1891 Value</th>
<th>1890 Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dry goods and carpets</td>
<td>$98,416,000</td>
<td>$93,730,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groceries</td>
<td>$56,700,000</td>
<td>$56,700,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumber</td>
<td>$39,000,000</td>
<td>$36,900,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufactured iron</td>
<td>$17,000,000</td>
<td>$15,500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothing</td>
<td>$23,600,000</td>
<td>$21,500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boots and shoes</td>
<td>$27,500,000</td>
<td>$25,900,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drugs and chemicals</td>
<td>$7,600,000</td>
<td>$7,100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crockery and glassware</td>
<td>$6,000,000</td>
<td>$5,500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hats and caps</td>
<td>$8,000,000</td>
<td>$7,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millinery</td>
<td>$7,000,000</td>
<td>$7,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tobacco and cigars</td>
<td>$11,500,000</td>
<td>$10,850,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fresh and salt fish and oysters</td>
<td>$5,500,000</td>
<td>$5,400,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oils</td>
<td>$4,500,000</td>
<td>$4,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dried fruits</td>
<td>$4,300,000</td>
<td>$4,300,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building materials</td>
<td>$4,500,000</td>
<td>$4,400,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furs</td>
<td>$1,750,000</td>
<td>$1,500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carriages</td>
<td>$2,000,000</td>
<td>$1,850,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pianos, organs and musical instruments</td>
<td>$7,800,000</td>
<td>$7,200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music books and sheet music</td>
<td>$625,000</td>
<td>$575,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Books, wall paper, etc</td>
<td>$22,000,000</td>
<td>$22,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>$28,000,000</td>
<td>$25,500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper stock</td>
<td>$5,500,000</td>
<td>$5,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pig-iron</td>
<td>$20,500,000</td>
<td>$20,850,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal</td>
<td>$26,000,000</td>
<td>$25,075,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware and cutlery</td>
<td>$19,225,000</td>
<td>$17,500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodenware and willowware</td>
<td>$3,500,000</td>
<td>$3,162,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquors</td>
<td>$15,000,000</td>
<td>$13,800,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jewelry, watches, etc</td>
<td>$25,000,000</td>
<td>$20,400,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leather and findings</td>
<td>$2,750,000</td>
<td>$2,520,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pig lead and copper</td>
<td>$6,000,000</td>
<td>$5,666,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron ore</td>
<td>$4,500,000</td>
<td>$4,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>$6,000,000</td>
<td>$5,085,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Totals</strong></td>
<td><strong>$517,166,000</strong></td>
<td><strong>$486,806,000</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ELEVATORS.

26 regular elevators; capacity, bushels, 28,675,000.
Largest, C., B. & Q. (with annex); capacity, 3,000,000 bushels.
Second largest, Armour; capacity, 2,000,000 bushels.
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Arrets, .................. 343
Bakeries, ................. 506
Banks, National, 23; State, 28, 51
Barber Shops, .......... 1,492
Boarding Houses, ....... 1,027
Boots and Shoes, wholesale, 42
Boots & Shoes, mfg, 43; ret, 1,430
Breweries, ............... 55
Carpenters, contracting, 930
Cigars, ................... 1,625
Clothing, who, 81; retail, 426
Coal, who, 32; retail, 1,155
Commission Merchants, 909
Confectioners, who, 25; ret, 1,177
Dentists, ................. 561
Dressmakers, ............ 2,354
Droggists, who, 24; retail, 765
Dry Goods, com. 98; wh. 34; r, 589
Furnished rooms, ....... 878
Furniture, who, 145; retail, 351
Groceries, who, 34; ret, 2,313
Hardware, mfg, 43; w. 45; r, 405
Insurance, acc. 16; life, 64; fire 233
Hotels, .................. 301
Laundries, ............... 421
Laundries, Chinese, .... 278
Lawyers, ................ 2,707
Meat markets, .......... 1,647
Midwives, ............... 438
Milk Depots, ............ 1,177
Milliners, who, 21; retail, 331
Music teachers, .......... 937
Notaries public, ......... 2,308
Physicians and Surgeons, 2,404
Printing offices, ......... 369
Publishers, .............. 516
Real Estate, ............. 2,186
Restaurants, ............. 684
Saloons, ................. 6,241
Tailors, .................. 1,766

FACTS ABOUT CHICAGO.

The fact is now pretty generally conceded that Chicago, which is now second in population, is destined to be the first city of America. It now leads in many things.
It is the largest hog market in the world.
It is the largest cattle market in the world.
It is the greatest grain market in the world.
It is the largest lumber market in the world.
It is the greatest stove market in the world.
It is the largest packing center in the world.
It is the greatest railroad center in the world.
It has the largest stock yards in the world.
It has the finest hotel building in the world.
It has the largest office building in the world.
It has a greater area than any city in America.
It has the greatest elevator capacity in the world.
It has the largest agricultural implement manufactory in the world.
It has the largest mining machine manufactory in the world.
It has the largest commercial building in the world.

It has the greatest retail dry goods store in the world.
It has the largest cold storage building in the world.
It has the largest library circulation in the United States.
It has the largest percentage of banking reserves in America.
It has the most complete cable system in the world.
It has the most complete water system in the world.

MISCELLANEOUS DATA, 1891.

Total bonded city indebtedness, .......................... $13,545,400
Value of real estate, buildings, etc., owned by the city, 37,690,876
Assessed valuation of real estate and personal property, 256,594,574
Number of school buildings owned by the city, ........ 225
Number of rented buildings used for school purposes, 77
Average number of children attending public schools, 126,326
Average number of children attending private schools, 70,558
Number of teachers in public schools, .................. 3,195
Number of teachers in private schools, ................... 2,146
Estimated number of buildings in the city, ............. 160,000
Number of men on police force, .......................... 2,238
Number of engine and hook and ladder houses, ........ 90
Number of fire engines, .................................... 72
Number of fire boats, ....................................... 3
Number of hook and ladder trucks, ....................... 28
Number of chemical fire engines, ......................... 23
Number of firemen employed, .............................. 998
Number of miles of streets in the city, ................. 2,333
Number of miles of paved streets, ......................... 775
Number of miles of streets paved during year, .......... 88
Number of miles of sidewalks, ............................ 2,837
Number of miles of sidewalks laid during year, ........ 433
Number of miles of sewer, ................................. 888
Number of miles of sewers built during the year, ...... 96
Number of miles of water mains, .......................... 1,347
Number of miles of water pipe laid during year, ....... 115
Number of miles of water tunnels in use, ................. 10
Number of Bridges over the Chicago river, ............... 53
Number of viaducts over railroad tracks, ................ 31
Number of street lamps in city, ......................... 70,076
Number of miles of river frontage, ........................ 41
Number of vessels arriving during the year, ............. 10,224
Number of feet of lumber received, ........................ 2,046,796,000
Number of bushels of grain received, ..................... 211,496,653
**ALABAMA.**

Area, 51,540 Square Miles. Population, 1890, 1,513,017.

Alabama was a part of Georgia, one of the original thirteen States, until 1788, but at that time became separate and with other divisions formed the Territory of Mississippi. In 1816, Alabama was admitted as a State, having then a population of 120,000. In 1861 it seceded and formed a part of the Southern Confederacy, and was readmitted in 1868. Of the population, 662,185 are white and 800,185 are colored. The northern and central parts of the State are covered with forests of elm, oak, chestnut, cedar, pine, firs, and mulberry, the balance of the State being chiefly agricultural land. The chief productions of the soil are corn and cotton, sweet potatoes, rice and fruits. Large beds of coal and mines of iron are now worked, giving the State a new line of industries and increasing her prosperity. Its principal cities are Montgomery, the capital; Mobile, Birmingham, Selma, huntsville, and Tuscaloosa. The present Governor is T. G. Jones.

**ARKANSAS.**

Area, 53,045 Square Miles. Population, 1890, 1,128,179.

In the eighteenth century the French effected a settlement in Arkansas, which was purchased by the United States in 1803, being a part of the Louisiana purchase. It was made a territory in 1819, and a State in 1836. Seceded in 1861, and was readmitted to representation in Congress in 1868. Arkansas derives its name from the Arkansas river, and means "smoky water." It is nicknamed the "Bear State," owing to the great number of bears formerly found there. The eastern portion of the State is low and subject to inundation, and is consequently unhealthy. The central and western portions are higher and broken, with extensive prairies intervening, having a productive soil. The famous Hot Springs are its great natural attraction. There are more than one hundred of these springs, all of great curative properties. The principal products are corn, wheat and cotton. Coal, iron and lead are its leading minerals. Its principal cities are Little Rock, the capital, Helena, Fort Smith, Texarkana, and Hot Springs. The present Governor is Jas. P. Eagle.

**CALIFORNIA.**

Area, 155,980 Square Miles. Population, 1890, 1,208,130.

The western coast of the United States was first discovered by Sir Francis Drake in 1579, and remained unoccupied for nearly two hundred years. After the Mexican war in 1848, Mexico relinquished her claim to this territory, and the United States became the undisputed possessor. In the month of February, 1849, gold was first discovered in Col Sutter's mill near the Golden Gate. Gold nuggets, and the news spread over the country. The emigration was altogether unparalleled. In 1860 California was admitted as a State. The name is derived from two Spanish words meaning "gold" and "west." The climate is that of the Mediterranean, and the capital is Los Angeles. San Francisco is the Golden Gate. Ocean currents from the south render the climate along the coast warm and healthy. The remarkable attractions of the Yosemite Valley are known the world over. The principal cities are Sacramento, the capital, San Francisco, Los Angeles, San Jose and San Diego. Its present Governor is H. Markham.
EARLY twenty years after the Pilgrims landed at Plymouth, the Dutch first explored Connecticut, and laid claim to the territory. The English made settlements at Hartford and Windsor, a constitutional government formed in 1636, and a charter secured in 1662. In 1665, an unsuccessful attempt was made to take away this charter; the document being hidden in an old oak tree, in Hartford, and this was afterwards called "The Charter Oak." Its nicknames are the Nutmeg State and the Land of Steady Habits. The famous college at Yale, at New Haven, was founded in 1701, and was well known. While farming is carried on to some extent, manufacturing is the leading industry. Its clocks, cutlery, tree tools and fire arms are widely known. The mechanical ingenuity of its people is something unusual. Its principal cities are Hartford, the capital, and New Haven, Bridgeport, Waterbury, Norwich, Meridian and Norfolk. The present Governor is S. F. Murdock.

NORTH AND SOUTH CAROLINA.

Mr. Walter Raleigh discovered what is known as North Carolina in 1584. In 1729 the province was divided into North and South Carolina. It was one of the original thirteen States. The eastern part is low and sandy, but the western mountainous, possessing the finest scenery. Agriculture is the leading industry, while the vast pine forests furnish three times as much pitch, tar and resin as all the other States together. The leading cities are Raleigh, the capital, Wilmington, Charlotte and Asheville. The present Governor of North Carolina is T. Holt.

In 1729 South Carolina was separated from North Carolina, and was one of the original thirteen States. In 1862 a convention at Charleston adopted the "nullification ordinance," but its repeal was immediately demanded by the U.S. government. It was the first State to secede from the Union, and on its soil the first gun was fired in the civil war. It was readmitted in 1868. Agriculture is the leading industry, the State ranking first in the production of rice. The leading cities are Columbia, the capital, Charleston, and Spartanburg. The present Governor of South Carolina is H. R. Tillman.

IR Walter Raleigh discovered what is known as North Carolina in 1584. In 1729 the province was divided into North and South Carolina. It was one of the original thirteen States. The eastern part is low and sandy, but the western mountainous, possessing the finest scenery. Agriculture is the leading industry, while the vast pine forests furnish three times as much pitch, tar and resin as all the other States together. The leading cities are Raleigh, the capital, Wilmington, Charlotte and Asheville. The present Governor of North Carolina is T. Holt.

NORTH AND SOUTH CAROLINA.

Mr. Walter Raleigh discovered what is known as North Carolina in 1584. In 1729 the province was divided into North and South Carolina. It was one of the original thirteen States. The eastern part is low and sandy, but the western mountainous, possessing the finest scenery. Agriculture is the leading industry, while the vast pine forests furnish three times as much pitch, tar and resin as all the other States together. The leading cities are Raleigh, the capital, Wilmington, Charlotte and Asheville. The present Governor of North Carolina is T. Holt.

In 1729 South Carolina was separated from North Carolina, and was one of the original thirteen States. In 1862 a convention at Charleston adopted the "nullification ordinance," but its repeal was immediately demanded by the U.S. government. It was the first State to secede from the Union, and on its soil the first gun was fired in the civil war. It was readmitted in 1868. Agriculture is the leading industry, the State ranking first in the production of rice. The leading cities are Columbia, the capital, Charleston, and Spartanburg. The present Governor of South Carolina is H. R. Tillman.
NORTH DAKOTA AND SOUTH DAKOTA.

N. Dakota; Area 74,312 sq. miles. Pop. 1,980,000. S. Dakota; Area, 76,630 sq. miles. Pop. 2,099,983.

S. early as 1821 Lord Selkirk founded a settlement at Pembina, North Dakota. In 1861 a territorial government was formed. In 1889 Congress passed a bill creating the States of North and South Dakota, the division line being the parallel of 49°. The greater portion of North Dakota is a rolling prairie, and the soil is nearly all tillable, producing the finest wheat in the world. Stockraising is carried on extensively. The principal cities of North Dakota are Bismarck, the capital, Fargo and Grand Forks. The present Governor is A. H. Burck. Most of the surface of South Dakota is a rolling prairie, with a productive soil. In the southwestern portion is an elevation known as the Black Hills, which are located on the smaller gold and silver mines in the world. It is estimated that South Dakota's fertile soil will support three million people. In 1870 South Dakota produced more wheat than all the Southern States combined. Its principal cities are Pierre, the capital, Sioux Falls, Yankton, Deadwood and Aberdeen. Its present Governor is A. C. Mellette.

DELaware.

Area, 1,960 Square Miles. Population, 1890, 188,493.

DELAWARE was named after Lord De la Ware, an early colonial governor of Virginia. After William Penn settled Pennsylvania, for fully twenty years Delaware remained a part, and recognized the rule of the Governor of that State until the Revolution, when she became independent. It is popularly called the Delaware State. The State is divided into its size, shape and value. Although a Southern State, it not only did not secede, but furnished more soldiers for the northern army in proportion to its population than any other State. During the Revolution, also, its soldiers were among the best in the Continental army. With the single exception of Rhode Island, Delaware is the smallest State in the Union. It is so small that Texas would make 130 States of its size. The chief industries are agriculture and fruit farming. Peach, apple, and small berries are the great staples of the State. Its principal cities are Dover, the capital, Wilmington, New Castle, and Milford. The present Governor is R. J. Reynolds.

Florida.

Area, 54,240 Square Miles. Population, 1890, 302,422.

FLORIDA claims to have the oldest city in the United States—St. Augustine. It was founded in 1561 by Ponce de Leon, who was afterwards killed by the Indians. DeSoto conquered the territory for the Spaniards in 1539. Spain ceded it to the United States in 1819. It became a territory in 1822, and admitted to the Union in 1845. The State seceded in 1861, and was restored in 1868. It is nicknamed the "Peninsular State." The southern portion is for the most part low and marshy called the Everglades, which is impassable during the rainy season. North of this tract the surface is generally a level. The geological structure of the whole State is remarkable. A large part of the surface seems to form only a crust, through which subterranean lakes and rivers force their way. The principal products of the State are corn and cotton. While oranges and other tropical fruits are extensively produced, its chief cities are Tallahassee, the capital, Jacksonville, Pensacola and Key West. The present Governor is J. P. Fleming.
IDAHO.

Area, 84,290 Square Miles. Population, 1890, 84,290.

In 1860, Idaho was organized as a territory, but with an area that included in its borders the whole of Montana and the greater part of Wyoming. It was first explored by Lewis & Clark in 1805. It was admitted as a State July 3, 1889. The general surface of the territory is an elevated table land, 2,000 to 3,000 feet above sea level, but containing numerous depressed valleys, partially watered. The most remarkable feature of Idaho connected with its mountain system is the vast lava bed which covers the southern part of the State, forming a desert 400 miles long and 40 to 60 wide. But a small portion of the State can be successfully cultivated, owing to the lack of water. Some attention is paid to grazing. Timber is found in the northern part of the State. The mining of gold and silver is the principal industry. Its principal cities are Boise City, the capital, and Lewiston. Its present Governor is N. B. Willey.

ILLINOIS.

Area, 58,000 Square Miles. Population (1890) 3,826,361.

Illinois was first explored by LaSalle and the French missionaries, who formed the first settlement at Kaskaskia, in 1673. It became a territory Feb. 3, 1809, and was admitted into the Union as a State Dec. 3, 1818. The whole number of newspapers and periodicals published in the State in 1891 was 1,808, placing the State second only to New York. Nearly one-half of the State is underlaid with beds of coal, and in the northwestern part copper, lead and zinc are found, and salt in the southern portion. Illinois stands first in the United States in the extent of its railroad mileage, and among the first in the production of the leading Page-corn, wheat and oats. No other State enters so largely into the business of pork packing. Illinois furnishing more than 40 per cent. of all that is marketed in the Southern and Western States. Its leading cities are Springfield, the capital, Chicago, Peoria, Quincy, Bloomington, Rockford, Aurora, Rock Island and Joliet. The present Governor is Joseph W. Fifer. Illinois leads all the States in its appropriation for the World's Fair, the particulars of which are given on another page.

GEORGIA.

Area, 58,880 Square Miles. Population, 1890, 1,837,353.

Georgia was one of the thirteen original States. It was first settled by General Oglethorpe, whose colonial charter dates from 1732. The State seceded from the Union in 1861, and was readmitted in 1870. Though the State suffered severely during the Indian wars, from the British soldiers in the Revolution, and from the Federal army and navy during the civil war, it has shown great recuperative powers. The State was named after George I, of England. Georgia is rich in mineral production—gold, iron, copper, coal, zinc and antimony being found but not extensively worked. There are also rich deposits of marble, gypsum, asbestos, soapstone, slate, agate and so-called diamonds. Every variety of tree flourishes, and is found in abundance. Crops of sugar cane, cotton, rice and sweet potatoes are produced. More than one-half the total surface of the State is covered with forests. Its principal cities are Atlanta, the capital, Savannah, Macon, Augusta and Columbus. The present Governor is W. J. Northen.
INDIANA.

Area, 36,910 Square Miles. Population, 1890, 2,182,604.

Indiana was first explored in 1676, and was first settled at Vincennes in 1732 by the French Canadians. On May 7, 1800, it was constituted a Territory, and was admitted as a State Dec. 11, 1816. As an agricultural State Indiana stands high, and in manufacturing interests the State has attained an important position. Of the latter, the largest branches are flour and flouring mill products, lumber, woolen goods, machinery, agricultural implements, iron goods, cars, carriages, boots and shoes. The longest canal in the country is the Wabash and Erie, connecting the Maumee river at Toledo with Evansville on the Ohio. It is 167 miles long, and its course for 379 miles is in Indiana. Its principal cities are Indianapolis, the capital, Evansville, Fort Wayne, Lafayette, Terre Haute, New Albany, South Bend, Logansport. Indiana takes a lively interest in the World's Fair, an account of which is given elsewhere. Its present Governor is Allan P. Hovey.

IOWA.

Area, 56,475 Square Miles. Population (1890) 1,911,898.

The first settlement was made in 1788 by a French Canadian named Julien Dubuque, who obtained a large grant of land, including the tract upon which the city named after him now stands. In 1833 settlements were made near Burlington and other points along the river. In 1838 the Territory of Iowa was organized, and was admitted as a State Dec. 28, 1846. It is named after its chief river, an Indian name, meaning "the beautiful country." Agriculturally considered, Iowa stands in the front rank. Her principal products are corn, wheat, rye, barley, flax and potatoes. In manufacturing industries the State is growing, among them being flour, lumber, brick and tile and agricultural implements. Bituminous coal underlies about one-third of the State, with lead mines around Dubuque. Iowa ranks third in the Union in railroad mileage. Its principal cities are Des Moines, the capital, Dubuque, Davenport, Burlington, Sioux City, Council Bluffs and Keokuk. Its present Governor is Horace Bixley. For a description of the part Iowa takes in the World's Fair, see elsewhere.

KANSAS.

Area, 81,700 Square Miles. Population, 1890, 1,427,006.

Situated west of the Missouri river, Kansas was a part of the Louisiana Purchase in 1803. It was organized as a territory in 1854, but account of the fierce contest over the question of the admission of slavery into the constitution, its admission as a State was delayed until 1861, when it was admitted as a Free State. It suffered severely during the civil war from guerrilla bands, which devastated entire counties. It derives its name from the Indian, and means "smoky water." The surface is generally undulating, well watered in the eastern portion, and soil very productive. Timber is plentiful in the eastern part, but scarce in the western. Coal and salt are found in inexhaustible quantities in the eastern and central portions. It is mainly an agricultural State, ranking fifth in production of cattle, corn and rye, and ninth in hogs, horses, wheat and coal. Under the U. S. timber act, nearly 300,000 acres have been planted with forest trees. Its principal cities are Topeka, the capital, Leavenworth, Atchison, Wichita and Wyan- doe. The present Governor is L. W. Humphrey.
MICHIGAN
Area, 57,430 Square Miles. Population 1890, 2,093,689.

The first actual white settlement within the limits of the State was a mission at Sault Ste Marie, founded in 1668 by Father Marquette and others. Detroit was founded in 1701 by Cadillac. In 1823 it was established as a Territory, and was admitted to the Union Jan. 26, 1837. The State derives its name from two Chippewa words, "mitche" and "sawgyhegan," meaning the lake country. The western portion is largely given up to mining. It contains the most productive copper region in the world, except Chili, and its mines of iron ore are practically inexhaustible. Building stone is found in abundance, and the State takes the lead in salt production. Its forests of pine and valuable hardwoods are very great, furnishing material for one of its chief industries—manufacture of furniture, in which it ranks at the head. Agriculture is also an important occupation for a large portion of its inhabitants. Its principal cities are Lansing, the capital, Detroit, Grand Rapids, East Saginaw, Bay City, Jackson, Muskegon and Kalamazoo. Its present Governor is E. H. Winlan. On another page is given the part Michigan takes in the World's Fair.

MINNESOTA
Area, 52,365 Square Miles. Population, 1890, 1,301,826.

This territory was first explored by Hennepin and La Salle in 1669. It was first a portion of the Territory of Missouri, and later that of Iowa. It was organized as a separate Territory in 1849, and admitted as a State in 1858. St. Paul was first settled in 1849 by a Swiss colony. Fort Snelling was established in 1820. The State derives its name from the Indians, and signifies "whitish water." It is nicknamed the "gopher State." One thirty-fifth of the entire area of the State is covered with lakes. It is estimated that there are over 7,000 small lakes within its boundaries, varying from one to thirty miles in diameter. Iron and copper are found in large quantities. Three-fourths of the State is rolling prairie, while heavy tracts of forest abound in the lake region. The Falls of St. Anthony and Minnehaha are great attractions. Its principal cities are St. Paul, the capital, Minneapolis, Duluth, St. Paul, Winona and Mankato. Its present Governor is W. R. Merriam.

MISSISSIPPI
Area, 45,340 Square Miles. Population, 1890, 1,280,600.

MISSISSIPPI'S first settlement was made in 1699 by the French. It was organized as Louisiana in 1763, and was admitted to the Union in 1817. It seceded in 1861 and was readmitted in 1868. The State derives its name from an Indian term signifying the Father of Waters. Its surface is undulating and generally low, and where not marshy has a productive soil. A large portion of the State is covered with primitive forests of oak, history, black walnut, butternut and hickory. Mississippi is almost exclusively an agricultural State, corn and cotton being its staple products. In the production of the latter it ranks second in the Union. The labor is largely performed by colored persons. Of late years more attention has been paid to the establishment of cotton factories. Its leading cities are Jackson, the capital, Vicksburg, Meridian and Natchez. The present Governor is John J. Stone.
MARYLAND.

Area, 9,860 Square Miles. Population, 1890, 1,042,980.

The establishment of a settlement at St. Mary's in 1634, by Lord Baltimore, being a Catholic, that religion was made the creed of the colony. In 1783 Congress met at Annapolis and it was there that Washington resigned his commission as commander-in-chief of the army. Maryland was named in honor of Henrietta Maria, Queen of Charles II. The state is admirably situated for water transportation, having over 300 miles of frontage on tide water and navigable rivers. The valleys of the rivers present extremely picturesque and charming scenery, and at various points there has been made for tourists who flock thither in large numbers. The chief industry is agriculture—corn, wheat and tobacco being the leading products. Manufacturing interests are also large and increasing. The canning of fruits and oysters is carried on quite extensively. The forest commerce is conducted chiefly through Baltimore. The leading cities are Annapolis, the capital; Baltimore, Cumberland and Hagerstown. The present Governor is Frank Brown.

MASSACHUSETTS.

Area, 8,400 Square Miles. Population, 1890, 2,338,943.

ABOT was the discoverer of the coast of Massachusetts, and the English consequently laid claim to the territory. The first permanent settlement was made at Plymouth in 1620. The colonists were in almost continuous warfare with the Indians, and were the first of the American colonies to oppose the aggressions of the English government. The latter led to the war of the Revolution, and the first blood in that conflict stained the soil of Massachusetts. It is nicknamed the Bay State. Massachusetts devotes much attention to her educational interests, and Boston is called the Athens of America—the seat of learning. Harvard University, the oldest and wealthiest institution of the kind in America, Amherst, Wellesley, Williams and Tufts Colleges and Boston University are well known. About one-half of the State is devoted to agriculture. It is a great manufacturing State, ranking third in the Union. The products are textile fabrics, boots and shoes, jewelry and paper. Its leading cities are Boston, the capital, Lowell, Cambridge, Worcester, Fall River and Lynn. The present Governor is W. E. Russell.

MISSOURI.


Probably the first settlement in the boundaries of Missouri was made at St. Genevieve in 1733. It was part of the Louisiana Purchase in 1803, and became the Territory of Missouri in 1812, and admitted to the Union in 1821. The application for the admission of Missouri as a State raised anew the question of the extension of slavery, and after a long conflict a bill called the 'Missouri Compromise' passed Congress, making that State a slave-holding State, but providing that thereafter all new States admitted north of 36°30' N. latitude should be free States. Missouri declared for neutrality during the civil war, and was the scene of many sanguinary battles. The inhabitants are nicknamed Pukes. The soil is exceedingly fertile, and agriculture is the leading industry. Its chief products are corn, wheat, rye, and fruits. The iron resources of the State exceed those of any other, while coal underlies about one-third of the State. Its principal cities are St. Louis, Kansas City, the capital, St. Joseph and Hannibal. Its present Governor is D. B. Francis.
MONTANA

Area, 145,310 Square Miles. Population, 1890, 132,150.

SITUATED on the east and immediately adjoining Idaho, it formerly constituted a part of that territory, but in 1864 was separated therefrom and made an individual domain. The rapid growth of the territory dates from the opening of the gold mines in 1861. Montana has been the scene of many conflicts with the Indians, the most memorable being the battle on the banks of the Little Big Horn, on June 25, 1876, in which the Seventh United States Cavalry was almost annihilated, the brave commander, Gen. Custer, being numbered with the slain. It is generally alluded to as the "Custer Massacre." Montana was admitted to the Union in 1889. As the name implies, Montana is a land of mountains, nearly one-fourth of its extent being classed as mountain land. This State has within its boundaries some of the richest mining country in the world. Gold, silver, copper, lead, coal, and other valuable minerals are extensively mined. Sheep and cattle raising is also an important industry. The principal cities are Helena, the capital, Butte City, and Anaconda. Its Governor is J. K. Toole.

NEBRASKA

Area, 76,186 Square Miles. Population, 1890, 1,058,910.

This State was originally a part of the Louisiana Territory. In 1861 it was, with Kansas, formed into a territory, and in 1867 it was admitted into the Union. Nebraska derives its name from the Nebraska River which is derived from the Indian "Ne," water; and "bras," shallow, and means shallow water. The surface is one vast plain, the eastern portion being agricultural lands, and the western devoted to grazing. Wheat, corn, barley, oats, flax, hemp and all vegetables are produced. Cattle raising is one of the most important interests of the State there being 3,000,000 acres in the grazing region. There has also been a wonderful increase in its manufacturing interests of late. Having large smelting works, car works, foundries, etc. It had 5,221 miles of railroad track in 1891. Its principal cities are Lincoln, the capital, Omaha, Hastings, Nebraska City, and Plattsmouth. Its Governor is W. R. Boyd.

NEVADA

Area, 109,740 Square Miles. Population, 1890, 45,761.

NV was settled in 1854 by a colony of Mormons who located in the Washoe and Carson valleys. It was organized as a territory in 1861 and admitted as a State in 1864. The surface of Nevada is an elevated tableland, with an average height of 4,500 feet above the sea level. Owing to lack of irrigation, much of the land is valueless for agricultural purposes. There are, however, millions of acres of fine grazing land, much of which is being utilized for that purpose. It was in 1860 that gold was first discovered in this State and now is mined in nearly every mountain range in the borders. The Comstock lode contained for many years the richest silver mines in the world, although now it is partially exhausted. The average annual production of the precious metals is from seven to ten million dollars. Owing to the decline in its mining operations, the chief industry, the State has been retrograding in population the last few years. Its principal cities are Carson City, the capital, Virginia City, Gold Hill and Eureka. Its Governor is R. K. Colcord.
NEW HAMPSHIRE AND VERMONT,

NEW JERSEY.

Area, 9,006 sq. miles; pop. 1,111,933.

VERMONT was the site of the first settlement in New Hampshire, and Exeter the second. It is called the Granite State, because granite abounds there. It was one of the original thirteen States. The general surface is rugged and broken, and is often called the Switzerland of America. It is chiefly a manufacturing State. The principal cities are Concord, the capital, Manchester, Dover, and Portsmouth. The present Governor is H. A. Tuttle.

NEW JERSEY was first settled by the Dutch in 1609, and the Swedes in 1658. In 1664, Penn purchased the entire territory. New Jersey was subject to New York State in its government until 1702, when it acquired separate administration, which it retained until it became one of the original thirteen States. Immediately after the outbreak of the Revolution, it became the theater of war, and many important conflicts occurred within its borders. The State was so called in 1664, from the island of Jersey, on the coast of France, the residence of Sir George Carteret, to whom the territory was granted. New Jersey's chief attractions are its many seaside resorts, all of which are easy of access to Philadelphia and New York. It is one of the principal manufacturing States of the Union, while its fertile soil makes its entire surface an immense garden. Its shad and oyster fisheries are also extensive. The principal cities are Trenton, the capital, Newark, Jersey City, Paterson, Camden and Trenton. The present Governor is L. Abbott.

NEW YORK.

Area, 49,170 Square Miles. Population, 1890, 6,907,833.

REX JERSEY was first settled by the Dutch in 1609, and the Swedes in 1658. In 1664, Penn purchased the entire territory. New Jersey was subject to New York State in its government until 1702, when it acquired separate administration, which it retained until it became one of the original thirteen States. Immediately after the outbreak of the Revolution, it became the theater of war, and many important conflicts occurred within its borders. The State was so called in 1664, from the island of Jersey, on the coast of France, the residence of Sir George Carteret, to whom the territory was granted. New Jersey's chief attractions are its many seaside resorts, all of which are easy of access to Philadelphia and New York. It is one of the principal manufacturing States of the Union, while its fertile soil makes its entire surface an immense garden. Its shad and oyster fisheries are also extensive. The principal cities are Trenton, the capital, Newark, Jersey City, Paterson, Camden and Trenton. The present Governor is L. Abbott.
OHIO.

Area, 40,760 Square Miles. Population, 1890, 3,672,316.

In 1809 Ohio was first explored by LaSalle. The first permanent settlement was at Marietta, in 1788. Ohio was included in the Northwest Territory until May 7th, 1803, when it was created a separate Territory, and April 30th, 1803, became a State. The first settlement of Cincinnati was in 1788. The inhabitants are called "Buckeyes," derived from the buckeye trees that abound. Ohio was undoubtedly the home of the "Mound Builders," and in different parts of the State, notably at Marietta, Chillicothe, and in the Licking and Miami Valleys, these mounds still remain, which many are led to believe, point to an antiquity of 2,000 or more years. Ohio is a leading agricultural and manufacturing State. It ranks first in agricultural implements and wool; second in petroleum, iron and steel; third in wheat, sheep, coal and salt. Its principal cities are Columbus, the capital, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Toledo, Dayton, Springfield, Sandusky and Zanesville. Its present governor is Wm. McKinley.

OREGON.

Area, 94,560 Square Miles. Population, 1890, 313,716.

Oregon's first settlement was at Astoria, in 1811. In 1845 a provisional government was formed, and in 1848 a territory. In 1859 it was admitted as a State. Oregon derives its name from an Indian word signifying the river of the West, referring to the Columbia. The development of the State has been rapid. Among its natural attractions are the Falls and Dalles of the Columbia river, and the Falls of Wills, Oregon is noted as an agricultural and wood producing State. The soil and climate of the eastern and western sections differ so widely that the general productions include those of the temperate and semi-tropical zones. The abundant pasturage affords admirable facilities for grazing. The principal cities are Salem, the capital, Portland, Astoria and East Portland. The present Governor is S. Penneyer.

PENNSYLVANIA.

Area, 44,985 Square Miles. Population, 1890, 5,258,014.

The State proper dates from the grant of Charlestown to William Penn, in 1681, which embraces all the Territory west of the Delaware River to Penn, by cultivating peace with the Indians and encouraging immigration with freedom of religious views, established a flourishing and prosperous colony. The State was the scene of Braddock's defeat in the French and Indian War, and of the battles of Germantown and Brandywine during the Revolution, and Gettysburg in the Civil War. It was from Philadelphia that the Declaration of Independence was signed in 1776. The State is mountainous with the exception of the southeastern portion. Nearly one-half of the iron produced in the United States is mined in the State. In the production of coal oil it also excels: others, is second in the production of lumber and third in the production of petroleum. The principal cities are Harrisburg, the capital, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Allegheny, Scranton and Reading. The present Governor is R. E. Pattison.
Rhode Island.

Area, 1,065 square miles. Population, 1890, 345,906.

Rhode Island was the smallest of the original thirteen States. It has held that position undisputed. It was first settled by Roger Williams and his followers in 1636. The State is so called in 1641, in reference to the Isle of Rhodes, in the Mediterranean. It is named Little Rhody. It has an extreme length north and south of only forty-seven miles, and breadth of forty miles, with a water frontage of 9 miles. The surface is in the main broken, but its numerous islands are exceedingly fertile. Its chief industry is manufacturing, the State surpassing all others in this line compared with its population, the chief products being cotton, woolen and other textile fabrics. Although small, its capital is the seat of two universities. The leading cities are Providence and Newport, with an annual meeting of the Legislature. Providence is the seat of American University. The towns of Warwick, Woonsocket, and Pawtucket are the manufacturing centers of the State. Its capital is Providence, and its largest city is Newport. The present Governor is H. W. Ladd.

Texas.

Possibly La Salle was the first white man to visit Texas, having landed on its shores in 1685. It was first settled by the Spaniards in 1718, and called the New Philipinen. After the Louisiana Purchase in 1803, Texas became a disputed territory, being claimed by both Spain and the United States. Mexico strongly asserted her claim to its possession. In 1836, under Sam Houston, the Mexicans were driven out of the State, and it became an independent republic. It was annexed to the United States, and then incorporated as the State of Texas. In 1845, it was admitted to the Union as the 28th State. Its capital is Austin, the seat of the State. It is the largest State in area in the United States. Texas outranks all others in the value of its stock raising. Its leading cities are Austin, Galveston, San Antonio, Dallas and Houston. The present Governor is J. S. Hogg.

Virginia and West Virginia.

Virginia. Area, 40,175 square miles; population, 1890, 1,655,968. West Virginia, 24,465 square miles; population, 1890, 765,794.

The first permanent settlement in America was made at Jamestown, Virginia, in 1607. Virginia took a leading part in the Revolution, supplying such leaders as Washington, Lee, Jefferson and Patrick Henry. It was admitted to the Union in 1788. Agriculture is the leading industry. The leading cities are Richmond, the capital, Norfolk, Petersburg and Lynchburg. The present Governor is P. W. McKinney.

West Virginia, settled mainly from the north, bled few slaves, and had little in common with the wealthy planters in the east and south. Upon the passage of the ordinance of secession by Virginia, West Virginia, inaugurated a new government, which was recognized by Congress in 1863, when it was admitted to the Union. Its chief city is Charleston, the capital, Wheeling, Parkersburg and Martinsburg. The present Governor is E. W. Wilson.
WASHINGTON.

Area, 69,180 Square Miles. Population, 1890, 3,049,360.

It was not until 1840 that Washington was in any degree known. About this time missionaries and the Hudson Bay Company established the first settlement of white men. In 1853 a territorial government was formed, and its present boundaries fixed in 1863. Washington was admitted into the Union in 1889. More than one-half of the territory remains yet unsurveyed. It is estimated that there are in the State 20,000,000 acres of forest, 15,000,000 of plains and prairies, and 15,000,000 in bottom lands. Its climate is healthful and salubrious, the winters being moderate and summers cool and delightful. Farming, stock-raising, mining, lumbering and fishing are the chief industries. There are valuable mines of iron, copper, coal, silver and lead. The State contains many health resorts, which are rapidly growing in popularity. The principal cities are Olympia, the capital, Seattle, Tacoma, Walla Walla and Spokane Falls. Its present Governor is E. P. Perry.

WISCONSIN.

Area, 54,650 Square Miles. Population, 1890, 1,686,880.

The first settlement in Wisconsin was made by the French in 1633. In 1836 the Territory of Wisconsin was formed, and was admitted as a State May 29, 1848. The State derives its name from its chief river, and that from the French word "ouiscou summ," or flowing westward. It is nicknamed the "Badger State." Although Wisconsin is situated far north, the extreme heat and cold are tempered by the great lakes with which she is bounded on the north and east. It is one of the leading grain-producing States of the northwest. Much attention is also given to dairy products, and live stock is largely raised. The large mineral resources of the State are only partially developed. Iron, copper, lead and zinc are all found, and in abundance. Limestone and sandstone are plentiful. The northern part of the State is almost entirely covered with immense forests of pine and hemlock, which produce annually millions of feet of lumber. Its principal cities are Madison, the capital, Milwaukee, Dubuque, Racine, Fond du Lac and Sheboygan. Its present Governor is George Peck. The mineral resources of Wisconsin take the world's fair is given elsewhere.

WYOMING.

Area, 97,775 Square Miles. Population, 1890, 60,705.

During the construction of the Union Pacific Railroad in 1867, the first settlements in Wyoming were made, and in 1869 a territorial organization was completed. The first territorial legislature that convened in Cheyenne passed a law conferring on women the right of suffrage, which has never been repealed. In 1889, Wyoming was admitted to the Union. Most of the surface is broken, and but a small proportion of the land is tillable. Stock raising is the leading industry. Agriculture is dependent upon irrigation for success. The Yellowstone National Park, one of the greatest natural attractions of the world, is situated in the northwestern part of the State, although outside its jurisdiction. The leading cities are Cheyenne, the capital, Laramie, Rawlins, Evanston. The present Governor is F. E. Warren.
The Indian Territory is not a territory proper, but rather a reservation set apart by the government for the Indian tribes moved west of the Mississippi River. The territory was a part of the Louisiana Purchase of 1803, and was set apart for the Indians in 1830 by act of Congress. It contains twenty-five reservations, the principal tribes being the Cherokees, Choctaws, Chickasaws, Chippewa, Creeks and Comanches. The total number of Indians is stated at 64,870, and whites 111,493. The several tribes are each governed by chiefs, having their own internal government, the United States government having jurisdiction only where a white man is one of a party to an action. Indians cannot pass from their reservation without a pass from the agent of the U.S. government. No whites are allowed to intrude on the reservations. The soil of the valleys is rich. The occupation of the inhabitants is chiefly hunting and agriculture, of the latter Indian corn being the chief crop. A few years ago a section was purchased from the Indians, was called Oklahoma, and was soon occupied by the whites.

**ARIZONA.**


**AUTHOR'S NOTE**

NUMBER of settlements were made in Arizona by the Jesuits in 1790, but their missions were broken up by the Mexicans a few years later, and the Jesuits expelled. Until 1830 Arizona was a part of New Mexico, at which date it was organized as a territory. That part of the territory north of the Gila River was acquired through a treaty with Mexico in 1848, all lying south of it was obtained by purchase from Mexico in 1853. There are in the territory 20,000 Indians whose warlike disposition has retarded its growth greatly. The name is derived from an Indian word meaning "mountains." The region is the Colorado, whose gorges and canyons are a great attraction to tourists. Within the boundaries of Arizona, New Mexico and Utah are the famed lands of the Cliff Dwellers, which will ever be the wonder of scientists and travelers. The chief wealth of Arizona lies in its metals and minerals, the mines of which are rich and numerous. Its principal cities are Tucson, Tombstone, and Phoenix.

**UTAH.**

Area, 82,190 square miles. Population, 1890, 207,905.

In 1862 Capt. Bonneville visited Salt Lake City, and the story of his travels was given to the world by Washington Irving in 1827. In 1842 Gen. John C. Fremont, explored the territory for the first time. It was a portion of the territory ceded to the United States by Mexico in 1848. There were but few settlers until the Mormons, driven out of the east, sought a country where the United States could not reach them, and came hither in 1834. They immediately organized a state, but their constitution was rejected by the government, and for ten years they were in continual difficulties with the U.S. government. For forty years Utah has pleaded for a statehood, but this will probably not be granted until Mormonism is blotted out. The territory derives its name from the Ute Indians. It is rich in minerals. The chief industry is farming, carried on principally by irrigation. The carrying of live stock is also largely entered into. Mineral oils and gas have been found in paying quantities. The principal cities are Salt Lake City and Ogden.
MEXICO.

UR nearest neighbor on the south is Mexico, with a population in 1887 of 10,466,028 of which twenty per cent only are white. It is a republic, with Gen. Diaz as president. Its history dates back to the seventh century, when it was inhabited by the Toltecs, who were succeeded in the twelfth century by the Aztecs, whose domination may be said to have closed with their conquest by Cortez, the Spaniard, in 1519. For although the race has maintained occupation of the Mexican territory, its existence as a nation ceased with the Spanish occupation. The Toltecs and Aztecs came from the north, and were comparatively a peaceful race, establishing towns, tilling the soil, and founding cities, one of them being the City of Mexico, founded in 1325. Mexico had 3,670 miles of railway in 1885, and 6,500 more projected, much of which has been completed; also 12,700 miles of telegraph lines. It being a tropical country, its exhibit will partake of that nature, consisting chiefly of coffee, tobacco, indigo, drugs, hides, fruits and relics. The City of Mexico is the capital; population, 300,000.

NEW MEXICO.

Area, 122,460 square miles. Population, 1880, 153,693.

His territory was explored by the Spaniards in 1537, who opened mines, established missions and made some progress in civilizing the Indians. It was formerly Mexican territory but was ceded to the United States in 1848, and created a territory in 1850. There are a large number of Indians within its boundary. The soil is rich, but the rainfall being light, profitable cultivation of the cereals can only be carried on in the valleys, where irrigation is practicable. Stock raising promises to become a great industry. Within the last few years the development of new and rich mines demonstrates the fact that the territory will soon take an important position in the mineral producing territories. Copper, lead, silver, gold, iron and salt abound. The principal cities are Santa Fe, the capital, Las Vegas and Albuquerque.

CENTRAL AMERICA & WEST INDIES

CENTRAL AMERICA, originally one State now divided into five independent republics of Guatemala, Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua and Costa Rica, besides British Honduras. Its total area is 275,963 square miles and a population of 2,900,000, about one tenth of whom are whites, the remainder Indians and mixed nationalities. Its greatest wealth consists in its vegetable productions. It is generally hot and unhealthy near the coast, but temperate in the more elevated regions.

THE WEST INDIES include the islands of Cuba, Hayti, Porto Rico, Jamaica, the Bahama Islands, and numerous other smaller Isles, of which there are a large number. They have mainly a fertile soil, and are frequently disturbed by volcanic eruptions. Havana, the capital of Cuba, is the largest city in the West Indies.
MANITOBA.

FORMERLY the Red River settlement, is situated about in the center of the North American continent, north of the United States, having an area of 193,500 square miles. It is a province of the Dominion of Canada, of which it became a part in 1870. The surface is generally level and soil fertile, producing from twenty to twenty-five bushels of wheat to the acre, the grain ripening in 130 days. It produces also the other cereals in abundance. The climate is similar to adjoining States in the United States. The Canadian Pacific extends through the territory, and has given a great impetus to settlement. There are now about 300,000 residents in the province. The drainage of the country is entirely into Hudson's Bay, the land being well watered. Winnipeg is the capital and leading city, with a population of about 40,000, and is in a thriving and prosperous condition.

ONTARIO.

The province of Ontario lies between Lake Superior and the Ottawa river, fronting on Lakes Erie, Huron and Ontario and the river St. Lawrence. It has a total area of 101,733 square miles, and a population in 1881 of 1,653,288, of whom about one-third were Irish, one-third English, and the balance of Scotch, French and German descent. Ontario forms the most important part of the Dominion of Canada, which is under British control. It has the same vegetable productions as the neighboring States in the United States. Agriculture is the leading occupation of the inhabitants, although the timber trade is still an important industry. The Protestant religion predominates, and the school system affords all children a free education. The right of suffrage is conferred on all male British subjects over 18 years of age, with property qualifications. Toronto is the capital, with a population of 172,463.

QUEBEC.

This province was formerly Canada East, and is another important part of the Dominion of Canada, having an area of 188,688 square miles. The St. Lawrence is the chief river, and the great avenue of commerce, navigable for large ships to Montreal, but is closed by ice for five months in the year. During this season, the ocean outlet is through Portland, Maine. It contained 1,340,000 inhabitants in 1881, the majority of whom are Roman Catholic. The products are the usual grains, lumber and furs. Copper and iron are the leading minerals. The manufactures are numerous, consisting chiefly of flour, lumber, leather, furniture hardware, paper, boots and shoes, steam engines and agricultural implements. The fisheries are valuable and quite extensive, cod, herring, salmon, seals, mackerel and lobsters abounding in great numbers in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. The climate is healthy, but quite severe in winter. Quebec is the capital, with a population of 62,445; Montreal is the largest city: population, 155,000.